
DAMASCUS: A string of bombings claimed
by the Islamic State group killed dozens
across Syria yesterday, as Washington and
Moscow failed to agree on a deal to stem
the country’s violence. The blasts in mostly
government-held territory killed at least 48
people and wounded dozens more, a day
after the jihadist group lost the last stretch
of the Syria-Turkey border under its control.
In China, where world powers were gath-
ered for the G20 meeting, US President

Barack Obama and Russian counterpart
Vladimir Putin touted “productive” talks
and “some alignment” on Syria.

But the two powers failed to produce an
expected deal to ease the violence in Syria,
where more than 290,000 people have
been killed and more than half the popula-
tion displaced since March 2011. The latest
carnage came in a series of blasts, the
deadliest of which was a double bombing 
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FI
LS Govt to launch separate

hospitals for expatriates
Limit on residency period mulled to curb expat numbers

By B Izzak and A Saleh

KUWAIT: Health Minister Ali Al-Obaidi said yesterday that
the government’s legal agency - the fatwa and legislative
department - has given its approval for setting up an
independent healthcare system for expatriates under a
new medical insurance scheme. The fatwa department
approved a draft contract the ministry plans to sign with
the Health Insurance Hospitals Company to offer health-
care services to expatriates, the minister said.

The contract is in accor-
dance with the government’s
program of action and the
state development plan to
develop a national health-
care strategy, Obaidi said. The
Health Insurance Hospitals
Co, a public shareholding
firm for health insurance
established in accordance
with a decision by the
Cabinet, will provide medical
care for expatriates through a number of hospitals and
primary medical centers based on the health insurance
law of 1999, the minister said.

The ministry is currently engaged in completing the
necessary approvals for the draft contract from the state’s
supervisory agencies, said Obaidi, adding that the project
has been sent to the state Audit Bureau for examination,
he said. Pending approval of the bureau, the ministry will
start implementing the scheme by providing healthcare
to expatriates at hospitals and medical centers specialized

Continued on Page 13

Ali Al-Obaidi

By Hanan Al-Saadoun

KUWAIT: The Ministry of Interior
announced yesterday the confiscation of
about three million pills of the illegal
Captagon drug hidden inside air com-
pressors. The Drugs Control General
Department (DCGD) received information
that indicated an incoming cargo contain-
er had narcotics hidden inside. The con-
tainer was placed under surveillance until
it reached the country and the delivery
was made before the raid was carried out.

Kuwaiti security authorities have
recently foiled a wave of bids to smuggle
narcotics into the country, which has
drawn alarm from concerned authorities.
In July, the Interior Ministry foiled a major attempt to bring
10 million Captagon pills worth KD 25 million into the coun-
try. Captagon, a brand name for the synthetic stimulant
fenethylline, was developed in the 1960s to treat hyperactivi-
ty and narcolepsy.

It was banned in the 1980s because of its potential for
abuse, but knockoff versions continue to be illegally manu-
factured in small-scale labs in some countries. Some militant
groups in the region reportedly use it to increase their
strength and prowess in battle. 

MoI seizes 3 million Captagon pills

KUWAIT: Packets of Captagon pills and a suspect are seen after the shipment of the drug was busted yester-
day. (Inset) Interior Minister Sheikh Mohammad Al-Khaled Al-Sabah examines a packet of pills hidden inside
an air compressor.  — MoI

LONDON: Oil rallied by up to five percent yes-
terday as top global producers Russia and
Saudi Arabia vowed to stabilize the market
after meeting at the G20 in China. Saudi
Energy Minister Khaled Al-Falih and his Russian
counterpart Alexander Novak agreed to “act
together” to steady the market, on the side-
lines of the G20 summit in the eastern Chinese
city of Hangzhou. In reaction, Brent North Sea
crude leapt as high as $49.40 per barrel, and
US benchmark West Texas Intermediate (WTI)
soared to $46.53.

Prices later pulled back however as Saudi
Arabia ruled out the need to trim back produc-
tion, while traders questioned whether the
pair would curb global oversupply. The two
nations “noted the particular importance of
constructive dialogue and close cooperation
between the largest oil-producing countries

with the goal of supporting the stability of the
oil market”, the ministers said in a joint state-
ment. “To this end the ministers agreed to act
together or in cooperation with other oil pro-
ducers,” it read, adding they had agreed to set
up a “joint monitoring group” to offer recom-
mendations to prevent price fluctuations. 

Novak described the announcement as
marking a “new era” in cooperation between
Russia and Saudi Arabia and insisted that it
would have a “critical significance”. However,
there were no details on any deal to freeze oil
output around current levels, just weeks
before Moscow and the 13-nation
Organization of the Petroleum Exporting
Countries (OPEC) crude cartel meet in Algeria
to discuss a global supply glut. Thus far, major
oil producers have been unable to strike an
accord on freezing output, owing mainly to a

dispute between Saudi Arabia and Iran over
Tehran’s desire to raise production levels after
the lifting of sanctions. 

After meeting Novak, Falih told Al-Arabiya
television channel there was “currently no
need to freeze production”. “A freeze is one of
the preferred options but it is not needed for
the moment.” OPEC members Kuwait, Nigeria
and the United Arab Emirates all welcomed
the Saudi-Russian pledge. Kuwait “backs the
outcome of these consultations for the sake of
achieving a balance in the markets”, acting oil
minister and Finance Minister Anas Al-Saleh
said. “The consultations come in the frame-
work of cooperation among major OPEC and
non-OPEC producers... to regulate and stabilize
markets,” said the minister of OPEC’s fifth
largest producer.

Continued on Page 13

Russia, Saudis to stabilize oil output
Kuwait welcomes cooperation • Oil rallies

This combination image taken yesterday shows (left) US President Barack Obama
speaking during a press conference following the conclusion of the G20 summit in
Hangzhou, China, and (right) Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte speaking dur-
ing a press conference in Davao City in the Philippines prior to his departure for
Laos to attend the ASEAN summit. — AFP 

DAVAO: Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte
crudely insulted Barack Obama yesterday as
he vowed not to be lectured by the US leader
on human rights when they meet in Laos. The
acid-tongued Duterte bristled at warnings he
would face questioning by the US president
over a war against drugs in the Philippines
that has claimed more than 2,400 lives in just
over two months. “You must be respectful. Do
not just throw away questions and state-
ments. (Expletive) I will curse you in that
forum,” Duterte told a news conference short-
ly before flying to Laos to attend a summit.
“We will be wallowing in the mud like pigs if
you do that to me.”

Duterte was due to hold a bilateral meet-
ing with Obama today afternoon on the side-
lines of a gathering of global leaders hosted
by the Association of Southeast Asian Nations
(ASEAN) in Vientiane, the Lao capital. But
shortly after Duterte spoke, Obama appeared
to cast doubt on whether such a meeting
could take place. Calling Duterte “a colorful
guy”, the US president said was asking his
staff to find out whether a meeting would be
useful. “I always want to make sure if I’m hav-
ing a meeting that it’s actually productive
and we’re getting something done,” he told
reporters.

Duterte, 71, was elected in May after a
promise to wage an unprecedented war on
illegal drugs that would see tens of thou-
sands of suspects killed. Official figures
released Sunday show that, since he took
office on June 30, over 2,400 people have
been killed in police anti-drug operations and
by suspected vigilantes. 

Speaking on the sidelines of the G20 sum-

mit in the Chinese city of Hangzhou, Obama
said Washington recognized that drugs were
a significant problem for the Philippines. But
he insisted that he would not shy away from
raising concerns about the way the issue was
being handled under the new administration.
“The issue of how we approach fighting
crime and drug trafficking is a serious one for
all of us. We’ve got to do it the right way,” he
said. “Undoubtedly, if and when we have a
meeting, this is something that’s going to be
brought up. And my expectation, my hope is
that it could be dealt with constructively.”

Asked after arriving in the Laos capital of
Vientiane whether the meeting would go
ahead, Duterte replied: “Maybe, if I feel
good. I don’t want to quarrel with him. He’s
the most powerful president ... on the plan-
et.” Duterte added that he did not believe
the subject of extrajudicial killings should be
raised at such a summit. “It is rude.”

Duterte has angrily rejected criticism
from the Catholic Church, human rights
groups, legislators and the United Nations.
And he vowed yesterday the bloodbath
would continue as he pursued his goal of
eradicating illegal narcotics in the
Philippines.

“More people will be killed, plenty will be
killed until the last pusher is out of the
streets. Until the (last) drug manufacturer is
killed, we will continue and I will continue,”
he said. Duterte insisted he would not take
orders from the United States, a former colo-
nial ruler of the Philippines, and did not care
about how he was perceived. “I don’t give a
s*** about anybody observing my behavior,”
he said. — AFP 

Duterte spews vulgar
tirade against Obama

Dozens killed in string 
of deadly Syria blasts

TARTOUS: Syrians and security forces gather at the site of a blast targeting the
Arzuna Bridge in a government-held area outside this Syrian city yesterday. — AFP 

RIYADH/KHOBAR: A cartoon widely circulated in
Saudi Arabia on Twitter last month showed three old
men in traditional robes, named Unemployment,
Prices and Poverty, looking down at a young boy
with torn clothes named Salary. “When will you grow
bigger like us?!” the men ask the boy. The annual Eid
Al-Adha holiday period is traditionally a time for
ordinary Saudis to splurge on new clothes, acces-
sories and travel. But this year’s Eid holidays, which
fall on Sept 12-15, are set to be the most austere in
well over a decade.

Low oil prices are forcing the government of the
world’s top oil exporter into spending cuts to curb a
budget deficit that totalled a record $98 billion last
year. Those cuts, which began late in 2015, are now
rippling through almost every area of the Saudi
economy, reducing consumers’ disposable income
and weighing on the living standards of ordinary
Saudis. “Looking at individual consumption, you will
find a significant shift in consumer habits, and the
size of purchases has gone down significantly com-
pared to last year,” said Saudi economist Fadl
Albuainain. “Although corporations are the main rea-
son behind declining consumer demand, the impact
of individuals’ spending cannot be overlooked.”

The consumer spending slump has become a
significant drag on the economy as a whole. Saudi
Arabia’s non-oil sector shrank 0.7 percent from a
year ago in the first quarter of 2016, its worst per-
formance in at least five years. Second-quarter data
has not been released yet but London-based Capital
Economics estimates the sector shrank 4.5 percent
in June. 

Continued on Page 13

Saudis tighten 
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KUWAIT: His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah
Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah received at Bayan
Palace yesterday First Deputy Prime Minister
and Foreign Minister Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled
Al-Hamad Al-Sabah. Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled
introduced to His Highness the Amir a host of
Kuwait’s newly-appointed envoys overseas.

The new envoys included Kuwait’s new
ambassador to Pakistan, Nassar Abdulrahman
Al-Mutairi; ambassador to the Philippines
Musaed Saleh Al-Thuwaikh; Consul General in
Los Angeles (US), Faisal Ibrahim Al-Holy;
ambassador to Ukraine Rashid Hammad Al-
Adwani; Council General in Vietnam’s Ho Chi

Minh City Khalid Falah Al-Mutairi and finally
Consul General in Jeddah (Saudi Arabia) Wael
Yusuf Al-Enzi.

The envoys were sworn in before His
Highness the Amir who offered them direc-
tives on serving the interests of their dear
nation’s, and working hard to promote bilater-
al ties and cooperation with the countries
where they are going to serve.

His Highness the Amir also urged the
envoys to be as good representatives as ever
of Kuwait on the regional and international
arenas in line with the country’s interests and
foreign policy, which is based on understand-

ing, dialogue, cooperation and reinforcing
concepts of the international peace and secu-
rity. Meanwhile, Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled
voiced gratitude to His Highness the Amir for
his noble directives. The ceremony was
attended by Amiri Diwan Advisor Lieutenant
General Khaled Abdullah Boodai, Director of
His Highness the Amir’s Office Ahmad Fahd Al-
Ahmad, Head of the Amiri Protocol Sheikh
Khaled Al-Abdullah Al-Sabah Al-Nasser Al-
Sabah and Assistant Foreign Minister for
Protocol Affairs  Ambassador Dhari Al-Ajran.

Later, Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled introduced
the new ambassadors to His Highness the

Crown Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber
Al-Sabah and His Highness the Prime Minister
Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-Sabah.

Sudanese minister
Separately, His Highness the Amir received at

Bayan Palace yesterday Sudanese Federal
Minister of Health Bahar Idris Abu Garda, who
handed His Highness a letter from Sudanese
President Omar Al-Bashir regarding bilateral ties.

Meanwhile, His Highness the Crown Prince
received Deputy Prime Minister, Minister of
Finance and Acting Minister of Oil Anas Khaled
Al-Saleh. He also received Minister of Justice

and Minister of Awqaf and Islamic Affairs
Yaqoub Al-Sane and Chief of the National
Security Apparatus Sheikh Thamer Ali Sabah
Al-Salem Al-Sabah. Moreover, His Highness
the Crown Prince also received the country’s
Ambassador to Iraq Salem Al-Zamanan.

In other news, His Highness the Amir sent a
cable of condolences yesterday to UAE
President Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan,
conveying his deepest sympathies over the
demise of an Emirati soldier in Yemen. His
Highness the Crown Prince and His Highness
the Prime Minister sent similar cables of con-
dolences to the UAE President. — KUNA

Amir receives Kuwait’s overseas envoys
KUWAIT: His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah meets with a host of Kuwait’s newly-
appointed envoys overseas, in the presence of First Deputy Prime Minister and Foreign Minister Sheikh Sabah Al-
Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah. — Amiri Diwan and KUNA photos

His Highness the Crown Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah meets with Kuwait’s envoys overseas.

His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah meets with Sudanese
Federal Minister of Health Bahar Idris Abu Garda.His Highness the Prime Minister Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-Sabah meets with Kuwait’s envoys overseas.

KUWAIT: A delegation of Arab and foreign media
personnel, currently visiting the country, affirmed
yesterday that His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah
Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah has earned the UN
designation, the Humanitarian Leader, due to his
unrelenting support for humanitarian works.

This came during a meeting between KUNA’s

Acting General Director, Abdulhamid Malak, with
the visiting delegation, on the occasion of the sec-
ond anniversary of the UN honoring of His
Highness the Amir, coupled with proclaiming the
State of Kuwait as the Humanitarian Center.

The guests, during the meeting attended by
KUNA’s Deputy Chairman for the Editorial

Department, Saad Al-Ali, lauded Kuwait for its rapid
reactions for relieving the impoverished and nations
stricken with catastrophes worldwide. UN Secretary
General Ban Ki-moon, at a grand ceremony at the
UN headquarters in New York on September 9, 2014,
granted the honorary titles for His Highness and his
country. — KUNA

By Sajeev K Peter

KUWAIT: India’s Minister of
State for External Affairs Gen
V K Singh (Retd) will arrive in
Kuwait today on a two-day
visit.  During the visit, the
minister will  meet with
Deputy Prime Minister and
Foreign Minister Sheikh
Sabah Al-Khaled Al-Hamad
Al-Sabah, Deputy Prime
Minister and Interior Minister
Sheikh Mohammad Al-Khaled
Al-Hamad Al-Sabah and other
top Kuwaiti dignitaries and
discuss a wide range of issues
of mutual interest.

The visiting minister will
unveil life-size bronze statue
of Mahatma Gandhi tomor-
row at 7:00 am on the
embassy premises. The
embassy has organized a
community interaction with
the minister tomorrow at 6:30
pm at the Indian embassy
auditorium. The embassy has
invited representatives of all
registered Indian associations
in Kuwait, representatives of
Indian schools, Indian private
sector companies, public sec-
tor undertakings and media
representatives to attend the
community meeting. 

Indian minister 
arrives today

India’s Minister of State
for External Affairs 

Gen V K Singh

KUWAIT: Minister of Information and Minister of State for Youth Affairs Sheikh Salman
Sabah Salem Al-Humoud Al-Sabah leaves for Rio de Janeiro yesterday. — KUNA

KUWAIT: Minister of Information and
Minister of State for Youth Affairs Sheikh
Salman Sabah Salem Al-Humoud Al-Sabah
headed to the Brazilian capital Rio de
Janeiro yesterday to attend the 2016
Paralympic games for the Disabled.

Accompanying Sheikh Salman are
Honorary President of the Kuwaiti Disabled
Sports Club (KDSC) Sheikha Sheikha Al-
Abdullah Al-Sabah, Deputy Chairman of
Kuwait’s Olympic Committee Duaij Al-
Otaibi, Head of the Minister of State for
Youth Affair’s Office Haitham Al-Salem and

other officials.  Moreover, the Rio
Paralympic Games for the Disabled kicks off
on Wednesday, as the competition goes on
until September 18 with participation of
roughly 1,000 disabled athletes, including
competitors from the KDSC.

Formed in 1977, under the umbrella of
the Public Authority for Youth and Sports
(PAYS), KDSC aims to assimilate disabled
persons into society through numerous
sports and cultural activities, as the club
made its Paralympic debut in 1980 in the
Netherlands. — KUNA

Sheikh Salman heads to
Brazil to attend Paralympics

KUWAIT: KUNA’s Acting General Director Abdulhamid Malak meets with a delegation of Arab and foreign media personnel. — KUNA

Media personnel hail Amir’s Int’l honoring

KUWAIT: Deputy Prime Minister and Interior Minister Sheikh Mohammad Al-Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah met yesterday with Kuwait’s
Ambassador to Iran Majdi Al-Thufairi, as well as the family of Kuwaiti citizen Mohammad Taher Al-Baghli who went missing in Romania.

KUWAIT: Amiri Diwan’s Advisor Khaled Boodai visited the Uzbek embassy conveying condolences of His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-
Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah and His Highness the Crown Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah as well as His Highness the Prime
Minister Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-Sabah on the demise of President Islam Karimov. — KUNA



Dear Muna,
I am a regular reader of Kuwait Times. With regards

to your article about end of the oil era on Sunday, we
all know that the current drop in oil prices is one of the
main crises around the world today, so this article is
quite appreciable. This is a serious concern to all of us
(even a little more than the authorities and public)
who are working in oilfields, because this may lead to
our unemployment.

As an oil producing country, certainly this is a seri-
ous issue for Kuwait. The major share of income comes
from oil. We cannot a dream a world which does not
depend on petroleum in the present circumstances,
and I can say that for the next 50 years too, petroleum
will be the main fuel. The science and technology is
progressing day by day, but still petroleum is our main
fuel source.

As you said, this is not the first decline in oil prices -
the world has seen several declines, and I believe that
this is only because of political issues and unwanted
competition between countries. Anyway, the article is
really appreciable. Most of the public does not know
much about the reasons behind oil prices so expecting
a detailed article regarding this.

Reader

Dear Muna,
With regards to your article about rent cheaters, we

were residing there two years ago. Unfortunately, it
was a bad memory in our life and a good lesson too.
When I signed the contract, the amount was not men-
tioned on the contract. After they filled up the con-
tract, I didn’t want to accept, but the counter staff told
me not to be afraid as we will take care of you and you
only pay KD 200 and nothing else. Slowly, they start
torturing us via the haris (thug), knocking the door
asking KD 10 for cleaning money at 1 am, same as in
your article, threatening to cut electricity if rent was
delayed even for a day, water cuts and more. After
some time I decided to get out from there, and I spent
a lot of money to get clearance from them. I’m writing
to make people aware not to get involved with these
guys.

K U L

Dear Muna,
Since the last 2-3 years, we the expatriates have

been bombarded with bad news. Whether it is about
driving licenses, visit visas, deportation for traffic viola-
tions, dependent visas, segregation of hospitals and
what not. The current fuel price rise is an added bonus
to our salaries.

What bothers me no end is that not one MP or
Cabinet minister or undersecretary ever speaks for
expats? As if we do not exist! Everywhere in the world,
prices do rise, but not at such high percentage. Kuwait,
Alhamdulillah, is a rich country. Very rich indeed. No,
we are not asking for freebies, just a little considera-
tion that we exist. There is talk of taxing remittances to
our home countries. We have to do this because ulti-
mately we have to leave this country, willingly or
unwillingly, because citizenship is ruled out. I believe a
majority of expats have immense responsibilities back
home. They are managing families, orphans, helping
people in debt and financing education for economi-
cally weaker sections. All because we earn without
paying taxes.

In fact, reading the statements of various assistant
undersecretaries is quite humiliating many a times.
Just be in our shoes and feel for yourself. The only peo-
ple who do speak for us are few - you and Ms Badriya
Darwish are among them - so one feels sad about the
society we live in. Yes, someone may say - if you can’t
stand the heat, get out. True. But that’s not the way
world runs and survives.

Khalid

Letters to  Muna
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KPC refutes KD 7 m 
package reports

KUWAIT: Deputy Managing Director for Public Relations at
Kuwait Petroleum Corporation (KPC) Basem Al-Essa denied
yesterday that seven senior officials in the oil sector were
rewarded a package worth up to KD 7 million. KPC’s Board
stopped the ‘package’ reward in accordance with the state’s
expenditure rationalization, Essa said. He stressed that the
value and the method of calculating the package circulat-
ed in the news is not true and does not reflect reality.

Visa required for Slovakia
KUWAIT: It is necessary for Kuwaitis willing to visit
Slovakia to obtain a visa from the country’s embassy in
Kuwait in order to avoid legal violations, the Consular
Department at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs said yes-
terday. The Slovak Aliens Police decided on August 8 to
deport seven Kuwaitis for not having Schengen visas
from the Slovak embassy in Kuwait, the department
added in a statement. It was later discovered that the
seven had tourist visas for family visits issued by the
French embassy in Kuwait. They came to Slovakia for a
sports training camp, and did not visit France. According
to the deportation decision, and the laws in the
Schengen countries, the seven Kuwaitis obviously vio-
lated the nature of the visas granted to them. — KUNA

KUWAIT: The Cabinet discussed current regional and
international developments during its weekly session yes-
terday, as it deplored a spate of suicide attacks in a num-
ber of nations, including Iraq, Yemen and Somalia. These
attacks claimed numerous lives and injured scores of oth-
ers as the Cabinet asserted its opposition to all manifesta-
tions of terrorism that contravene all religious and
humanitarian values.

His Highness the Prime Minister Sheikh Jaber Al-
Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-Sabah chaired the regular Cabinet
meeting at Bayan Palace, with the ministers examining
messages addressed from foreign dignitaries to His
Highness the Amir and works in the development sector.

Eid greetings
Following the session, Minister of State for Cabinet

Affairs Sheikh Mohammad Al-Abdullah Al-Mubarak Al-
Sabah stated the session got started with the ministers
expressing congratulations to His Highness the Amir, His
Highness the Crown Prince, the people of Kuwait and
Islamic nations on forthcoming advent of the blessed Eid
Al-Adha.

The ministers revieweda message addressed to His
Highness the Amir from the president of Equatorial Guinea,
inviting Sheikh Sabah to attend the Arab-African Summit,
due in Malabo in November 2016.

They reviewed a message to His Highness from the
president of Mauritius, sent within framework of the good
bilateral ties. Then, they listened to a briefing by the First
Deputy Premier and Foreign Minister Sheikh Sabah Al-
Hamad Al-Sabah on his participation in the GCC ministerial
meeting with the foreign affairs secretaries of the US and

the UK, recently hosted by Riyadh.
The allied nations’ officials at the Riyadh gathering dis-

cussed cooperation in various sectors, coordination against
regional challenges in addition to various regional and
international affairs, namely efforts for restoring peace to
Yemen according to UN resolution 2216, the GCC peace ini-
tiative and results of the Yemeni national dialogue.

Minister Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled informed the ministers
about the outcome of his recent official visit to Switzerland,
where he took part in the grand ceremony marking the
50th anniversary of the Kuwaiti-Swiss relations and the
talks he had held with the Swiss president, dealing with
means of cementing bilateral ties. The visit was crowned
with a MoU for development cooperation.

Small and medium enterprise
The ministers examined the second annual report by

the National Fund for Small and Medium Enterprise
Development submitted to the Supreme Consultancy
Council, in light of a presentation by the Minister of
Commerce and Industry Dr Yousef Al-Ali, outlining achieve-
ments that faced the fund during the 2015-2016 fiscal year
and the priorities for the 2016-2017 fiscal year.

Moreover, the report included the second annual
assessment of the higher council, main recommendations
namely working out a plan for the enterprises, in addition
to the financial report, the budget for the main activities
and examining the local training companies as an avenue
for partnership with the local market, as well as the finan-
cial solutions that conform with the fundamentals of the
Islamic funding, as part of the services provided for the
small and medium enterprises. — KUNA

Cabinet deplores
suicide attacksKRCS chief lauds charities

KUWAIT: Chairman of Kuwait Red Crescent Society (KRCS)
Dr Hilal Al-Sayer yesterday lauded the national authorities
and philanthropists for aiding nations stricken with catas-
trophes or man-made calamities. In a statement the
International Day of Charity, which fell yesterday, Dr Sayer
re-affirmed the State of Kuwait’s unwavering support for
global humanitarian causes and offering help to those in
need without discrimination. — KUNA

Kuwaiti divers in Red Sea
KUWAIT: Kuwait Dive Team (KDT ), affiliated with
Kuwait Science Club (KSC), has embarked on an
adventure in the Red Sea exploring sunken ships
there. Ali Jumaa, the assistant secretary general at the
club, said in a statement yesterday that the divers,
during the week-long adventure involving the resort
Ghardaa, examined wreckage sites of the ill-fated
ships, coral reefs and various fish species, namely the
dreaded sharks. The exploration expedition is the 18th
of its kind. — KUNA

Indicators incentive for growth 
KUWAIT: Fundamental indicators can be relied upon as
incentive for further progress and development in all
realms, Assistant Secretary of the Supreme Council for
Planning and Development (SCPD) Talal Al-Shammeri said
yesterday. SCPD strives to propel Kuwait to the upper ech-
elons of developed nations, Shammeri said in a speech he
gave to open a training program organized by SCPD.
Employees were shown how to extract crucial information
using these internationally-recognized indicators, which
provide an inkling on the rate of development. She also
added that these signals consist of 21 guides and 87 differ-
ent indicators. — KUNA 

Ministers examine small, medium enterprise fund’s report

KUWAIT: His Highness the Prime Minister Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-Sabah chairs the cabinet’s meet-
ing yesterday. — KUNA

By Hanan Al-Saadoun

KUWAIT: The Kuwait Fire Service
Department’s (KFSD) delegation to hajj
began its work by inspecting premises of
Kuwaiti hajj campaigns to make sure they
meet conditions of security and safety,
according to the head of the delegation Col

Yousuf Al-Sufak. He said the KFSD delega-
tion operates in cooperation with the
Awqaf and Islamic Affairs Ministry inspec-
tors to secure campaign premises in
Makkah. The delegation also includes Lt Col
Yasser Al-Thuwaini, Lt Col Humoud Al-
Qahtani, Lt Col Abdullah Jamal, Lt Col
Yacoub Karam and 1st Lt Bader Al-Mutairi.

KFSD delegation 
inspects hajj premises

KUWAIT: The Environment Public Authority
released yesterday 100 Houbara Bustards
into the Kuwaiti wilderness as part of a plan
to conserve this unique species. Sheikh
Abdullah Ahmad Al-Humoud Al-Sabah, the
EPA chairman, said that these freed birds had
been seized by the customs and coast
guards’ authorities for being brought to the
country illegally.

The birds’ release is in line with CITES, the
Convention on International Trade in

Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and
Flora). Houbara Bustards are considered as
part of the Arab peninsula heritage and
enlisted by CITES. EPA has also seized and
confiscated 14 falcons imported illegally.
They were handed over to the Scientific
Center for rehabilitation and planned release
in to the wild. The species of these falcons,
“Al-Shahin,” is also enlisted by CITES. Kuwait
signed CITES in 1973. It was effective con-
cerning Kuwait in November 2002. — KUNA

By Meshaal Al-Enezi and A Saleh 

KUWAIT: Ministry of Electricity and Water’s
(MEW) Undersecretary Mohammad Boshehri
stressed that according to law number
20/2016, all private residence areas including
public housing units (traditional Arab-style
houses) in Sulaibiya and Taima would be
exempted from the new electricity and water
tariffs. “The increase will apply for all sectors
except residential areas,” he stressed, referring
to areas where houses are built. Apartment
buildings are located in areas officially classi-
fied as ‘commercial residence areas,’ and those
will be affected by the energy fees’ hike, along
with shops, markets and industrial areas.
Boshehri also expressed amazement at cam-
paigns launched on social media networks
circulating inaccurate information that the
government intends lifting subsidies on elec-
tricity and water for citizens. “This is absolute-
ly untrue,” he emphasized, adding that law
number 20/2016 was published in the official
gazette Al-Kuwait Al-Youm on May 22 and will
be effective and imposed one year later only
on the commercial sector. He added that the
new prices would be imposed on the invest-
ment sector on May 22, 2017. 

Sheep prices
The Public Authority for Agricultural

Affairs and Fish Resources (PAAAFR) is not
responsible for the increase in sheep prices in
local markets, deputy director for livestock
resources Yousif Al-Najem stressed. He also
highlighted that it was the responsibility of
the ministry of commerce and industry and
the municipality to control prices. “Many peo-
ple are blaming PAAAFR for price increases
before Eid Al-Adha, which is not true, because
we have been fully supporting herders all
year long,” he underlined. Najem said that the
authority is open for all companies and indi-
viduals wishing to import sheep from any
country provided that country is free of epi-
demics and contagious diseases. 

Staff training
Ministry of Social Affairs and Labor ’s

Undersecretary Mutar Al-Mutairi announced
launching the ministry’s annual employees
training season that aims at developing the
ministry’s human resources, as part of a strat-
egy to automate the ministry’s various sec-
tors. Speaking on the sidelines of opening the
first training course organized by the human
resources development department under
the title of ‘Drafting and Offering Tenders and
Construction Works’, Mutairi said that the
training would include all specialized techni-
cal, administrative and leading position
courses. He also noted that these courses
does not cost the state budget anything
because all lecturers are ministry staff mem-
bers.

Health insurance
The Ministry of Health (MoH) named 39

clinics through which retirees would get their
health insurance cards after the Eid Al-Adha
break, said informed sources, noting that the
ministry coordinated with the Gulf Insurance
Company which is responsible for the project
on that regard. Nine clinics in Jahra, nine in
Ahmadi, seven in Farwaniya, eight in the capi-
tal and six in Hawalli would distribute the
cards, the sources added.

Public houses exempted
from energy fees’ hike

Authority ‘not responsible’ 
for sheep prices’ increase

Mohammad Boshehri

Kuwait releases rare birds in
line with Int’l convention

Two arrested
for reselling

subsidized food
By Hanan Al-Saadoun

KUWAIT: Two men, Bangladeshi and Nepalese, were
caught storing subsidized food material in Jleeb Al-
Shuyiukh, where they change the packing and resell it. A
security source said tips were received by Brig Saleh Matter
Al-Enezi about a store for subsidized food, so the store was
raided and the two were arrested. They had 42 large bags
of sugar, 50 kg of milk, 678 milk cans, 480 bottles of oil, 32
bags (50 kg each) of rice, in addition to sewing machines to
change the bags before reselling them.

Suspects caught
Capital police arrested a citizen wanted for KD 14,500.

They also arrested a Yemeni and Kuwaiti in an abnormal
condition with drugs. In Ahmadi, a citizen was arrested for
a KD 12,900 debt, while an Asian was arrested to serve a
nine-month jail sentence.

KUWAIT: Interior Ministry Undersecretary Lt
Gen Suleiman Al-Fahd said the security estab-
lishment is keen on implementing laws and
legislations that call for respecting human
rights and not degrade human dignity, while
guaranteeing protection to all those who live
in Kuwait regardless of gender, religion or
belief. Fahd was speaking during the recep-
tion of UN commissioner on fighting human
trafficking Maria Garcia. Fahd stressed the
rights of laborers and its gains, adding that

these rights are protected at all levels. He said
the establishment took decisive and tangible
steps in this regard.

Meanwhile, Interior Ministry Assistant
Undersecretary for the Reform Establishment
and Sentences Enforcement Maj Gen Khalid
Al-Dayeen welcomed Garcia and said the inte-
rior ministry has taken important and
unprecedented steps in the field of human
rights and fighting human trafficking in order
to preserve human dignity. A detailed expla-

nation was given about the most important
and the number of human trafficking cases in
Kuwait and the measures taken by the Interior
Ministry. Victims are welcomed and informed
about their rights and duties and the extent
of their wish to cooperate with security
authorities - then they will be given the
choice, either to work again in Kuwait or
return to their countries, in cooperation with
the International Organization for Migration
and expat labor shelters.

Interior Ministry stresses human rights’ protection
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KUWAIT: Kuwait Projects Company (KIPCO) and the Youth
Empowerment Organization (Tmkeen) have announced the
beginning of registration for the KIPCO Tmkeen Award for
Young Entrepreneurs 2016. This is the second year that the
award takes place, and this year’s focus will be on entrepre-
neurial businesses in the retail and services industry.

The start of registration was announced at a joint press
conference. Young entrepreneurs aged 18-33 with existing
retail and service businesses established for no longer than
five years and licensed in Kuwait are invited to visit the
Tmkeen website (www.tmkeenkw.com) to apply for the
award. Registration is open until September 29.

Mentorship
Speaking at the press conference, Eman Al-Awadhi, KIPCO’s

Group Communications Director, said: “Last year, KIPCO and
the Youth Empowerment Organization partnered to launched
the first ever KIPCO Tmkeen Award for Young Entrepreneurs.
The first edition of the award shed light on young entrepre-
neurs with media and technology businesses, who worked
hard to argue their cases before an expert judging panel. Over
the past year, KIPCO and its Group companies have been pro-
viding business mentorship and services to the winner of the
2015 award, Ajar Online, to help the business develop and
grow. Today, we are delighted to say that not only the winner,
but also our other finalist, have gone on to achieve greater
business success.”

She added: “KIPCO Group is delighted to be partnering
with Tmkeen again this year. We hope that the award will con-
tinue to serve as a platform for showcasing Kuwait’s young
entrepreneurial talent and encourage the next generation of
business people to follow their passion and turn their ideas

into profitable businesses. Again this year, KIPCO and its
Group companies will be offering their support to entrepre-
neurs in the form of a grand prize worth $ 100,000 in services.”

At $100,000, the KIPCO Tmkeen Award for Young
Entrepreneurs offers the largest entrepreneurship prize in
terms of value in Kuwait. The grand prize services include a
wide range of financial, strategic and operational consultancy
sessions, market studies, insurance coverage and advertising
services. Burgan Bank, OSN, Gulf Insurance Group, KAMCO
Investment Company and Marina FM are contributing their

expertise and services to the prize. United Real Estate, Qurain
Petrochemical Industries, United Networks and United
Education are also supporting the award.

Ideas
Meanwhile, Ali Al-Ibrahim, CEO of Youth Empowerment

Organization, said: “When we launched the KIPCO Tmkeen
Award for Young Entrepreneurs in 2015, our aim was to
encourage young people to establish their own small and
medium enterprises and to offer them a variety of support
services to ensure their success. We are pleased to say that
with the expertise and support provided by KIPCO and its
Group companies, we have been able to offer such services to
Kuwait’s rising business community.”

He added: “Many young Kuwaiti people have innovative
business ideas, and we believe in their ability to act upon
them. Our efforts, both through the annual Tmkeen
Symposium and the award, is to encourage young people to
put their creativity to good use and establish their own small
and medium enterprises, thereby contributing to the develop-
ment of our society.”

Eligible applicants for the award will be asked to submit
detailed information about their business’s operational and
financial performance. The first judging round will be held on
October 15, where applicants will give a 5-7 minute presenta-
tion to a panel of business professionals from the KIPCO
Group. Based on defined business criteria, the five applicants
with the highest scores will be eligible to give a final presenta-
tion of 7-10 minutes at the KIPCO Tmkeen Award Startup
Battle on October 26, and the official judging panel will select
the winner. The winner of the grand prize will be announced
during the Youth Empowerment Symposium on October 26. 

Registration for 2nd KIPCO Tmkeen
Award for Young Entrepreneurs begins

Kuwait eager to
resolve women’s
issues: Official

CAIRO: Kuwait is always cooperating with the UN to
resolve international issues and exerting great efforts
to support the role of women everywhere, said
Advisor of Kuwaiti Cabinet ’s Women Affairs
Committee Dr Suaad Abdulwahab. The statement
was made yesterday during a conference entitled
‘Women and Achieving Peace and Security,’ co-orga-
nized by the Arab League and the United Nations,
held in Cairo.

Kuwait highly appreciates the joint League-UN
efforts to bring peace to the Arab World, despite the
extreme challenges facing the process, Abdulwahab,
head of the Kuwaiti delegation and representative of
the committee’s Chairperson Sheikha Latifa Al-Fahad
Al-Salem Al-Sabah noted. The advisor meanwhile,
called on the international community to join efforts
in fighting terrorism, noting in this matter the impact
of terrorism on the future of Arab women.

In 2014, Kuwait presented an initiative to ease the
suffering of Arab women in war-torn areas. The initia-
tive includes sending special teams to assess the
conditions of these women and find solutions for
their problems, she said. Moreover, she hoped that
both regional and international organizations would
respond to the Kuwaiti initiative and make it a reality.
Albdulwahab also stressed the importance of
enabling women to play their role in developing
societies by improving their leadership and decision-
making skills. — KUNA

KUWAIT: Undersecretary of the Ministry of State for Youth
Affairs Sheikha Al-Zain Al-Sabah underlined Sunday on the
importance of encouraging acts of charities and voluntary
work in youths’ spirits as a mean to strengthen societies.

Sheikha Al-Zain made her remarks in a ceremony hon-
oring volunteers in Kuwait Scientific Center, on behalf of
the Minister of Information and Minister of State for Youth
Affairs. She added that volunteering plays a decisive role in
developing society and boosting the concept of humanity
and nationality.

Sheikha Al-Zain noted that volunteering invests tremen-
dously the energies of young people in a useful and influ-
ential way in community service and develop the respect
and trust needed to polish their skills and creativity, which
in turn benefit their homeland positively.

She added the Scientific Center and through its volun-
tary sessions instills these values and strives to make vol-
unteerism a way of life, recalling efforts exerted by the late
Engineer Mejbel Al-Mutawa, the CEO of the center.

Meanwhile, the center’s Chairman of the Board Sami Al-
Rushaid said the center has been hosting the program
since 2001, due to the vision of the late former president
Mutawa in the importance of volunteer work and fulfilling
leisure time of our youth in a beneficial way. — KUNA

KUWAIT: Undersecretary of the Ministry of State for Youth Affairs Sheikha Al-Zain Al-Sabah attends in a ceremony hon-
oring volunteers in Kuwait Scientific Center. — KUNA

Youth official underlines importance
of charities, voluntary work to youths

Undersecretary of the Ministry of State for Youth
Affairs Sheikha Al-Zain Al-Sabah speaks during the cer-
emony.

KUWAIT: KIPCO’s Group Communications Director, Eman
Al-Awadhi (right), with Tmkeen CEO, Ali Al-Ibrahim, speak-
ing at the press conference.

KUWAIT: In order to realize the visions of the Public
Authority for Youth (PAY) to achieve comprehensive devel-
opment for Kuwaiti youth, government and civic authori-
ties should collaborate to meet this end, PAY chief pointed
out yesterday.

This goal can be established through rehabilitating and
protecting the youth socially and intellectually, PAY’s chief
Abdulrahman Al-Mutairi told the press after a meeting with
a number of representatives of youth-related bodies.

Youth’s abilities and their capabilities to give back to
their society should be also nurtured through the adoption

of a number of programs, he said. He added that setting up
a central database is another pull to make Government and
civic collaboration easier to support the youth.

PAY has been striving to support younger generations in
their endeavors in all walks of life to make a name of their
country locally, regionally and internationally. It also tries to
engage them, as vital individuals, in social and economic
processes. Yesterday’s meeting was attended by officials
from the Ministry of Interior, Ministry of Health, Ministry of
Awqaf and Islamic Affairs, social services and tourism sector
at the Ministry of Information. — KUNA

KUWAIT: A visiting delegation of Pakistani businessmen held
talks yesterday with Kuwaiti officials at headquarters of the
Kuwait Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KCCI) on boost-
ing commercial exchanges between the two countries.

Khaled Al-Khaled, member of the KCCI’s Board, affirmed
during reception of the guests, headed by the Chairman of
the Chamber of Industry and Commerce in the city of
Gujranwala, that the bilateral ties between the countries have
been solid in various sectors, namely the economic and trade
realms. He lauded such a visit for contribution to boosting the
ties and cooperation.

The delegation included representatives of Pakistani com-
panies specialized in imports-experts, manufacturing kitchen
utensils, ceramics, pipes, agricultural equipment and clothes.
Gurjnwala, located in the northeastern province of Punjab, is
an industrial city populated by three million people. — KUNA

Pakistani delegation discusses
cooperation with KCCI

KCCI’s Board member
Khaled Al-Khaled

Gujranwala city Chamber
of Industry and

Commerce’s Chairman
Same’o-Allah Nae’em

MAKKAH:The first batch of Kuwaitis to perform
Hajj (pilgrimage) this year is due in Saudi Arabia
yesterday,  head of the Kuwaiti  hajj  mission
Khelaif Methyeb Al-Uthainah has said. Uthainah,
who is Assistant Undersecretary of the Ministry of
Awqaf and Islamic Affairs for Coordination,
Technical Support, and Foreign Relations, said

that Kuwait ’s  pi lgrims this  year hit  6 ,400.
Inspecting the Kuwaiti pilgrims’ tents at Mina and
Arafat, Uthainah said the mission is fully ready to
receive the pilgrims and offer them due services
around the clock to help them perform the rituals
as smoothly as ever.

In a press statement after the tour, he noted that

they had made sure all arrangements have been
fully made as planned, thanking the members of
the Kuwaiti Hajj mission for their hard work and sin-
cere efforts to serve the pilgrims. Meanwhile,
Uthainah urged the Kuwaiti pilgrims to abide by the
instructions issued by the Saudi government during
their stay in the Kingdom. — KUNA

PAY seeks government, civic
collaboration to realize its goals 

KUWAIT: Members of a Pakistani businessmen delegation hold talks with Kuwaiti officials at headquarters of the Kuwait
Chamber of Commerce and Industry. — KUNA

1st group of Kuwait’s pilgrims to arrive in Saudi Arabia

MAKKAH: Head of the Kuwaiti hajj mission Khelaif Methyeb Al-Uthainah inspects the Kuwaiti pilgrims’ tents at Mina and Arafat. — KUNA

KUWAIT: PAY’s chief Abdulrahman Al-Mutairi attends a meeting with a number of representatives of youth-relat-
ed bodies. — KUNA
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Letters of the past are totally different from the
ones we read today. The letter in the past
used to be an art of composition. Arabs knew

for ages and they were very creative in it just like
other literally arts, until it became an art of its own
that has its features that distinguish it from other
arts. Statements contradict each other about the
origin of the letter and its start, as some are certain
that it appeared after Islam, while others prove the
letter has been present since the start of civiliza-
tions.

And from here and there we find the letter -
despite differing civilizations and contradicting
statements about the start of this literary writing
art - had an aim, attribute and a literal shape in the
past, making history immortalize some of them, be
it wills, personal or administrative letters.

But today the art of the letter has become loose
without a character or a literal shape in writing it
and no knowledge in how to select words to write
the letter. Everybody wants to write a letter, and
everyone wants to be first in writing, while he does
not know what are the merits of his letter and how
to start. And where to end. This is not limited to
SMS texts and other social media communications
- rather we find the discomfiture had has befallen
the majority of government departments, and

many now do not know the artistry and craftsman-
ship of composing an administrative letter which is
considered one type of writing. And the result is
that what is being written in our era is mere read-
ing of not timely but transient moments. Then it is
either put aside or many of its mistakes are cor-
rected, then history will not remember or immor-
talize it - rather it will be forgotten.

The art of writing a letter in the past relied on
reading and the amount of information the indi-
vidual and society had at the time, and when he
thought about writing, there must be an aim for
writing and this is what is lacking in our era:
Reading, information and goal, which made the
majority when they write, do it to fill spare time
without knowledge of the literal composition art.

In conclusion: Among the personal letters that
were immortalized by history books are many that
we are now not using or applying them. I asked my
grandfather one day: How do I keep a person I
love? He told me: Be careful not to hurt him, and
with lies do not trick him. Do not deprive him of
love, with frankness deal with him, and from your
soul do not distance him. Do not think one day to
hurt him, and always make your goal making him
happy. 

—Translated by Kuwait Times 

A letter
Al-Anbaa

By Nermin Al-Houti

Crime
R e p o r t

Ahmadi’s reckless
driver arrested

KUWAIT: Policemen in Ahmadi put an end to the
activity of a reckless driver known as “Masmouh”. Video
clips on social media showed a young man showing
off in many areas of Ahmadi without regard to others’
safety. Policemen sent patrols in the area and spotted
“Masmouh”, who had blocked the road to display his
dangerous skills in front of his fans. He was surrounded
and detained at the police station for further action.

Liquor possession

A fight between two Bangladeshis in Mangaf
revealed 120 homebrewed liquor bottles in their
possession, so they were arrested and sent to the
Drugs Control General Department (DCGD).
Policemen who received a call about the fight
went to scene, but the two escaped on foot, leav-
ing their car behind. They were chased and caught.
When their car was searched, the liquor was dis-
covered, so the men and the liquor were sent to
DCGD.

Domestic violence

An Egyptian woman who woke up late at night and
found her husband speaking on the phone, so she
asked whom he was speaking with. The man did not
like his wife’s jealousy, so he beat her severely, leaving
marks on her face and hands. The woman went to
Mubarak Hospital, then to the police station and
lodged a complaint against her husband. The husband
was detained at the station for questioning.

Drunk driver caught

A drunk citizen was arrested when she attempted to
avoid police and drove her car on the pavement in
Salmiya, and was found wanted on a financial case.
A security source said policemen on patrol were
alerted by woman who drove on the pavement,
then when they approached her, she was found in
an abnormal condition. They found a liquor bottle
in the car, so she was arrested. She was charged
with public drunkenness and was sent to the civil
sentences enforcement department.

Commercial control

Black 
Market

News
i n  b r i e f

Patients won’t return
before treatment ends

KUWAIT: His Highness the Prime Minister Sheikh Jaber Al-
Mubarak Al-Sabah reassured that the government will not
allow the return of any patient sent for treatment abroad
before his or her treatment is finished, Acting Parliament
Speaker Mubarak Al-Khurainej said. “The Kuwaiti govern-
ment will not abandoned its people who were sent for
treatment” according to the state-sponsored treatment
overseas program, Khurainej added. He further indicated
that patients will not be asked to pay any expenses during
their treatment period in hospitals. —Al-Rai

Dual citizenship

KUWAIT: A number of people handed over their US,
Dutch, Iranian, Yemeni, Saudi, Egyptian and Jordanian
passports to the General Department of Citizenship
and Passports after they received the Kuwaiti citizen-
ship as per a recent Amiri grant, the department’s
director Brigadier Yousuf Al-Seneen said. This step
came after the newly naturalized citizens were
informed that Kuwait’s law bans dual citizenship, he
explained, adding that the passports will be handed
over to their respective embassies after all new citizens
are handed over their new citizenships. —Al-Anbaa

Flying gravel

KUWAIT: Roads are expected to be damaged by rain this
coming winter because of a deficit in the Ministry of Public
Works’ budget that prevented it from carrying out neces-
sary road maintenance projects, Undersecretary Awatef Al-
Ghunaim said. The issue emerged in the past couple of
years when drivers complained that their vehicles were
damaged by gravel that broke down from roads after
heavy rains. Ministry officials have vowed the last two years
to end the problem, which was commonly dubbed as the
‘flying gravel’ issue, but to no avail. —Al-Jarida

Financial distress

KUWAIT: Around 125,000 Kuwaitis are living or are
prone to live in financial distress that makes them
relatively unable to bear extra burdens resulting
from reducing subsidies, increasing fees or hiking
prices, according to a recent study. The study, carried
out by economist Mohammad Ramadan who says
that it  was based on Public Authority for Civi l
Aviation statistics, indicates that those citizens
include married men with low academic qualifica-
tions, widowed and divorced women with a large
number of children, divorced men who remarried
and have children from different marriages in addi-
tion to alimonies, widowed men with children, men
married to non-working women and who struggle
due to living in large houses or because of rent, as
well as citizens who are repaying loans taken for cur-
rent and consumer expenditure purposes, or for los-
ing investments. —Al-Qabas

Missing girl found

A girl was noticed by workers at a cafe sleeping after
spending hours there, so they called police, as they
were afraid to come close to her. A police patrol woke
up the girl. She is a citizen in her 20s, and said the
shisha caused her to go to sleep. She was also found
reported missing by her family. Policemen took her to
Salmiya police station for further action. —Al-Rai

Photo
o f  t h e  d a y

KUWAIT: An aerial view showing the Scientific Center and other landmarks of Salmiya. —KUNA
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Bodies pile up in Philippines amid drug war 
Rich, poor are all targets in drug war: Top cop

MANILA: his casket, placed there in keeping with
a local tradition to symbolically peck at the con-
science of his killers. Cellphone video footage cir-
culating on social media purports to capture the
moment Sison was killed last month when,
according to local officials, police were looking
for drug pushers in the Pasay township of the
Philippines’ capital. A voice on the video, record-
ed by a neighbor according to newspaper
reports, can be heard shouting “Don’t do it, I’ll
surrender!”. Then there is the sound of gunfire.

A poster near the coffin, which lies beside a
stinking canal cut between ramshackle homes,
demands “Justice for Eric Quintinita Sison”. A
handpainted sign reads: “OVERKILL - JUSTICE 4
ERIC.” These are rare tokens of protest against a
surge of killings unleashed since Rodrigo Duterte
became president of the Philippines just over two
months ago and pledged to wage war on drug
dealers and crush widespread addiction to
methamphetamine.

Very little stands in the way of his campaign.
Last week, the number of people killed since July
1 reached 2,400: about 900 died in police opera-
tions, and the rest are “deaths under investiga-
tion”, a term human rights activists say is a euphe-
mism for vigilante and extrajudicial killings.
Duterte’s office did not immediately respond to a
request for comment for this story. But he told a
news conference yesterday that “plenty will be
killed” in his campaign. “Until the (last) drug man-
ufacturer is killed we will continue,” Duterte told
reporters before leaving for a regional summit in
Laos, where he is due to meet US President
Barack Obama on Tuesday.

Opponents assailed
Reuters interviews reveal that the police’s

Internal Affairs Service (IAS) and the Commission
on Human Rights (CHR) are so overwhelmed by
the killings that they can investigate only a frac-
tion, and there is scant hope of establishing many
as unlawful because witnesses are too terrified to
come forward. Meanwhile, the immense popular-
ity of Duterte’s crusade and a climate of fear it has
engendered have severely restrained dissent
from civil society. Hardly anyone turned up at
candlelight vigils in Manila recently to protest
against extrajudicial killings. Even as the death
toll rose, a July poll by Pulse Asia put Duterte’s
approval rating at 91 percent.

Anxious reminders by the Catholic Church of
the commandment ‘thou shalt not kill’ make few

headlines in the predominantly Catholic country,
with newspapers preferring to carry breathless
accounts of the latest slayings. Duterte has deliv-
ered withering attacks on his chief critic, Senator
Leila de Lima, accusing her of dealing in drugs
herself and having an affair with her driver. “It’s
only the president who can stop this,” de Lima
told Reuters last week, deploring what she
described as the “madness” that led in one case
to a five-year-old girl being shot in the head.

“How many more of these cases of collateral
damage are we willing to bear before we can really
start screaming about it?” she asked. As for critics
abroad, Duterte pours scorn on them in language
larded with curses. He lambasted the United
Nations after it criticized the surge in killings and
he turned down a meeting with UN Secretary
General Ban Ki-moon at a summit in Laos this
week. Duterte has also made it clear he will take
no lecture on human rights from Obama, when in
the United States he alleged “black people are
being shot even if they are already lying down”.

Everyone is afraid
Duterte may intensify the crackdown after 14

people were killed on Friday in a bomb attack at a
market in his hometown, Davao. Police blamed
the Abu Sayyaf, an Islamic State-linked group
Duterte has vowed to destroy, but his war on the
drug trade is making enemies elsewhere and the
attack quickened rumors of a plot to kill him.
Duterte has declared a nationwide “state of law-
lessness” after the blast that authorises troops to
reinforce the police with checkpoints and patrols.

He has managed with remarkable speed to
nationalize a model for fighting crime that he pio-
neered as mayor of Davao for 22 years. Rights
groups documented hundreds of suspicious mur-
ders in Davao on Duterte’s watch and say death
squads operated with impunity there. “ The
Punisher”, as some call him, denies ordering extra-
judicial killings but he does not condemn them.
Across the country now, lists of suspected drug
pushers are being provided to police by neighbor-
hood chiefs, adding to a sense of fear and distrust
across communities. Politicians of all hues have
gone quiet, and a Senate enquiry led by de Lima
only has the power to propose legislation.

Investigators swamped
Chief Superintendent Leo Angelo Leuterio,

who heads the IAS, says it is his office’s responsi-
bility to investigate every discharge of firearms

involving police. But with only about 170 inves-
tigators nationwide, the IAS is able to deal with
just 30 percent of the roughly 30 cases coming
in every day. “Our resources are breaking at the
seams,” said Leuterio. The IAS chief is supposed
to be a civilian to ensure its independence but
Leuterio is a policeman who spent 13 years of
his career in Duterte’s hometown, Davao. He
says he is unbiased and has a track record of dis-
missing hundreds of officers for misconduct.

The CHR, for its part, is looking at just 259 of
the 2,000-plus killings since July 1. Its forensics
team of 14 is swamped and in their cramped
office investigators probing possible extrajudicial
killings are handling just 12 dossiers. The com-
mission says its biggest obstacle is that witnesses
are hard to find. One person who did come for-
ward is Harrah Kazuo, whose husband and father-
in-law were severely beaten and shot dead in a
police station, according to a CHR report. She told
Reuters that when the police entered their home
without a warrant they even removed her tod-
dler’s underwear to search for drugs.

Police have declined comment on what hap-
pened in the home, but two officers have been
arrested and charged with murder in connection
with the case. Kazuo has been taken into wit-
ness protection by the CHR. She is a rare protest-
ing voice in an environment where many are
fearful. On Aug 29, police told reporters they
had opened fire that night on a drug suspect in
Tondo, a dirt-poor and densely populated dis-
trict of Manila. A Reuters reporter looked into
the suspect’s one-room home and saw a mat-
tress splattered with blood. He asked a neighbor
how many shots had been fired, but the man
replied: “Sorry, my friend. I didn’t hear a single
shot,” and walked away.

Rich, poor are all targets 
Meanwhile,  the Phil ippines police chief

warned yesterday that his officers were pre-
pared to kill anyone, even rich and influential
politicians, as they wage President Rodrigo
Duterte’s deadly war on drugs. Since Duterte
took office just over two months ago, the gov-
ernment said more than 2,400 people have been
killed in his anti-crime crusade, an increasingly
controversial campaign that has drawn UN con-
demnation. Police said they themselves killed
1,011 drug suspects with 1,391 others listed as
“deaths under investigation”. “If they fight back...
they will die. Rest assured, we do not discrimi-

MANILA: Policemen investigate at a crime scene where a body lies dead on the ground after the police received a message from a concerned citizen of the existence of a drug den in the area. Two were captured
alive, one died. —AFP

nate,” national police chief Ronald De la
Rosa told a news conference. “All of them,
the rich, the poor, police, civilians... even if
you are a politician, you will die if you are
into drugs and you fight back,” he warned.

The dominant Catholic church, human
rights groups and even UN Secretary-
General  Ban Ki-moon have cr it ic ized
Duterte for his apparent support of extraju-
dicial killings. Critics have also charged that

the police are mainly killing poor people in
the slums while wealthy and influential
suspects have been spared. Duterte was
elected by a landslide in May after vowing
to end crime in six months by killing tens
of thousands of criminals. De la Rosa, who
has been Duterte’s main enforcer in the
campaign, stressed that police would be
more merciless towards corrupt policemen
involved in illegal drugs. —Agencies 
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WAU: “We women, we dare not go out at
night because we risk being raped by sol-
diers,” says Catherine Atanasyo.  “For men,
it’s no better: Death awaits them.” Like
25,000 other South Sudanese people in
and around the northwestern town of
Wau, Atanasyo took refuge in a UN camp
two months ago when violence tore
through this part of the country, in yet
another spasm of tribal violence driven
by the desire for power and property. “My
house is close by, but it ’s safer here
because of the UN soldiers,” she says.
Around her are countless makeshift shel-
ters made from bamboo canes and dust-
reddened white tarpaulins. “You can go
out in the day, it’s possible-that’s how I
know my house was looted-but the night
is out of the question, there is too much
danger.”

Among the alleys of this squalid camp
stories like Atanasyo’s are everywhere.
There is the 13-year-old girl raped on her
way to school, the brothers killed in the
fighting, the child born without a father.
South Sudan won its independence in
2011 after decades of war with Sudan, to
the north. But two years later a new war

started, pitting the president, who is from
the Dinka ethnic group, against his for-
mer deputy, who is from the rival Nuer,
and splitting the new nation along
roughly tribal lines in a conflict character-
ized by massacres, rape, attacks on civil-
ians and the use of child soldiers. Tens of
thousands have been killed since
December 2013 and 2.5 million have fled
their homes. Twice that number rely on
food handouts to survive, with the UN
calling the levels of food insecurity
“unprecedented”.

Toxic tribal politics
“Independence was a bad idea,” says

Atanasyo, who blames South Sudan’s tox-
ic tribal politics for the mess her country
is in. “Only one tribe benefited, the Dinka.”
The core conflict is between President
Salva Kiir’s largely Dinka soldiers and Riek
Machar’s mostly Nuer rebels, but the fight
has stoked other ethnic tensions across
the country. Around Wau, people from
the Fertit tribe accuse the Dinka of mar-
ginalizing them. Tensions began in 2012,
skirmishes followed last year then the
town exploded into violence in late June. 

As so often in South Sudan’s battles,
no one knows the number killed, but at
the UN camp, there are many who say
they lost people close to them. “The sol-

diers came on June 24. They killed my
brother who was a police officer and loot-
ed everything, my motorbike, our cook-
ing pots, our beds,” says 32-year-old

Adam Umong. He lives with his remain-
ing brother, George, who was shot in the
leg during the attack. He has not spoken
since “because of the shock,” Umong says. 

‘I want to kill them’
“This is not the independence we

dreamt of,” he said. “The current leaders
must go: They led the country to ruin.
Salva Kiir is not our president and
Machar is no better.” Some hope the pro-
posed deployment of 4,000 additional
UN peacekeepers might improve securi-
ty for civilians, allowing them to return
to their homes. “We do not choose to
live here,” says another camp resident,
27-year-old Christine Elia. Sickly-looking
dogs wander between the nearby tents,
while clothes dry on the camp’s barbed
wire fence. Barefoot children play in the
dirt, shooting each other with home-
made toy rifles fashioned from folded
grass and rubber strips. “It is the Dinka
have done this to us, who forced us to
leave our homes,” says a soft-spoken 10-
year-old called Martin, who fiddles with
his faded and torn t-shirt. “I want to kill
them.” — AFP 

In South Sudan, dreams of freedom end in rape and murder

TEHRAN: I ran and Britain appointed new
ambassadors to each other’s countries yesterday
for the first time since a mob ransacked the
British embassy in Tehran in 2011. Hamid
Baeidinejad, 53, was named as Tehran’s envoy to
London, ISNA state news agency reported. He
played a crucial role in the negotiations with
world powers that led to last year’s nuclear
accord and the lifting of international sanctions.
Britain appointed Nicholas Hopton-the current
charge d’affairs in Tehran as its first ambassador
to Iran since relations were severed following
the storming of the embassy by students in five
years ago. 

“The upgrade in diplomatic relations gives us
the opportunity to develop our discussions on a
range of issues, including our consular cases
about which I am deeply concerned,” British

Foreign Secretary Boris Johnson said in a state-
ment, referring to the ongoing detention of dual
nationals in Iran. “I hope this will mark the start
of more productive cooperation between our
countries, enabling us to discuss more directly
issues such as human rights and Iran’s role in the
region, as well as ongoing implementation of
the nuclear deal and the expansion of the trad-
ing relationship between both our countries,”
said Johnson.

The 2011 attack on the embassy saw a mob
rampage for hours through the compound, tear-
ing down the British flag, ripping up pictures of
Queen Elizabeth II and trashing offices. The inci-
dent followed a vote by lawmakers to expel
Britain’s ambassador and reduce trade relations
in retaliation for nuclear-related sanctions, but
the violence was later condemned by Iran’s

supreme leader and other politicians. The British
embassy was reopened in August 2015, a month
after the signing of the nuclear accord, during a
visit by Johnson’s predecessor Philip Hammond. 

Baeidinejad worked as an expert on disarma-
ment and represented Iran in several roles at the
United Nations, including as ambassador
between 2008 and 2011. Iran maintains a deep
historical distrust of Britain, dating back to the
early 20th century when London meddled fre-
quently in Iranian politics in order to secure
cheap access to oil for the Anglo-Iranian Oil
Company (which later became BP). Britain
played a key role in prodding the Central
Intelligence Agency into carrying out a coup in
1953, toppling the hugely popular prime minis-
ter Mohammad Mosaddegh who had called for
Iran’s oil to be nationalized. —AFP 

JUBA: A group of children at the UN protection of Civilians site in Juba, South
Sudan, play with a makeshift gun. —AP

UK, Iran announce first

ambassadors in 5 years
Baeidinejad named as Tehran’s envoy to London

TEL AVIV: A building collapse in
Israel’s commercial capital Tel Aviv
killed at least two people and
injured around 20 others yesterday,
officials said, as rescuers tried to
reach several people believed
trapped in rubble. Police earlier said
at least seven people were trapped
in the collapse at an underground
car park at a construction site, but it
was unclear if some had since been
rescued. Police confirmed two peo-
ple were killed and medics report-
ed four or five people believed
trapped at the site of the multi-
floor car park, filled with twisted
metal, dirt and rubble. Surveillance
video at the time of the collapse
showed the area quickly enveloped
by thick clouds of dirt and rubble.
Medics could be seen walking
across rubble as they carried a
wounded person away on a stretch-
er. Other medics with stretchers as
well as ambulances waited nearby
on standby. Search-and-rescue
dogs were also at the scene.

While contact had been made
with some of those trapped, lead-
ing to their rescue, the seven earlier
reported missing by police had not
been contacted. The army said it
sent search and rescue forces to
“extract civilians”. “It is about four to

five stories down under the sur-
face,” Avi Marcus, a medic with
United Hatzalah rescue service who
arrived on the scene shortly after
the collapse said. “It was only con-
struction workers. There weren’t
any other people. I provided med-
ical care to some of the injured
people ... They say some movement
shook the building,” he said.

Cause not yet clear
United Hatzalah said “firefighters

and rescue teams are working to
extricate” those believed missing. “It
appeared to me that the roof of a
parking garage had collapsed in
the building site,” United Hatzalah
quoted another of its medics as
saying. “While members of our
ambu-cycle unit who arrived first
on scene were treating the injured,
reports came in of other people
who were unaccounted for and
likely still trapped inside.” The col-
lapse occurred in Tel Aviv’s Ramat
Hahayal neighborhood at the con-
struction site that appeared to be
around half-finished. Ramat
Hahayal, an upmarket neighbor-
hood on the outskirts of Tel Aviv, is
home to a number of high-tech
offices in Israel’s booming technol-
ogy industry, based around the city

TEL AVIV: Israeli rescue workers walk at the site where a building collapse yesterday in the Ramat Hahayal neighborhood in the coastal city of
Tel Aviv. — AFP

Theo Padnos poses at the family’s house in remote Reading, Vt. — AP 

BOSTON: In 2012, freelance journalist Theo
Padnos slipped into Syria to cover its
unfolding civil war and was promptly kid-
napped by members of an Al-Qaeda
branch. Convinced he was a CIA agent
because he spoke Arabic, the group held
the Massachusetts native for nearly two
years before releasing him in August 2014.
Now, Padnos is retracing his journey in
“Theo Who Lived,” a documentary being
screened Sept 30 in Cambridge. Its theatri-
cal premiere is in New York City on Oct. 7,
followed by a wider release.

Padnos, 47, who has been living in Paris
and Vermont, tells the Associated Press he’s
grateful to have survived.

The ordeal not only changed his out-
look on life but also gave him perspective
on the Syrian conflict that he feels is impor-
tant to share. Padnos is working on a non-
fiction book, a play and a novel drawing on
his experience. He wrote about his captivity
for the New York Times Magazine shortly
after his release and is trying to continue
writing about the region as a journalist.

“I had a real spiritual voyage, which was
terrifying for me and my family at the time,”
Padnos said from his family’s vacation
home in Vermont. “But looking back, this is
what life gave me and I’d like to take what I
learned and turn it into some positive ben-
efit.” The film follows Padnos as he returns
to places in Turkey and Israel that figured
prominently in his 22-month capture. The
film crew never set foot in Syria. Padnos
reflects on his captivity on sets emulating
his tiny prison cell and the room he was
subjected to torture and beatings.  

Along the Turkey-Syria border,  he
recalls the moment when his travelling
companions instruct him to dash across
the field and hop the razor wire fence
s e p a r a t i n g  t h e m  f ro m  Sy r i a .   I t ’s  a
moment Padnos says he’d replay in his
mind for months after.  The trio of men
had claimed they were providing sup-
p l i e s  to  t h e  Fre e  Sy r i a n  A r my  a n d
offered to take him across the border
with them. But they were actually affili-
ated with Al-Qaeda. 

A fake interview
They staged a fake interview, beat him

and took him hostage shortly after crossing
the border.  “This is where I threw my life
away. It’s like a precipice that I walked up to
and I actually jumped,” Padnos says in the
film. “Now I’m back in a safe place and I’m
thinking why did I ever jump?” Padnos also
details a series of failed escapes, including
one in which cellmate and American pho-
tojournalist Matthew Schrier managed to
sneak out through a narrow prison window
but Padnos could not.

Padnos’ mother, Nancy Curtis, who is
interviewed in the documentary, says she
still has mixed emotions about her son’s
release. During the ordeal, she became
close to the parents of other Americans kid-
napped by extremists overseas. Many of
them were not as fortunate as her family,
she says. Curtis and other family members,
working with the US and Qatari govern-
ments, successfully arranged for Padnos’
release just days after the Islamic State
beheaded New Hampshire journalist James
Foley in a video.  The family maintains that
no ransom was paid.  “I always clung to the
hope that he’d come home,” Curtis said.
“But I also don’t feel great joy and happi-
ness. Probably anyone who has had a solid-
er in the war who came home but knows
others that didn’t have similar emotions.”
Director David Schisgall says Padnos’ story
is a rare eyewitness account of life inside a
jihadi group by an outsider with a deep
understanding of the region’s language
and culture.  Having spent years prior
studying Arabic and Islam in Yemen and
Syria, Padnos was able to build trust and
friendships with some of his captors. Near
the end of his captivity, he was given
greater freedoms and even travelled per-
sonally with the then-high commander of
al-Nusra Front, an Al-Qaeda affiliate in
Syria.  “The real intimacy he developed with
his captors was remarkable,” Schisgall said.
“It ’s a very important message for
Americans to see these people fighting as
complicated individuals who are both very
dangerous but also very human.”—AP

Journalist recounts

years as a prisoner

Tel Aviv building collapse 

kills two, several trapped

TEL AVIV: Japanese executives say they are increas-
ingly drawn to investments in Israel as the price of oil
falls and, with it, the influence Arab oil suppliers have
on Japan’s decision-making. Over the past two years,
Japan and Israel have strengthened business ties,
signing a series of economic agreements on the back
of a visit by Prime Minister Shinzo Abe to Israel in
2015 and Benjamin Netanyahu’s trip to Tokyo in 2014.
“Abe had a good impression; he liked Netanyahu’s
mentality,” Yoshimitsu Kobayashi, chairman of
Mitsubishi Chemical Holdings, told Reuters when he
led a delegation from Keizai Doyukai, the Japanese
business lobby, to Israel in May.

For years, trade between the two was minimal -
Japan was reluctant to upset its oil suppliers, many of
whom belong to the Arab League, which has long
backed a boycott of Israel. “Geopolitics is changing in
the Middle East and as oil prices come down, strategi-
cally it’s not as important,” said Kobayashi. “Japan is

changing its mind.” Israel’s prowess in Internet,
biotech, and automotive technologies is particularly
attractive, Kobayashi said. This is not to say Japan has
given up on the Arab world.  Isamu Nakashima, chief
researcher at the Middle East Institute of Japan, said
Japan’s need for oil will always trump its need for any-
thing Israel can offer, though past worries that trade
with Israel could annoy Arab nations have mostly fad-
ed. “But for things to really improve a lot, there needs
to be a peace settlement (between Israel and the
Palestinians),” Nakashima said. Bilateral trade in goods
in the first seven months of 2016 rose to $1.4 billion
from $1.1 billion, making Japan Israel’s fourth-largest
market in Asia. It is part of a growing shift in focus as
Asia overtakes the United States to become Israel’s
largest trading partner after Europe.

Building from a low base
The deal that put Israel on Japan’s business map

was the $900 million acquisition of chat app Viber by
Japanese e-commerce giant Rakuten Inc in 2014.
Viber has a big user base in Asia and was
approached by Rakuten while doing business there,
said Michael Shmilov, Viber’s chief operating officer.
“There are strong cultural differences but at the
same time, Rakuten is a global company where
English is the official language and we are working
closely to reduce the impact of these differences,” he
said. The biggest obstacle, he said, is the lack of
direct airline flights, something Israel wants to
change. The Viber acquisition was followed by sever-
al others, including the $212 million purchase of
Israel’s Altair Semiconductor by Sony Corp this year.
Net investment by Japanese firms in Israel, after sub-
tracting Israeli investment in Japan, nearly doubled
in 2015 to 5.2 billion yen ($50 million), according to
the Japan External Trade Organization, citing Bank
of Japan data. — Ruters

of more than 400,000 people.
The cause of the collapse was

not yet clear. Israel has seen an
unusually high number of construc-
tion accidents in comparison to the
developed world. Israeli newspaper
Haaretz reported in May that 480
people were killed in construction
accidents between 2000 and 2015.
The survey placed Israel third from

the bottom in a list that included
the United States and 20 European
nations, ahead of Cyprus and
Portugal, Haaretz said, citing a
report from the economy ministry
and National Insurance Institute.
The economy ministry said in
response that it would focus on
enforcing construction industry
regulations. — AFP 

Japan, Israel upgrade ties; Arab oil influence wanes
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FRESNO: A central California jail was examining security
measures after an ex-convict shot and wounded two
unarmed officers in the lobby, but officials said Sunday
that they did not plan any immediate changes. After
reviewing Saturday’s shooting that left correctional
Officers Juanita Davila and Toamalama Scanlan in critical
condition, authorities will decide whether to alter proce-
dures in the public area of the Fresno County jail, sheriff’s
spokesman Tony Botti said. Unarmed officers guard the
facility and visitors go through metal detectors leading
to secure areas, Botti said. Visiting hours resumed
Sunday evening when the jail lobby reopened.  

Thong Vang, 37, is accused of shooting the officers in
the head and neck areas during a struggle and has been
booked into jail on suspicion of attempted murder, pos-
sessing a handgun as a felon and bringing drugs into a
jail. He was placed on a parole hold, Botti said.  Vang was
released from prison in 2014 after serving 16 years for
raping three girls aged 14 and under, Sheriff Margaret

Mims said. He had no criminal violations since his
release.  Botti said he didn’t know if Vang had an attor-
ney who could comment on his behalf.  

Scanlan, who has 10 years of experience, and Davila,
an 18-year veteran, approached Vang after he tried to cut
to the front of the visitors’ line and began pacing near a
secure area of the jail.  The officers were trying to get him
to sit down when shots rang out. About 15 people,
including small children, ran to safety. Officers inside the
jail ran to the lobby, where a lieutenant shot at Vang,
who returned fire, Botti said. No one was hit. Officers
tried to subdue Vang with a stun gun, but he would not
give up and ran to the hallway of the jail records area,
authorities said. 

When confronted by sheriff’s deputies and a Fresno
police officer, Vang dropped his weapon and told author-
ities he wanted to be arrested, Botti said. The injured offi-
cers were dragged out of the lobby and taken to the hos-
pital to undergo surgery. —AP

PHOENIX: I f  Hil lary Clinton carries
Arizona in November, there’s a good
chance it won’t be because Democrats
on their own have flipped a reliable GOP
state they hope to win consistently
someday. Instead, Clinton and
Democrats may have Gary Johnson to
thank. The Libertarian Party nominee’s
best chance to influence the presidential
race may come in Arizona, where the
former New Mexico governor appeals to
a group of finicky conservatives who
make up part of the GOP base.

“It could happen,” said GOP Sen Jeff
Flake. “Donald Trump has managed to
make this an interesting state in terms of
presidential politics, and not in the way
that Republicans have wanted.” Johnson
“is an easy out for some people in our
party,” Flake said. About a dozen of the
most contested states will help deter-
mine which candidate gets the 270 elec-
toral votes to win the presidency. In
Arizona, where the Republican nominee
has carried the state in 11 of the past 12
presidential elections, Johnson could

play the spoiler, potentially putting 11
electoral votes in Clinton’s column.

The GOP’s recent struggle with inde-
pendent-minded, small-government
Libertarians was clear before Trump’s
speech Wednesday in Phoenix, when he
reaffirmed a hard line on immigration.
And his stance could alienate the rough-
ly one-quarter of Hispanic voters in the
state who usually align with
Republicans. “I think that right now
we’re at a tipping point, where at any
moment we are going to begin to see an
outpouring of support,” said Latino GOP
strategist Juan Hernandez, who works
for Johnson in Arizona. Sensing an
opportunity herself, Clinton began air-
ing television advertisements in the
state Friday, and has reserved $500,000
in ad time through mid-September.

Multimillion-dollar question
Democratic strategist Andy Barr said

Hispanic turnout was “the multimillion-
dollar question.” About one-third of the
state’s population identifies as Latino,

but their share of the vote ranges
between 12 percent and 16 percent,
according to public and private polling.
“This closer it gets to 20 percent, the
more our chances of winning go up,”
Barr said. Johnson will appear on the
ballot in every state this fall, while Green
Party nominee Jill Stein is on track to
make it  in at least half.  Neither is
remotely within reach of carrying a
state. Neither seems in a position to tip
any state toward Trump.

But Johnson could move a close race
toward Clinton, in much the same way
that Ralph Nader pulled enough votes
away from Democrat Al Gore in 2000 to
hand Florida to Republican George W
Bush. Four years ago, Libertarian candi-
dates in Arizona drew enough votes
away from Republicans that Democrats
Ann Kirkpatrick and Kyrsten Sinema won
election to the US House. Flake, who had
endeared himself to many Libertarians
while serving in the House, won his
Senate race that year, too. “It’s a really
sore spot for the party,” Arizona

Republican Party spokesman Tim Sifert
said of those 2012 results. “You could see
people frustrated, throwing away their
vote and going with a third-party candi-
date.”

The views of most Libertarians,
focused on personal liberty and small
government, overlap more with
Republicans than Democrats. Johnson’s
call for dramatically lower business taxes
and regulation to unburden entrepre-
neurs resonates with Matthew Sherman
of Phoenix, who describes himself as
more a conservative than a Republican.
“I’m for whoever has the best plan on
startup companies,” said the 31-year-old
who’s working on a business networking
app. “So far, that’s Gary.” Republican
Dave Richins, a councilman in Mesa City,
said Johnson is conservative on spend-
ing, but tolerant on social issues, which
he calls “a pragmatic combination.”

“For me, a lifelong Republican, I don’t
agree with everything Johnson propos-
es,” said Richins, a Johnson organizer.
“But I find his pragmatism refreshing.

That ’s how we get things done.”
Johnson’s hands-off approach to gov-
ernment also includes decriminalizing
marijuana, and he could benefit from a
November ballot proposal in Arizona on
that question. “That’s another reason for
Libertarians to vote in higher numbers,”
said Barr, who is running the decriminal-
ization campaign. “We’re inclined to
believe that could increase Johnson’s
performance.”

At the beginning of August,
Johnson’s campaign had $1.2 million
after raising $1.6 million in July, accord-
ing to Federal Election Commission
reports. Since Aug 1, he’s raised more
than $3 million, according to his cam-
paign. That’s a paltry sum compared
with Trump and Clinton, whose cam-
paign said it raised a total of $143 mil-
lion last month. Johnson is spending in a
few competitive campaign states,
including Colorado, Iowa, New
Hampshire and Wisconsin, and less com-
petitive ones such as Oregon, New
Mexico and Utah. — AP 

Arizona could be a spoiler on the road to 270

INDIANAPOLIS: Republican Senate
candidates around the country, from
Wisconsin to Florida, are bracing for
Donald Trump to lose their states, and
they’re looking for ways to win in spite
of him. In Indiana, GOP Senate nomi-
nee Todd Young is facing a completely
different, but arguably even more frus-
trating challenge. His opponent, for-
mer Democratic Sen Evan Bayh,
shocked Young and pretty much
everyone else when he got into the
race less than two months ago at the
urging of Senate Democratic leaders. 

Bayh announced he’d changed his
mind after retiring from Congress in a
well-publicized burst of frustration six
years ago, and wanted his old job
back. Since then, Bayh has barely
talked about Trump, who’s expected to
win Indiana. But then Bayh barely talks
about Young either, or really much
about politics at all. Instead Bayh, a
youthful 60, is trying to cruise to victo-
ry on the strength of his own populari-
ty from his years as Indiana’s governor
in the 1990s, and his family’s long his-
tory in the state, where his father, Birch
Bayh, also was a senator.

Evan Bayh avoids much contact
with the media and instead pops up
around the state almost unannounced
to regale appreciative voters with
anecdotes. About the time as a kid
when Harry Truman walked him to the
bathroom. About the white socks his
father wore with a suit. About his 20-
year-old twin sons’ enormous
appetites. About how he went to the
new Jason Bourne movie (“which I’m

not sure I’d advise”), only to be given,
to his dismay, a senior ticket.

He started the campaign with a
massive lead in fundraising and polls,
and his strategy is plainly to run out
the clock on the election before either
advantage disappears. The strategy
exasperates Republicans, who have
reams of opposition research about
Bayh, much of it focused on the fact
that he spent the past six years of his
life living in multimillion-dollar resi-
dences not in Indiana. But the GOP
may not have enough time to turn
voters’ views before the Nov 8 elec-
tion. “He’s running a campaign based
on his dad’s name, which is pretty sad,”
said Young, 44, a hard-working third-
term congressman and former Marine
who’s not well-known outside his
southern Indiana district. “Evan Bayh
represents the old way of politics, the
old way of doing things, and this is a
change election. And I represent
change.” Young was the easy favorite
to win the seat after beating a tea par-
ty opponent in the May primary, but
that was before Bayh got into the race.
Since then, Republicans argue that
they’ve given Bayh a tougher contest
than he bargained for after not being
on the ballot in 12 years.

Bayh acknowledges the campaign-
ing seems rougher than before, but
insists he doesn’t regret getting back
in. “It’s a lot nastier than I remember,”
Bayh said recently outside an
Indianapolis senior center where many
residents had personal stories to share
about him. One remembered Bayh

being born; another said Bayh officiat-
ed at her daughter’s wedding. “I’m
doing this because I want to make a
difference to the people of my state,”
Bayh said. “If I’ve got to put up with
some of the nasty politics, well, then
so be it.” Putting Indiana in their likely
win column would be a major coup for
Democrats in this year’s costly fight for
Senate control. Republicans command
a slim 54-46 majority, and Democrats
need to pick up four seats to take back
power if they hang onto the White
House. The electoral map greatly
favors Democrats this year, and
Republicans are on defense on unfa-
vorable terrain in a half-dozen states,
including Illinois and Wisconsin, where
Democrats lead in the polls. The
Wisconsin race also features a former
senator trying to make a comeback,
although Democrat Russ Feingold lost
to the man he is now trying to replace,
GOP Sen Ron Johnson.

Intense struggles are underway in
Nevada, where Minority Leader Harry
Reid’s retirement gave Republicans
their one pickup opportunity, and in
New Hampshire, Pennsylvania and
Florida, where incumbent GOP Sen.
Marco Rubio is seen as having an edge
over Democratic Rep. Patrick Murphy.
Democratic hopes have faded in Ohio,
where Sen Rob Portman has run a
strong campaign against former
Democratic Gov Ted Strickland. But
Democrats are holding out hope for
North Carolina, Missouri and Arizona,
where GOP Sen. John McCain is seek-
ing a sixth term. — AP

LOS ANGELES: A terminal at Los
Angeles International Airport was
temporarily evacuated and 18 flights
were delayed after an arrest led to a
security breach Sunday morning.
Some travelers moved past a security
area without being screened when
officers asked them to move inside
Terminal 3 as they pulled over a driver
in a stolen vehicle outside the termi-
nal,  airport police Officer Rob
Pedregon said. He said about 15 peo-
ple went through an emergency exit
and onto the tarmac. Police quickly
moved those people back into the
airport, and the terminal was evacu-
ated as a precaution, Pedregon said.

Police searched the terminal with
bomb-sniffing dogs and, once the
area was cleared, as many as 2,000
travelers had to be rescreened,
authorities said. Nine arriving and
nine departing flights were delayed.
A 35-year-old man was arrested on
suspicion of possessing a stolen car
and narcotics. He was identified as
Larry McKenney of Humboldt, Texas.
Four others who were in or near the
car were questioned and released,
police said. Los Angeles Mayor Eric
Garcetti  said in a statement that
recent events around the world “have
caused travelers everywhere to have

a heightened level of concern for
their safety.”

“ The millions of people whose
journeys begin, end, or pass through
LAX should know that it has the finest,
most prepared airport police force
and federal security personnel in the
nation - and that their safety and pro-
tection will always be our number-

one priority,” he said.  The evacuation
came a week after 911 calls falsely
reporting gunshots at LAX sent pan-
icked travelers running onto streets
and the tarmac. A search uncovered
no evidence of a gunman or shots
fired. Officials said loud noises spurred
the 911 calls, and police were still
investigating their source. — AP 

INDIANA: A group of boys watch as a man rides his bike at the West Calumet Housing Complex in East Chicago,
Indiana. The soil at the complex has been found to contain high levels of lead and arsenic putting all residents in
danger if exposed to the elements. Over 1,000 residents are being asked by the East Chicago Housing Authority to
relocate, after plans were decided to demolish the housing complex. — AFP 

Democrats eying

Senate takeover
US politicians counting on Indiana

LAX terminal evacuated after

traffic stop triggers concerns

LOS ANGELES: Airplanes are grounded on the tarmac at Los Angeles
International Airport (LAX) after reports of gunfire in the airport ter-
minal. —AFP 

California jail reviews security

after unarmed officers shot
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Over 1,000 flee wildfire 
on Spain’s Costa Blanca

MADRID: More than 1,000 people have been evacuat-
ed after a wildfire fuelled by intense heat roared
through brush surrounding a popular tourist resort on
Spain’s Costa Blanca, officials said yesterday. Some 300
firefighters backed 20 water-dropping aircraft were
battling the blaze which broke out Sunday near the
Mediterranean resort of Javea, a local emergency serv-
ices official said. Officials suspect the fire was started
deliberately.  Officials evacuated over 1,000 people late
on Sunday from Javea and the resort of Benitatxell
near Benidorm, popular with British and German
tourists, due to the threat from the flames. They were
put up in schools. Residents of Javea also offered to
put up evacuees for the night and gave them food and
water, Javea city councilor Maria del Pilar Zamora told
private television Antena 3.  Photos and videos posted
on social media showed flames raging near built up
areas. Several homes were completely destroyed by
the fire, according to Antena 3. 

Secret service arrests kingpin 
behind kidnap of Australians

LAGOS: Nigeria’s secret service said it had arrested a
man allegedly behind the abduction of seven contrac-
tors in the restive oil-rich south following a spate of
hostage-for-ransom crimes. Three Australian contrac-
tors working for Lafarge Cement Company near the
southern city of Calabar were kidnapped in June along
with two Nigerians, a New Zealander and a South
African. Their Nigerian driver was killed in the attack
and a fourth Australian escaped. The kidnapped men
were later released with Nigerian police saying at the
time that no ransom was paid. “On 22nd August, 2016,
one Samuel Asuquo, a kidnap kingpin was arrested by
the Service at Nasarawa Bakoko village in Cross River
State,” the Department of State Service said in a state-
ment late Sunday. “Asuquo was the mastermind of the
kidnap of three Australian staff of Lafarge Cement
Company, for which his gang received ransom of 150
million naira ($476,000/426,000 euros).” 

Zambia court throws out 
election result challenge

LUSAKA: Zambia’s constitutional court yesterday
threw out an attempt by the defeated presidential
candidate to annul August’s election results, clearing
the way for President Edgar Lungu’s inauguration.
Hakainde Hichilema, who lost the election by 100,000
votes, had alleged that the result was rigged and
launched a legal bid to stop Lungu retaining power.
Zambia is known for its relative stability, but the run-
up to the vote was marked by clashes between sup-
porters of Lungu’s Patriotic Front (PF) and Hichilema’s
United Party for National Development (UPND). 

HANGZHOU: British Prime Minister Theresa May
rejected a “points-based” system to screen immi-
grants, setting up a potential conflict with Brexit
campaigners in her government who promised to
bring in Australian-style controls over EU migrants.
May, who favored staying in the European Union
but has promised to deliver on the June 23 referen-
dum vote by steering Britain out of the bloc, said
such systems were difficult to manage and there
was no “silver bullet” on immigration.

May has made clear that there will have to be
tougher controls over immigration but has yet to
say how the rules will work - a crucial issue for
employers and for negotiations with the EU over
future British access to the European market. “There
is no single silver bullet that is the answer in terms
of dealing with immigration,” she told reporters on
her way to a G20 summit in China, citing her experi-
ence as Britain’s longest-serving interior minister in
over 50 years.

“One of the issues is whether or not points-

based systems do work,” May said. A spokeswoman
for May later told reporters that Britain would con-
trol immigration but that a points-based system
“will not work and is not an option.” The spokes-
woman said the way controls would work had yet
to be determined. Australia vets immigrants
according to their occupation, qualifications and
other factors. A source close to May’s thinking said
she objects to points-based systems because they
are hard for the government to control and she
would prefer something that can be more directly
influenced.

The comments offer the first glimpse into May’s
stance on the hardest question thrown up by the ref-
erendum: how to tighten border controls with the
EU without losing access to its single market. Britain’s
27 partners are so far adamant that it cannot enjoy
full trade benefits unless it continues to let in EU
nationals as before. In a sign of the extent of interna-
tional concern over the impact of Brexit, Japan pub-
lished a 15-page report setting out dozens of its

requests of Britain and the EU including maintaining
access to workers from the EU and UK.

Brexit light?
The prime minister risks upsetting key members

of the team she assembled in July to deliver an EU
exit that protects Britain’s global standing and
carves out a new role for the country at the van-
guard of global free trade. Foreign minister Boris
Johnson and trade minister Liam Fox were part of
the ‘Brexit’ camp that argued that voting to leave
the European Union would free Britain from the
duty to admit all EU nationals who want to live and
work here, enabling it to cut immigration.

Speaking in June before he was appointed as
foreign minister, Johnson - figurehead of the Leave
campaign and May’s one-time rival for the prime
minister’s job - said a points-based system could
bring back democratic control and better meet
businesses’ needs. May’s words will fuel fears
among voters and Eurosceptic lawmakers that hav-

ing a pro-Remain prime minister in charge will
result in a watered-down version of Brexit that does
not represent what people voted for. “I’m worried,”
Nigel Farage, one of the most prominent Brexit
campaigners and former head of the UK
Independence Party, told BBC radio when asked
about May’s comments.

Farage said British voters had endorsed the
idea of points based system of immigration that
would ensure Britain took well-vetted EU immi-
grants. British lawmakers will debate a public peti-
tion calling for a re-run of the EU referendum.
While four million people signed the petition, May
has said the referendum result was clear and that
“Brexit means Brexit”. Asked whether immigration
controls precluded access to the EU single market,
May said she was optimistic about what sort of
deal Britain could negotiate. “I want to be ambi-
tious with what we can achieve, I don’t take any-
thing for granted, I’m going out there to get the
best possible deal.”— Reuters

Teeneger jailed in Australia 
over foiled beheading plot

MELBOURNE: A teenager who plotted to run down and
behead a police officer in an Anzac Day terrorist attack in
Australia after being “corrupted by lunatic clerics” was
Monday sentenced yesterday to 10 years in jail. Sevdet
Besim, 19, pleaded guilty to “doing an act in preparation, or
planning for, a terrorist act” over the 2015 plan to attack
commemorations in Melbourne honoring soldiers who
fought and died for Australia. The Victorian Supreme Court
had previously heard that Besim discussed the plot in
encrypted messages with a British boy, who was 14 at the
time. The boy, who cannot be named for legal reasons, mas-
terminded the foiled plot from his bedroom in Lancashire,
northern England and was jailed for five years last October.
Justice Michael Croucher said Besim’s proposed “putrid act”
was aimed at advancing violent jihad, intimidating the gov-
ernment and striking fear into the wider community. 

Iran shuts 800 shops for selling 
‘unconventional’ women coats

TEHRAN: Iranian police said they had closed more than
800 clothes shops to stop them selling “unconventional”
women’s coats, state media reported yesterday. A further
3,000 shops have been sent warnings, the IRNA news
agency reported. A new fashion for women’s coats-known
as “manteaux” in Iran-with English phrases printed on the
back had attracted the attention of the authorities, who
passed new regulations in July. The coats in question tend
to have nonsensical phrases such as “Keep Calm I’m the
Queen” written on them, but they also have short arms and
no buttons in the front. Under Iranian law, women must
wear a manteau, or similar item, that loosely covers the
whole body from the neck down to the knee.

UK PM rejects points-based immigration controls sought by Brexit campaigners

PARIS: Prosecutors have recommended that
French ex-president Nicolas Sarkozy stand
trial over alleged illegal campaign financing,
legal sources said yesterday, in a potentially
major blow to his bid for re-election next
year. The 61-year-old Sarkozy, who was pres-
ident from 2007-2012, had seen his poll rat-
ings rise recently after taking a hardline on
Islam and immigration following a truck
massacre in Nice in July which saw 86 peo-
ple killed.

The campaign financing case, one of sev-
eral investigations which have dogged
Sarkozy since leaving office, involves
allegedly false accounting used in 2012 to
conceal campaign overspending by his
office. Sarkozy’s lawyer Thierry Herzog,
reacting to news the prosecution had rec-
ommended a trial, dismissed the develop-
ment as a “shoddy new political manoeuvre”
that would not withstand scrutiny. “Two
years of investigation have shown
(Sarkozy’s) total lack of involvement” in the
affair, Herzog said in a statement.

Bad timing for Sarkozy  
An investigating magistrate must now

decide whether to order a trial, with a deci-
sion possible as early as the end of this
month-just as the right-wing Republicans
party is preparing to choose its presidential
candidate. Sarkozy’s chief rival in the
Republican primaries, set for November 20
and 27, is 71-year-old former premier and
Bordeaux mayor Alain Juppe, who is seen as
a moderate. The outcome of France’s elec-
tion in April and May next year is seen as dif-
ficult to forecast.

Socialist President Francois Hollande, suf-
fering historically low ratings due to high

unemployment and a string of terror
attacks, is yet to say if he will seek re-elec-
tion. Both the Socialists and the
Republicans, France’s traditional parties,
have seen support steadily eroded by the
far-right National Front and they might also
face challenges from independents, such as
former economy minister Emmanuel
Macron. Sarkozy has positioned himself on
the right of the Republican party and has
waded into a recent heated national debate
over the burkini, speaking out in favour of a
short-lived ban on the Muslim body-con-
cealing swimsuit.

PR company in spotlight    
The campaign financing case hinges on

the activity of public relations firm
Bygmalion, which organized some of
Sarkozy’s campaign appearances in 2012 in
his doomed bid for a second term.
Bygmalion allegedly charged 18.5 million
euros ($20.7 million) to Sarkozy’s party-then
called the UMP, but since renamed The
Republicans-instead of billing the presi-
dent’s re-election campaign. As a result, the
campaign was able to greatly exceed a
spending limit of 22.5 million euros, accord-
ing to the prosecution. 

There are 13 other potential defendants
in the case including campaign officials and
Bygmalion employees. Bygmalion execu-
tives have acknowledged the existence of
fraud and false billing, but no one has
directly accused Sarkozy of having been
aware or taken decisions about it. However,
the former president’s campaign director,
Guillaume Lambert, has told police he
warned Sarkozy of the risk of breaching
financing limits.  Questioned by police in

September 2015, Sarkozy said he did not
remember the warning, and described the
controversy as a “farce”, putting the respon-
sibility squarely on Bygmalion and the UMP.
While the campaign financing case is cur-
rently the most pressing, Sarkozy has been
fighting legal problems on several fronts.
He still faces accusations of conspiring with
his lawyer to bribe a magistrate in exchange
for inside information on a separate corrup-
tion probe. In the most sensational case
against him, Sarkozy was cleared in October

2013 of accepting campaign donations in
2007 from France’s richest woman, L’Oreal
heiress Liliane Bettencourt, when she was
too frail to know what she was doing. The
son of a Hungarian immigrant father,
Sarkozy was nicknamed the “bling-bling”
president for his flashy displays of wealth.
After his humiliating 2012 defeat by
Hollande, Sarkozy famously promised that
“you won’t hear about me anymore” before
he embarked the international conference
circuit. — AFP

The Italian navy recovers 
bodies of dead migrants

ROME: The Italian navy announced yesterday it had recov-
ered the bodies of six migrants in search and rescue opera-
tions which saved nearly 500 people. Two patrol boats
“recovered nearly 500 people during six rescue operations,
including one involving an inflatable boat which was only
just about floating, and from which some migrants had fall-
en into the sea,” it said in a statement. “Six bodies were
recovered so far. Search and rescue operations for survivors
are continuing,” added the navy, which has deployed signifi-
cant resources off the Libyan coast. A huge wave of migrants
arrived in Italy at the end of August, when some 14,000 peo-
ple were rescued in the space of five days. According to UN
High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) figures 117,590
migrants arrived in Italy between the start of 2015 and
September 1, around the same level as last year. 

France’s prosecutors 
seek trial for Sarkozy
A potentially major blow to Sarkozy’s re-election bid 

LA BAULE: Former French president and candidate for the right-wing ‘Les
Republicains’ (LR) party primary ahead of the 2017 presidential election Nicolas
Sarkozy (4th right) shakes hands with supporters after delivering a speech during
the LR political party summer camp in La Baule, western France. — AFP 

LIBREVILLE: Internet services in Gabon par-
tially resumed yesterday after a five-day
blackout following days of violence and
chaos sparked by President Ali Bongo’s dis-
puted re-election. Post-election unrest has
claimed at least seven lives in the oil-rich
central African nation, ruled by the Bongo
family since 1967. Ali Bongo’s rival Jean Ping,
a veteran diplomat who has held a top
African Union job and served as foreign min-
ister, has already vowed to challenge the
result. Bongo was declared victorious by a
razor-thin margin of just under 6,000 votes,
but Ping has insisted the vote was rigged
and on Friday claimed victory for himself. He
is calling for a recount-something the
Gabonese authorities have so far refused to
do. Yesterday, the internet was accessible
but social media networks remained
blocked, according to AFP journalists in the
capital Libreville. Banks and shops re-
opened in the seaside city and taxis
returned to the streets. But many shops
offered only limited provisions as the unrest
stalled deliveries.

The violence after the announcement of
the results on Wednesday has sparked inter-
national concern with top diplomats calling
for restraint as rights groups raised alarm
over the use of excessive force. At least sev-
en people have died, according to an AFP
count, and some 800 people have been
arrested in the capital UN chief Ban Ki-moon

spoke to both Bongo and Ping on Sunday
and “deplored the loss of life”, a UN state-
ment said. “He expressed concern about the
continuing inflammatory messages being
disseminated and called for an immediate
end to all acts of violence in the country,” it
said.

‘Things will start heating up’
Tensions remained high in the economic

capital Port-Gentil and Total workers turned
up for the first since Tuesday, a management
source in the French oil giant said. A Total
worker said there had been gunshots heard
in the city overnight. “The refinery remains
closed. The teams working round-the-clock
are only there to ensure security,” said an
official at Sogara, Gabon’s sole refinery joint-
ly owned by the government and a clutch of
major international firms. The troubles have
also caused prices to rocket. “Four chillies
now cost 1,000 CFA francs (1.5 euros, $1.6)
against 200 to 300 CFA francs earlier,” said
Andre, a resident from Lalala-a-gauche, a
working class area in Libreville. “Things will
really start heating up,” he said, echoing a
widespread fear in the capital. The country had
previously enjoyed relative political stability,
mainly because former colonial power France
helped Omar Bongo rule for 41 years. After he
died in June 2009, his son Ali won an election
but opposition media claimed he had essen-
tially been installed by France. —AFP 

BERLIN: German Chancellor Angela Merkel
came under fresh fire over her open-door
refugee policy yesterday after her party suf-
fered a humiliating defeat against an
upstart anti-migrant populist party in her
home state. The right-wing populist
Alternative for Germany (AfD) party
clinched almost 21 percent in its first bid
for seats in the regional parliament of
Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania on
Sunday.With her eyes on national elections
next year, AfD co-chief Beatrix von Storch
hailed the shock outcome as “the begin-
ning of the end of the Merkel era”, while
Bild daily labelled the result another “slap
across the face” for the chancellor.

The AfD’s rise mirrors success enjoyed
by other anti-immigration parties across
Europe, with France’s Front National (FN)
riding high in the polls and a far-right pop-
ulist eyeing the presidency in Austria in
elections on October 2. Merkel’s conserva-
tive Christian Democratic Union (CDU) won
just 19 percent in its worst ever score in the
ex-communist northeastern state, while
the Social Democrats maintained top place
with over 30 percent.

The state vote was held exactly one year
after Merkel opened German borders to a
mass influx of Syrian refugees and other
migrants that would swell arrivals in
Europe’s top economy to one million asy-

lum seekers in 2015. While her welcoming
stance initially won much praise, the mood
has since considerably darkened as popular
worries have grown about how to integrate
the newcomers. The AfD has capitalized on
such fears, especially since a spate of sexual
assaults blamed on North African men on
New Year’s Eve, and a series of bloody
attacks this summer, some claimed by the
Islamic State group.  With its latest win, the
Islamophobic AfD, founded just over three
years ago, is now represented in nine out of
Germany’s 16 regional parliaments, and
hoping for more gains when the capital
Berlin goes to the polls in two weeks.

‘Protest storm’ -
The state election in the sprawling farm-

ing and coastal state is the latest to serve as
a bellwether ahead of national elections in
late 2017.  Merkel, in power for 11 years,
has not yet said whether she will run for a
fourth term but is widely expected to do
so. Although Sunday’s election was held in
Germany’s poorest and least populous
state, the outcome was significant in part
because it is home to Merkel’s constituen-
cy, the port city of Stralsund.”This was more
than a small state election, it was a vote on
Merkel,” said news site Spiegel Online,
pointing at the “protest storm” in “Merkel’s
living room”. — AFP

LIBREVILLE: A burned vehicle sits outside a government building after an election
protest in Libreville, Gabon. — AP 

Internet back in Gabon but 
post-election tensions rife

Merkel under fire after poll 
defeat to anti-migrant party

SCHWERIN: AfD (Alternative for Germany) party chairwoman, Frauke Petry, speaks
with journalists after first exit polls for the state elections in Mecklenburg-Western
Pomerania, in Schwerin, Germany. — AP 
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VIENTIANE: The light was fading over Vientiane on a
cool December evening when a Jeep was stopped at
a traffic light. CCTV video later showed the occupant
of the car being pulled out and taken away in a pickup
truck, never to be seen again. The disappearance of
Sombath Somphone nearly four years ago is a
reminder of the dismal human rights record of the
authoritarian government of Laos, which prepares to
host President Barack Obama and Asian leaders at a
regional summit starting today.  

Authorities say they are investigating but have
provided no leads into Sombath’s whereabouts, and
no arrests have been made, leading critics of Laos’
communist government to believe that his disap-
pearance was state-orchestrated. “It’s a test case for
Obama. If he mentions it publicly it would make it
much more difficult for Laos to sweep it under the
carpet. The fact that the most powerful man on the
planet cares about Sombath will count for some-
thing,” said Phil Robertson, the deputy Asia director
of Human Rights Watch.

The three-day summit of the Association of
Southeast Asian Nations shines a rare spotlight on
the landlocked nation of Laos, which usually stays
under the radar. Along with Brunei, it is the most
under reported and under-scrutinized country in the
10-nation ASEAN. Unlike fellow communist country
Vietnam, the country of 6.2 million people is no eco-
nomic beehive of activity. Nor does it have a democ-
racy icon like Aung San Suu Kyi in Myanmar. 

Tourism, which has made Thailand a household
name around the world, remains nascent; and it is
not a US ally like the Philippines, Singapore or
Malaysia. Nor is it the world’s biggest Muslim nation
by population like Indonesia to give it prominence.
Little wonder then that what goes on in Laos, largely
stays in Laos.  But by virtue of taking on the rotating
chairmanship of ASEAN this year, it has suddenly
sprung into limelight. Also, it’s the first time a US
president will visit Laos.  

Sombath’s disappearance on Dec 15, 2012, was
captured on a traffic CCTV video, in which he is seen
being stopped at a police outpost and asked to step
out of his Jeep, according to Amnesty International.
Within a few minutes a man on a motorcycle arrives,
drives away Sombath’s vehicle and a pickup truck
takes Sombath away with armed people riding a
motorcycle leading the way. The passenger on the
motorcycle fires a gunshot into the air, said Amnesty.  

“More than three years have passed since
Sombath Somphone was last seen. We have no alter-
native but to conclude that the authorities are either
directly responsible for his disappearance, or have
failed miserably to take all necessary measures to get
to the bottom of what happened,” said Rafendi
Djamin, Amnesty International’s director for
Southeast Asia and the Pacific.  

Sombath’s wife, Shui Meng Ng, was driving her
car ahead of Sombath. She thought she had lost him
in the traffic and didn’t see the drama unfolding

behind her. “I am sorry to say I have no new informa-
tion to share, except that the Lao Government has
continued to stonewall any queries to his where-
abouts. The government continues to maintain that
‘the state is not involved and the police are still inves-
tigating,’” said Ng, a Singaporean and a former UN
official. If Sombath was taken away by the govern-
ment he was an unlikely target. The US-educated
activist mostly worked in rural development, show-
ing farmers creative ways to raise fish and make
handicrafts. 

Disappearances 
But he was also vocal about land deals that had left

thousands of villagers homeless without compensa-
tion, sparking rare political protests. And he had inter-
national connections.  Sombath is not the only one to
be a possible victim of a government crackdown. In
2015, an ethnic Lao who is a Polish citizen disappeared
while visiting Laos, according to his Polish wife, alleged-
ly for posting critical comments on Facebook. He was
subsequently charged in court and sentenced to
prison for 4 years and 9 months.

In March this year, three young Lao migrant work-

ers who returned to Laos to renew their passports
vanished, and reappeared on state TV in prison uni-
form to “confess” to using the internet to “defame the
government.” They have not been charged and their
parents have not been allowed to visit them.
Another dissident, Ka Yang, who had fled to Thailand
was deported to Laos in 2011 and was imprisoned.
Most Laotians are unaware of such events because
of the government’s watertight control over the
media, the security forces and the judiciary. Those
who know are too fearful to talk about it.  

“Laos has now become one of the most rights-
repressing countries in ASEAN: leaders in the region
and from around the world must stop looking the
other way, and demand Vientiane end its asphyxia-
tion of independent civil society,” said Walden Bello, a
former member of the Philippines Congress and vice
chair of ASEAN Parliamentarians for Human Rights.
Most of Laos’ top leaders are from the first genera-
tion of revolutionary fighters, and even those who
have retired retain influence over the Communist
Party and the government. But the leadership is
passing on to a younger generation slowly, evident
in the party congress held this year.  —AP

A rare focus on little-known 
Laos as it hosts major summit

Sombath’s disappearance - a test case for Obama

KABUL: Afghan policemen stand guard overlooking the site of a twin suicide bombing near the
Ministry of Defense in Kabul yesterday. —AFP 

KABUL: At least 24 people were
killed and 91 wounded yesterday in
a Taleban double suicide bombing
in central Kabul during late after-
noon rush hour, the latest assault on
the Afghan capital. The carnage near
the defense ministry came as the
Taleban ramp up their nationwide
summer offensive against the US-
backed government. The two
bombers on foot blew themselves
up in rapid succession, in an assault
apparently aimed at inflicting mass
casualties as government employ-
ees left the ministry after work. “The
first explosion occurred on a bridge
near the defense ministry.  

When soldiers, policemen and
civilians rushed to the scene, there
was the second explosion,” defense
ministry spokesman Mohammad
Radmanish said. Health ministry
spokesman Waheed Majroh said the
attack left 24 people dead and 91
others wounded, some of them seri-
ously. “The casualties could rise still
further,” Majroh said. The Italian-run
Emergency Hospital in Kabul tweet-

ed that it had so far received 21
injured people, four of whom died
on arrival. 

President Ashraf Ghani strongly
condemned the attack and offered
condolences to the families of the
victims. “The enemies of Afghanistan
have lost their ability to fight the
Security and Defense Forces of the
country,” Ghani said in a statement.
“That is why they are attacking high-
ways, cities, mosques, schools and
common people.” Taleban
spokesman Zabihullah Mujahid said
on Twitter that the defense ministry
was the object of the first attack,
while police were targeted in the
second.

The attack took place more than
a week after 16 people were killed
when militants stormed the
American University of Afghanistan
in Kabul, in a nearly 10-hour raid
that prompted anguished pleas for
help from trapped students.
Explosions and gunfire rocked the
campus in that attack, which came
just weeks after two university pro-

fessors-an American and an
Australian-were kidnapped at gun-
point near the school. Their where-
abouts are still unknown and no
group so far has publicly claimed
responsibility for the abductions, the
latest in a series of kidnappings in
the conflict-torn country.

The uptick in violence in the capi-
tal comes as the Taleban escalate
nationwide attacks, underscoring
the worsening security situation
since NATO forces ended their com-
bat mission at the end of 2014.
Afghan forces backed by US troops
are seeking to head off a potential
Taleban takeover of Lashkar Gah, the
capital of the southern opium-rich
province of Helmand. The Taleban
have also closed in on Kunduz-the
northern city they briefly seized last
year in their biggest military victory
since the 2001 US invasion leaving
Afghan forces stretched on multiple
fronts. But NATO coalition forces
have insisted that neither Kunduz
nor Lashkar Gah are at risk of falling
to the insurgents. —AFP

Twin Taleban suicide 
blasts in Kabul kill 24

CALAIS: Farmers drive from Loon Plage to Calais during a joint “go-slow” protest
with truck drivers on the A16 highway calling for the dismantling of the so-called
“Jungle” migrant camp in the French northern port city of Calais. —AFP 

CALAIS: French farmers and truckers
blocked the main routes in and out of the
port of Calais yesterday to call for the closure
of the sprawling “Jungle” migrant camp.
Around 70 trucks mounted a “go-slow” on
the A16 motorway-the main artery for
freight and passengers heading for Britain
either via the Channel Tunnel or on board
ferries from the port. Under a light drizzle,
the trucks were joined by a line of farmers
on their tractors, bringing to a near-stand-
still the route used by trucks from all over
Europe to reach Calais. Despite the large tail-
backs, many motorists passing the other
way sounded their horns in support.

“We’ve had no answers, so we’re blocking
things up,” said Frederic Van Gansbeke, who
represents businesses and shop-owners in
Calais. The Jungle, a squalid camp of
makeshift tents and shelters, is home to
some 7,000 migrants but charities say the
number might be as high as 10,000 after an
influx this summer. Migrants from the camp
often use tree branches to create road
blocks to slow trucks heading for Britain,
their destination of choice.  When the trucks
slow down, migrants try to clamber into the
trailers to stow away aboard.

Angry drivers say migrants have attacked
their vehicles with metal bars and that the
overstretched police are unable to protect
them. Nicolas Lotin, who runs a logistics
company in nearby Boulogne-sur-Mer, said:
“Every day, we have to wonder whether our
working day will be ruined, whether a
migrant will sneak under the truck’s canvas.
“If the goods are damaged, they have to be
immediately transported back to the home

depot,” he said. “This demonstration is to
shout loud and clear about how fed up road
hauliers are,” said David Sagnard, head of the
local branch of the National Federation of
Road Hauliers.

“What we’re calling for today are security
measures so we can drive completely safely
on the A16 motorway and on the port road,”
he added. Calais mayor Natacha Bouchart,
who has frequently clashed with the gov-
ernment over the Jungle, joined the protest
wearing an “I love Calais” T-shirt. The mayor
claims the camp may soon contain as many
as 15,000 migrants if authorities take several
months to dismantle it. Organizers said they
hoped that up to 500 people would join a
“human chain” protest in the town’s stadium
later Monday.

‘As soon as possible’ 
Interior Minister Bernard Cazeneuve

promised during a visit to the Jungle on
Friday to close the camp down “as quickly as
possible” but said it would be done in
stages. Disgruntled Calais residents want the
authorities to set a date for the entire camp
to be cleared. Bars and restaurants in Calais-
which is also the main gateway to France for
millions of British holidaymakers-say their
trade has been severely hit by the presence
of the Jungle. Business owners want com-
pensation from the state for lost income.
France has made repeated efforts to close
the Jungle. Earlier this year, authorities
cleared shelters in parts of the site in a bid to
persuade migrants to move into more per-
manent accommodation or camps else-
where on France’s northern coast. —AFP

French farmers, truckers block 
roads in migrant camp protest

SRINAGAR: Indian security forces will use
shells full of a chilli compound as an alterna-
tive to shotgun pellets, to control crowds in
Kashmir, the interior minister said yesterday,
after widespread use of the weapons wound-
ed thousands and inflamed public anger.
More than 3,800 people have been wounded
and one killed by shotgun pellets since
protests against Indian rule erupted in the dis-
puted territory in early July, with more than
100 left partially or fully blinded, official fig-
ures show.

Doctors say most cases go unreported, and
critics want the government to use less harm-
ful ammunition. “The committee has given its
suggestions and the alternative of the non-
lethal weapon has been suggested as PAVA
shells,” Home Minister Rajnath Singh told
reporters as he led an all-party delegation to
Srinagar, the summer capital of India’s north-
ernmost state of Jammu and Kashmir.

He said security forces would begin using
the shells, made of a compound found natural-
ly in chilli powder, after a panel of experts
decided they were sometimes a better alterna-
tive to pellet guns. The chilli compound, when
fired, is thought to cause severe irritation and
temporarily immobilize the target. “I think that
won’t result in the death of anyone. Since yes-

terday, 1,000 shells have already arrived here,”
said Singh, a senior figure in Prime Minister
Narendra Modi’s nationalist ruling party.

Although pellet guns are designed as a
non-lethal weapon, police officers have told
Reuters that security forces are often forced to
use them at close range to protect themselves
from mob attacks. India is struggling to con-
tain the worst unrest in Muslim-majority
Kashmir since 2010, and Singh’s trip to
Srinagar appeared to make little headway in
resolving a crisis that has left 73 people dead,
71 of them civilians. On Sunday, separatist
leader Syed Ali Shah Geelani turned delega-
tion members away at the door of his home,
where he is under house arrest.

Singh said India was “pained” by the unrest
in Kashmir, but lashed out at separatists for
refusing to talk. Protests erupted in Kashmir
after security forces killed a popular separatist
leader on July 8, catching New Delhi off guard.
Thousands of stone-pelting locals take to the
streets almost every day in the protests, led
largely by young people without an obvious
leader, complicating Indian efforts to tackle
them. Kashmir, claimed in full but ruled in part
by India and Pakistan, has been at the heart of
nearly seven decades of hostility between the
neighbors. —Reuters

India to replace some pellet guns 
with chilli-filled shells in Kashmir
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HONG KONG: Nathan Law, a student
leader of Hong Kong’s mass ‘Umbrella
Revolution’ democracy rallies two years
ago, is now at the forefront of a new
guard of young lawmakers pushing for
autonomy from China. In the biggest
polls since the 2014 protests made Law
a household name in Hong Kong, the
23-year-old entered the legislature with
a convincing victory, gaining more than
50,000 votes. He becomes the youngest
lawmaker in the Legislative Council
(LegCo). Law was representing new par-
ty Demosisto-which he founded with
fellow Umbrella Movement leader
Joshua Wong-calling for Hong Kong
people to have the right to vote in a ref-
erendum on independence from
Beijing. 

Britain in 1997 handed the city back
to China under a “one country, two sys-
tems” agreement, with its rights and

freedoms guaranteed for 50 years under
a semi-autonomous system. But fears
are growing that Beijing is tightening its
grip and that those liberties are being
eroded. Law has pledged to push his
party ’s self-determination message
from the start in LegCo, the city’s law-
making body. “People are voting (for) a
new way and a new future for the dem-
ocratic movement,” he said after his win. 

“I’m bearing the trust and support of
many people. It motivates me to do bet-
ter.” In an interview with AFP, Law cast
himself as a bridge to unite the factions
of the democratic camp, which is split
between established parties wary of a
pro-independence message and new
activists who want more autonomy.
University student Law, who is reading
cultural studies, rose to prominence
during the 2014 rall ies,  delivering
speeches to tens of thousands who

protested on the streets and meeting
government officials in what were ulti-
mately fruitless negotiations.

After the failure of the Umbrella
Movement to win political reform,
morale in the pro-democracy camp
waned, with Law and Wong in and out
of court on protest-related charges. Law
was last month convicted of inciting
people to join an unlawful assembly,
but escaped jail time with a community
service sentence. 

His election is a validation of the
2014 rallies, says Law, one of at least
four young campaigners who are calling
for more distance from Beijing to win a
LegCo seat. “There are a lot more people
coming out to vote because they see
new choice,” Law said. “We inherited
some spirit  from the (Umbrella)
Movement and I hope that that can con-
tinue in the future.”— AFP 

From ‘Umbrella Revolution’ leader to lawmaker: Nathan Law

HONG KONG: A new generation of young Hong
Kong politicians advocating a break from Beijing
became lawmakers for the first time yesterday in
the biggest poll since mass pro-democracy ral-
lies in 2014. A record 2.2 million people voted in
the city-wide legislative election as fears grow
Beijing is tightening its grip on the semi-
autonomous city. It was the highest turnout
since Hong Kong was returned to China by
Britain in 1997 and comes as tensions have
reached unprecedented highs over Beijing inter-
ference.  Hong Kong’s freedoms were protected
for 50 years in the handover agreement, but
many believe they are disappearing. Young
activists particularly have lost faith in the “one
country, two systems” deal under which the city
is governed, which grants it much greater liber-
ties than on the mainland. That disillusion, exac-
erbated by the failure of the 2014 rallies to win
political reform, has spawned a slew of new par-
ties calling for more autonomy.

As results rolled in, four of the new breed of
candidates were confirmed to have won seats,
with a fifth also on course for victory. Among
them was Nathan Law, 23, leader of the 2014
“Umbrella Movement” rallies, who came second
in his constituency. Hong Kong is split into five
geographical constituencies, each with several
seats in the Legislative Council (LegCo), Hong
Kong’s lawmaking body. Law and his new party
Demosisto are calling for a referendum on inde-
pendence, emphasizing Hong Kongers’ right to
choose whether they want to split from China. 

“I think Hong Kongers really wanted change,”
Law said, celebrating his win. “Young people
have a sense of urgency when it comes to the
future.” With the pro-democracy camp divided
between those who back the idea of possible
independence and those who are more wary of
the once taboo notion, Law said he would seek
unity. “We have to be united to fight against the
(Chinese) Communist Party,” he said. Law has
previously distanced himself from the more radi-
cal “localist” movement, which includes activists
who are stridently pro-independence and have
previously advocated violence.

‘Message to Beijing’
Young campaigners have been galvanized by

a number of incidents which have pointed to
increased Beijing interference. The most high-
profile was the disappearance of five city book-
sellers known for salacious titles about Beijing
politicians. They resurfaced in detention on the
mainland. Political analyst Willy Lam said voters
had chosen the new guard to “send a strong
message to Beijing”. “Beijing will be very unhap-
py about the results and its quite possible that
they may use this as a pretext to squeeze Hong
Kong even harder,” he said.

Beijing and Hong Kong authorities have
repeatedly railed against the concept of inde-
pendence as unconstitutional. The loudest pro-
independence voices were banned by the gov-
ernment from standing in the vote, a move
which triggered widespread anger. However,

some localists who were allowed to run called
for independence on the campaign trail. One of
them, Yau Wai-Ching of new party
Youngspiration, gained a seat saying Hong Kong
had “the right to discuss its sovereignty”.

Another Youngspiration candidate, Baggio
Leung, who has openly supported independ-
ence, also looked likely to win a seat as the count
neared completion. A recount in one remaining
constituency held up the final result and was
continuing Monday afternoon. Most established
pro-democracy politicians do not support the
notion of independence and there were con-
cerns in the democratic camp that new activists
would split the vote, triggering overall losses.  If
the democrats were to lose four seats, they
would forfeit the one-third voting bloc they
need to veto bills, stacking the already skewed
legislature even more in favor of Beijing.

Results so far show they are likely to hold on
to that veto power, although some veteran
democrat campaigners were voted out to make
way for the new generation. However, the over-
all make-up of the LegCo remains weighted
towards Beijing under a system that makes it
almost impossible for the democracy camp to
take a majority. Thirty of the council’s 70 seats
are elected by special interest groups represent-
ing a range of businesses and social sectors.
Those seats go predominantly to pro-Beijing
candidates. Of 3.7 million voters, 58 percent
came out to vote, compared with 53 percent in
2012. — AFP 

Anti-China politicians emerge
victorious in Hong Kong vote

Fears grow as Beijing tightens its grip

HONG KONG: Student Nathan Law (center) who helped lead the 2014 protests,
celebrates after winning a seat at the legislative council elections in Hong
Kong yesterday. — AP 

HONG KONG: Pro-democracy candidates (from left) Lam Cheuk-ting, Alvin Yeung Ngok-kiu, Raymond Chan Chi-chuen, Fernando Cheung and
Leung Kwok-hung celebrate after winning seats at the legislative council elections in Hong Kong yesterday. — AP 

KUALA LUMPUR: Once bitter foes, former
Malaysian leader Mahathir Mohamad and
the one-time protege he jailed, Anwar
Ibrahim, exchanged a previously-unthink-
able handshake yesterday that illustrated
the country’s topsy-turvy politics. Mahathir
sparked a social media frenzy with a show
of support at a court appearance by Anwar,
who was jailed again last year by Malaysia’s
current government following a controver-
sial sodomy conviction, the same charge
Mahathir used against him in 1998.

The brief and smiling encounter-images
were shared widely online-underlined the
current political flux in Malaysia, where
opposition to scandal-tainted current
Prime Minister Najib Razak has upended
alliances. Najib is accused of massive graft
in the alleged looting of billions of dollars
in state money. He denies the charge and
has cracked down in response. Mahathir,
who imposed his will on Malaysia for 22
years as prime minister before retiring in
2003, has led calls for Najib to be toppled
and to face justice. Yesterday’s meeting
capped months in which Anwar and
Mahathir have flirted from a distance, reviv-
ing memories of their stormy past.

The charismatic Anwar was deputy pre-
mier and heir apparent to the autocratic
Mahathir until he was sacked in 1998 by his
boss over political differences, an episode
that continues to reverbrate. Charged with
sodomy and corruption, Anwar spent six
years in jail. But he emerged to lead the
previously ineffectual political opposition
to historically strong electoral showings
until he was jailed again in 2015 by Najib’s
government. Mahathir played down yester-
day’s meeting, saying he was merely show-
ing support for a legal challenge launched
by Anwar against a new security law.

‘Now I’ve seen everything’
The law, rammed through last year by

Najib’s government, grants Najib draconian
security powers. “I  don’t know about

friends but I know I talked to him,” Mahathir
said with a chuckle when reporters asked
after the encounter whether the two were
friendly again. “I met him and had a long
chat with him about what he was doing.”
But the encounter quickly went viral in pol-
itics-obsessed Malaysia. “Now I think I have
seen everything,” Eric Paulsen of activist
group Lawyers for Liberty said in tweeting
an image of the handshake. It remains to
be seen whether any real detente between
the political heavyweights can be
achieved-or can put a dent in Najib. The
formidable opposition alliance that Anwar
forged has crumbled amid infighting, espe-
cially after his jailing.

Najib, meanwhile, has tightened his grip
and used the powerful ruling coalition’s
deep pockets and pervasive control to win
recent by-elections. The next general elec-
tion must be held by mid-2018. However,
leading independent pollster Ibrahim
Suffian called the handshake “a big deal”
and a sign that “Mahathir has come full cir-
cle”. “The fundamental problem for the
opposition was that Mahathir and Anwar
couldn’t get along,” he said. “Their shaking
hands means their interests have con-
verged.” Anwar has condemned both of
his convictions-on charges of sodomising
male aides-as false and politically motivat-
ed. Sodomy is illegal in the Muslim-majori-
ty country.

Najib denies the corruption allegations
against him, but the US Justice
Department filed suit in July to seize more
than $1 billion in luxury assets which it
says were purchased with money stolen
from Malaysian state fund 1MDB. Mahathir
is spearheading an effort to form a new
political party of anti-Najib figures from
the ruling United Malays National
Organization (UMNO). But his attacks on
Najib have garnered mixed reviews, with
many accusing him of hypocrisy for toler-
ating corruption and repressing dissent
during his own premiership. — AFP 

HANGZHOU: Facing populist ire at home,
leaders at the G20 summit have tried to
walk a fine line: Acknowledge anti-global-
ization anger while arguing that ever more
liberal trade is the cure for sluggish
economies. “The feeling of the G20 is that if
we do not address the question of fairness,
it will endanger global governance as we
know it,” a senior European diplomat told
AFP at the sprawling venue in the Chinese
city of Hangzhou.

Leaders from the Group of 20 economies
sought to put a gentler face on global trade,
touting its benefits in lifting millions out of
poverty, while acknowledging that too
many had been left behind. It was a striking
tone for the Group of 20, which represents
85 percent of world GDP and two-thirds of
its population. But the declaration of inclu-
sion and equality struck an incongruous
note in a city largely deserted of ordinary
people. Authorities have detained potential
troublemakers and ushered away millions
of citizens to make way for delegations that
swept in along empty highways.

Germany’s Angela Merkel best illustrated
the delicate approach, calling for the sys-
tem to be made fairer but also speaking out
against the temptation to look inwards,
with “protectionist measures that put the
brakes on growth”. “ The fight against
inequality is an important theme, to firmly
connect growth and social justice,” said

Merkel, whose own approval ratings have
sagged after she welcomed huge numbers
of refugees into Germany. French President
Francois Hollande said: “France is for global-
ization but on condition that it is regulated,
that there are principles, standards, particu-
larly for the environment, for society.”

Backsliding on trade   
China’s leader Xi Jinping in his opening

speech warned against protectionism and
backsliding on trade amid a backdrop of
sluggish global growth. But there have been
mixed messages from the group’s members.
US President Obama came to the summit to
advocate his two signature trade deals for
the European Union and Asia-Pacific. But at
home his party’s nominee Hillary Clinton has
disowned the policies, which stand to lose
her votes. For opponents of free trade, there
is no bigger target than the Transatlantic
Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP)
which Washington wants to finalize before
Obama steps down in January. Activists
have criticized it since negotiations began in
2013, believing it will give big business
unfair benefits and allow multinationals to
escape regulation through the backdoor.
Obama admitted before the G20 there was a
“reaction” to globalization and that people
were “absolutely right” to worry about
inequality, but insisted:  “The answer is not
to pull up the drawbridge.” — AFP

SEOUL: North Korea yesterday fired
three suspected medium-range
Rodong missiles that travelled about
1,000 kilometers and landed near
Japan in an apparent show of force
timed to the G-20 economic summit

in China, Seoul officials said.  North
Korea has staged a series of recent
missile tests with increasing range,
part of a program that aims to even-
tually build long-range nuclear mis-
siles capable of striking the US main-

land. Such tests are fairly common
when international attention is
turned to Northeast Asia, and this
one comes as world leaders are
gathering for the G-20 summit of
advanced and emerging economies
in the city of Hangzhou in eastern
China. Beijing is the North’s only
major ally, but ties between the
neighbors have frayed amid a string
of nuclear and missile tests and
what many outsiders see as other
provocations in recent years. South
Korea’s Joint Chiefs of Staff said that
the three missiles, all believed to be
Rodongs, were launched from the
western North Korean town of
Hwangju and flew across the coun-
try before splashing in the sea. A
Joint Chiefs of Staff statement
described the launches as an “armed
protest” meant to demonstrate
North Korea’s military capability on
the occasion of the G-20 summit
and days before the North Korean
government’s 68th anniversary.

In early August, another Rodong
missile fired by North Korea also
travelled about 1,000 kilometers, the
longest-ever flight distance by that
missile. Japan’s Kyodo news agency

said all three missiles yesterday fell
in Japan’s exclusive economic zone
in the Sea of Japan, which the
Koreas call the East Sea. Japan’s
Foreign Ministry says Prime Minister
Shinzo Abe approached South
Korean President Park Gewn-hye
during a coffee break at the G-20
and agreed to cooperate closely.  

The White House said the United
States was closely monitoring what
it described as the latest provoca-
tion by North Korea. President
Barack Obama was in China meeting
with the leaders of France and
Germany around the time of the
launch. Before yesterday’s launch, on
the sidelines of the G-20 summit,
Park criticized the North for what she
called provocations that are hurting
Seoul-Beijing ties. The latest firing
won’t help the push by Chinese
President Xi Jinping to get Park to
scrap the planned deployment of a
powerful US anti-missile system in
the South. During a bilateral meet-
ing yesterday’s final day of the G-20,
Xi warned Park that  “mishandling
the issue is not conducive to strate-
gic stability in the region, and could
intensify disputes.”— AP

Malaysia ‘abuzz’ as old foes
Mahathir, Anwar join hands

G20 treads lightly on
‘globalisation’ taboo

HANGZHOU: Turkey’s President Recep Tayyip Erdogan (center) poses with volunteers
after the closing of the G20 Leaders Summit in Hangzhou yesterday. — AFP 

North Korea fires 3 ballistic missiles

SEOUL: Visitors walk past replicas of North Korean Scud-B missile
(left) and South Korean Nike missiles (right) at the Korean War
Memorial in Seoul yesterday. North Korea fired three ballistic missiles
off its east coast yesterday, Seoul said, in a new show of force that
comes as top world leaders meet for the G20 summit in China. — AFP 
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for foreigners, the minister said, without setting a dateline
for the launch of the project.

At present, the majority of expatriates are obliged to
obtain health insurance from the ministry of health by paying
up to KD 50 per year to receive essential medical services at
ministry hospitals and centers. Expatriates are also required to
pay additional fees for a variety of medical procedures, espe-
cially surgeries, hospital stays and radiology examinations.
Expatriates also pay KD 1 for each visit to public clinics and KD
2 to casualty sections at hospitals. 

Meanwhile, Minister of Social Affairs and Labor and
Minister of State for Planning and Development Hind Al-
Subaih stressed that the planning ministry has set a strategic
plan to handle the state’s demographic imbalances within its
2015-2016/2019-2020 development plan. She added expats’
residency periods would be limited, in addition to more
restrictions on recruiting domestic helpers and stricter penal-
ties for visa traffickers. 

Responding to an inquiry made by MP Khalil Abdullah,
Subaih said that new measures would be followed to increase
the number of citizens compared to expats. “The government
intends to set a fixed rate of expat population growth which is
less than that of citizens,” she underlined, noting that these
limits would take into consideration the labor needs of devel-
opment projects. 

Separately, the Ministry of Electricity and Water stressed
that paying overdue bills in installments is only available for
citizens and that expats do not have such a privilege. They will
either have to pay off their bills in full or have the power dis-
connected after receiving warnings. The ministry also stressed
that the deposit paid to get a power connection was only
used on changing addresses or paying off bills to get clear-
ances.  MEW undersecretary Mohammed Bosherhi added that
once the new tariffs go into effect next May, consumers might
be given some incentives, such as getting a 50 percent dis-
count for those who manage to rationalize consumption by
10 percent, and a full free month for those who manage to
rationalize 15 percent of their consumption. 

Govt to launch separate hospitals...

Continued from Page 1

Emirati Energy Minister Suhail Al-Mazrouei hailed the “posi-
tive step”. Nigerian Petroleum Minister of State Emmanuel
Kachikwu added it was “good news” that “should help firm the
price” if both sides agree to a “strong level of discipline in terms
of production”. OPEC and Russia together account for about
half of the world’s oil output. President Vladimir Putin had met
Saudi Deputy Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman in China
on Sunday - and vowed to address a global glut and overpro-
duction that has hammered prices for two years.

Putin, speaking at a closing G20 news conference yesterday,
repeated his call that Iran should be allowed to return to pre-
sanction production - a key sticking point with Saudi Arabia -
and also appealed for a “fair” crude price that “could be a bit
higher”. Putin - whose economy slumped into recession on the

back of oil price falls - has already stated that an output freeze
would be “the right decision” and called for “compromise”.

Around 1645 GMT, prices had tempered their gains some-
what. Brent for November delivery stood at $47.49 a barrel, up
66 cents from Friday’s close. WTI for October was 75 cents
higher at $45.19. “There were no... immediate indications that
this (deal) will lead to lower oil output,” FXTM analyst Jameel
Ahmad told AFP. “If there is no agreement to change output,
or at least remove the excessive oversupply in the markets
then the same oversupply will continue to weigh on investor
sentiment - and this has ultimately led to oil retracing nearly
half its gains already.” The oil market has been plagued by a
stubborn supply glut that saw prices crash to near 13-year
lows below $30 at the start of 2016. While it has recovered
recently, the price is still well off highs of above $100 seen in
mid-2014. — AFP 

Russia, Saudis to stabilize oil output
Continued from Page 1

in the coastal province of Tartous, a stronghold of
President Bashar Al-Assad’s government. The bomb-
ings hit a bridge outside the provincial capital Tartous
city, killing at least 35 people and wounding 43, state
media said.

The blasts targeted the Arzuna bridge, “the first a
car bomb and the second a suicide bomber who deto-
nated his explosive belt when people gathered to
help the wounded,” according to state television.
Tartous has been largely spared the worst violence of
Syria’s conflict since it began with anti-government
protests, and has become a refuge for many Syrians
fleeing the fighting. In the northeastern city of
Hasakeh, a bomber on a motorbike killed six members
of the Kurdish security forces and two civilians. The
city is mostly controlled by Kurdish forces, though the
regime is also present.

In central Homs city, the target was the Al-Zahraa
neighborhood, whose residents mostly belong to the
same Alawite sect as Assad and have regularly been
targeted by devastating bombings. Four people were
killed there yesterday, in a car bomb that hit a check-
point at the district’s entrance. State television broad-
cast images from the aftermath of the blast in Homs,
showing rubble strewn on the streets and smoke ris-
ing from the charred remains of vehicles.

An additional attack hit the Al-Sabura road west of
the capital Damascus, with state media saying one
person had been killed and three wounded. The
Syrian Observatory for Human Rights, a Britain-based
monitoring group, said that attack targeted a check-
point and gave a toll of three dead. The IS-affiliated
Amaq agency carried a statement saying the jihadist
group was behind a “string of simultaneous suicide
attacks”.

They came a day after Turkish forces and allied

rebels seized the last part of the Turkish-Syrian border
under IS control. Turkey began an operation inside
Syria on Aug 24, targeting both IS but also Syrian
Kurdish forces that have been a key US partner in the
fight against the jihadist group in Syria. The operation
has put Washington in an awkward position, with two
key allies at times clashing on the ground in Syria.

A State Department spokesman said yesterday that
Washington’s envoy to the US-led coalition against IS
had been in Syria and Turkey last week holding talks
with Syrian Kurdish forces and Turkish officials.
Washington has urged Kurdish forces to honor a
pledge to withdraw east of the Euphrates river to allay
Turkish fears of a contiguous semi-autonomous
Kurdish zone in Syria.

Turkey’s President Recep Tayyip Erdogan yesterday
said he was working with Russia and the US to have
northern Syria declared a no-fly zone, a proposal that
has fai led to get off  the ground in the past .
Washington backs the uprising against Assad, but is
working with the Syrian leader’s key ally Moscow on a
deal to stem the bloodshed. Hopes had been raised
that a deal would be announced over the weekend,
but US officials said it floundered after Russia back-
tracked.

Despite the failure, Obama said yesterday that a
meeting with Putin on Syria had included “productive
conversations about what a real cessation of hostili-
ties would look like”. Putin meanwhile said he felt
there was “some alignment of positions and an under-
standing of what we could do to de-escalate the situ-
ation in Syria.” He said a deal with Washington could
be firmed up in the “coming days” but refused to give
concrete details, saying that US and Russian officials
are still “working out some of our preliminary agree-
ments.” US Secretary of State John Kerry and his
Russian counterpart Sergei Lavrov are expected to
continue the talks in the coming days.— AFP

Dozens killed in string of deadly Syria...
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The value of imports into Saudi Arabia
plunged 24 percent from a year earlier in
June; while some of the drop may be due
to reduced purchases of equipment for
government projects, some appears due
to weaker imports of consumer goods.

Purchasing Power
The official unemployment rate among

Saudi citizens is around 11.5 percent. So
far, relatively few have lost their jobs
because of this year’s slowdown; legal
restrictions make firing Saudis difficult, so
the kingdom’s population of 10 million for-
eign workers has borne the brunt of lay-
offs. However, government ministries and
state-owned firms, who employ about
two-thirds of working Saudis, are adopting
a more frugal approach to their staff.

Lavish bonuses, overtime payments
and other benefits - once considered rou-
tine perks in the state sector - have been
slashed. Essam Al-Zamel, another Saudi
economist, said such benefits accounted
for up to 30 percent of Saudis’ take-home
income, so many people now felt signifi-
cantly poorer. Meanwhile, the government
has raised domestic gasoline and utility
prices to save money on state subsidies,
almost doubling the annual inflation rate
to around 4 percent.

Although Riyadh is encouraging Saudis
to establish private businesses to reduce
the economy’s dependence on oil rev-
enues, the economic slowdown is making
this harder by cutting the incomes of
some entrepreneurs. “I used to travel three
times a year to Dubai and Europe, but this
year I didn’t and I am not going anywhere
this Eid...I cannot afford it anymore,” said
Sultan Al-Dossary, 27, a Saudi who runs a
small enterprise helping firms interact
with the government. He said his net
income had fallen to around 3,000 riyals
($800) per month from 10,000 to 12,000
six months ago. He plans to sell one of his
three cars to shore up his finances.

The impact of such belt-tightening can
be seen in shopping centers and restau-
rants in Riyadh, Jeddah and oil-producing
Eastern Province. Glitzy malls display signs
such as “70% Sale”, “Further Reduction” and
“Clearance”; many restaurants offer cut-
price lunch packages. Jarir Marketing Co,
one of the biggest retailers in the king-
dom, reported a 25 percent year-on-year
drop in net profit for the first half of 2016
as sales fell 15 percent. The slide in retail
consumer purchases at Jarir’s stores has
been in the high single digits, while the
cut in corporate and government spend-
ing on office and computer supplies has
been even steeper, Jarir ’s chairman
Muhammad Alagil told Reuters.

There are reasons to think consumer
spending may soon stop falling. Corporate
surveys in the past two months suggest
private sector growth is picking up some-
what on the back of rising oil output, and
many people expect modestly higher oil
prices next year, which could ease pres-
sure on state finances. “We believe it will
stabilize next year,” said Alagil. But few
expect any major rebound. Even with aus-
terity,

Riyadh is expected to run a budget
deficit in the tens of billions of dollars this
year - unsustainable in the long run - and
officials have said more subsidy cuts are in
store. In 2018, the government plans to
introduce value-added tax, probably at a
rate of 5 percent with exemptions for
items such as food. Many Saudis accept
that low oil prices make austerity
inevitable, and there is no sign of a signifi-
cant political backlash against govern-
ment policies. But belt-tightening is being
widely discussed on Twitter under hash-
tags such as “Salary doesn’t meet our
needs”. “We are nowhere near the bottom,
and we think the years to come will be
even more painful,” said Samih Jarjoura, an
operations manager who handles distribu-
tion of foreign luxury goods to retailers in
Jeddah.  —  Reuters 

Saudis tighten belts for Eid...

A Sudanese man sits in front of a piece of artwork reading in Arabic ‘Darfur’ in North Darfur’s state capital El Fasher yesterday, ahead of
political leaders’ visit to the area. — AFP 



By Leonora Beck

Ji Mengyu sinks into a soft chair with her cup
of tea to the sound of tinkling teaspoons
and light chatter. The opulently decorated

Victorian tea salon is quintessentially British,
something straight out of Downton Abbey.
Except it’s in Beijing. The 25-year-old HR profes-
sional is one of a growing number of Chinese
who are looking past their country’s ancient tea
traditions in favor of imported British blends.
For Ji, the tea has an aura of luxury and quality,
and gives her a sense of partaking in the posh
British culture popularized globally by TV shows
and fashion brands.

“I think British people’s traditional customs
and culture have a kind of classical style,” says Ji,
who says she’s inspired by T V shows like
Downton Abbey, but also Sherlock Holmes and
Game of Thrones. For three centuries, countries
in Asia and Africa have been quenching Britons’
thirst for tea, supplying dried leaves worth mil-
lions of pounds every year. Now, that trend is
showing some signs of reversing. China and
Hong Kong in particular are seeing a surge in
appetite for British tea blends - some of which
are made with leaves from China itself, an exam-
ple of the twists in trade that the globalization
of tastes can create.

Upscale tea blends from storied British com-
panies like Twinings, Taylors of Harrogate and
Hudson & Middleton occupy increasingly more
space on shelves in Chinese supermarkets,
restaurant menus and online shops. Teahouses
serving British afternoon tea have sprouted up
in the bigger cities in China. Five years ago,
Annvita English Tea Company managed ten tea-
houses around China, serving imported blends
and pastries in British-style tearooms. The num-
ber has since grown tenfold, with more planned.
“It fits the taste of people who want to pursue a
higher quality of life,” says Li Qunlou, general

manager at AnnVita English Tea House in
Sanlitun in Beijing.

As a result, British tea companies selling pre-
mium blends have seen their exports to China
and Hong Kong skyrocket. In the first five
months of 2016, British tea exports to Hong
Kong nearly tripled in value compared with two
years earlier. They doubled to the rest of main-
land China, data from the U.K. HM Revenue &
Customs show. Shipments to China and Hong
Kong only make up 7 percent of total British tea
exports, but the share is growing quickly.

Some of these deliveries come from
Harrogate, a small town in northern England
that is the home to Taylors of Harrogate. The
fourth generation family-owned company has
been selling tea to China for more than 10 years.
In the past three years, sales have more than

doubled every year, albeit from a low starting
point. “China produces nearly one half of the
world’s tea, so on the surface you would think
that there is a limited opportunity for Taylors of
Harrogate,” says Matthew Davies, Head of
International Sales at Taylors of Harrogate.

Tea originates from China and has been a
central part of the culture for thousands of
years. In Britain, tea was not introduced until the
17th century, though it has since become a sta-
ple and adapted to local tastes. Every day thou-
sands of tea samples arrive in Harrogate for the
tasters to evaluate. The business essentially
relies on their taste buds to find the right mix of
leaves to maintain the signature flavors that the
company bases its reputation on. Chinese cus-
tomers mainly buy Taylor of Harrogate’s Earl
Grey and English Breakfast tea.

Demand
“Our approach was to invest time and

resources to understand consumer behavior and
we found that there are a number of Chinese
consumers with a high level of discretionary
income and demand for Taylors of Harrogate
brands,” says Davies. The demand is growing
mainly among China’s wealthy middle class and
is fueled by portrayals of British high society fea-
tured in TV shows, news stories of the British roy-
al family and classical novels like Jane Austen’s,
analysts say.

“Previously, Chinese consumers were more
exposed to American culture, McDonalds and
Hollywood-style things. These few years, because
of the popular British TV dramas, Chinese con-
sumers are more exposed to British brands and
the lifestyle,” says Hope Lee, senior drinks analyst
at Euromonitor International. Another reason for
the thriving popularity of British imported tea is
the seemingly endless string of food scandals
that plagues China and Hong Kong.

Greenpeace and government investigations
found high levels of pesticides or poisonous
earths in tea, also in some of the best known
brands. Imported premium British tea brands are
perceived as being safer and of higher quality.
Paradoxically, some of the British tea sold in
China and Hong Kong is originally grown in
China. However, it represents only a small
amount of British exports there - about 3 per-
cent, according to Frost & Sullivan, a market
research company.

British tea makers mainly import leaves from
Africa and India, regions where the taste for British
tea blends has not grown in the same way, for
economic and cultural reasons. Despite the recent
slowdown in the Chinese economy, Taylors of
Harrogate and many other companies and indus-
try experts are optimistic about the country’s con-
sumers. “We are continuing to strengthen our
lengths in China,” says Davies. —AP
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Sleepy Guyana has long been one of the hemisphere’s
poorest places, a sparsely populated nation on South
America’s northern shoulder that relies heavily on exports

of sugar, rice and gold. But these days, there’s a surge of excite-
ment about an anticipated windfall from major oil-and-gas
deposits found in the deep seabed 193 km off the coast - as
well as worries about the disruptions and conflicts it might
bring. Hopes are high that fuel siphoned in a few years’ time
from more than 5 km below the sea’s surface might be an anti-
dote to entrenched poverty and underdevelopment in the
country of 750,000 people. “We will have billions in foreign
reserves and our population is going to swell big time,” miner
Cosmos Santo said from a park bench in the seaside capital of
narrow streets and mostly low-rise, wooden buildings. The US
Geological Survey had long estimated that offshore Guyana
was rich in gas and oil. Now US-based ExxonMobil has
announced a “world-class oil discovery” off Guyana after drilling
a well that struck oil-bearing sandstone with an estimated 800
million to 1.4 billion oil equivalent barrels.

Exxon and partner Hess Corp haven’t yet announced devel-
opment or investment plans, which could be complicated by
low current oil prices and a dispute with neighboring
Venezuela. But Guyanese authorities are racing to set up rules
and plans to administer the hoped-for new industry while

avoiding what is known as the “resource curse.” In places like
Congo and Nigeria, oil or mineral wealth has fueled conflict
instead of development.

Guyana only has to look at Venezuela next door to see what
can go haywire with an oil-dependent state. South America’s
biggest energy producer has been in economic free fall since
the 2014 crash in prices for the oil that funds nearly all the
spending of its socialist government. Guyana’s presidential
spokesman, Mark Archer, said the administration is determined
to avoid the mistakes of Venezuela and other energy-rich
nations that have run into hard times. “The plan is not to spend
wildly like a drunken sailor but to put in a wealth fund for future
generations and ensure we do not neglect agriculture,” Archer
said. Norway and the US Energy Department are advising
Guyana on setting up such a fund as well as a regulatory frame-
work for the industry, Natural Resources Minister Raphael
Trotman says. Some of the hoped-for riches would go toward
building a 565-km jungle road from the capital to northeastern
Brazil, opening up Guyana’s rugged, mineral-rich interior.
Households would get free cooking gas and cheap gasoline.

Dispute 
Guyana’s small military would get new aircraft to protect the

offshore fields and borders, to provide some “comfort to Exxon
and other investors,” Archer said. “We must be able to protect
our investment,” he said. Protection may be necessary because
the offshore discoveries have reignited a decades-old territorial
dispute between Guyana and far-larger Venezuela. Venezuela
has for decades claimed two-thirds of Guyana’s territory as its
own, arguing that the gold-rich region west of the Essequibo
River - and the resulting maritime zone where Exxon’s find lies -
was stolen from it by an 1899 agreement with Britain and its
then-colony.

Venezuela’s navy briefly detained a ship carrying five
American oil workers in 2013. They were conducting a seismic
survey under a Guyana concession at the time. Guyana says it
wants the International Court of Justice to settle the border dis-
pute with Venezuela, though the case has not yet reached the
court. Diego Moya-Ocampos, analyst with the London-based
consulting firm IHS Global Insight, said he believes Venezuela’s
claim of sovereignty will pose a “major complication” to recover-
ing oil and minerals. —AP

Issues

Dreams, fears as 
Guyana finds oil

By Bert Wilninson

British tea booming in China, its birthplace

By Anastasia Moloney

When her captives tied the chains around her waist a lit-
tle looser than usual, Zunduri knew it was her chance
to escape. Wriggling free, she dashed out of the dry

cleaning shop in Mexico City where she had been enslaved,
beaten and starved for more than half a decade. “There is no
part of my body without scars,” Zunduri told Thomson Reuters
Foundation in a phone interview from her home in Mexico’s cap-
ital, recalling an ordeal that shocked Mexicans as one of the
worst slavery cases to come to light in the city.

“Doctors counted more than 600 scars on my body. A hot
iron was put to my head. I ironed and ironed. I didn’t see the
light of day. I didn’t know when the sun set or when it rose. I had
to drink steam from the iron to get water.” Since her dramatic
escape last year, Zunduri has become an icon of resilience in a
country where shame and stigma make many slavery survivors
reluctant to go public. And as her alleged tormenters await trial,
her example has inspired others to speak out as they seek justice
and try to rebuild their lives. “I was an animal to them,” 24-year-
old Zunduri said. “I want them to pay for everything I have had
to suffer.”

Her five alleged captors are the woman who owned the dry
cleaners, plus the woman’s two daughters, husband and sister.
All are in prison facing charges of human trafficking, which car-
ries a maximum sentence of 30 years. Their trial is set to be one
of Mexico’s highest-profile trafficking cases, underlining the
country’s status as a source, transit and destination country for
adults and children coerced into forced labor and sex work.

While Zunduri reported the crime to police and gave testi-
mony, prosecutors and activists say thousands of slavery cases
remain invisible as many victims don’t come forward due to fear
of reprisal from traffickers. Nearly 380,000 people are trapped in
modern slavery in Mexico, according to the 2016 Global Slavery
Index by rights group Walk Free Foundation. In Mexico, the most
common form of human trafficking involves women and girls
forced into sex work, with indigenous people and migrants most
vulnerable.

Men, women and children are also exploited as forced labor-

ers on farms, in factories and on building sites, according to the
US State Department’s 2016 Trafficking in Persons Report. “In
Mexico we still have people who are slaves in homes, especially
children, who work in exchange for food, water and a bed,” said
Rosi Orozco, who heads the Commission United Against Human
Trafficking, a Mexican non-governmental organization. 

She said the message Zunduri and other prominent survivors
promote is that lives can be rebuilt after slavery. “They are exam-
ples to the world that trafficking survivors can successfully rein-
tegrate back into society,” said Orozco, a former congresswoman
who helped push through Mexico’s new and tougher anti-traf-
ficking law in 2012. “It takes time for each survivor to take away
the shame. But now they are not ashamed about what hap-
pened to them.”

For Zunduri, the goal is to raise awareness about the many
difficulties facing survivors who are often traumatized and vul-
nerable. “It’s a long process for the physical scars to heal and dis-
appear. But the main scar is the one I have in my soul, in my
heart, and in my mind,” said Zunduri, who has undergone psy-
chological therapy and plans to set up a bakery and learn
English.

‘Living Again is Possible’
For Karla Jacinto, a Mexican survivor of sex trafficking, life

after slavery can give way to depression and despair. When
Jacinto was 12, she was lured from poverty and sexual abuse at
home by a man posing as a car salesman who showered her
with kind words and gifts. The charming “dream man” became
her boyfriend but later turned into her trafficker and tormentor,
Jacinto said in a telephone interview. He forced her to work for
four years as a child prostitute on streets and roadside motels in
Mexico and threatened to harm her family if she refused or tried
to escape.

“The first time with a client was the hardest. I was 12. I had to
close my eyes,” Jacinto, now 24, said. “I was forced to be with on
average 20 to 30 men a day. Around 43,000 men between the
ages of 12 to 16.” She said one man who became a regular client
helped her escape in 2008. “At first, I didn’t want to live anymore,”
Jacinto said. “Some girls don’t escape. Some die, others commit

suicide.” It took two years of therapy before Jacinto could begin
to think about moving on with her life. “You need unconditional
support from psychologists and your family, like I have with my
mother, to get through this and move on,” said Jacinto, who will
start studying at university this year.

Her work as an anti-trafficking activist brought her, together
with Zunduri, to the Vatican last year where they shared their
experiences with Pope Francis. “My message to others is that we
can dream. We can survive,” Jacinto said. “There are opportuni-
ties beyond the life we once knew. Living again is possible.”

Few Shelters, Little Justice
Both Jacinto and Zunduri hope their gradual recovery can

encourage others to come forward and rebuild their lives as
Mexico does more to tackle human trafficking. The number of
federal and state investigations for trafficking has increased
across the country, rising to 665 in 2015 from 449 in 2014,
according to the US State Department’s latest report. Yet prose-
cutions for trafficking remain low in Mexico, as they do world-
wide, in an industry the International Labor Organization esti-
mates is worth $150 billion a year.

Few trafficking victims get justice in Mexico. Authorities con-
victed 86 traffickers last year - around 2 percent of cases. That’s “a
rate consistent with conviction rates for other crimes in Mexico”,
the US State Department’s 2016 report said. Mexico’s conviction
rate for human trafficking is high though when compared to
Latin American neighbors and other countries worldwide,
Orozco said. But support for trafficking victims, especially out-
side of Mexico City, is limited, leaving many survivors vulnerable
to being trafficked again.

In Mexico, there are no shelters for male trafficking victims
and most are only for underage girls, Orozco said. She added
that more needs to be done to provide long-term personalized
care. “There is no one model, no one response to help survivors.
Every person is different, and every person needs their own pro-
gram, their own personalized help,” Orozco said. Trafficking vic-
tims can only stay in government-run refuges for a maximum of
six months. “It’s inhumane and unfair to think that a person can
recover and rehabilitate in that space of time,” Orozco said. “The
process takes years.”  —Reuters

Mexico slavery survivors defy stigma

HARROGATE, England: An employee packs boxes of tea at the production
line at Taylors of Harrogate’s tea packaging facilities in Harrogate,
England, Tuesday Aug. 30, 2016. —AP



LONDON: Attacking midfielder Dimitri Payet’s return to the first team will give West
Ham United a major boost, manager Slaven Bilic has said ahead of Saturday’s Premier
League clash with Watford. The 29-year-old had an impressive debut season in
England, scoring 12 goals in all competitions since joining from Olympique Marseille
in June last year. Payet, who has made just one appearance in the league
this season, was also joint second-top scorer at Euro 2016 with three
goals and was named in the team of the tournament after helping
France reach the final. “It is key for us if he can produce his best form
again. He has the qualities that the best players have and can help
change a game. They are influencing their team mates and oppo-
nents,” Bilic told the club’s website (www.whufc.com). “He makes the
team play better and everyone around him is benefiting. The team
recognised that last season.” West Ham, who failed to make the
Europa League group stage for the second year in a row after
being eliminated by Astra Giurgiu last month, have managed
only three points from their opening three Premier League
games. — Reuters

S P O RT S
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ATHENS: Greece’s Super League will finally kick off this weekend after the
Hellenic Football Federation (EPO) and the Super League ended their feud
over referees yesterday. Greece risked being suspended from international
football by global soccer body FIFA and its European counterpart UEFA
after the government intervened in a long-running dispute over the selec-
tion of referees by ordering the postponement of the new season on the
grounds of public safety. But after numerous discussions, former FIFA refer-
ee Kyros Vassaras was appointed as chief arbitrator on the refereeing com-
mittee until the EPO elections on Oct.1, meaning matches will now get
underway. “The championship will start; the fans are rightly anxious
because football should be played,” said the EPO president Giorgos
Gkirtzikos is a statement. “We have found a solution to the problems by
bringing in Mr Vassaras. He is a member of UEFA and one of our own,” he
added. “I hope for a great season ahead for the Super League and that
Greek football can continue to improve its status.” It is not the first time
Greece has risked running into trouble with FIFA. — Reuters

Greek season to kick off 
after referee feud ends

Payet’s first team return 
can influence West Ham

KARACHI: Pakistan’s number one tennis player Aisam ul Haq Qureshi said yes-
terday he has pulled out of a Davis Cup tie in New Zealand later this week “to
take a stand”. The 2010 US Open Doubles finalist remains unhappy that a 2013
match against the same opponents held in Myanmar was handed by the match
referee to New Zealand because of poor playing conditions, while Qureshi was

winning.  Pakistan has not hosted a Davis Cup tie since
2005 and plays its home matches in neutral venues
because of security concerns.  He tweeted: “I

believe we need to make a stand for our Country &
rights specially nowadays when unfortunately no

place is safe.” Speaking to AFP, his father Ehtisham ul
Haq added: “Aisam is not in the right frame of mind and
to pre-empt any further controversy he has pulled out of

the tie.” The Pakistan team was due to travel to
Christchurch for their Davis Cup Asia Oceania Group I sec-

ond round play-offs from September 16-18. — AFP

Qureshi pulls out 
of NZ Davis Cup tie

NORTON: Paul Casey, of England, tees off on the third hole during the final round of the Deutsche Bank Championship golf tournament in
Norton, Mass, yesterday. — AP

NORTON: Paul Casey is going after his first PGA
Tour victory in seven years at the Deutsche Bank
Championship, and he has plenty of names
behind him to consider in the Labor Day finish.

Brian Harman is three shots behind. PGA
champion Jimmy Walker is another shot back.
Rory McIlroy, six shots behind, is still in the
mix. But the biggest name of all might be
Hermine. Once a hurricane, now classified as a
post-tropical cyclone, the system was moving
out toward the Atlantic and leaving behind
some potentially challenging weather for the
final round at the TPC Boston. In the forecast is
35 mph wind and bursts of showers for most
of the final round.

Wind and rain make a recipe for just about
anything. “I used to do it fairly well in Europe,”
said Casey, who grew up in England and lives in
Arizona. “I don’t necessarily like it, but I can deal
with it.” He might not have a choice. 

THE LEADER
No one led by more than one shot in the

third round Sunday until Casey hit 7-iron to 5
feet for birdie on the 16th hole, and then closed
out his round with a 3-iron that landed just left
of the green on the par-5 18th, hopped on and
caught a ridge that sent the ball 30 inches below
the hole to set up an eagle. 

That put him at 15-under 198. What does that
mean for Casey? “I haven’t really thought about

it,” he said. “Still digest my 3-iron on the last. I
don’t know.  Depends on how bad it is.”

THE CHASERS
Harman’s only victory was two years ago at

the John Deere Classic. Four shots behind, and
playing in the final group, is Smylie Kaufman,
who won his first PGA Tour event in Las Vegas at
the start of the season. Walker and Kevin
Chappell also were four back at 11-under 202.

Chappell is the only player from the top 10 on
the leaderboard who has yet to win on the PGA
Tour. He was in the lead at 13 under until a per-
fect tee shot on the 12th hole landed in a divot.
He came up short into a hazard, tried to play out
of the native area and wound up with a double
bogey. “I said yesterday that at some point in
time during the next 36 holes, I was going to be
hit with adversity,” Chappell said. “Felt like I hung
in there and finished with six straight pars from
not-the-best position. So that’s what I’m going
to choose to look at, and hopefully tomorrow I
can get the ball in position and try to make
some birdies.”

THE OTHER RACE
The top 70 in the FedEx Cup after Monday

advance to the third playoff event at Crooked
Stick in the BMW Championship. Casey was at
No. 59 and Harman at No. 67 and now should
have no trouble advancing. Monday could be far

more significant for Steve Stricker, Charles
Howell III and Billy Hurley III.  Stricker barely
made it into the Deutsche Bank Championship
and is No. 98. He was tied for 11th, which at the
moment is just enough for him to sneak into the
top 70.

Hurley is at No. 77 and shot 69 to get into the
large tie for 11th. Hurley should be fine, but a
good finish would help.

Howell? He’s safe at No. 50, but every point
counts. The better he finishes in the Deutsche
Bank, the more progress he makes toward being
among the top 30 who reach the Tour
Championship.  Howell hasn’t made it to East
Lake since 2011. Those who reach East Lake get
into the Masters, which the Augusta native has
not played since 2012.

RYDER CUP IMPLICATIONS
There wouldn’t appear be any. US captain

Davis Love III doesn’t make his three picks until
after the BMW Championship, and he still has
another pick after that. But it’s worth keeping an
eye on Jim Furyk, who is No. 84 and tied for 48th.
He needs a big round to advance.

Furyk is under consideration for a captain’s
pick, in part because he is No. 15 despite losing
four months at the start of the year recovering
from wrist surgery. But it might be tougher to
pick a “hot” player who doesn’t even make it to
the third playoff event. — AP

Casey to end long PGA 
Tour victory drought

MONZA: Canadian teenager Lance Stroll has
emerged as a frontrunner to replace Felipe
Massa at the Williams Formula One team next
season after the Brazilian announced his retire-
ment last week.

Jacques Villeneuve, the 1997 world champion
who was the last Canadian to race for the British-
based team, told Reuters at Monza that he
believed the deal was all but done for the 17-
year-old. A team source confirmed separately
that Stroll was on the short list, along with
Brazilian Felipe Nasr, who was a Williams reserve
before securing his current race seat at Sauber.

Stroll turns 18 in October and is on course to
win the European F3 title, which would secure
him the necessary super-licence.

His career has been bankrolled by billionaire
father Lawrence, who made his fortune with the
Tommy Hilfiger and Michael Kors fashion brands.

Williams signed the youngster last year as a
development driver with a promise he would be
‘fully immersed’ in the team in the same way
that current race driver Valtteri Bottas was.

Mexican Sergio ‘Checo’ Perez has also been in
the rumour mill but Force India, who are battling
Williams for fourth place, have him under con-
tract. “We’re just going through the process now,
which is very close, to finalising the commercial
side and then hopefully there will  be an
announcement in the near future,” deputy prin-
cipal Bob Fernley told Reuters.

“At the moment, his alternatives are either
sideways or backwards.” Perez told reporters he
hoped for an announcement within weeks and

was confident he would get “what I always want-
ed”. When asked what that might be, he replied
“You will find out very soon.” Some interpreted
that as a hint that he could move to Renault,
with that works team rebuilding, but it could
equally refer to release clauses. Ferrari have Kimi
Raikkonen, the 2007 champion and oldest driver
on the starting grid at 36, out of contract at the
end of 2017 and Perez started out as a member
of the Ferrari young driver academy.

The Mexican, who had one unhappy season
at McLaren, has made no secret of his desire to
drive for a top team again and being locked into
a multi-year contract would make that harder.

The fate of Denmark’s Kevin Magnussen and
British rookie Jolyon Palmer at Renault remains
uncertain, with the latter yet to score a point in
14 races. Russian Daniil Kvyat is also looking
insecure at Toro Rosso, with French GP2 leader
Pierre Gasly eager for a chance. — Reuters

Stroll emerges as a 
Williams contender

Lance Stroll

CHICAGO: US soccer star Megan Rapinoe
knelt during the national anthem Sunday
night before the Seattle Reign’s game
against the Chicago Red Stars “in a little
nod” to NFL quarterback Colin Kaepernick.

Kaepernick’s refusal to stand for the
national anthem to protest racial injustice
and minority oppression came to public
notice when he remained seated on the
bench before a preseason game against
Green Bay. On Thursday night in San Diego,
he and safety Eric Reid knelt during the
anthem before a game against the Chargers.

“It was very intentional,” Rapinoe told
American Soccer Now after Seattle’s 2-2 tie
in the National Women’s Soccer League
game. “It was a little nod to Kaepernick and
everything that he’s standing for right now.
I think it’s actually pretty disgusting the way
he was treated and the way that a lot of the
media has covered it and made it about
something that it absolutely isn’t. We need
to have a more thoughtful, two-sided con-
versation about racial issues in this country.

“Being a gay American, I know what it
means to look at the flag and not have it
protect all of your liberties. It was some-
thing small that I could do and something
that I plan to keep doing in the future and
hopefully spark some meaningful conversa-
tion around it. It’s important to have white
people stand in support of people of color
on this. We don’t need to be the leading
voice, of course, but standing in support of
them is something that’s really powerful.”
Seattle Seahawks cornerback Jeremy Lane

showed his support for Kaepernick by sit-
ting on the bench during the national
anthem at a preseason game in Oakland.

The 31-year-old Rapinoe has played for
Seattle since 2013, after a stint with the
French team Olympique Lyon. A standout
at the University of Portland, she made her
name with the senior US  Women’s national
team in 2006. Known for her creativity on
the field, she has played in two Women’s
World Cups and two Olympics.

She injured her knee last December dur-
ing training and required surgery, but was
able to come back and play in the Rio
Games. The United States, which had won
three straight gold medals in the sport, was
eliminated in the quarterfinals by Sweden.

Since coming out in 2012, Rapinoe has
been devoted advocate for LGBT rights and
has worked with the Gay, Lesbian &
Straight Education Network (GLSEN) and
other organizations.

Rapinoe also has been vocal about pay
equity, and was among five national team
players who lent their names to a com-
plaint filed with the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission alleging wage
discrimination. The players claim that
members of the team make in some cases
up to four times less than their male
national team counterparts.

She has frequently spoken out on
Twitter, delving into politics and even call-
ing out NWSL when a match was played
on an extremely narrow field earlier this
summer. — AP

MONZA: The outcome of this year’s drivers
world championship may be decided by
the capricious nature of Mercedes’ clutches
unless the team finds a reliable solution to
its ongoing poor starts.

That was the unwanted scenario in
prospect for both title contenders Lewis
Hamilton and Nico Rosberg ahead of a
meeting at the team factory at Brackley
today when a series of bad getaways
from the grid goes under the technical
microscope.

Mercedes drivers’ have failed to take
advantage of seven pole positions this
season. Series leader and defending three-
time champion Hamilton was the latest to
suffer when, after blitzing to pole position
with a memorable qualifying lap on
Saturday, he was bogged down at the
start of Sunday’s Italian Grand Prix and fell
down to sixth.

That he eventually finished second
behind the triumphant Rosberg was of lit-
tle consolation as his lead in the champi-
onship was trimmed to nine points to two,
with seven races remaining.

“We never stop improving and learning,
but this year has been a hard year for us
with our clutch,” said the 31-year-old Briton
in the wake of Sunday’s race.

“They’ll be working very hard. It’s not a
quick fix. It’s not something we can change
for the next race. “We have made improve-
ments so you’ve seen better starts, but we
are still caught out by the random variation
that we have from one start to another.

“We do practice starts all weekend and
they vary a little bit and then, every now
and then, we get a drastic variation.

“You’ve seen it with Nico. You’ve seen it
with me, quite a few times. It’s something
we need to continue to work on.

“I can assure you we’ll be talking about
it today. “We’ll try to get as much informa-
tion and learn as much as we can to try and

make sure in the remaining seven races
that we’re not struggling to get off the line
from pole positions.”

SLUGGISH START 
Hamilton’s sluggish start at Monza was

not his first and followed similar problems
for him in Australia, Bahrain, Spain and
Canada while Rosberg was the victim of
clutch gremlins in Melbourne, Hungary and
Germany. As arguments raged over who
was responsible for this latest failure to
convert a dominant pole into a secure vic-
tory, Hamilton and team chief Toto Wolff
both side-stepped ‘the blame game’ and
took a broader view. 

Hamilton said he went through his start
procedures correctly, but this had created
too much torque, which in turn resulted in
wheel-spin. Wolff said: “In this team, I will
never blame anybody - not the driver, not
the engineer, nobody. “If you start to blame,
this is where you start going downhill
because people try to protect themselves
and (then we) have a conservative system in
place, rather than putting the best develop-
ment on the car. “Nobody is to blame and in
this particular case it’s a combination of
many things. We changed the rules last year
(going from a double to a single clutch start)
and this is why I don’t want to go there.

“Once we’ve seen all the data, we’ll
address it internally to see what needs to
be done in order for it to be avoided.

“So it’s not a game of blaming. As a
team you win and lose together. In this
case, the team has lost.” For Rosberg, it was
an unexpected gift of victory, taking him to
seven wins for the year to Hamilton’s sixth.

“I had an awesome start and that made
the win,” he said. “So it was all there.”

Looking ahead, he added: “The race is
on with Lewis. It’s always going to be a
great battle and I look forward to what’s
to come.” — AFP

Soccer star Rapinoe kneels 
during national anthem

Megan Rapinoe

Title contest may be 
decided by clutch controls
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LOS ANGELES: A competitive swimmer
since childhood, Brad Snyder lost his
eyesight in 2011 while working in
Afghanistan for a US Navy bomb-dispos-
al squad when he stepped on an impro-
vised device.

Neither his legs nor arms were affect-
ed by the blast but shrapnel tore into his
face, leading to the removal of his eyes
and their replacement with prosthetics.

A gruelling recovery followed, with
three weeks in intensive care followed
by five weeks in Florida.

Snyder returned to swimming in
February 2012. “Swimming is something
that I was pretty good at before, and I
thought it might be something that’s fun
for me to do,” he said in a 2012 interview.

“I hop in the pool, and everything just
flows. Everything’s just really natural.
Every once in awhile I crash into the lane
line, but other than that it feels really
good to do well.”

Exactly a year after the blast that
claimed his eyesight, the fiercely com-
petitive Snyder was competing in the

2012 Paralympic Games as a blind swim-
mer, winning gold in the 100m and
400m freestyle and a silver in the 50m
freestyle. Snyder says he hopes his
example can inspire others.

“I know there are a lot of guys out
there, guys and girls, who are struggling
with a tough hand and hopefully my
success can reach out to those people
and say, ‘Hey, there is a way forward;
there is something you can go out and
do that will give you that relevance and
success again,’” he says.

Snyder has also worked to raise
awareness about blindness, teaming
with the Swim For Sight organisation to
raise money to tackle blindness and per-
form cataract operations in the develop-
ing world.

“The travesty about that number (of
people who are blind) really is that most
of it is preventable,” Snyder said earlier
this year.

“Being someone who’s had to negoti-
ate the challenges of being blind for the
past four-and-a-half years or so, if there’s

a way to prevent that, I want to support
that as much as possible.”

Brad Snyder
EVENTS: 50m freestyle, 100m free,

400m free, 100m backstroke, 100m but-
terfly.

Age: 32
Paralympian experience: 2012

Paralympics. Golds in 100m free, 400m
free;  silver 50m free. IPC World
Championships: 3 golds (50m free, 100m
free, 400m free). — AFP

Afghan veteran Snyder feels his way to swimming gold

RIO DE JANEIRO: The 2016 Paralympics, start-
ing in Rio tomorrow, includes canoe-kayak and
triathlon for the first time among the 22 sports
detailed here by AFP Sport: 

ARCHERY
A staple on the Paralympic menu since the

very first edition in 1960. 
Individual and team competitions with ath-

letes divided into wheelchair users and stand-
ing athletes. Archers aim at a target with a
diameter of 122cm from a distance of either 50
metres or 70 metres. The United States have
won the most golds. The Czech Republic’s David
Drahoninsky won gold in Beijing and silver in
london.

ATHLETICS
One of the original eight sports to figure in

the inaugural 1960 Paralympics in Rome, and
the most popular, with 1,100 athletes compet-
ing in 177 track, field and road events in Rio
with the only disciplines not covered the pole
vault, hammer and hurdles. Visually, intellectu-
ally and physically impaired athletes compete.
Athletes compete either standing or using a
wheelchair, with or without prosthesis. Visually
impaired Jason Smith, Ireland’s answer to Usain
Bolt, aims to repeat his 100m and 200m success
at Beijing and London, while Felipe Gomes,
from a notorious Rio favela, will have home sup-
port behind him.

BOCCIA
Of Greco-Roman origin, Boccia is one of the

rare sports not to have an Olympic equivalent.
Comparable to British bowls or French
petanque, Boccia is played in a wheelchair on a
12.5 x 6m surface. A game of strategy and accu-
racy originally designed for people with cere-
bral palsy, it is now open to all athletes with
motor skills impairments. Players must throw or
roll six coloured balls to get as close as possible
to a white target ball, known as the ‘jack’.  The
player, pair or team with the most balls near the
jack is the winner. There are seven medal
events-all mixed gender-with four different
classes.  Brazil’s Dirceu Pinto is out to add to his
four Paralympic medal haul.

CANOE-KAYAK
One of two disciplines making its debut in

Rio, para-canoe events will be competed in line
over 200 metres in specially adapted kayaks.
Three categories of athletes: those with no use
of their legs, some use of their legs and body,
and partial use of their legs. There are six medal
events - three each for men and women - at the
Lagoa Stadium on the Rodrigo de Freitas
lagoon, next to Copacabana Beach. 

CYCLING
Races on both the road and track for

amputees, those with a physical handicap, visu-
ally impaired and blind athletes. The sprint, indi-
vidual pursuit, and both individual and team
time-trials will be contested. Former Formula
One driver Alex Zinardi, who lost his legs in an
accident, won two golds at London. 

EQUESTRIAN
Great Britain’s Lee Pearson is peerless in this

Paralympic sport where men and women com-
pete equally. He won three golds at each of
Sydney, Athens and Beijing, but ‘only’ one in
2012. The only discipline is dressage, open to
physically and visually impaired riders in four
categories. Equestrianism made its Paralympic
debut at Atlanta in 1996. The only difference
with the Olympic Games is that riders can use
‘compensating aids’ such as adapted saddles for
amputees, or ‘callers’ for visually impaired com-
petitors.

FOOTBALL 5-A-Side
Football 5-a-side is for athletes with visual

impairment. Eight men’s teams play each other
and to ensure fairness all competitors, apart
from the goalkeeper, wear eyeshades, with the
ball making a sound which helps players locate
it. The rules are more or less the same as foot-
ball but the pitch is smaller and the off-side rule
does not exist. Brazil are the masters of the
sport, winning every title since it was intro-
duced in 2004, and will be inspired by the Pele
of Paralympic football Jefinho.

FOOTBALL 7-a-side
The sport is for those affected by cerebral

palsy. Like the five-a-side game, it uses an small-
er pitch than the 11-a-side game with matches
made up of two 30-minute halves. There is no
offside rule and throw-ins are taken with just
one hand. Russia are the defending champions.

GOALBALL
A sport for visually-impaired athletes, goal-

ball is not unlike handball. 
The aim is to throw the ball, equipped with a

bell inside, into the opposing team’s goal. A
team consists of three players, all of whom are
blindfolded. The Erkki Miinala-inspired Finland
routed Brazil in 2012.

JUDO 
Open only to visually impaired athletes judo

has several distinctive differences to the
Olympics. The mats have different textures to
help judoka identify where they are, while they
begin with their hands already on each other’s
jackets. Yet they must still fight for five minutes.
Mexico’s Eduardo ¡vila S·nchez won gold in 2008
and bronze in London.

POWERLIFTING
A means of post-war rehabilitation, power-

lifting is one of the core sports for people with
physical disabilities. Open to both men and
women, with 10 different weight categories,
athletes lie on their back strapped to a bench as
they perform a bench press.

ROWING
Rowing first made its appearance in 2008.

Four races over 1000m split into three cate-
gories: single sculls for men and women with
use of shoulders and arms, mixed double sculls
for those with use of their trunk and arms, and
coxed fours for rowers with functional use of
their legs, trunks and arms, including up to two
visually impaired athletes.

SAILING
There are three categories of craft-a solo

4.6m single keel dual sail Norlin for men and
women, a 5.8m mixed doubles Skud 18 and a
7m trio Sonar A class, for either sex. As yet there
are no events for the visually impaired.  Star
sailor Damien Seguin of France was gold medal-
ist in the solo craft at Athens and Beijing.

SHOOTING
Competitors are placed at a distance of

either 10, 25 or 50 metres, either standing, sit-
ting or prone. Divided into three categories
shooting uses a classification system which
enables athletes from different impairment
groups with the same level of functional ability
to compete together. 

SH1 is for pistol and rifle competitors that do
not require a shooting stand, while SH2 is for
rifle competitors who are not able to support
the weight of the firearm with their arms and
therefore require a spring mounted stand to
shoot. Sweden and South Korea are the most
successful nations in the history of paralympic
shooting.

SWIMMING
Featuring Brazil’s most successful 10-gold

Paralympic champion Daniel Dies. 
Accessible to even the most severely handi-

capped, swimming is one of the headline events.
Competitors are grouped into 14 categories.
Visually-impaired swimmers rely on the aid of a
tapper, who uses a cushioned pole to indicate
when they are nearing the wall.

TABLE TENNIS 
One of the traditional Paralympic events,

players are either in wheelchairs  or standing, in
singles, doubles or in teams. Para table tennis
follows the laws set by the International Table
Tennis Federation (ITTF) with only slight  modifi-
cations to the serving laws for athletes compet-
ing in wheelchairs. No surprise that China is the
most successful nation 

TRIATHLON
The “Paratriathlon” is making its Games bow,

it starts with a 750m swim, followed by a 20km
bike ride and culminates with a 5km run. Men
and women compete in the same race although
the athletes are divided into three categories.
Star Athlete Lauren Steadman of the UK, won
the 2015 Rio Paratriathlon.

WHEELCHAIR BASKETBALL
Originally developed by American WWII vet-

erans the game has a basket at 10ft, or just over 3
metres. Shaun Norris of ‘Australia Rollers’ debuted
at Athens, the shooting guard won a gold in
2008 and silver at London.

WHEELCHAIR FENCING
2012 champion Jovane Guissone, who lost

the use of his legs after being shot in a robbery,
is one of Brazil’s big hopes for gold in this disci-
pline open to athletes with motor impairments.
Competitors’ wheelchairs are firmly fixed to a
metal frame in the competition area, known as
the ‘piste’. 

As in the Olympics, events are divided across
three weapons-epee, foil and sabre. Part of the
Paralympic Games since Rome 1960, wheelchair
fencing will have 14 medal events for individu-
als and teams in Rio. 

France and Italy have traditionally been the
most successful nations, but China led the
medals table in 2008 and 2012.

WHEELCHAIR RUGBY
A combination of rugby, basketball and ice

hockey, this is the only collective sport in the
Games for quadraplegics. An aggressive game,
it involves four-person teams trying to cross
into the opposition goal area with ball in hand.
Australia boast Ryley Batt, considered the best
in the world.

WHEELCHAIR TENNIS
This popular sport was created in the 1980s.

The rules are the same as for able-bodied ath-
letes except the ball is allowed to bounce twice.
There are six events in Rio: women’s singles,
men’s singles, women’s doubles, men’s doubles,
quad singles and quad doubles. Japan’s Shing
Kunieda aims for a third straight title.

WHEELCHAIR VOLLEYBALL
Two teams of six face off on the two sides of

the court divided by a lowish net (1.05m for
women, 1.15m for men) and the players are not
allowed to stand up. Star Player Katie Holloway
of the USA is a two-time silver medallist. Safet
Alibasic inspired Bosnia and Herzegovina to
gold in London. — AFP

22 Paralympic sports

SAO PAULO: In this July 22, 2016 photo, athlete Alan Fonteles, from Brazil, left, who competes mainly in category T44, trains ahead the
Paralympic Games athletics events in Sao Paulo, Brazil. — AP

BERLIN: Having abandoned an attempt to
compete at the Rio Olympics, Germany’s
‘Blade Jumper’ Markus Rehm will defend his
long jump title at the Paralympic Games in
the city. The 28-year-old, who had his right
leg amputated as a teenager after a wake-
boarding accident, ended his fight to jump
alongside able-bodied athletes in Rio de
Janeiro due to doubts that his prothetic limb
gives him an advantage. 

International Association of Athletics
Federations (IAAF) rules blocked Rehm from
competing at an Olympics until he can prove
his carbon limb does not give him an extra
lift on take-off. There has never been a defini-
tive answer to the debate and after protract-
ed discussions, Rehm abandoned his
Olympics dream in July.

His personal best of 8.40m, set in Doha in
October 2015, would have been enough to
win the men’s long-jump at the 2012 London
Olympics and this year’s Rio Games where
Jeff Henderson claimed gold with a leap of
8.38m in Brazil. “That jumped changed a lot
for me and it showed to many people that we
Paralympians are really amazing athletes,”
Rehm said in Rio during a recent visit.

“I’m really pushing myself to the limits to
get a really good result at the Rio Paralympic
Games, to jump close to my world record or,
in the best case, even a bit further.”

Rehm won Paralympics gold in London
four years ago in the F44 category with a
then-world record of 7.35m and earned a
bronze in the 4x100m relay. He has won the
world title three times in the F44 since 2011

and his nearest rivals on prosthetics are more
than a metre behind him. He jumped against
2012 Olympic champion Greg Rutherford in
the Netherlands in June 2013, when the
Briton leapt 8.24m with Rehm trailing at
7.44m.  The German, who trains in
Leverkusen, has since improved significantly.

He has a job working in the German mili-
tary, building prosthetic limbs, but his disabil-
ity means he is unable to fight. His achieve-
ments are considerable given the accident he
suffered as a 13-year-old, on a family holiday
in Wurzberg, when the propellor of a passing
boat shredded his leg while he bobbed in the
water while wakeboarding. An infection,
which left the teenager in agony, meant the
leg had to amputated three days after the
accident. — AFP

Germany’s ‘Blade Jumper’ 
ready for Rio defence

RIO DE JANEIRO: Austere but as battling as
ever, the Paralympics start in Rio de Janeiro
tomorrow hoping that rivalry in competition
can overshadow controversy off the track.

Caught in political and economic crises,
Rio 2016 organisers have skimped as far as
they can on food, transport and accommoda-
tion. But they have not put off Iranian power-
lifter Siamand Rahman, Britain’s wheelchair
racer David Weir and China’s blind sprinter Liu
Cuiqing as they seek sporting glory.

Rio’s problem is that it is following London
2012, hailed as the best Paralympics ever in
terms of fervour and sporting performance.

To keep the Rio Games on track, city
authorities had to promise 150 million reais
($46 million, 41 million euros) in August while
the government got state companies to
inject another 100 million reais in sponsor-
ship. International Paralympic Committee
(IPC) president Philip Craven said that during
the Rio Olympics he was sleeping two hours
a night preparing to welcome the 4,300 para-
athletes competing in 22 sports.

He said the cuts “are likely to impact every
stakeholder attending the Paralympic Games”.
“The Games will happen, but they may not
be-I wouldn’t say tip top, but maybe not as
relatively luxurious as in the past,” he declared.
“Paralympians are resilient people, and the
staff teams that back them up, and our
Paralympic family will pull together,” he
vowed. The number of tickets reportedly sold
has risen from 300,000 of the 2.4 million avail-
able on August 20 to 1.4 million last Friday.

“My expectations have been growing dai-
ly,” Craven said when giving his latest update.

Money may be less easy to find at the
Paralympics than for its Olympic counterpart,
but the controversy is the same: doping.

300KG AND COUNTING 
The IPC banned all Russian athletes from

the Rio Paralympics over allegations of state-
run doping made by Canadian lawyer
Richard McLaren in his report for the World
Anti-Doping Agency (WADA).

Russians are even excluded as neutral
competitors. The decision was “outside the
law, morality, humanity,” according to Russia’s
President Vladimir Putin.

The IPC remained unrepentant. “It wasn’t
athletes that were cheating the system, it was
the state-sponsored doping system that was

cheating the Russian athletes,” Craven said on
Friday. With a host of para-athletes from oth-
er countries also suspended in recent
months, Rio para-athletes can expect the
toughest testing ever.

And with canoe-kayak and triathlon tak-
ing the number of sports up to 22, Rio will be
looking to produce new sporting heroes now
that London 2012 sprint star Oscar Pistorius is
in a South African prison for the killing of his
girlfriend. The 41 career gold medals won by
blind American swimmer Trischa Zorn
between 1980 and 2004 looks unbeatable,
but the Paralympics will inevitably produce
new tales of courage.

The 28-year-old Rahman, disabled since
birth, is aiming to become the first
Paralympian to bench press 300kg. His rivals
in the powerlifting over 107kg category have
already conceded the gold medal to the
Iranian. China will have a record 308 athletes
in Rio looking to beat their 95 gold medals

from London when they topped the table for
the third straight Paralympics.

They have swimmer Xu Qing competing in
his fourth and possibly last Games, seeking to
add to his seven gold medals.

Blind sprinter Liu Cuiqing last year inflict-
ed the first defeat on reigning T11 400m
champion Terezinha Guilhermina of Brazil in
nine years. Liu, 23, won four golds at the
world championships, stunning the Brazilian,
13-years her elder, each time. The Chinese
woman thanks her coach Hu Zhengguan.

“I used to need help even in the simplest
tasks like walking,” Liu said. “Because of him, I
can now run fearlessly on the track. Because
of him, I am no longer unknown-I can run
today under the attention of the world.”

After his glorious four golds in London,
and two before that at Beijing 2008, British
wheelchair racer Weir is looking to leave the
Paralympics at the age of 37 with at least one
more title. — AFP

Sporting heroes battle 
on despite Rio crises

SAO PAULO: In this June 30, 2016 photo, Brazilian Paralympic swimmers Vanilton Filho,
left, and Phelipe Rodrigues prepare for the Paralympic Games in Sao Paulo, Brazil. Only a
last-minute Brazilian government bailout has helped save the Paralympic Games from a
shortfall in the local, privately funded operating budget. Almost everything will be
scaled back: venues, seating, and staffing, but Paralympic officials say that no sports or
nations have been cut out. — AP
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DUBLIN: Stuart Lancaster has hit back at
suggestions he was insufficiently hands-
on during his four years as England head
coach. The 46-year-old, who stepped
down as England boss last November
after the team became the first host
nation to suffer a group-stage exit at the
World Cup, was confirmed as a member
of Irish province Leinster’s coaching staff
yesterday. Three-times European cham-
pions Leinster turned to Lancaster after
defence coach Kurt McQuilkin left to
return to New Zealand for family rea-
sons.  Lancaster will now work under Leo
Cullen, the head coach of the Dublin-
based side.

As England boss, Lancaster presided
over four successive runners-up finishes
in the Six Nations before the team failed

to escape a ‘Group of Death’ at the World
Cup following defeats by Wales and
Australia.  By contrast, Lancaster’s suc-
cessor, Eddie Jones, led England to a Six
Nations Grand Slam in his first season in
charge and the team have yet to lose
under the Australian. 

While he was with England, Lancaster
had several high-profile assistants in
Andy Farrell, Mike Catt and Graham
Rowntree-all former England interna-
tionals-with the trio widely reported to
be running most of the day to day train-
ing sessions. However, Lancaster said
yesterday: “I’ve coached virtually every
part of the game, whether I go back to
my teaching career ‘til I was 30, but I’ve
coached now for 16 years.

“I think there was a perception in

England that I probably didn’t do any
coaching,” explained former Leeds Tykes
player Lancaster, who since leaving
Twickenham has had short-term roles at
NFL side the Atlanta Falcons, British
Cycling, the Football Association and in
New Zealand rugby with Counties
Manukau.”

‘PHILOSOPHY’ 
He added: “Andy Farrell clearly led on

the defence when I was with England
(but) I was coaching defence not less
that three weeks ago in New Zealand.
“(At) Counties Manukau my main remit
was to coach defence. So I’ve got my
own philosophy. Clearly it’s been influ-
enced by the people I’ve worked under
as defence coaches.

“I watched Mike Ford when he was
England defence coach, obviously Andy
Farrell  latterly, I  worked with Paul
Gustard in Argentina when he came with
me.  “I think I understand a lot about
defence but equally as I mentioned earli-
er on, I’ve got a reasonably broad range
and hopefully I can influence the attack-
ing stuff as well and also reach down a
bit to some of the academy work.  “I
come from a player development back-
ground, my role in England was not just
head coach, (I was) head of elite player
development, and I like to think I can
offer Leinster something in that regard
as well.” Lancaster’s assistants were also
shown the door by England after the
World Cup and he will be able to meet
up in Dublin with Farrell, now a member

of Ireland’s coaching staff.
At Leinster, Lancaster-whose new job

title is “senior coach”-will join a back-
room team consisting of Cullen plus his
assistants Girvan Dempsey and John
Fogarty. “Stuart brings a wealth of expe-
rience and is a highly respected figure in
world rugby. We are all looking forward
to having Stuart join our team and
together helping the players maximise
their potential as a group,” Cullen told
leinsterrugby.ie.

Leinster face Glasgow in the second
round of the Celtic League on Saturday,
having began their campaign with a 20-
8 victory over Treviso on Friday. Leinster
have reached the final of the Celtic
League nine times in its  15-year history,
winning four titles. — AFP

Lancaster defends England approach after joining Leinster

OAKLAND: Eduardo Rodriguez’s no-hit bid for
the Boston Red Sox was broken up after a
replay reversal with two outs in the eighth
inning, and Khris Davis hit a game-ending
double in the ninth that sent the Oakland
Athletics to a 1-0 victory Sunday. Brock Holt
misplayed Davis’ double in deep left field for
an error that allowed Danny Valencia to score
from first base. Valencia drew a leadoff walk
against Craig Kimbrel (2-4), and Oakland avert-
ed a three-game sweep. Marcus Semien
reached on an infield single in the eighth after
Rodriguez stuck out his right leg to knock
down a grounder. The left-hander found the
ball and threw to first, where Semien initially
was ruled out by umpire Laz Diaz. A’s manager
Bob Melvin challenged the call, which was
overturned after a quick review. Replays clear-
ly showed Semien was safe. Oakland has not
been held without a hit since four Orioles
pitchers turned the trick on July 13, 1991 - the
longest active streak in the majors. The last-
place A’s snapped a five-game losing streak
overall, and a nine-game skid to Boston. Ryan
Madson (5-4) pitched the ninth for the win.

ANGELS 4, MARINERS 2
Los Angeles starter Matt Shoemaker was

hospitalized after taking a line drive to the
head. Shoemaker was hit on the right side of
his head with one out in the second inning on
a 105 mph line drive from Kyle Seager.
Shoemaker was able to turn his head slightly
to avoid a direct blow to his face but was
unable to get his mitt up in time. After the
game, the Angels announced that a CT scan
revealed Shoemaker suffered a small skull frac-
ture and small hematoma. He was to be seen
by a neurologist and remain in Seattle
overnight for observation. Albert Pujols and
C.J. Cron hit back-to-back home runs in the
first inning and six Angels relievers combined
to shut down the Mariners. Deolis Guerra (3-0)
was the first to enter, and Andrew Bailey
worked the ninth for his first save since 2013
with Boston. Pujols hit his 29th homer off
starter Hisashi Iwakuma (14-11). 

CARDINALS 5, REDS 2
Randal Grichuk and Kolten Wong homered,

Carlos Martinez carried a shutout into the sev-
enth inning and St. Louis Cardinals snapped a
three-game losing streak with a win over
Cincinnati. Yadier Molina had two of the
Cardinals’ five hits as they avoided being
swept in Cincinnati for the first time since July
2012. St Louis, which turned four double plays,
remained one game ahead of the Mets for the
final NL playoff spot. Martinez (13-7) improved
to 8-1 in 13 road starts this season. Seung
Hwan Oh earned his 15th save. Tim Adleman
(2-3) gave up three runs in five innings. 

METS 5, NATIONALS 1
Seth Lugo kept pitching like a playoff-test-

ed ace rather than a rookie, and New York got
two-run homers from Curtis Granderson and
Jay Bruce to beat Washington. The Mets won
for the 11th time in 15 tries but didn’t have
much time to savor the victory - they hurried
to Cincinnati for a 1:10 p.m. Monday holiday
start. Lugo (3-2) limited the NL East leaders to
one run in seven innings.

The 26-year-old righty has won three
straight starts, permitting a total of three runs,
to help rejuvenate an injury-plagued rotation.
Granderson drove in three runs. Danny
Espinosa matched a career high with his 21st
homer for Washington. Reynaldo Lopez (2-3)
threw three wild pitches over four innings in
his return from Triple-A.

BLUE JAYS 5, RAYS 3
Russell Martin hit a tiebreaking, two-run

homer in the eighth inning to help Toronto
overcome a poor start by 17-game winner J.A.
Happ and avoid a three-game sweep against
Tampa Bay. The Blue Jays moved a game
ahead of Boston atop the AL East. Martin hit
his 17th home run on a 3-0 pitch from Kevin
Jepsen (2-6). The catcher has nine homers and
24 RBIs over his last 18 games. Joaquin Benoit
(3-1) struck out three in a scoreless seventh.
Roberto Osuna got his 30th save. Toronto
manager John Gibbons was ejected from the
dugout by plate umpire Pat Hoberg after
Martin struck out in the fourth. The Blue Jays
tied it at 3 in the seventh on Devon Travis’ two-
run single off Brad Boxberger, costing 17-
game loser Chris Archer a shot at his ninth
win. Archer struck out nine, running his AL-
best total to 211.

YANKEES 5, ORIOLES 2
Chase Headley and Austin Romine had two

RBIs apiece, and New York beat Baltimore to
prevent a three-game sweep and remain

afloat in the AL wild-card race. With five rook-
ies in the starting lineup, the Yankees closed
within 3 1/2 games of the Orioles and Tigers
for the league’s final playoff spot. Luis Severino
(2-8) pitched two strong innings of relief and
Dellin Betances, the fifth New York reliever, got
four outs for his eighth save. The loss dropped
Baltimore three games out of first place in the
AL East.

New York had been shut out three consecu-
tive times by the Orioles in a seven-day span.
But the Yankees promptly put an end to the
streak with a three-run first against Wade
Miley (8-12).

CUBS 3, GIANTS 2, 13 INNINGS
Jason Heyward hit a tying single in the

ninth inning and a game-winning single in the
13th as Chicago took three of four from San
Francisco in a possible playoff preview.
Anthony Rizzo singled leading off the 13th
against Matt Reynolds (0-1) and went to sec-
ond on Ben Zobrist’s sacrifice. Addison Russell,
who had three hits, was walked intentionally
before Heyward drove in his third run of the
game. Trevor Cahill (4-4) worked a perfect
inning in a series in which all four games were
decided by one run. The Cubs were staring at a
second straight loss when Russell led off the
ninth with a double against Santiago Casilla.
Russell went to third on a wild pitch and
scored on Heyward’s single to hand Casilla his
seventh blown save.

INDIANS 6, MARLINS 5
Lonnie Chisenhall capped a three-run rally

with a two-out RBI single in the ninth inning
against Fernando Rodney, leading Cleveland
over Miami. Chisenhall’s hit dropped in front
of a sliding Ichiro Suzuki in right field and
scored pinch-runner Michael Martinez, giving
the AL Central leaders their sixth straight win.
Jose Ramirez’s two-run single tied it, also with
two outs. Rodney (2-4) allowed three runs, two
hits, three walks and threw two wild pitches.
Indians manager Terry Francona was ejected
earlier in the inning for arguing when Jason
Kipnis struck out on a checked call. Cody Allen
(3-5) got two outs to help the Indians com-
plete a three-game sweep and maintain a 5
1/2-game lead over Detroit.

Suzuki’s ninth-inning double off Andrew
Miller broke a 3-all tie. Martin Prado added a
sacrifice fly, giving the Marlins a two-run lead.
Miami has dropped eight of nine.

ASTROS 7, RANGERS 6
George Springer and Evan Gattis homered

to help Houston avoid a series sweep and
snap Texas’ seven-game winning streak. The
Astros still trail the first-place Rangers by 9 1/2
games in the AL West and have won only three
of 16 meetings this season. Springer led off
the game with his 26th homer, and Houston
built a 5-0 lead before Yu Darvish (5-4) was lift-
ed after four innings. Gattis hit his 24th homer
in the fifth for a 6-2 lead. Chris Devenski (3-4)
pitched 1 2/3 scoreless innings. He took over
for starter Collin McHugh with one out in the
fifth after the Rangers had cut it to 6-5. Ken
Giles pitched the ninth for his eighth save.

BREWERS 10, PIRATES 0
Domingo Santana had his first two-homer

game, pinch-hitter Jonathan Villar delivered
his first grand slam and Chris Carter connected
for his 32nd home run as Milwaukee complet-
ed a three-game sweep and handed
Pittsburgh its sixth straight loss. The Pirates’
skid follows a four-game sweep at Milwaukee
last weekend, and has dropped them 3 1/2
games behind St. Louis for the second NL wild
card. The Pirates host the Cardinals in a three-
game series beginning Monday. Santana hit a
solo shot off starter Steven Brault (0-2) to open
the scoring. The third-year outfielder hit the
second of back-to-back homers with Carter,
who had a three-run drive, off Kelvin Marte
during a five-run ninth. Villar connected in the
sixth. Chase Anderson (8-11) scattered five hits
over five innings.

DODGERS 7, PADRES 4
Jose De Leon struck out nine while winning

his major league debut,  pinch-hitter Yasmani
Grandal drove in three runs, including a go-
ahead single in the fifth inning, and Los
Angeles rallied to beat San Diego.

De Leon (1-0) gave up four runs and six hits
in six innings and didn’t issue a walk. The right-
hander struck out the side in the sixth. Kenley
Jansen pitched the ninth to earn his 42nd save
in 48 chances. Kevin Quackenbush (7-5) took
the loss in relief.

TIGERS 6, ROYALS 5
Justin Upton hit a two-run homer with two

outs in the eighth inning, sending Detroit past
Kansas City. Upton also doubled home J.D.
Martinez in the second. Upton has seven
homers and 18 RBIs in his last 14 games.

Miguel Cabrera was on first after a leadoff sin-
gle when Upton drove a fastball from Joakim
Soria (4-7) to center for his 20th homer, giving
the Tigers a 6-5 lead. Shane Greene (3-3)
pitched 1 1/3 innings for the win. Francisco
Rodriguez worked the ninth for his 38th save
in 42 opportunities.

WHITE SOX 13, TWINS 11, 12 INNINGS
Jose Abreu hit two three-run homers and

drove in a career-best seven runs, and Chicago
used Tim Anderson’s two-run double in the
12th inning to get a wild win over Minnesota.
Abreu, Anderson and Melky Cabrera had three
hits apiece, helping the White Sox overcome
four homers by the Twins. The teams combined
for 18 home runs while splitting the four-game
series. Juan Minaya (1-0) earned his first major
league win. He pitched a scoreless 11th but
walked the first two batters in the 12th. Tommy
Kahnle came in and earned his third career
save, retiring Eddie Rosario with the bases
loaded for the final out. Byron Buxton hit his
first grand slam for Minnesota. Brian Dozier,
Miguel Sano and John Ryan Murphy also went
deep. Pat Dean (1-6) took the loss.

BRAVES 2, PHILLIES 0
Julio Teheran pitched six sharp innings,

Matt Kemp homered and last place Atlanta
beat Philadelphia for its sixth consecutive win.
Teheran (5-9) allowed five hits and struck out
seven while lowering his ERA to 3.01. Jim
Johnson worked the ninth for his 15th save,
finishing a five-hitter. Kemp hit a leadoff drive
in the second for his 28th homer. Freddie
Freeman added another leadoff drive in the
eighth for his 29th of the year. The Phillies
dropped their sixth consecutive game, wast-
ing another solid start by Jake Thompson (1-
5). The rookie allowed four hits and struck out
six in seven innings.

DIAMONDBACKS 8, ROCKIES 5
Socrates Brito snapped a seventh-inning tie

with a three-run homer, and Arizona held off a
late rally to beat Colorado. Archie Bradley (6-8)
scattered six hits over six innings and Jean
Segura had three hits in his return to the line-
up for the Diamondbacks. Rockies starter Jon
Gray (9-7) allowed a run in the first inning but
retired 17 of 19 batters before Arizona
roughed him up in the seventh. Colorado
scored twice in the ninth, but Daniel Hudson
struck out DJ LeMahieu and Carlos Gonzalez
with two runners on to end it. — AP

Athletics get first hit on replay 
reversal in 8th, edge Red Sox 1-0

American League
Eastern Division

W L  PCT GB      
Toronto 77 59 .566 -      
Boston 76 60 .559 1       
Baltimore 74 62 .544 3       
NY Yankees 70 65 .519 6.5   
Tampa Bay 58 77 .430 18.5  

Central Division
Cleveland 79 56 .585 -       
Detroit 74 62 .544 5.5   
Kansas City 70 66 .515 9.5   
Chicago W Sox 65 71 .478 14.5  
Minnesota 51 86 .372 29      

Western Division
Texas 82 55 .599 -       
Houston 72 64 .529 9.5   
Seattle 69 67 .507 12.5  
LA Angels 61 75 .449 20.5  
Oakland 58 78 .426 23.5  

National League
Eastern Division

Washington 79 57 .581 -       
NY Mets 71 66 .518 8.5   
Miami 68 69 .496 11.5  
Philadelphia 60 76 .441 19      
Atlanta 54 83 .394 25.5  

Central Division
Chicago Cubs 88 48 .647 -       
St. Louis 71 64 .526 16.5  
Pittsburgh 67 67 .500 20      
Milwaukee 60 76 .441 28      
Cincinnati 57 78 .422 30.5  

Western Division
LA Dodgers 76 60 .559 -       
San Francisco 73 63 .537 3       
Colorado 65 71 .478 11      
Arizona 58 78 .426 18      
San Diego 56 80 .412 20 

St Louis 5, Cincinnati 2; Toronto 5, Tampa Bay 3; Atlanta 2, Philadelphia 0; Milwaukee 10,
Pittsburgh 0; NY Yankees 5, Baltimore 2; Chicago White Sox 13, Minnesota 11 (12 innings);
Detroit 6, Kansas City 5; Chicago Cubs 3, San Francisco 2 (13 Innings); Houston 7, Texas 6;
Oakland 1, Boston 0; Arizona 8, Colorado 5; LA Angels 4, Seattle 2; Cleveland 6, Miami 5; LA
Dodgers 7, San Diego 4; NY Mets 5, Washington 1.

MLB results/standings

OAKLAND: Boston Red Sox’s David Ortiz throws his bat after striking out in the fifth inning of a baseball game against the Oakland Athletics, Sunday, in Oakland, Calif. — AP
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MELBOURNE: Nearly three years have
passed since George Bailey was shut out of
test cricket after one middling series but
the door has creaked ajar as Australia
searches for answers to its subcontinental
malaise before a daunting tour to India.

Having watched the test side slump to
an unprecedented 3-0 whitewash to Sri
Lanka, Bailey ensured there would be no
repeat in the one-day tournament by
smashing 270 runs at an average of 67.50
to top the batting lists and drive the
tourists to a 4-1 victory.

Bailey ’s unbeaten 90 in the fourth
match fired Australia to an unassailable 3-1
lead in the series and showed the hallmark
composure that made the Tasmanian first
understudy to Michael Clarke before the
captain’s retirement last year. Australia’s
woeful performance against probing spin
bowling on flat, turning wickets in the test
series has forced selectors to go back to
the drawing board.

The top six batsmen who worked so

seamlessly on home wickets against New
Zealand and West Indies last summer are
expected to be picked apart after being
found out in Sri Lanka.

David Warner, one of the few who
would feel comfortable about their place,
gave Bailey a ringing endorsement while
just stopping short of nominating him for
the four-test tour of India.

“He’s played fantastic, he’s played unbe-
lievable cricket in the subcontinent,”
Warner told reporters after blasting a
match-winning century in the final ODI in
Kandy on Sunday. “I think he’s averaging
almost 70 now. He’s been a fantastic player
in these conditions for a while now and as
I’ve said previously I’m not here to put
names up for selection. “(The selectors)
have to make hard choices ... to pick the
right team come February.”

Bailey played the last of his five test
matches in Jan.  2014, having scored an
underwhelming 183 runs at an average of
26.14 in Australia’s 5-0 whitewash of

England in the home Ashes series.
Although a proven leader and hugely

respected by team mates, Bailey has also
seemed desperately unlucky at times, and
was pushed out of Australia’s formidable
one-day side for last year’s World Cup tri-
umph on home soil when making way for
Clarke’s return from injury.

He turns 34 on Wednesday but has nev-
er lost hope of winning a spot back on the
test team and he showed the patience and
sound technique against Sri Lanka’s spin-
ners to mount a good case for his inclusion
for India, according to Tasmania state
coach Dan Marsh.

“If they’re looking for someone who can
play spin well in the subcontinent, I’m sure
he’s got his name up there,” Marsh, the son
of selectors’ chairman Rod Marsh, told
Cricket Australia’s website (cricket.com.au).

“He will just have to back this up and ...
continue his good form in Shield cricket,
as he did last year, to get his name up
there.” — Reuters

Test door ajar for forgotten man Bailey

DAMBULLA: In this file photograph taken on September 1, 2016, Australian cricketers
George Bailey (L) and Matthew Wade leave the grounds with the stumps after victory
in the fourth one day international (ODI) cricket match between Sri Lanka and
Australia at The Rangiri Dambulla International Cricket Stadium in Dambulla. — AFP

NEW DELHI: Australian former cricketer Ricky Ponting (C) takes a selfie with a guest during a function to promote tourism in his home state
Tasmania at the Australian High Commission in New Delhi yesterday. Australia’s former World Cup-winning skipper Ricky Ponting said loads of
one-day cricket may put the 50-over version in danger of losing its relevance. Speaking to the media a day after Australia consolidated their top
ODI spot with a 4-1 series win against Sri Lanka, Ponting seemed underwhelmed by his country’s achievement. — AFP 

CARDIFF: England limited overs captain Eoin
Morgan said he was “excited” by his team’s
progress in 50-over cricket despite a season-end-
ing four-wicket loss to Pakistan in Cardiff on
Sunday. That defeat meant England had to be
content with a 4-1 one-day international series
win rather than a first home 5-0 whitewash.

It also denied Morgan’s men, who back in
June tied an ODI with Sri Lanka in Nottingham
before winning that series, a maiden unbeaten
season in white-ball cricket ahead of
Wednesday’s lone Twenty20 against Pakistan in
Manchester. England may still be fifth in the
International Cricket Council ODI rankings but
they have made significant progress since their
embarrassing first-round exit at last year’s World
Cup in Australia and New Zealand.

And with England staging both the 2017
Champions Trophy and the 2019 World Cup, it is
no longer fanciful to think they could win their
first major international 50-over trophy within
the next few years.

“We’ve been outstanding,” said Morgan. “Every
game throughout the series, we’ve come out
with a hunger and determination to perform at
our best.” England fell short of what they wanted
in making 302 for nine in Cardiff, with opener
Jason Roy top-scoring with 87 and all-rounder
Ben Stokes contributing an ODI-best 75.

But they were on course for a whitewash
when Pakistan lost two wickets in one Mark
Wood over to be 77 for three. However, a record
fourth-wicket partnership of 163 between wick-
et-keeper Sarfraz Ahmed (90) and Shoaib Malik
(77) turned the match Pakistan’s way.

‘HUNGER’ 
Morgan, though, remained heartened by

England’s commitment to an aggressive
approach in ODI cricket since their World Cup
debacle. “I think it’s exciting,” he said. 

“The attitude and hunger to want to be better
playing in that manner, I think, sums up the
direction one-day international cricket is going
and the talent we have.” But with world number
one-ranked Australia also completing a 4-1 series
victory away to Sri Lanka on Sunday, Morgan
denied England-beaten on home soil in the 2013
final by India at Edgbaston-were favourites for
next year’s Champions Trophy. 

“Australia are playing some really strong crick-
et... South Africa, India as well,” said the Irishman.
“I know the last Champions Trophy we played
(here), the pitches were a bit drier than we
thought, and brought in sub-continent teams. “I
don’t think, this far out, you can label anybody as
favourites.” Man-of-the-match Ahmed, who also
scored Pakistan’s first ODI hundred at Lord’s in the

second match, was the leading overall run-scorer
in the series with exactly 300 at an average of 60.
“The way Sarfraz batted, this whole tour he’s been
exceptional,” said Pakistan one-day captain Azhar
Ali following a much-needed win. “He’s been posi-
tive and scoring good runs at number five, so
we’ve got some good performances but we just
need to bind it together.”

Nevertheless, Pakistan remain ninth in the
ODI rankings, with the 1992 champions in dan-
ger of missing out on automatic qualification for
the 2019 World Cup. Azhar has often been com-
pared unfavourably to celebrated Test captain
Misbah-ul-Haq, who has led Pakistan to the top
of the ICC standings in the five-day game.

But Azhar responded to suggestions he might
resign the captaincy by indicating he intended to
carry on as skipper. “I got a few 80s (against
England) so that will really help my confidence.
Leading by example is very important. I will try
and keep that form in the coming series. That will
help the team.”

He added: “It’s a very happy camp right now-
because it has been a very tough tour for us in
ODIs, and getting a victory at the end and finish-
ing on a high is really good. “A few guys we have
seen on this tour have really stepped up-they are
young guys, and if they can play good consistent
cricket we are looking at a bright future.” — AFP

‘Exciting’ England 
encourage Morgan

BEIJING: China are hoping to reproduce the
form that gave South Korea palpitations last
week as they take on heavyweights Iran in
another big World Cup qualifying test today.
China fought back from 3-0 down to make it 3-2
with 14 minutes left in Seoul, ensuring a tense
finale to a game which South Korea had looked
like wrapping up with ease.

While China started the final round of Asian
qualifying with a defeat, they are taking heart
from the performance ahead of today’s home
game against Iran in Shenyang.

“I don’t think we have much pressure,” said
Guangzhou Evergrande midfielder Huang
Bowen, according to the Global Times. “I just
hope we can play the way we did in the last 15
minutes against South Korea.”

China are bidding to reach only the second
World Cup in their history in a tough Group A
which also brackets 2022 hosts Qatar,
Uzbekistan and Syria.  They are not the only
team needing a positive result with Japan, still
smarting from a disallowed goal in their 2-1
defeat to UAE, facing a tricky away trip to
Thailand.

The top two teams from both of the six-
strong Asian groups will earn spots at the 2018
World Cup in Russia, while the third-placed

teams go into a play-off series. “Iran are stronger
than us,” said Huang. “But we are playing at
home, so I hope we can deliver.”

China’s first task will be to avoid conceding
after Zheng Zhi’s own goal, followed by strikes
from Lee Chung-Yong and Koo Ja-Cheol, gave
them a mountain to climb in Seoul.

Carlos Queiroz’s Iran are Asia’s top-ranked
side at 39th in the world, and they started the
qualifying round with a 2-0 victory over Qatar in
Tehran-although both goals came in injury time.

“It’s going to be very tough... We come from
different results in the first games, but the situa-
tion is reversed now that China will play at
home,” Queiroz said, according to the Global
Times.

RIOT ACT 
In Bangkok, Japan desperately need a win

after their shock loss to UAE, but it won’t be easy
for the four-time Asian champions at a steamy
Rajamangala stadium.

Outspoken AC Milan forward Keisuke Honda
read his younger team-mates the riot act after
last week’s defeat, telling them they need to
work harder.  “A surprising number of players
watch and read the news so they know what I
say. I don’t think they are going to change

straight away, but maybe become aware of the
fact that they have to make more of an effort,”
Honda said, according to Japan’s Kyodo News.

“I want to give them the opportunity to
change their mindset. I have to pull the team
forward when it needs pulling, and it’s not just
me. There are a number of experienced players
on this team that feel the same way.” Meanwhile
the UAE can seize the initiative in Group B when
they host Australia looking for their second big
scalp after beating Japan last week. 

Asian champions Australia were tentative in
last week’s 2-0 win over Iraq in Perth, and home
conditions will suit UAE with free entry expected
at Abu Dhabi’s 42,000-capacity Mohammed bin
Zayed Stadium.  UAE playmaker Omar
Abdulrahman urged fans to come out in force,
warning that the game “won’t be easy at all”.

“We have to win for the second successive
time, which will help us at the end of our jour-
ney,” he told The National newspaper.  “But we
need our stadium to be full, with more than
40,000 Emiratis to come and support their
national team.” 

Elsewhere, war-torn Syria play their ‘home’
fixture against South Korea in Malaysia, which
is also hosting I raq’s game against Saudi
Arabia. — AFP

China looking for Korea 
bounce against Iran

BANGKOK: Thailand’s football coach yes-
terday said the pressure will be on Japan
when the sides meet in Bangkok with both
seeking to reboot their quest for a World
Cup 2018 spot after first game defeats.

The War Elephants host Asian giants
Japan on Tuesday evening, just days after a
contentious late penalty saw them go
down 0-1 to Saudi Arabia in Group B of
Asian qualification for Russia.

Japan are also still smarting from a 2-1
home loss to UAE after new Arsenal signing
Takuma Asano had a goal controversially
disallowed despite TV replays showing it
crossed the line. 

Both teams need to finish in the top two
of their group in third round Asian qualifi-
cation to secure an automatic place in
Russia in two years time.  “Anything can
happen,” Thai coach Kiatisuk Senamuang-
better known to fans as “Zico”-told
reporters, adding he hoped vocal home
support could swing the game in Thailand’s
favour. “We want to put pressure on Japan.
They will have a problem if they lose a sec-
ond game. If Japan are careless or cannot
earn point, pressure will be on them.”

Zico has won praise for driving a young
team without global stars into the last 12 in
Asia for World Cup qualification.

The Thais are arguably the surprise
package of the last 12 on the road to
Russia. But Japan, a regional powerhouse
with several players at top European clubs,
are firm favourites in Bangkok, where they
will also enjoy the support of a large ex-
patriate community.

Thailand have not beaten Japan since
1997 when Zico scored two in a 3-1 victory.  

Japan’s Bosnian coach, Vahid
Halilhodzic, said his charges were ready for
Tuesday’s challenge and determined to rec-
tify their first game loss to the UAE.  “Japan
has recovered and will go with strong char-
acter (into this game), looking for victory,”
he said through a translator.  “Thailand are
fast but Japan has the quality and experi-
ence. There are no easy way to qualify but
we are playing to win.” The top two from six
in Group A and B advance to Russia. 

The teams that come third will face off
in a two-legged tie, before playing an inter-
continental  play-off for another spot in
Russia. — AFP

Thailand hoping pressure 
gets to Japan: Coach

BANGKOK: Thailand football coach Kiatisuk Senamuang speaks at a press conference
prior to the 2018 FIFA World Cup qualifying match against Thailand today in
Bangkok. — AFP

NEW DELHI: India’s top court quashed
criminal proceedings yesterday against
one-day international captain Mahendra
Singh Dhoni over a magazine cover
depicting him as a Hindu god.

The Supreme Court said a lower court
in southern Karnataka state had wrongly
summoned Dhoni over the case, one of
several brought mainly by Hindu nation-
alists accusing him of hurting religious
sentiments.

“(We) quash the proceedings includ-
ing the summoning order against the
accused... we have taken note of the
complaint and the offence alleged while
passing this order,” a bench headed by
Justice Ranjan Gogoi said, according to
the Press Trust of India. 

The controversy dates back to 2013
when Business Today magazine ran a

drawing portraying Dhoni as Hindu god
Vishnu, holding various products repre-
senting his wide-ranging endorsement
deals, including a shoe. Hindu national-
ists lodged criminal complaints to police
against him in different parts of the reli-
giously diverse but Hindu-majority coun-
try, although most were later dismissed.

The Supreme Court stayed criminal
proceedings against Dhoni last year after
he appealed against the case in the
Karnataka High Court lodged by an
activist — before the top court quashed
the proceedings yesterday.

The top court also stayed in January
an arrest warrant issued for Dhoni by a
lower court in southern Andhra Pradesh
state for failing to answer repeated sum-
mons to appear there over the same
issue. — AFP

India court quashes  
Dhoni’s ‘God’ case

KINSHASA: Central African Republic’s Vianney Mabide (C) vies with Democratic
Republic of the Congo’s Yannick Yala Bolasie (L) during the 2017 African Cup of
Nations qualifying football match between Democratic Republic of the Congo and
Central African Republic on Sunday at the Martyrs stadium, in Kinshasa.  — AFP 
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STOCKHOLM: No longer able to call up
Zlatan Ibrahimovic, Sweden are in dire
need of radical changes to win fans and
games, as it faces the Netherlands in their
Group A 2018 World Cup qualifying open-
er.  After a dismal showing at Euro-2016,
Sweden’s all-time high scorer put an end to
his 116-cap international career, leaving
big boots to fill.

The Swedes are now turning the page
to begin the post-Zlatan era.  “I had a con-
versation with Zlatan where he was per-
fectly clear. This chapter is closed,”
Sweden’s new coach Janne Andersson said
in late August.  “There’s no point in think-
ing about how things used to be.”
Andersson now finds himself building a
team from scratch. In addition to
Ibrahimovic, five other players have quit
the squad after the Euros, including goal-

keeper Andreas Isaksson, defender Erik
Johansson and midfielder Kim Kallstrom.

The side on call for today’s match is full
of new recruits. Two players are expected
to make their international debut, Marcus
Rohden, 25, and Alexander Fransson, 22.

But the pool of talent is clearly shallow.
The pillars of the team are now captain

Andreas Granqvist, his fellow defender
Victor Lindelof, a young hopeful at Benfica,
and Albin Ekdal, a playmaker who will sit
out against the Netherlands due to injury.
In other words, Sweden poses little threat
in Group A, which also includes France,
Bulgaria, Belarus and Luxembourg.

Andersson is fully aware the team will
need some time to find its form.  “I can’t
guarantee victory. But I can guarantee that
we are 100 percent professional,” he told
daily Aftonbladet recently.

BUILDING A BARBECUE 
To give Andersson the best shot at

success, the Swedish Football Federation
has provided him with an adviser who
worked miracles at the Euro as Iceland’s
coach, Swede Lars Lagerback. But so far
he has stayed in the shadows and it is
unclear what exactly his role will be.

Andersson, who won the Swedish
first division championship in 2015 with
Norrkoping, is known for his tough, no-
nonsense style and an offensive game, a
stark contrast from his predecessor Erik
Hamren, who infuriated fans with his
cautious, defensive style.

Barely wet behind the ears,
Andersson has already courted contro-
versy by insisting that all players sing
the national  anthem, something
Ibrahimovic never did. He later backed

down and said singing wouldn’t  be
mandatory.  And just last week, he took
the squad out into the woods to have
them build a barbecue as a team-build-
ing exercise. 

It took them two-and-a-half hours
and team spirit was bolstered. The same
day, the Netherlands played a friendly
against Greece and lost 1-2. As far as
game strategy goes, Andersson hopes to
forge a more well-balanced team that
works together-a change welcomed by
observers.

Sportswriter Mathias Luhr, of Swedish
daily Expressen, said he believed in “this
much-needed and interesting fresh
star t ,  with a team rather than a
Hollywood production made up of one
superstar and slew of (pretty) anony-
mous sidekicks.” —AFP

Sweden kicks off post-Zlatan reform phase

SOLNA: Netherland’s national foot-
ball midfielder Wesley Sneijder attend
a press conference on the eve of the
WC 2018 football qualification match
between Sweden and Netherland in
Solna, yesterday. — AFP 

OSLO: Germany’s midfielder Thomas Mueller (R) vies with Norway’s Markus Henriksen during the World Cup 2018 football qualification match
between Norway and Germany in Oslo on Sunday. — AFP

OSLO: Bayern Munich team-mates Thomas
Mueller and Joshua Kimmich fired title-holders
Germany to a commanding 3-0 win away to
Norway in their opening 2018 World Cup qualifi-
er on Sunday.

Mueller struck in the 16th minute at the
Ullevaal Stadion in Oslo before Kimmich netted
Germany’s second goal on the stroke of half-
time. Mueller then scored again on the hour to
ensure a winning start for Joachim Loew’s team
in Group C as the world champions set off on the
road to the finals in Russia.

Germany top the group after the opening
round of matches, with Azerbaijan also claiming
a 1-0 victory against San Marino and Northern
Ireland holding Czech Republic to a 0-0 draw.

“We can always find things to improve, but
generally speaking, we were on the right track
tonight,” Mueller told RTL Television. “We’re very
happy, even if there is room for improvement.”

Loew added: “I  think we played a good
match, we dominated our opponents.  Norway
weren’t at their best tonight, they never got into
the match but that’s also because we played

well.” The four-time world champions are trying
to become the first European team since Italy in
1938 to retain the trophy, and the visitors quick-
ly took the game to Per-Mathias Hogmo’s
Norway. Benedikt Hoewedes found himself in an
advanced position inside the Norwegian box
and Mueller’s cutback picked out the Schalke
centre-back who forced Rune Jarstein to make
an excellent save with his legs.

MUELLER SHINES 
But Mueller edged the Germans ahead on the

quarter-hour as the Bayern forward, having
fluffed his first attempt, reacted quickest amid a
chaotic scramble to shoot beyond Jarstein, the
Norway goalkeeper unable to keep the ball out
as it squirmed inside the far post. 

Kimmich nearly doubled the lead almost
immediately as he escaped behind the defence
and struck firmly at Jarstein, but Norway should
have equalised on 24 minutes when Josh King
rifled narrowly over rather than playing in an
unmarked Veton Berisha.

While Neuer, in his first game since taking

over as full-time captain following the interna-
tional retirement of Bastian Schweinsteiger, was
largely untroubled, his opposite number Jarstein
tried his best to keep Norway in the match.

The Hertha Berlin keeper raced off his line to
claw the ball away from Julian Draxler as Germany
continued to look dangerous, but Loew’s side
grabbed a deserved second before the break as
Mueller’s deft touch released Kimmich to drill a
superb low strike into the corner. Norway couldn’t
have asked for a much tougher test as they seek to
qualify for a first major tournament since Euro
2000, and their hosts took another hit as Mueller
headed Sami Khedira’s cross past Jarstein early in
the second half. Mueller failed to score even once
during Germany’s run to the Euro 2016 semi-finals,
but the 27-year-old rediscovered his best form in
Oslo as he increased his international goals tally to
34. Loew has vowed to blood the country’s next
generation as part of their World Cup preparations
and 20-year-old Julian Brandt, the Bayer
Leverkusen winger, went close to grabbing his
first senior Germany goal after coming on as a
substitute. — AFP

Mueller, Kimmich fire 
Germany past Norway

PRAGUE: Northern Ireland opened their World
Cup 2018 qualifying campaign with a goalless
draw against Group C rivals the Czech Republic
in Prague on Sunday.

Playing their first competitive game since
their 1-0 defeat to Wales in the last-16 phase of
Euro 2016, Northern Ireland relied on solid
defence and breakaways throughout the game.

“We’re pleased with the point,” said Northern
Ireland manager Michael O’Neill.

“It’s a better point for us than it is for them,
obviously.” In their best scoring chance of a
rather dull first half, Paddy McNair saw his low
shot stopped by Czech keeper Tomas Vaclik.  The
Czechs never managed to put the defensive visi-
tors under real pressure during the first 45 min-
utes. Pavel Kaderabek, Milan Skoda and Vladimir
Darida all sent shots wide, leaving Northern
Ireland keeper Michael McGovern with little to
do.  “I thought first half we were very good at
times, we defended well, we counter-attacked
well, but... we should have done better with the
final pass,” said O’Neill.

“We set our team up to play that way so it
was pleasing to see the players took that on
board.” Czech coach Karel Jarolim, who took over
from Pavel Vrba after Euro 2016 at which the
Czechs bowed out following the group phase,
said he was upset with the loss of points.

“But we have to raise our heads and go on,”
he added.  The hosts created better chances ear-
ly in the second half, but Vaclav Kadlec sent his
low shot straight at McGovern after three Czechs
had stormed into the visitors’ box.

Czech winger Filip Novak then squandered
his team’s best chance as he blasted wide from
five yards, while Ladislav Krejci and Jan Kopic
both missed the target in the closing stages.

“I should have scored,” Novak told the Czech

Television. “I was alone and I could have asked
him (McGovern) where I  should place it.
Unfortunately I missed.”

‘FATIGUE ELEMENT’ 
Jarolim said the second half “was better” and

showed his team the way to go in the games to
follow. “We had enough scoring chances but
failed to convert them.” O’Neill blamed the
“fatigue element” for his team’s lack of stamina
after the break.

“We started the game with four players that
have played very little club football this year, the

front three and obviously Paddy McNair.” “We
weren’t as big a threat in terms of being on the
counter-attack (in the second half ), but again
the spirit of the team, to defend and to make
sure we took something from the game, was
admirable.” “We’re not going to come here to a
team of the Czech Republic’s calibre and domi-
nate possession of the ball.

“We’re a very good team when we don’t have
the ball but we have to improve a lot when we do
have it.” Germany lead Group C after beating
Norway 3-0 at Oslo on Sunday, ahead of
Azerbaijan who won 1-0 at San Marino. — AFP

Northern Ireland hold 
Czechs to goalless draw

MONTEVIDEO: Claudia Umpierrez, the first woman to referee first division men’s football in
Uruguay, referees a match between Uruguayan teams River Plate and Boston River on Sunday
in Montevideo. — AFP

PERTH: The United Arab Emirates upset
Japan 2-1 to pick up a valuable three points
away and Australia scored twice in six min-
utes to hold off Iraq 2-0 to kick off the final
round of Asian qualifying for the World
Cup. Ahmed Khalil scored twice in Saitama
to help the UAE team overcome an early 1-
0 deficit against Japan in Group B. South
Korea got away to a big lead and held on to
beat China 3-2 in Group A in Seoul, then
Uzbekistan beat Syria 1-0 in Tashkent, and
Iran defeated Qatar 2-0 at Tehran.

Saudi Arabia edged Thailand 1-0 in
Group B, leaving UAE as the only team with
an away win in the opening matches of the
round. The top two teams in each group
automatically qualify for the 2018 World
Cup, and the third-place teams go into a
playoff for an intercontinental qualifier for
the last spot in Russia. Asian Cup champion
Australia’s next match will be a tough one -
UAE on Tuesday in the heat and humidity
of Abu Dhabi.

“This is no surprise, UAE is a very good
team, and this is a very difficult group,”
Australia coach Ange Postecoglou said,
when told of UAE’s win moments after the
Socceroos beat Iraq.

UAE 2, JAPAN 1
A month-long training camp in Spain

appears to have helped the UAE, while
four-time Asian champion Japan struggled
to put together its top team after some
players arrived only a few days ahead of the
match. An unmarked Keisuke Honda gave
Japan the lead in the 11th minute from a
free kick, but Khalil, the Asian player of the
year, equalized nine minutes later. Khalil
scored his second from the penalty spot
nine minutes into the second half.

AUSTRALIA 2, IRAQ 0
Second-half goals from Massimo

Luongo and Tomi Juric gave Australia the
win after a frustrating first half. Australia

had 20 shots to six and had 72 percent of
possession but their passing wasn’t accu-
rate, while Iraq crowded the midfield and
defended well. “We’ve got this one out of
the way, now we need to recover and play
again in a few days,” Australia captain Mile
Jedinak said.

SOUTH KOREA 3, CHINA 2
South Korea held on to beat China.

Zheng Zhi’s own-goal put South Korea
ahead, Lee Chung-yong headed home the
second, and Koo Ja-cheol made it 3-0 mid-
way through the second half.  But Hai Yu
pulled a goal back for China in the 74th,
and Hao Junmin curled home a free kick
two minutes later. South Korea, the 2002
World Cup semifinalist, plays Syria on
Tuesday, when China hosts Iran.

UZBEKISTAN 1, SYRIA 0
Forward Alexandr Geynrikh went on in

the second half and scored the only goal
late at Tashkent, pouncing on a rebound
and sending a half-volley into the Syrian
goal. Syria had a late equalizer chance but
Omro Al Midani’s effort was blocked.

IRAN 2, QATAR 0
Injury-time goals from Reza

Ghoochannejhad and Alireza Jahanbaksh
secured the win for three-time World Cup
qualifier Iran at Azadi Stadium. Substitute
Ghoochannejhad capitalized on a mistake
by Qatar goalkeeper Amine Lacomte to
give the home side the lead four minutes
into injury time, and Jahanbaksh’s long-
range strike clinched the win.

SAUDI ARABIA 1, THAILAND 0
Attacking midfielder Nawaf Al Abed

scored from the penalty spot in the 84th
minute at Riyadh’s King Fahd International
Stadium to give Saudi Arabia its fifth win
over Thailand - along with a scoreless draw
- in six internationals. — AP

UAE surprise Japan, 
Australia beat Iraq 

SAITAMA: United Arab Emirates (UAE) midfielder Omar Abdulrahman (R) and Japan’s
midfielder Makoto Hasebe (L) fight for the ball during their football match in the
final round of Asian qualifiers for the 2018 World Cup at Saitama Stadium. — AFP

ZURICH: Amid last-minute confusion
about which players are eligible to play
for Kosovo, soccer ’s newest national
team will have almost a full squad to pick
from in its World Cup debut yesterday.

FIFA said hours before kickoff in
Finland that it approved several former
Albania players to represent Kosovo.

Five of the six players confirmed by
FIFA, including goalkeeper Samir Ujkani,
were in the squad to play Finland in
Turku. The cases of midfielder Valon
Berisha, who played for Norway before
Kosovo gained FIFA and UEFA member-
ship in May, and one other player were
still not resolved before the 9:45 p.m.
(1845 GMT) kickoff.

Confusion over paperwork threatened
to mar Kosovo’s first World Cup qualifying
match, more than eight years after the for-
mer province of Serbia declared inde-
pendence. FIFA’s players’ status committee
has been evaluating requests to switch
allegiance of Kosovo-eligible players who

had represented other countries at youth
or senior level while their home country
was not recognized in international soc-
cer. Kosovo’s assistant coach, Tord Grip,
said the confusion has been unsettling.

“Maybe it’s both the Kosovo federa-
tion and FIFA that have messed this up. I
don’t know all the details,” Grip, a former
longtime assistant to Sven-Goran
Eriksson, told Swedish radio yesterday.

Kosovo’s entry into FIFA membership
has tested the rules on switching alle-
giance. Created to regulate typical cases
in which players had nationality of two
existing FIFA member federations, the
rules have struggled to cope with a new
national team like Kosovo.

FIFA had in recent months approved
requests from nine Kosovo players who
had represented six different European
countries, including Albania, Germany
and Switzerland. Kosovo’s qualifying
group also includes Croatia, Iceland,
Turkey and Ukraine. — AP

FIFA clears Kosovo players 
to make World Cup debut
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NEW YORK: Juan Martin del Potro of Argentina hits a return against Dominic Thiem of Austria during their 2016 US Open Men’s Singles match at the USTA Billie Jean King National Tennis Center in New York yesterday. — AFP 

NEW YORK: Former champion Juan Martin del Potro
became the lowest ranked player in 25 years to reach
the US Open quarter-finals when Dominic Thiem quit
their last-16 tie through injury yesterday.  The 142nd-
ranked Argentine was leading 6-3, 3-2 when the eighth-
seeded Austrian retired with a right knee injury having
received a medical timeout just moments earlier.

Del Potro, the 2009 champion who was pushed to
the brink of retirement earlier this year after undergoing
three surgeries on his left wrist, will face either Stan
Wawrinka or Illya Marchenko for a semi-final place.
Jimmy Connors was ranked 174 when he went on to the
US Open semi-finals in 1991.

“You never want to win a match like this. I wish
Dominic a quick recovery as he has a great future,” said
27-year-old del Potro.  The giant Argentine had required
treatment himself on a right shoulder injury after drop-

ping serve to go 2-1 down in the first set.  But he recov-
ered to break back for 3-3 before edging ahead at 5-3
and taking the opener on an ace.

Del Potro was a break to the good again at 2-1 in the
second set before Thiem began to flag. The 23-year-old
Austrian had needed five sets to beat Australia’s John
Millman in the first round and four to get past Pablo
Carreno Busta of Spain in the last 32.

He was also playing in a season-leading 70th match
of the season and 21st tournament, a gruelling sched-
ule which finally caught up with him on Arthur Ashe
Stadium yesterday. “I couldn’t bend my knee too much
in the last three days so I was handicapped,” said Thiem
who said he was also suffering blisters on his feet.  “You
can’t take too many risks with the knee.”

Should del Potro make the semi-finals, he would be
the lowest-ranked man to do so at a Grand Slam since

237-ranked Vladimir Voltchkov at Wimbledon in 2000.
No man ranked as low as del Potro has ever made the
final of a major.  “It’s amazing to play in New York.
There’s a great connection between the US fans and
Argrentina fans,” said del Potro who was handed a wild-
card for the US Open after winning the silver medal at
the Olympics.  “I don’t know if I am playing better than I
was in 2009 but I will try to keep winning.”

MURRAY IN ACTION 
Andy Murray, the 2012 champion, who has reached

the last 16 or better for the 23rd straight Slam, will open
the night session against resurgent Bulgarian Grigor
Dimitrov. Murray leads the head-to-head with Dimitrov
6-3 although the 25-year-old Bulgarian won their last
match in Miami in March.  Japan’s sixth seed Kei
Nishikori has made the fourth round of all the majors in

the same year for the first time.
The 2014 runner-up takes on in-form Ivo Karlovic

who, at 37, is the oldest player in the fourth round since
39-year-old Connors made the semi-finals in 1991.

Having saved a match point in an epic triumph over
Dan Evans in the last round, third-seeded Wawrinka, a
semi-finalist in 2013 and 2015, faces 28-year-old
Ukraine journeyman Marchenko.

World number 63 Marchenko arrived in New York on
a seven-match losing streak, a run of failure stretching
back to Istanbul in April.  The first two quarter-finals
take place today when defending champion Novak
Djokovic faces France’s Jo-Wilfried Tsonga and Lucas
Pouille, the conqueror of Rafael Nadal, tackles French
compatriot Gael Monfils. It’s the first time since 1947
that three French men have reached the  quarter-finals
of one Grand Slam.— AFP

Del Potro lowest ranked q-finalist in 25 years

NEW YORK:  Simona Halep punched
her ticket to the US Open quarter-
finals yesterday, where the fifth-ranked
Romanian will likely find world num-
ber one Serena Williams waiting.
Halep, a former French Open finalist
who has won three WTA titles in 2016,
defeated Spain’s Carla Suarez Navarro
6-2, 7-5 — edging ahead in a rivalry
that had seen them split their previous
10 matches 5-5.  “I just gave everything
I had,” said Halep, who sailed through
the first set and gained an early break
in the second before Suarez put the
brakes on.  Serving for the match at 5-
4, Halep was broken, but she broke
back immediately and made no mis-
take with her second chance.  “I’m real-
ly happy I could win this match,” said
Halep, who was already looking for-
ward to a probably clash with Williams.
“The next round will be a very tough
one, so I want to enjoy this victory
today,” she said.

Williams, gunning for a seventh US
Open title and 23rd Grand Slam
crown-both of which would be Open
Era records-was the star attraction
Monday taking on 52nd-ranked
Yaroslava Shvedova.

Williams has won all four of her pri-
or meetings with the Kazakh and even
though she’s still receiving treatment
on a balky right shoulder she has
reached the round of 16 without drop-
ping a set.  A victory over Shvedova
would not only put her into the last
eight, it would take her to 308 Grand

slam match wins  — past Roger
Federer for the most by anyone in the
Open Era.

Although she seems to rack up a
Grand Slam record any time she steps
on the court, Williams’ reign atop the
world rankings is under pressure, with
quarter-finalist Angelique Kerber now
poised to topple her if the American
doesn’t reach the final.

Fourth-seeded Agnieszka
Radwanska, who also has an outside
chance of seizing the number one
ranking, faces a tricky battle for a quar-
ter-final berth against Ana Konjuh.

Poland’s Radwanska had to save
three match points to get past the 18-
year-old Croatian in the second-round
at Wimbledon this year.  In the fourth
round of a Grand Slam for the first
time, Konjuh will be out to prevent
Radwanska from advancing in the only
major in which she has never reached
the quarters.

Sixth-seeded Venus Williams was
also in action, taking on hard-hitting
Czech Karolina Pliskova for a place in
the last eight.

The other quarter-finals have
already been set, with two-time run-
ner-up Caroline Wozniacki to face
Latvia’s Anastasija Sevastova in a battle
of comeback kids and Kerber taking
on seventh-seeded Roberta Vinci, the
Italian who shocked Serena last year
en route to the 2015 final, where she
was beaten by compatriot Flavia
Pennetta. — AFP

NEW YORK: Simona Halep, of Romania, reacts after beating Carla Suarez
Navarro, of Spain, during the fourth round of the U.S. Open tennis tournament
yesterday. — AP

Halep solves Suarez to reach US Open q-finals

NEW YORK: Carla Suarez Navarro, of Spain, returns a shot to
Simona Halep, of Romania, during the fourth round of the U.S.
Open tennis tournament, yesterday. — AP 
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HANGZHOU: IMF Managing Director Christine Lagarde addresses a press conference on the sidelines of the G20 Summit in Hangzhou yesterday. World leaders gathered in Hangzhou for the 11th G20 Leaders
Summit from September 4 to 5. —AFP

HANGZHOU, China: Leaders from the world’s
top economies broadly agreed at a summit in
China yesterday to coordinate macroeconomic
policies and oppose protectionism, but few con-
crete proposals emerged to meet growing chal-
lenges to globalization and free trade.

The two-day gathering in the scenic Chinese
city of Hangzhou agreed to oppose protection-
ism, with Chinese President Xi Jinping urging
major economies to drive growth through inno-
vation, not just fiscal and monetary measures.
“We aim to revive growth engines of internation-
al trade and investment,” Xi said in a closing
statement. “We will support multilateral trade
mechanisms and oppose protectionism to
reverse declines in global trade.”

Discussions at the meeting were distracted by
North Korea test-firing three medium-range bal-
listic missiles in a defiant reminder of the risks to
global security. North Korea has tested missiles
at sensitive times in the past to draw attention to
its military might. But yesterday’s launch risked
embarrassing its main ally Beijing, which has
gone to extraordinary lengths to ensure a
smooth summit meeting in Hangzhou.

Beijing said it hoped relevant parties would
avoid taking any actions that would escalate ten-
sions. The United States called the launch reck-

less, while Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe
told US President Barack Obama that it was
unforgivable.

On other fronts, the United States tried but
failed to finalise a deal with Russia for a ceasefire
in Syria on the sidelines of the summit. Obama
and Russian President Vladimir Putin had a
longer-than-expected discussion about whether,
and how, they could agree on a deal, a senior US
administration official said. 

Tax avoidance issue
US President Barack Obama said yesterday

that the United States had to move in concert
with other countries on the issue of tax avoid-
ance, as some US allies were “racing to the bot-
tom” with their tax policies.

The European Commission said last week that
Apple Incowed up to 13 billion euros ($14.50 bil-
lion) in back taxes to Ireland, based on existing
regulations, a decision that both Apple and
Ireland, which relies on low taxes to attract
investment, have vowed to fight.

The ruling against Apple has pushed the issue
into the limelight and raised the risk of significant
push-back from the United States, where some
lawmakers are saying it represents a European
encroachment on the US potential tax base.

Obama said he had raised tax avoidance with
leaders from the world’s 20 biggest economies at
the G20 summit in the eastern Chinese city of
Hangzhou, but did not mention the Apple case.

“We’re doing a bunch of stuff at home and we
want to coordinate internationally,” Obama told
reporters at a briefing at the close of the summit.
“The one thing that we have to ensure we do is
to move in concert with other countries, because
there is always a danger that if one ... acts unilat-
erally, that it’s not just a matter of a US company
being impacted, but it may also have an impact
in terms of our ability to collect taxes from that
same company,” Obama said.

“In the same way, we then have to do some
coordination with even some of our closest allies
racing to the bottom in terms of how they
enforce their tax policies in ways that lead to rev-
enue shifting and tax avoidance in our country.”

Obama said tackling the issue effectively was
important to “regain the trust” of people who
feared the system is rigged, but that it would not
be fixed overnight. The EU decision against
Apple comes amidst a coordinated global initia-
tive to crack down on tax evasion by multina-
tional companies, spearheaded by the Paris-
based Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development (OECD). 

Apple’s Chief Executive Tim Cook last week
described the ruling as “total political crap”, but
France and Germany have come out to back
Brussels on the decision. European Commission
President Jean-Claude Juncker said on Sunday in
Hangzhou that the ruling against Apple was
clearly based on facts and existing rules and was
not a decision aimed against the United States. It
is the last time that Obama will be attending the
G20 summit, and his visit to Hangzhou got off to
a chaotic start. There was no rolling staircase pro-
vided for Air Force One when it landed and
Obama had to disembark from an exit in the
plane’s belly. Then, a Chinese security official
blocked National Security Adviser Susan Rice on
the tarmac and yelled at another US official try-
ing to help journalists get closer to Obama.
China levelled responsibility at the United States
and journalists for the fracas. Obama told
reporters he “wouldn’t over-crank the signifi-
cance” of the airport events.

When he left China yesterday, he boarded Air
Force One via a full-sized staircase provided by
Hangzhou International Airport.

The G20 called for the formation of a global
forum to take steps to address steel excess
capacity and encourage adjustments, the White
House said in a statement, one of the controver-

sial issues discussed at the summit. China pro-
duces half the world’s annual output of 1.6 bil-
lion tons of steel and has struggled to decrease
its estimated 300 million ton overcapacity, and
rising prices have given companies there an
incentive to boost production for export.

ISOLATIONIST TREND
With the summit taking place after Britain’s

vote in June to exit the European Union and
before the US presidential election in November,
G20 leaders had been expected to mount a
defence of free trade and globalization and warn
against isolationism.

Republican presidential candidate Donald
Trump, who supports protectionist trade poli-
cies, has pulled into an effective tie with
Democratic rival Hillary Clinton, erasing a sub-
stantial deficit.

Inclusive growth
International Monetary Fund Managing

Director Christine Lagarde, speaking after the
summit, also said more inclusive growth was a
priority in the global economy. “We need
increased growth, but it must be better bal-
anced, more sustainable, and inclusive so as to
benefit all people,” she said. —Agencies

G20 promises fixes to economic ills
Summit agrees to oppose protectionism, expand trade

LONDON: Britain’s Prime Minister Theresa
May sought to drum up trade deals yester-
day for a post-Brexit world, as she came
under increasing pressure from all sides to
define what that would look like.

May met Austral ian Pr ime Minister
Malcolm Turnbull at the Group of 20 sum-
mit in China to discuss a free trade agree-
ment and said India, Mexico, South Korea
and Singapore had all signalled they would
“welcome” talks on removing trade barri-
ers. In the wake of its vote to leave the
European Union, Britain must renegotiate
its access to world markets, an issue cur-
rently handled for it by Brussels.

It is a huge task for the world’s fifth
biggest economy, which is struggling to
flesh out May’s oft-repeated slogan: “Brexit
means Brexit”. May says she will not invoke
Article 50 — the formal procedure for an
EU member state to initiate departure-
before the end of this year and the govern-
ment has given little detail on how it wants
to proceed.

But whether Britain aims to retain
access to the single market or not and how
it plans to achieve its aim of curbing immi-
gration from the rest of the EU remain
open questions, as does the timing of exit.
She gave little away during her visit to
China, except to rule out introducing an
Australian-style points-based immigration
system for workers arriving from other
parts of the bloc.

Hard or soft Brexit? 
“I want a system where the government

gets to decide who comes into the country,”
she told reporters, rejecting a key proposal
made by Brexit campaigners including now
Foreign Secretary Boris Johnson. May, who
backed staying in the EU during the cam-
paign, has also cast doubt on other Brexit
campaign promises such as ending contribu-
tions to the EU budget and using the money
saved to fund the National Health Service
(NHS) and scrap sales tax on petrol.

She has also said she wants the “best pos-
sible deal” for Britain and a “unique” solution
rather than an existing model such as
Norway or Switzerland. Brexit minister David
Davis was due to address parliament and
MPs will also discuss an online petition call-
ing for a second referendum that has
received more than four million signatures.

“This is an historic and positive moment
for our nation. Brexit isn’t about making the
best of a bad job. It is about seizing the huge
and exciting opportunities that will flow from
a new place for Britain in the world,” Davis
said in a statement. “There will be new free-
doms, new opportunities, new horizons for
this great country”. A group of pro-Brexit cam-
paigners are also expected to rally outside
parliament as anti-EU leaders raise the pres-
sure on government to outline its strategy.

“Brexit voters demand delivery,” UK
Independence Party leader Nigel Farage told
the BBC. “What we don’t want is a backslide.”

The uncertainty over Brexit is weighing on
businesses and investors, and when May met
her Japanese counterpart Shinzo Abe on the
sidelines of the G20 summit he asked for her
ensure the environment for Japanese com-
panies remained as “transparent and pre-
dictable as possible”, a Japanese official said.
More than 1,000 Japanese companies do
business in Britain, employing some 140,000
local people, many of them lured by the
access the country offered to the EU and its
single market of hundreds of millions of con-
sumers.

Scotland’s pro-EU leader Nicola Sturgeon
has criticized the government and yesterday,
she told BBC Radio Scotland she wanted
Britain to remain in the single market, imply-
ing this could be the test for whether she
would call for another independence refer-
endum. “The best position in my view would
be continued membership of the EU-but let’s
try and get the UK as a whole into the least-
worst position and that means staying in the
single market,” she said.

Her government ’s newly-appointed
Brexit minister Michael Russell said: “This is
the issue between a hard Brexit and soft
Brexit.” “This is not about accessing a shop,
this is signing on to the four freedoms, the
things that underpin the single market, and
unless you sign on to those you do not get
to access the single market and that could
be-many are now saying-very difficult,” he
added. —AFP

UK eyes post-EU trade amid 
pressure to outline Brexit

DUBAI: Saudi Arabia’s stock market posted its biggest
daily gain in four months yesterday as oil prices surged,
while shares of Dubai’s property developers rose before
a major exhibition for the industry this week. Riyadh’s
stock index rose 1.7 percent to 6,204 points, and trading
volume grew by more than half, as Brent crude futures
jumped almost 5 percent before a news conference at
which Saudi Arabia and Russia said they would cooper-
ate in oil markets.

The two countries said they would not act immedi-
ately, and many analysts doubt the agreement will
make much difference to oil prices in the long run. But
oil’s surge was enough to boost Saudi petrochemical
shares, with bellwether Saudi Basic Industries gaining
2.7 percent. Also aiding sentiment was a purchasing
managers’ survey that showed growth in Saudi Arabia’s
non-oil private sector hit a 12-month high in August,
suggesting the economy may be stabilising after a slow-
down driven by low oil prices and government austerity
measures. The positive mood spilled into other sectors.
Saudi British Bank jumped 4.8 percent to 19.80 riyals.
“The market seems to be bouncing from 6,000 points,
supported by developments in the oil market. Over the
last several weeks, the market has been pricing in nega-
tive economic expectations, and the recovery in oil is a
nice positive surprise,” said Mohammad Al-Shammasi,
chief investment officer at Riyadh-based Derayah
Financial. Some banks, depressed by concern about
Saudi Arabia’s economic slowdown and the threat of
bad debt in the slumping construction sector, are trad-
ing below what analysts consider to be fair value. SABB,
for example, is at a 21 percent discount to the mean tar-

get price of 10 analysts polled by Reuters.
Emaar, The Economic City surged 4.5 percent in

unusually heavy trade. The stock is now up 8.2 percent
since Sunday, when Reuters quoted a source as saying
Saudi Arabia’s top sovereign fund, the Public Investment
Fund, was in talks to invest in King Abdullah Economic
City, the huge project being developed by EEC. Middle
East Healthcare Co added 5.0 percent after saying Saudi
tax authorities have agreed to its request for a 13.6 mil-
lion riyal ($3.6 million) tax credit.

PROPERTY PROPELS DUBAI
Other Gulf markets closed yesterday before oil prices

took off, but Dubai edged up 0.3 percent in the highest
volume for four months. Cityscape, the property exhibi-
tion which will open in Dubai on Tuesday, offers compa-
nies a platform to announce new projects and contract
awards. Union Properties, the most heavily traded stock
on the exchange, gained 4.0 percent. Deyaar
Development rose 1.8 percent after saying it had start-
ed work on a Dubai hotel project. Shuaa Capital surged
15.00 percent, its daily limit, to a 16-month high. Shares
in the investment firm have gained 22.6 percent since
Thursday, when Nasdaq Dubai began trading single-
stock futures on shares in some of the United Arab
Emirates’ biggest companies. Shuaa is providing mar-
ket-making facilities. At an event hosted by Nasdaq
Dubai yesterday, brokers who have been trading the
futures said transactions had been running smoothly so
far, though volumes were expected to remain low for
now as most institutional investors were still on the
sidelines. —Reuters

Oil rally boosts Saudi, 
property supports UAE
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EXCHANGE RATES

Bahrain Exchange CompanyAl-Muzaini Exchange Co.

Dollarco Exchange Co. Ltd

ASIAN COUNTRIES
Japanese Yen 2.925
Indian Rupees 4.552
Pakistani Rupees 2.900
Srilankan Rupees 2.085
Nepali Rupees 2.838
Singapore Dollar 223.730
Hongkong Dollar 39.033
Bangladesh Taka 3.859
Philippine Peso 6.510
Thai Baht 8.768

GCC COUNTRIES
Saudi Riyal 80.763
Qatari Riyal 83.194
ani Riyal 786.642
Bahraini Dinar 804.300
UAE Dirham 82.457

ARAB COUNTRIES
Egyptian Pound - Cash 29.550
Egyptian Pound - Transfer 34.475
Yemen Riyal/for 1000 1.216
Tunisian Dinar 137.900
Jordanian Dinar 427.360
Lebanese Lira/for 1000 2.018
Syrian Lira 2.0158
Morocco Dirham 31.466

EUROPEAN & AMERICAN COUNTRIES
US Dollar Transfer 302.700
Euro 339.630
Sterling Pound 404.560
Canadian dollar 234.380
Turkish lira 103.310

CURRENCY BUY SELL

Europe
British Pound 0.389705 0.404705
Czech Korune 0.004466 0.016466
Danish Krone 0.041251 0.046251
Euro 0.0331946 0.0340946
Norwegian Krone 0.032268 0.037468
Romanian Leu 0.075610 0.075610
Slovakia 0.009018 0.019018
Swedish Krona 0.031427 0.036427
Swiss Franc 0.301266 0.312266
Turkish Lira 0.097608 0.107908

Australasia
Australian Dollar 0.219217 0.231217
New Zealand Dollar 0.212884 0.222384

America
Canadian Dollar 0.225725 0.234725
Georgina Lari 0.136691 0.136691
US Dollars 0.298550 0.303250
US Dollars Mint 0.299050 0.303250

Asia
Bangladesh Taka 0.003289 0.003873
Chinese Yuan 0.043702 0.047202
Hong Kong Dollar 0.036926 0.039676
Indian Rupee 0.004259 0.004648
Indonesian Rupiah 0.000018 0.000024

Japanese Yen 0.002852 0.003032
Kenyan Shilling 0.002978 0.002978
Korean Won 0.000261 0.000276
Malaysian Ringgit 0.071019 0.077019
Nepalese Rupee 0.002809 0.002979
Pakistan Rupee 0.002699 0.002989
Philippine Peso 0.006307 0.006607
Sierra Leone 0.000051 0.000057
Singapore Dollar 0.216485 0.226485
South African Rand 0.014836 0.023336
Sri Lankan Rupee 0.001641 0.002221
Taiwan 0.009414 0.009594
Thai Baht 0.008417 0.008967

Arab
Bahraini Dinar 0.796216 0.804716
Egyptian Pound 0.023748 0.028866
Iranian Riyal 0.000084 0.000085
Iraqi Dinar 0.000181 0.000241
Jordanian Dinar 0.422712 0.431712
Kuwaiti Dinar 1.000000 1.000000
Lebanese Pound 0.000150 0.000250
Moroccan Dirhams 0.019618 0.043618
Nigerian Naira 0.001248 0.001883
Omani Riyal 0.779684 0.785364
Qatar Riyal 0.082319 0.083769
Saudi Riyal 0.079620 0.080920
Syrian Pound 0.001283 0.001503
Tunisian Dinar 0.133987 0.141987
Turkish Lira 0.097608 0.107908
UAE Dirhams 0.080975 0.082675
Yemeni Riyal 0.001368 0.001448

Rate for Transfer Selling Rate
US Dollar 302.900
Canadian Dollr 233.320
Sterling Pound 403.380
Euro 338.920
Swiss Frank 298.130
Bahrain Dinar 800.735
UAE Dirhams 82.700
Qatari Riyals 83.910
Saudi Riyals 81.495
Jordanian Dinar 426.815
Egyptian Pound 34.013
Sri Lankan Rupees 2.084
Indian Rupees 4.548
Pakistani Rupees 2.902
Bangladesh Taka 3.854
Philippines Pesso 6.495
Cyprus pound 159.645
Japanese Yen 3.915
Syrian Pound 2.405
Nepalese Rupees 3.825
Malaysian Ringgit 74.815
Chinese Yuan Renminbi 45.695
Thai Bhat 9.720
Turkish Lira 102.840

Swiss Franc 331.570
Australian Dollar 231.570
US Dollar Buying 301.500

GOLD
20 Gram 267.310
10 Gram 136.570
5 Gram 69.130

OPEC basket price at 
$41.51 pb on Friday

VIENNA: OPEC daily basket price stood at $41.51 a
barrel Friday compared with $42.04 pb the previous
day, said the international petroleum organization
yesterday. The new OPEC Reference Basket of Crudes
(ORB) is made up of the following:  Saharan Blend
(Algeria), Girassol (Angola), Oriente (Ecuador), Iran
Heavy (Islamic Republic of Iran), Basra Light (Iraq),
Kuwait Export (Kuwait), Es Sider (Libya), Bonny Light
(Nigeria), Qatar Marine (Qatar), Arab Light (Saudi
Arabia), Murban (UAE) and Merey (Venezuela). 

Iran banks to set 
up in Germany

TEHRAN: Two private Iranian banks will open branch-
es in Munich, officials confirmed yesterday, as the
Islamic republic looks for ways around ongoing barri-
ers to international financing. The central bank
announced late on Sunday that Middle East Bank and
Sina Bank would set up in Germany’s Bavaria state, fol-
lowing a visit by local economy minister Ilse Aigner to
Tehran. “This is a first since the revolution of 1979. We
hope to open our branch by the end of 2016,” Parviz
Aghili, director general of Middle East Bank, said. Iran’s
central bank is also now working with its German
counterpart and several banks in the country to settle
oil exports in euros. “The central bank is focused on
developing banking relations with other countries,”
said Akbar Komeijani, vice president of the central
bank, in a statement on its website. 

News
I n  b r i e f

US dollar stable 
against KD at 0.301

KUWAIT: The US dollar’s exchange rate against the Kuwaiti
dinar was stable at 0.301, whereas the euro’s rate went up
to KD 0.337 compared to Sunday’s exchange rates, said the
Central Bank of Kuwait (CBK) yesterday. The exchange rate
of the pound sterling went up to KD 0.402, as well as the
Swiss Franc which also went up to 0.308 KD. The Japanese
yen stood at KD 0.002. 

DP World wins concession
in Somaliland port project 

DUBAI: Dubai’s DP World has won a 30 year concession to
manage and develop a port in the breakaway Somalia
region of Somaliland that will require an investment of
$442 million, the ports operator said in a stocks exchange
statement yesterday. The Red Sea Port of Berbera project
will focus on containers, with the capability to handle oth-
er types of cargo, the statement said. DP World will have a
65 percent share in the joint venture project with the gov-
ernment of Somaliland, it said.

LONDON:  US gasoline stockpiles
remain at record highs for the time of
year but excess inventory is smaller than
it appears once adjusted for the higher
level of domestic consumption and
exports.

Stocks of gasoline and blending com-
ponents stood at 232 million barrels
near the end of August, down from a
high of 259 million in February but well
above the 214 million reported at the
same point in 2015. Persistently high
levels of gasoline inventories have led
many analysts to warn about a “gasoline
glut” that could force significant cut-
backs in refinery crude demand in the
autumn weighing on oil prices. But
stockpiles look more reasonable when
compared with the record level of gaso-
line consumption at home and strong
exports to Mexico and the rest of Latin
America. Gasoline stockpiles exhibit
strong seasonality and tend to be high-
est relative to consumption in winter
and lowest in summer.

Refiners use storage to optimize
capacity utilization and smooth the
swing from off-peak to peak demand
between winter and summer. Gasoline
stocks started the year at more than 30

days worth of consumption in January,
the highest level since January 1999.

By the end of June, stocks had fallen
to just 25.1 days of consumption, com-
pared with an average of around 23.7
days over the previous five years. Once
adjusted for the increase in consump-
tion, the difference between actual
gasoline stocks and the level over the
previous five years was around 13 mil-
lion barrels. Since then, gasoline stocks
have fallen further to 24.4 days of con-
sumption at the end of August, accord-
ing to the new weekly consumption
estimates published by the US Energy
Information Administration. Gasoline
stocks were still around 13 million bar-
rels higher than normal for the time of
year once adjusted for increased con-
sumption.

But US refiners have succeeded in
controlling stockpiles, mostly by holding
refinery run rates unchanged from last
year, or even cutting them, and letting
strong consumption and exports to soak
up the excess. Thirteen million barrels is
a rather modest “glut” and should be rel-
atively easy for the market to carry and
for refiners to work down in the year
ahead. — Reuters

US gasoline stockpiles remain
manageable as summer ends

NBK ECONOMIC REPORT 
KUWAIT: May saw credit growth slow to 7.2 percent year-
on-year (y/y) on a small monthly gain. Total credit rose by
KD 31 million during the month. Household debt and most
business sectors saw decent gains during the month.
However, May’s figure was weighed down by a drop in
credit for securities purchases and lending to the real
estate sector. While private deposits saw a healthy boost,
this was more than offset by a sizeable decline in govern-
ment deposits. Interbank and deposit rates continued to
decline as liquidity pressures eased. 

Household lending added a net of KD 80 million, on the
heels of a weaker than usual April figure. Growth contin-
ued to moderate slowing to 11.3 percent y/y. Growth in
installment loans, the main source of household debt
growth, moderated to 13.1 percent y/y, while shorter-tenor
consumer loans continued to contract by 1.0 percent y/y,
registering a small monthly decline. 

Nonbank financial companies saw a net decline in credit
in May. The sector saw a small KD 16 million drop.
Nonetheless, it appears the sector is close to ending more
than five years of deleveraging, with indebtedness con-
tracting by 1.1 percent y/y. 

Real estate 
All remaining credit declined by KD 33 million, with

growth slowing to 5.8 percent y/y. The May decline was
due to drops in lending for the purchase of securities and
credit to the real estate sector, down by KD 107 million and
KD 67 million, respectively. Other sectors did relatively well,
including industry, construction, and trade. Other unclassi-
fied sectors also saw a notable gain of KD 38 million. 

Private deposits saw a strong gain in May, but not large
enough to offset the April decline. Private deposits rose by
KD 255 million, though growth in broad M2 money supply
was steady at 2.0 percent y/y; narrower M1 money supply
growth slipped to a 0.7 percent y/y decline due to basis
effects. Gains in private deposits were across the board,
with KD sight, KD time, KD savings and foreign currency
deposits all seeing increases. 

A drop in government deposits offset most of the gain
in private deposits. The KD 331 million decrease in govern-
ment deposits was the largest drop in over seven years,
and wiped out 75 percent of the prior month’s sizeable
increase. Despite the drop, growth in government deposits
remained strong at 13.4 percent y/y, with their rise over the
last twelve months exceeding that of private deposits.
Indeed, over the last twelve months, government deposits
have helped shore-up weakness in private deposits, rising
by KD 722 million, while private deposits were up by KD
664 million.

Liquidity
Banking system liquidity saw a healthy increase in May.

Bank reserves (ie cash, deposits with the CBK and CBK
bonds) increased by a sizeable KD 487 million. It rose to KD
6.6 billion, or 11.2 percent of total bank assets (Chart 4), its
highest level in more than a year and more than offsetting
last month’s decline. The increase was in time deposits at
the central bank and coincided with a KD 117 million rise in
CBK foreign reserves, which increased to KD 9.4 billion,
their highest level in two years.

Interest rates declined in May for a second consecutive
month as domestic liquidity conditions improved. The 3-

month Kuwait interbank offered rate (Kibor) dropped 2
basis points (bps) to 1.59 percent in May. Rates continued
to ease in June, but have since been relatively steady. The

3-month Kibor stood at 1.56 percent in August. Customer
deposit rates also appeared to ease, seeing drops of 1-2
bps across the various maturities. 

Kuwait’s credit growth flat at 7.7% y/y

LONDON: Crude oil futures pared gains yesterday after top
producers Russia and Saudi Arabia said they have agreed
to cooperate on stabilising the oil market, including limit-
ing output. Brent crude futures for November delivery
were up $1.12 per barrel at $47.95 a barrel at 1125 GMT,
after hitting a session high of $49.40. US crude for October
delivery was up $1.11 a barrel at $45.55 a barrel, after
reaching a high of $46.53 a barrel earlier in the session.
Saudi Arabia and Russia said on the sidelines of the G20
summit in China that they signed an agreement to set up a
task force to review oil market fundamentals and to recom-
mend measures and actions that will secure market stabili-
ty. Russian Energy Minister Alexander Novak said the two
countries were moving to a strategic energy partnership
and that a high level of trust would allow them to address
global challenges.

Saudi Energy Minister Khalid Al-Falih told a UAE-based
television channel he was optimistic about cooperation
with other producers ahead of a meeting this month in
Algiers, adding freezing production is not the only solu-
tion. Saudi deputy crown prince told Russian President
Vladimir Putin on the sidelines of the same summit that
cooperation between the two countries would bring bene-
fit to the global oil market. “Verbal intervention was again
needed to trigger a recovery towards $50,” senior ABN Amro
economist Hans van Cleef said. “After all, if prices remain too
low ahead of the meeting, there is a risk that at some point
Russia and Saudi Arabia actually need to act. That would
probably be the last thing they want as long as Iran is raising
output.” Brent rallied to above $50 a barrel in late August,
helped by growing talk of a coordinated production freeze,
but prices have since fallen as few believe OPEC will act. Iran,
OPEC’s third largest producer, has said it would only cooper-
ate in talks to freeze output if fellow exporters recognized its
right to fully regain market share. Iran is ready to raise its
output to 4 million barrels per day in a couple of months
depending on market demand, a senior official from the
National Iranian Oil Company said. — Reuters

KABUL: Afghan workers fill fuel containers from fuel tankers at an oil depot on the
outskirts of Kabul. Tax-exempt military fuel imported into Afghanistan is being sold
on the open market, industry officials and a new anti-corruption report reveal, caus-
ing the government huge revenue losses as Kabul struggles to wean itself off for-
eign aid. —AFP

Oil pares gains after 
Saudi, Russia sign pact



KUWAIT: Kuwait Finance House (KFH)
announced 7 winners of the eighth
draw of the new banking cards cam-
paign themed “Use KFH Cards and You
May Win up to 2 Mercedes-Benz SUV’s
and Cash Prizes up to $200000” in an
attempt to encourage clients to use
KFH credit, prepaid and debit cards
while making purchases in Kuwait and
overseas.

The winners are: Msaed AlQahtani,
Sultan AlAtefi, Mohammad Albarrak,
Rashed Almekhyal, Shahrazad
Mohammad, Maasoma Albloushi, and
Fay Alajmi.

For every KD 10 spent on their KFH
cards, clients will gain a chance to
enter a draw and win up to 2
Mercedes-Benz cars and a chance to
win the value of their purchases up to
$2000 daily for 100 days ending
October 11th 2016. It is worth noting
that KFH Credit and Prepaid cards
used in domestic and international
purchases and KFH Debit cards used
in international purchases are eligible
for the daily draw.

Moreover,  cl ients will  gain the
chance to enter 2 draws to win 2
Mercedes-Benz cars. The first draw
will be for the first car Mercedes Benz
GLE 400. This draw will be held after
50 days of the launch for purchasing
transactions conducted from day 1 to
day 50, while the second draw will be
for the second car Mercedes Benz GLE

450 Coupe, and will be held after 100
days of the launch for purchasing
conducted from day 51 to day 100 of
the campaign.

KFH strives to continuously offer
its clients new promotions and dis-
counts in order to distinguish them
among peers, not to mention to fur-
ther bolster the bank’s pioneering
position in the field of banking cards.
KFH marketing campaigns play a sig-
nificant role in underlining KFH’s prin-
ciples that include boosting sales,
while benefitting clients and mer-
chants.

This new campaign is part of KFH’s
efforts to reward its clients and grant
them additional value; thus achieving
customer satisfaction and boosting
their confidence. The campaign also
aims at enhancing the bank’s pres-
ence, especially that it dominates the
largest market share in the field of
banking cards.

KFH has won several awards in the
field of banking cards which reiter-
ates its success and efficiency in
banking cards market. KFH enjoys
high confidence and leadership in the
market in addition to high quality
products which have enabled it to
achieve growth in cards market and
increase the number of customers.
KFH occupies the leading position as
the issuer of banking cards and one
of leading banks at the GCC level. 

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 6, 2016
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KFH announces winners of 
banking cards 8th draw

KUWAIT: Ooredoo Kuwait announced
that it won the title “Speedtest Awards
Winner 2016” by Ookla, the company

that operates the famous website
Speedtest.net, a tool that measures net-
work speed on users’ devices. The awards
are based on speed test results conduct-
ed by hundreds of thousands of actual
smartphone users in Kuwait.

Caring and Connecting
Commenting on this, Corporate

Communications Director in Ooredoo
Kuwait Mijbil Alayoub says: “We’re proud
of this achievement, which reiterates our
belief in our values of caring, connecting
and challenging. We’ve adopted a very
customer-centric policy in recent years
to enrich their experience and fulfil their
needs, and this policy translates in all our
efforts and strategies.”

Nationwide Coverage
Alayoub noted that Ooredoo regular-

ly benchmarks its services in relation to
all competition, and results have indicat-
ed that it scores higher than competition

in terms of speed and capacity. The tests
were conducted in various locations and
under different conditions across Kuwait
to better measure the network’s
strength. He also noted that Ooredoo
Kuwait currently has more than 1,800
deployed LTE sites across Kuwait, cover-
ing the entire country. Ooredoo is con-
tinuously working with reputable organ-
izations worldwide to introduce the
future 5G internet to its customers. 

Commendable efforts
Commenting on this, Ookla CEO and

founder Douglas Suttles said: “Ooredoo
Kuwait consistently provides its users
with the fastest mobile network speeds
available in the country. Ooredoo
Kuwait’s investment in their network
speed is commendable and we are
delighted to acknowledge their efforts

with this award.”
Ookla Speedtest puts the most

sophisticated broadband testing and
analysis tools into the hands of anyone
interested in finding out just how con-
nected they actually are. This free service
from Ookla opens hundreds of testing
locations around the world to anyone
curious about the performance of their
Internet connection.

“The Most Powerful 
Network for Your Life”

On this occasion, Ooredoo launched

its new television commercial “The Most
Powerful Network for Your Life”, which
tackles everyday life situations of Kuwaiti
youth and the importance of fast and
reliable internet to empower their
endeavors. 

The commercial is produced by
Senyar, making this the fourth collabora-
tion with Ooredoo Kuwait. Senyar previ-
ously produced Ooredoo’s successful
Ramadan commercial “Closer
Connection,” which was a star-studded
production featuring some of the Arab
world’s most talented singers. 

Ooredoo Kuwait named ‘Speedtest Awards Winner 2016’
New television commercial focusing on network power

KUWAIT: Honda “Earth Dreams
Technology” is a next generation set
of technological advancements that
greatly enhance both driving per-
formance and fuel efficiency using
as its base advanced environmental
technologies to pursue the joy of
driving unique to Honda.

Honda is first and foremost a
motor company, and the new Earth
Dreams Technology engines once
again assert Honda’s desire to lead
the industry in powertrain efficiency
while providing responsive power
and fun for drivers. Having both the
4-cylinder and V-6 honored as
Ward’s 10 Best Engines list shows
that world-class powertrain technol-
ogy doesn’t have to come at a pre-
mium price.

Key features of 
“Earth Dreams Technology”
1. A gasoline engine which real-

izes top level driving performance
and fuel efficiency.

2. A compact diesel engine which
realizes the world’s lightest body*1,
top-of-class*1 acceleration perform-
ance and fuel efficiency.

3. CVT which combines at a high
level the fun of driving and fuel effi-
ciency.

4. A two-motor hybrid system
which realizes top-of-industry effi-
ciency*1.

5. A high-efficiency, high output
electric SH-AWD hybrid system
which combines superior driving
and environmental performance.

6. A compact, high efficiency
electric powertrain for EVs. 

1. Gasoline engine which
achieves top-of-industry driving
performance and fuel efficiency

* By enhancing Honda’s original
VTEC (Variable Valve Timing and Lift
Electronic Control System) technolo-
gy to thoroughly improve thermal
efficiency and minimize friction, a
combination of high output and fuel
efficiency was achieved. Further, a
new engine series employing a new
structure for higher expandability
was developed.

* By gradually renewing the
engine starting with the mini-vehi-
cle N BOX, Honda utilized this tech-
nology to achieve top-of-industry
output and fuel efficiency in every
vehicle class 

* A wide range of engine classes
including the  1.3L, 1.5L, 1.8L, 2.0L,
2.4L, and 3.5L classes feature the
technology.

Earth Dreams Technology is
Honda’s latest generation of engines
proving their commitment to fuel-
efficiency and environmental
impact. By enhancing Honda’s origi-
nal VTEC (Variable Valve Timing and
Lift Electronic Control System) tech-
nology to further improve thermal
efficiency and minimize friction, a
new combination of high output
and fuel efficiency was achieved.
Each engine class received modifica-

tions in the new Earth Dream
Technology roll out.

* 1.3 to 1.5L class engine
Employs VTC, direct injection

technology and the Atkinson cycle
using the DOHC, VTEC technologies
as the base. Extensive friction reduc-
tion measures have been imple-
mented.

* 1.8 to 2.0L class engine
Employs direct injection technol-

ogy and the Atkinson cycle using
the DOHC, VTEC technologies as the
base. Implementation of VTC and
high-capacity EGR (Exhaust Gas
Recirculation) to both the intake and
exhaust ports creates significantly
reduced friction. 

* 2.4L class engine
Based on the DOHC and VTEC

technologies, it employs VTC and
direct injection technology and
implements extensive friction
reduction measures. Engine has

improved 5% in fuel efficiency and
output, and a 10% improvement in
maximum torque compared to the
previous engine.

* 3.5L class engine
Employs new valve train mecha-

nisms and direct injection technolo-
gy in the SOHC, VTEC, VMC systems
to improve fuel efficiency by over
10% and 5% of output; relative to
the present standalone engine
model.

Through its implementation first
in the mini-vehicle N BOX and grad-
ually onto other vehicle models,

Honda has achieved top-of-industry
fuel efficiency for every category.

CVT which combines at a high level
the fun of driving and fuel efficiency

* Three CVT structures for mini,
compact, and mid-size vehicle class-
es are newly developed to be adopt-
ed for a variety of engine models.

* Reinforced belt is used to real-
ize a structure for which a wide ratio
range can be set.

* Implementation of analysis
technology over the contact behav-
ior between the belt and pulley, and
a high-precision hydraulic control
system allows for continual opti-
mization of hydraulic pressure to the
pulley under a variety of driving
conditions, contributing to
improved fuel efficiency.

* Use of an electronic oil pump to
realize an idle stop system with high
response contributes significantly to
improved usability and fuel efficien-
cy.

* “G-Design Shift”, a new coordi-

nated control system for shift trans-
mission, throttle, and hydraulic con-
trol responds quickly to driver
demands and realizes an exhilarat-
ing, sporty drive with superior accel-
eration.

* In the mini-vehicle class, a con-
trol mechanism and innovations in
axle placement to reduce the
engine size lengthwise, while a
reduction in parts by simplifying the
transmission casing structure helps
realize a lightweight and compact
body.

* For the compact and mid-size
classes, in addition to the reductions
in size and weight, transmission effi-
ciency was greatly improved by
expanding the ratio range to
achieve fuel efficiency improve-
ments of 5*3 and 10*3 compared to
the conventional CVT and compara-
ble 5ATs, respectively

Honda Environmental Leadership
In addition to the Earth Dreams

Technology powertrain suite, Honda
is committed to further advance-
ments in fuel efficiency, with a focus
on the broad application of tech-
nologies such as Eco Assist, VTEC
and Variable Cylinder Management
(VCM). Honda has also led the Union
of Concerned Scientists (UCS) rank-
ings of overall vehicle environmen-
tal performance since 2000, and a
Honda vehicle has topped the list of
America’s greenest vehicles from the
America Council for an Energy-
Efficient Economy (ACEEE) for 15
consecutive years.

Alghanim Motors
As an exclusive distributor of

Honda automobiles, motorcycles,
power and marine products in
Kuwait, Alghanim Motors is commit-
ted to providing customers with
flexible payment solutions and effi-
cient and cost-effective services.
Honda customers will enjoy the
utmost professionalism when serv-
icing their car that will be under the
attentive care of experience and
skilled technicians. The Honda
showroom goes beyond car care by
providing customers with a comfort-
able waiting lounge that includes
free entertainment such as gaming
consoles, digital satellite TV, free
WiFi and relaxing massage chairs.  

Beat the spike in gas prices with 
Honda ‘Earth Dreams Technology’

KUWAIT: As part of a long-term strategy to
further develop and strengthen FCA’s large
brand portfolio in the Middle East, Maurizio
Zuares has been appointed as CEO of the
Fiat Chrysler Automobiles (FCA) Middle East
Regional Office in Dubai.

51 year old Maurizio has over two
decades of experience in the automobile
industry, the last 17 years of which have
been spent in a variety of roles within the
FCA Group, including International Sales
Director for Alfa Romeo (EU and Extra-EU),
International Sales Director - Fiat/Alfa/Lancia
(EU/Japan), President of Fiat Auto Japan, CEO
of Fiat Group Automobiles Spain and most
recently, four years as CEO of Fiat Group

Automobiles France, where he was responsi-
ble for all of FCA’s brands and activities with-
in the French market.

Maurizio has a solid international auto-
motive background and will play an impor-
tant role as head of the FCA Middle East
team that has been handed increasing
responsibility within the company’s EMEA
regional organisation - in line with the ambi-
tious and forward thinking business plan set
in place following the formation of FCA.
Maurizio has responsibility for one of the
most strategically significant markets within
the EMEA region. He presides over a portfo-
l io of brands that includes Alfa Romeo,
Chrysler, Dodge, Fiat, Fiat Professional, Jeep,

Ram and Mopar, with a range of models that
includes a wider than ever choice of driving
options - light, efficient vehicles (such as the
iconic Fiat 500, Fiat 500X and Alfa Romeo
Giulietta QV); class-leading 4x4’s (including
the world’s most awarded SUV, the Jeep
Grand Cherokee) through to the Ram truck
range and the latest high performance mod-
els from the Dodge brand, including the
707hp Dodge Charger and Challenger
Hellcat models.

Maurizio is Italian and holds a Masters
Degree in Business Management as well as a
Degree in Economics and Commerce from
the University of  Ancona.  He joins FCA
Middle East as the company aims to contin-

ue building on the momentum achieved in
the region over recent years. “FCA has been
on a product offensive over the last few
years, and that has brought many new cus-
tomers to our wide portfolio of brands,” said
Maurizio. “I’m very excited to take on the
challenge of further expanding our partner-
ships with our distributors and through
them, to our customers, with a strong focus
on brand development across the region.”

“With many further exciting new model
introductions to come in the next few years,
my objective is to grow our business through
a combination of great brands and products
plus a renewed emphasis on enhancing cus-
tomer satisfaction at all levels.”

Maurizio Zuares CEO for FCA Middle East

Mijbil Alayoub

Maurizio Zuares
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LONDON: World shares saw their biggest
jump in over a month yesterday and the dollar
slipped, after weaker-than-expected US jobs
figures gave investors another excuse to push
back Federal Reserve interest rate rise expec-
tations.

European shares touched a four-month
high led by mining and oil firms as crude prices
jumped more than 3 percent for the second
straight session in the commodity markets.
Benchmark bonds  were also back in favor
amid the waning Fed bets, while emerging
market stocks were headed for their best day
since early July as the Fed and hot oil combina-
tion saw them soar 1.3 percent.

“We don’t expect the Fed to do anything

until next year so that lays the ground for fur-
ther advances,” said TD Securities strategist
Paul Fage. Though the Fed reaction and oil
price surge were the markets’ main drivers,
they were not the only factors in play.

The yen added to the dollar’s pressures as
the head of the Bank of Japan disappointed
investors who had expected clearer signals
that Tokyo’s monetary policy would be eased
further this month.

Though Haruhiko Kuroda signal led its
already massive stimulus program would con-
tinue, there was nothing explicit enough to
suggest an expansion is imminent. The dollar
dropped 0.7 percent to 103.27 yen having
gained more than 4 percent against  the

Japanese currency in the last six days. The euro
nudged up 0.2 percent.

UBS’s head of currency strategy Constantin
Bolz said the factors that had driven the dollar
higher - growing expectations of a Fed hike in
September, bets on imminent further BOJ eas-
ing, and increased risk appetite - had faded
somewhat, but that a fall-back was not surpris-
ing given the rapidity of the move.

“We shouldn’t forget that we were at 100
yen ten days ago,” Bolz said. Britain’s sterling
also did damage to the dollar. It hit a one-
month high of 1.3360 against the greenback as
data showed the UK services industry bounced
back strongly from a seven-year low hit after
the vote to leave the European Union. The

Biggest jump in a month for stocks, dollar falls
Markit/CIPS Purchasing Managers’ Index
(PMI) jumped to 52.9 in August from July’s
47.4. It was the biggest one-month gain
in the survey’s 20-year history and one
which beat all forecasts in a Reuters poll.

“It remains too early to say whether
August’s upturn is a dead cat bounce or
the start of a sustained post-shock recov-
er y,” IHS Mark it  economist  Chris
Williamson said.

“But there’s plenty of anecdotal evi-
dence to indicate that the initial shock of
the June vote has begun to dissipate.”

Asian stock markets rallied yesterday
and the dollar dipped after a slowdown in
US job creation dimmed expectations of
an interest rate rise this month but also
showed the economy still improving.

The much-anticipated reading on
Friday showing 151,000 new posts in
August was below expectations but indi-
cated hiring remained solid. Before its
release analysts had seen the reading as a
guide to the Federal Reserve’s plans after
its boss Janet Yellen-and later her vice
chairman Stanley Fischer-suggested a
rate rise could come this year. While most
market-watchers suggested the below-
par reading would l ikely  mean no
increase this month, there are still some
who think a hike could come soon.

“Markets hardly took it as a bad num-
ber, with conjecture from both sides of
the fence on what it means for the Fed,”
Cameron Bagrie,  chief  economist  in
Wellington at ANZ Bank New Zealand,
said in a research note. 

“Our take is that the (Fed policy com-
mittee) will continue to proceed cautious-
ly, with a September rate hike a tad early.”
In afternoon trade the yen edged up
against the dollar after Bank of Japan

head Haruhiko Kuroda left markets guess-
ing about his plans for monetary policy at
this month’s board meeting. The gather-
ing is being closely watched by markets
hoping the bank will unveil fresh easing
measures to kickstart the economy. 

But while Kuroda repeated a pledge at
a business seminar to unleash fresh meas-
ures if necessary-and waved off talk of
scal ing back on measures already in
place-he gave few firm hints about the
BoJ’s plans.  “While Kuroda denied any
speculation about tapering, he spurred
some disappointment for those looking
for clear  clues on polic y action this
month,” Yousuke Hosokawa, head of for-
eign exchange sales at Sumitomo Mitsui
Trust Bank, told Bloomberg News.

The greenback fell to 103.40 yen in
Tokyo, from 103.99 yen in New York. The
initially weaker yen lifted Japanese stocks
more than one percent in early trade but
its  strengthening through the day
weighed on exporters and the Nikkei end-
ed just 0.7 percent higher.

Hanjin sinks 
Hong Kong added 1.7 percent while

Shanghai ended up 0.2 percent. Sydney
was 0.9 percent up by the close,
Singapore climbed 1.3 percent and Taipei
put on 1.1 percent. There were also gains
in Wellington and Jakarta. 

In Seoul the KOSPI rose 1.1 percent
but South Korea’s biggest shipping firm
Hanjin slumped 30 percent at the open
as its stock began trading again after
being suspended on Tuesday as it filed
for bankruptcy protection. It bounced
back on bargain-buying almost immedi-
ately but still finished nearly 14 percent
lower. — Agencies
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LONDON: The 19-country eurozone lost some eco-
nomic momentum in August, largely because of a
slowdown in Germany, a closely watched survey
showed yesterday, days ahead of another possible
stimulus package from the European Central Bank.
Financial information company IHS Markit said its
purchasing managers’ index - a broad gauge of eco-
nomic activity - for the eurozone fell to a 19-month
low of 52.9 points in August from 53.2 the previous
month. The fall was unexpected as the initial estimate
for August was 53.3.

In spite of the fall, the eurozone is still growing,
albeit sluggishly as anything above 50 indicates
expansion. IHS Markit said the August reading is
pointing to a quarterly economic growth rate of 0.3
percent. The firm did not assign any fundamental rea-
son to the slowdown, such as uncertainty related to
Britain’s decision in June to leave the European
Union, but did note that Germany was “perhaps the
biggest cause for concern” as output growth slowed
to a 15-month low.

Italy and France also saw modest rates of growth
while Spain remained the “standout performer” with
another strong quarter of growth at around 0.7 per-
cent.

The firm’s chief economist, Chris Williamson, said
the survey overall was “clearly disappointing” and
suggested it may fuel expectations of a further stimu-
lus package from the European Central Bank this
week. “The survey data will fuel expectations that the
ECB would prefer not to wait before injecting more
stimulus into the economy, adding pressure for poli-
cymakers to act later this week to help shore up con-
fidence in both the outlook for the economy and the
bank’s commitment to its inflation target,” he said.

The central bank has launched a series of stimulus
measures to help the eurozone over the past couple
of years, including cutting its key interest rate to zero.
It is also pumping 80 billion euros ($90 billion) of new
money into the economy every month by buying
bonds from banks and companies in the hope of
keeping a lid on borrowing rates in the real economy
to encourage lending and promote business activity.

Williamson said the central bank may just extend
the duration of its bond-buying program, which is
currently set to end in March 2017, at its meeting on
Thursday. The decision over whether the ECB will do
anything more is no foregone conclusion, not least
after separate figures from the European Union’s sta-
tistics agency showed retail sales across the eurozone
rising by a whopping 1.1 percent in July, more or less
double the rate anticipated among economists. That
increase, which followed on from a 0.1 percent
decline in June, adds weight to the argument that
Britain’s Brexit vote may not have had much of an
impact on economic confidence - at least in the
short-term. — AP

KUWAIT: Safat Home is announcing its final markdowns
sale and inviting all customers to visit its Al-Rai and
Shuwaikh locations as soon as possible for a chance to
purchase the furniture products they have always wanted
at incredibly low prices. 

Exclusively available at Safat Home’s Al-Rai and
Shuwaikh showrooms, the Bargain Corner is offering nev-
er-before-seen prices on clearance items. Products range
from end tables, starting at a mind-blowing price of KD 3,
dining tables, starting from KD 29, sofas, starting only at
KD 39, to wardrobes, starting at KD 79, and more! This is,
indeed, an incredible opportunity for customers to fur-
nish their homes without having to dent their wallets;
thus, Safat Home encourages all customers to benefit
from this unique promotion while stock is still available.

This unbelievable sale should come as no surprise for
Safat Home’s loyal customers and fans considering the
brand’s core values are embedded in offering high quality
products at affordable prices. Safat Home welcomes
everyone to visit its Al-Rai showroom at Safat Alghanim,
open from 9:30 am until  midnight ever yday,  the

Shuwaikh showroom, located near Yusuf A  Alghanim
Service and Maintenance Center, open from 9am to
11pm, Thursday to Friday, and from 9am to 10pm,
Monday to Wednesday, and the Fahaheel showroom,
Dabbous St. above X-Cite, open from 9am to 10pm. For
more information, please call 1838883. 

For the past 75 years, Alghanim has been a highly
respected family & brand name; Safat Home is proud to
be part of that heritage. Safat Home brings a wide range
of products, great value, friendly shopping environment
& exceptional service.

The Safat Home concept has been evolving ever since
the home furnishings business was launched more than
five years ago as “Furniture at Al Rai Safat”. Today, Safat
Home displays an impressive collection of furniture,
home furnishings and decorative accessories to make
your house a home, whether it is an apartment, chalet or
villa. The inspiring and exclusive designs are carefully
sourced from around the world including USA, Italy,
Holland, England, Belgium and Turkey. Whether cus-
tomers seek the classic Kuwaiti look, the traditional

‘American Home’ dÈcor, or the contemporary modern
house, Safat Home offers products, accessories and serv-
ices to furnish any dream home. Safat Home hosts more
than 35 most coveted and contemporary brands to suit a
wide variety of customer needs and desires. With these

new international brands come hundreds of new prod-
ucts, 95 percent of which are exclusive to Safat Home in
Kuwait. The list of new brands arriving at Safat Home con-
tinues to grow, with new products arriving at the show-
room each week.

Safat Home announces final markdowns and clearance items

Customers are encouraged to hurry up before sale comes to an end

KUWAIT: Global equities were
slightly positive for the month of
August, led by emerging markets.
Brent oil reversed some of July’s
declines and climbed over 6. Gold
was notably weaker for the month,
falling over 3.

In August, US rate hike probabil-
ity has risen following Janet Yellen’s
speech on the state of the econo-
my. In the UK, the Bank of England
cut its interest rate for the first time
since 2009 by 0.25. Furthermore,
they announced to expand their
quantitative easing program.

US ISM Manufacturing Index
came in at 52.6, weaker than the
53.0 expected number, but still
over 50, which suggests steady
gains in the factory sector. That was
soon followed by a strong July non-
farm payrolls coming in at 255,000,
which exceeded expectations of
180,000. However, the unemploy-
ment rate came in slightly higher
than expected at 4.9 versus consen-
sus of 4.8. Retail sales were flat in
July; Industrial production came in
higher than expected and new
home sales rose to the highest level
since 2007.

US rate hike expectations have
increased following Yellen’s speech;
interest rate futures showed that
the probability of a federal rate hike
in September has risen from 32 to
42.The probability of a rate hike in
December has risen from 57 to 65.

US equity market was fairly calm
and flat for the month. Price volatil-

ity and trading volume were both
light, which is often the case during
August. 

UK’s central bank cut its bench-
mark lending rate by 25 bps to 0.25,
and expanded its quantitative eas-
ing with an extra £70 billion to
reach £435 billion. Bank of England
committed to purchasing £10 bil-
lion of UK corporate bonds and
added £100 billion to a new Term
Funding Scheme to provide fund-
ing for banks at interest rates close
to Bank Rate.

UK equities ended the month
with gains, mainly due to a weaker
British pound. Second quarter GDP
in the Eurozone grew as expected
by 0.3quarter over quarter and the
revised second quarter German
GDP report confirmed that Europe’s
biggest economy grew by 0.4.
European equities also registered
slightly positive returns for the
month, gaining 1.1 as measured by
the Euro Stoxx 50. 

Japanese second quarter GDP
grew slightly at an annual rate of
0.2 this year, according to official
data released. Exports fell during
the second quarter, as well as busi-
ness investment. Japanese stocks,
as measured by the Nikkei 225, fin-
ished the month higher by 1.9.
Chinese manufacturing improved
in July after 16 straight months of
decline, with the Caixin China
Purchasing Managers Index coming
in at 50.6. The recovery was mainly
driven by growth in domestic

orders, which more than offset a
slight decline in foreign demand. 

Chinese stocks gained in
August, driving some of the gains
in the emerging markets index.

The GCC equity markets finished
slightly negative for the month
dragged by the Saudi and the
Kuwaiti equity markets, declining -
3.5 and -1 respectively. Saudi’s
declines were mainly due to the

government’s plans to cut subsidies
further. The UAE equity markets
were slightly positive in August on
increased overall inflows to
Emerging Markets stocks; However,
Qatar was the exceptional winner
gaining over 3.6 on FTSE’s
announcement that it will relax liq-
uidity tests for Qatari stocks for
inclusion in its widely tracked FTSE
Emerging Markets Index.

Emerging markets drove global 

equities higher as oil declined

TOKYO: People stand near an electronic stock board of a securities firm in Tokyo yes-
terday. — AP

TOKYO: The Bank of Japan will  l ikely
choose to deepen negative interest rates
than expand its bond purchases if more
policy easing is needed, as the cost of cut-
ting rates is less than topping up an already
huge bond-buying program, former central
bank policymaker Sayuri Shirai told Reuters
yesterday.

Shirai,  who was an International
Monetary Fund economist before serving a
five-year term as BOJ board member until
March, also said it was hard for the central
bank to buy foreign bonds as that goes
against an agreement between the Group
of 20 nations to refrain from competitive
currency devaluation. “Buying foreign
bonds would have an impact on the cur-
rency market, so it would be difficult to do
under the current G20 framework,” said
Shirai, now a professor at Japan’s Keio
University.

Shirai said the BOJ’s purchases of long-
term bonds have had a much bigger effect
in flattening the yield curve and hurting
financial institutions’ profits than negative
rates. The BOJ’s bond buying was also dry-
ing up market liquidity, she said.

“The BOJ shouldn’t ease further. If it
were to ease, it will probably choose to
deepen negative rates rather than expand
bond purchases because the demerits of
accelerating bond buying are bigger than
those of rate cuts,” she said.

The comments by Shirai, who retains
close contact with policymakers across the
globe, come ahead of the BOJ’s policy
meeting on Sept. 20-21, when it will con-
duct a comprehensive assessment of the

effects of its policy framework that com-
bines negative rates with a huge asset-buy-
ing program.

Once a vocal advocate of BOJ Governor
Haruhiko Kuroda’s radical monetary experi-
ment, Shirai has recently warned of the ris-
ing cost of maintaining a massive stimulus
program for too long. While undesirable,
the BOJ may be forced to ease this month if
it maintains its pledge to achieve 2 percent
inflation as soon as possible, since the com-
prehensive assessment will show Japan
won’t see the price target being reached
any time soon, she said.

“Given the BOJ has been committed to
doing additional monetary easing in case
the path toward 2 percent inflation is ques-
tioned, it’s hard to think how the central
bank can get away with not easing this
month.” The BOJ decided in January to
charge a 0.1 percent interest on a portion
of excess reserves financial institutions park
with the central bank. It has maintained
that rate so far, including at its previous
policy meeting in July.

Shirai also dismissed speculation about
a possible change to the BOJ’s base money
target - set at 80 trillion yen ($774 billion) -
to a range of 70-90 trillion yen. Proponents
of this idea say it will give the central bank
more flexibility in its bond buying.

“It ’s inappropriate to set such an
ambiguous range. It would only heighten
market volatility by causing confusion,” she
said. Kuroda yesterday signalled his readi-
ness to ease further using existing or new
tools, suggesting he has no intention of
watering down the price goal. — Reuters

MUMBAI: India’s outgoing central bank
chief Raghuram Rajan warned countries
against a rush to low interest rates as his
tenure as governor of the Reserve Bank of
India came to an end. Rajan, who famously
predicted the 2008 global financial crisis,
told the New York Times that central banks
across the world would find it hard to raise
rates again for fear this “would see growth
slowdown”.

The 53-year-old, who clashed with the
Indian government over the speed of cuts,
said low interest rates should not be an
alternative to reforms that may be needed
to boost growth, according to the paper.

Interest rates are low across many major
economies, including in the United States,
Europe, and Japan-where rates are in nega-
tive territory-but they have yet to stimulate
a sluggish global economy.  “Often when
monetary policy is really easy, it (low inter-
est rates) becomes the residual policy of
choice,” the newspaper quoted Rajan as
saying, adding that “other instruments of
policy” may be needed to encourage eco-
nomic growth.

Rajan, who was immensely popular

amongst the Indian public and media dur-
ing his tenure, officially stepped down on
Sunday, with deputy governor Urjit Patel
taking over. Rajan was widely credited with
bringing inflation down in India, stabilizing
the rupee and creating a stable environ-
ment for growth.

He slashed interest rates to their lowest
level since 2011 but angered some in the
ruling Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) who
wanted deeper cuts intended to boost
growth further. The former governor, who
returns to a life of academia in Chicago,
told the New York Times in the article pub-
lished Sunday he did not think that was the
reason his three-year-term was not
renewed by the government.

In a separate interview with the
Financial Times, Rajan predicted that his
reforms, including setting inflation targets
and tackling bad bank loans, would contin-
ue. “Broadly speaking, I think we have sort
of unfrozen an older equilibrium and
moved the system towards a new equilibri-
um. My sense is that momentum cannot
be and will not be arrested,” he told the
paper. — AFP

LONDON: Britain’s services industry
bounced back strongly last month from a
slump triggered by June’s vote to leave the
European Union, a closely watched survey
showed yesterday, reducing the likelihood
of a recession. The survey echoed the
upbeat tone of numbers released last week
on the manufacturing and construction
sectors in August.

But overall economic growth still looks
set to slow sharply, keeping alive the
prospect of another Bank of England rate
cut before the end of the year. The
Markit/CIPS Purchasing Managers’ Index
(PMI) for the services sector jumped to 52.9
in August from July’s seven-year low of
47.4, the biggest one-month gain in the
survey’s 20-year history and one which
beat all forecasts in a Reuters poll.

Sterling rallied by almost half a cent to
hit a seven-week high against the dollar,
and British government bonds trimmed
earlier gains. “The survey data is very useful
in giving us a feel for how the economy is
doing in the short term, but in this case I
think it might pay to be a bit more cau-
tious,” RBC economist Sam Hill said, adding
the PMI data seemed volatile and he would
look for official output data for July later
this week. Last week, PMIs for the much
smaller manufacturing and construction
sectors showed similar gains to the services
PMI, boosting August’s all-sector PMI to a
five-month high of 53.2.

However, given the weakness in July,
economic growth in the third quarter over-
all was likely to be just 0.1 percent, survey
compilers IHS Markit said. “It remains too
early to say whether August’s upturn is a
dead cat bounce or the start of a sustained
post-shock recovery,” IHS Markit economist
Chris Williamson said. “But there’s plenty of
anecdotal evidence to indicate that the ini-

tial shock of the June vote has begun to
dissipate.”

Overall the figures suggested “an immi-
nent recession will be avoided”, Williamson
added. A mild recession was the central
forecast in a Reuters poll of economists
conducted last month after the BoE cut
rates for the first time since 2009 and
restarted quantitative easing to help pro-
tect the economy from a Brexit shock.

The BoE did not forecast a recession and
instead predicted growth of 0.1 percent for
the third quarter. “Now that we’ve seen
some resilience in the UK economy, many
are questioning whether last month’s ...
decision was the right one. We believe the
Bank of England has taken the correct
course of action and expect them to ease
further before the year is out,” UBS Wealth
Management economist Dean Turner said.

Britain’s new finance minister Philip
Hammond will also pay close attention to
the figures as he considers how decisively
he will break with his predecessor’s austeri-
ty plans later this year. Part of August’s
gains were linked to sterling’s slump
against the dollar and the euro, with more
demand for exports and a higher number
of Britons holidaying at home.

Separate figures from the car industry
showed sales up 3.3 percent in August,
driven by sales to company car fleets, after
stagnation in July. But the weaker pound
also pushed up prices at the fastest rate in
over two years while business confidence
remained near its lowest in four years,
despite some improvement from July.
“Many companies remain worried about
the outlook and how the economy will fare
in the event of Brexit, suggesting that polit-
ical and economic uncertainty is likely to
prevail in coming months, subduing
growth,” Williamson said. — Reuters
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KUWAIT: Al-Mazaya Holding is participating in
Cityscape Global, the largest and most influential
real estate development event in the Middle East,
taking place at Dubai International Convention
and Exhibition Centre from 6-8 September 2016,
with the participation of leading real estate devel-
opers from around the world.

Al-Mazaya will showcase a number of its lead-
ing projects in Dubai, Muscat and Turkey to
prospective buyers and investors, and will present
investment opportunities to international
investors.

Al-Mazaya has established an excellent market
presence over the last years, with a portfolio of
completed and ongoing projects in the GCC
region, particularly in Kuwait and the UAE. The
company has expanded to Turkey and has other
future expansion plans, which have helped the
company gain growing customer and investor
confidence. Speaking on the occasion, Sheikh
Mubarak Al-Sabah, Director for Marketing and
Sales at Al-Mazaya Holding, said: “There is no
doubt that Cityscape Global is a vital platform for
real estate developers to meet new investors and
customers from all over the world. The current
economic and political developments in many
regions of the world, especially Europe, have
made this edition of the exhibition a different one.
This will bring the GCC region, particularly Dubai,
to the spotlight again.”

He added: “Al-Mazaya will showcase the
remaining units at its Q-Point and Q-Line projects
in Dubai. Q-Point in Dubailand consists of 52
buildings serving the middle-income group. Q-
Line is a development that spreads over an area of
150,000 square feet, comprising 4 residential
buildings ranging in height from 9 to 14 floors.
Following the tremendous success in both build-
ing and marketing, Q-Line stands out as an attrac-
tive investment with rewarding ROI. The project
also attracts end users, as the infrastructure works
have been completed and the entire construction
works are near completion.” 

Al-Sabah stressed that both Q-Point and Q-Line
in Liwan, Dubailand, are among the most success-
ful projects in the Emirate, due to their strategic
location on Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed Road,

neighboring the most important projects being
developed by Dubai in the run to host Expo 2020.
Al-Sabah clarified, “This encouraged many people
to own a house in these projects to take advan-
tage of the current prices of residential units.
Besides, there is also a leasing demand from end
users.” 

Al-Sabah added that Q-Point is highly occu-
pied, as Al-Mazaya developed 3131 residential
units and has handed over 2670. “This boosted the
value of the project as a residential destination

and a rewarding investment with a minimum of 8
percent rental returns. Al Mazaya completed this
multiphase project, and today, continues market-
ing the project and offering more apartments to
meet the needs of the client. During the exhibi-
tion, Al-Mazaya will offer an exemption from trans-
fer fees and free service for one year in addition to
a flexible payment plan (20 percent down pay-
ment and 80 percent upon handover).”

He continued: “Middle income housing has a

proven success as it caters to the needs of the
largest demographic in the region. Therefore, Al-
Mazaya was among the first developers to enter
this market and supply affordable housing units.
Today, Al-Mazaya has options for small and large
families, with apartments ranging from one to
three bedrooms at prices from AED650,000 to
AED999,000.”  

Furthermore, Al-Mazaya will showcase the resi-
dential units at its Ritim Istanbul project in
Istanbul, Turkey. The project comprises of three
residential towers and three office towers as well
as a shopping mall spreading over an area of
22,000 square meters. 

Speaking about this project, Al-Sabah said:
“Investment in Ritim Istanbul was among the
largest investments in 2014, generating one of the
most prominent residential, office and retail proj-
ects, with 1113 residential units and 260 commer-
cial units. The project was completed with 85 per-
cent of units sold out. Keys have been handed
over to buyers. The shopping mall is 60 percent
occupied by the most renowned brands in
Istanbul. The remaining apartments vary in size
and prices from TL3 64,000 (equivalent to
$124,000).”

Al-Sabah added that Al-Mazaya will also exhibit
Mazaya Residences, its second investment in the
Sultanate of Oman. Strategically situated in Al-
Mawaleh in the capital city of Oman, the residen-
tial and commercial development consists of 300
residential units ranging in size and design. The
project stands out as an attractive opportunity for
GCC residents looking for investment or housing.
Through this project, Al-Mazaya offers a modern
residential community with gorgeous landscaping
and nature as well as amenities that include swim-
ming pools, health clubs and tennis playgrounds.
The apartments range in size and price, starting
from $98,000.

To conclude, Al-Sabah noted that Al-Mazaya
has many more investment opportunities in its
existing markets, particularly the GCC and Turkey,
and is studying many international markets for
expansion, with the aim of generating larger
returns for the interest of the company and its
shareholders. 

Al-Mazaya showcases projects 
and offers at Cityscape Global
Developer to unveil opportunities in Dubai, Muscat and Istanbul

Sheikh Mubarak Al-Sabah

KUWAIT: National Real Estate Company
(NREC), one of the region’s leading real
estate development companies, was yes-
terday recognized as one of the top 25
listed real estate developers in the Arab
World by Forbes Middle East. 

In an exclusive gala dinner held by
Forbes Middle East honoring the biggest
developers, agencies, and international
property consultants in the real estate
sector, the ‘Top Real Estate Companies in
the Arab World’. The top 100 real estate
companies in the Arab World were deter-
mined by analyzing 2015 metrics on
Market Value, Assets, Profits and Revenue
taken from each company’s  annual report
and their base country’s stock market
website. 

NREC’s CEO Samuel Sidiqi said, “We are
pleased and honored to be named one of
the top real estate developers in the
region by the esteemed Forbes Middle

East .  We thank the Forbes Magazine
judges for recognizing the company’s
efforts and quality development projects.”

The Forbes Middle East Magazine gala
dinner was held at the Waldorf Astoria,
Dubai Palm Jumeirah on August 31, 2016
where NREC was recognized alongside
several other companies leading the real
estate industry in the Arab World.

As a strong proponent of sustainability
and commitment to positive environmen-
tal impact, NREC leverages best practices
in planning, design, and development to
create balanced, viable, and quality proj-
ects and destinations across the MENA
region. Earlier this year, NREC became the
Urban Land Institute’s  (ULI)  f i rst
Sustaining Member in Kuwait and the
Middle East; joining several of the world’s
leading developers including Tishman
Speyer, JP Morgan Asset Management,
and Prudential Real Estate Investors. 

NREC among top 25 listed 
developers in Arab World

Forbes Magazine

KUWAIT:  Kuwait Finance and
Investment Company (KFIC) clarified in
its financial report for August; Global
equities ended the month on a negative
note as MSCI World Index closed down
marginally at -0.13 percent. US equity
markets weighed heavy on MSCI World
as S&P 500 and Dow Jones Index were
down by -0.12 percent and -0.17 percent
respectively. All other major equity mar-
kets were in positive territory except for
CAC 40 index that lost -0.04 percent.
German DAX continued to recover from
the lows earlier during the year and
recorded +2.47 percent. Emerging
Markets rose on the back of strong move
from China Equities as Shanghai
Composite +3.6 percent. The US markets
remained week despite positive labor
data showing more than expected job
additions during the month of July.
Weakness in oil sent oil stocks lower in
S&P, as the index erode earlier month
advance. The index failed to maintain
momentum after reporting negative per-
formance breaking a five months posi-
tive streak amid mixed economic data
and uncertainty regarding next Fed
move. The MSCI EM Index trimmed per-
formance for the third consecutive
month in weak of weakness in commodi-
ty prices impacting momentum for com-
modity dependent countries. Oil prices
recovered during the month as WTI and
Brent were up +5.6 percent and +6.62
percent respectively after having lost the
most in a month the previous month. Oil
prices started moving after reports that
Saudi Arabia and Russia were covering
ground to prepare for an output freeze
next OPEC meeting. However, prices
stalled at USD 50/bbl. On 31 August,
Saudi Arabia announced that it won’t
boost output to capacity and flood a

market that’s contending with a global
inventory overhang of crude and fuel
supplies.

Budget deficit
According to recent IMF report, Saudi

Arabia’s budget deficit is expected to
narrow to just under 10 percent of GDP
in 2017 amid fiscal adjustments under-
way. The deficit which persists despite
government initiated series of spending
cuts and reigned in spending. The low-
ered spending has put significant bur-
den on local contracting companies that
had to lay off thousands of expat worker
who are stranded with unpaid back pays.
However, the government has recently
issued a series of directives and allocat-
ed SAR 100mn to resolve the issues
faced. According to the Finance Ministry,
Kuwait’s FY2016 budget deficit was 28
percent below estimates. Actual deficit
for FY ending March 31 was KD 5.98 bil-

lion, less than projected despite lower oil
prices. Increased revenues from higher
oil output as well as lower current
expenditure were main reasons for the
decline. According to Moody’s, Kuwait
decision to increase fuel prices are cred-
it-positive as it will reduce spending and
boost public finances. Revising fuel sub-
sidies could also reduce wasteful over-
consumption however, admitted that the
overall impact on fiscal gains from the
reforms are likely to be moderate. S&P
has reaffirmed Abu Dhabi’s AA/A-1+ rat-
ings with a stable outlook. However, S&P
estimates general government deficit
will widen to 5 percent of GDP in 2016
from around 4 percent in 2015. In Qatar,
government attempts to nurse fiscal
deficit locally by borrowing from local
banks has triggered a cash squeeze
resulting in increase in loan-to-deposit
ratios for Qatari banks to 130 percent in
July from 127 percent the prior month.

Qatar ’s fiscal deficit is a result of
depressed energy prices and increased
government spending ahead of the 2022
soccer World Cup. The ratio had tem-
porarily improved in June after the gov-
ernment raised USD 9bn from the Middle
East’s biggest ever bond sale.

Equities decline
GCC equities declined during the

month with all contrives ending the
month in the red except for Qatar and
Dubai. MSCI GCC index declined -1.15
percent extending YTD losses to -5.62
percent lead by declined in the biggest
equity market in the region. Saudi
Arabia’s Tadawul Index fell -3.53 percent
extending YTD losses to -12.04 percent
(the worst performer in GCC) with nega-
tive contribution from most of the sec-
tors. Bottom performers were Insurance,
Cement and Transport which declined -
9.35 percent, -8.00 percent and -7.01

percent. While top performing sectors
included Energy, Petrochemical and
Multi Investments growing by +2.45 per-
cent, +1.23 percent and +1.02 percent
respectively. Kuwait ’s KSE weighted
index is the second worst performer dur-
ing the year and declined by -0.96 per-
cent MTD. Heavy weights Banks and
Telecoms underperformed and dropped
-1.21 percent and -3.92 percent during
the period. Positive performance from
Real Estate and Financial Services of
+0.86 percent and +1.05 percent were
not enough to support the market. In
UAE, Abu Dhabi’s ADSM index declined
by -2.28 percent with all sectors ending
negative except for Energy which
recorded +4.92 percent. Consumer
Staples was the worst performer and
declined -20.04 percent dragging the
sector’s performance below zero for the
year. Dubai’s DFM index was able to
make marginal gains and it grew +0.58
percent driven by Services, Real Estate
and Investment sector which increased
by +5.97 percent, +1.92 percent and
+0.42 percent. Transport was the worst
performing sector declining -5.04 per-
cent. Qatar’s All Share Index was the top
performing regional index closed +3.07
percent higher leading YTD performance
to +8.86 percent. Except for Real estate
and Consumer, all sector were green
lead by Telecom and Insurance which
rose +6.93 percent and +6.17 percent.
Telecom is the best performer during the
year rising +28.68 percent. Oman’s MSM
30 reported a decline of -1.86 percent as
all sectors declined. Banking sector was
the worst performer with a drop of -1.97
percent. Bahrain’s the BB All Share index
dropped -1.16 percent as all sectors fell
except for Banking that was marginally
positive. 

GCC equity markets remain bearish
KFIC Report for Global and GCC Financial Markets

KUWAIT:  Motorists line up at a petrol station on August 31 evening before the petrol prices went up on
September 1.

KUWAIT: Ahli United Bank held its weekly draw of Al-
Hassad Islamic Saving program on August 31 2016. This
program offers the biggest prize amount to the largest
number of winners. The prize program succeeded in
becoming the first prize account in Kuwait compliant
with the Islamic Sharia principles. The program has
been developed to fulfil the needs of the Bank cus-
tomers and increase their opportunities in winning size-
able and attractive prizes in addition to enjoying the lat-

est banking advantages that Ahli United Bank provides.
On this occasion, the bank issued the following press

release: Al-Hassad Islamic Saving program offers the
highest amounts of prizes which amount to KD 3.4 mil-
lion per year. This program also offers 26 weekly prizes,
with the highest number of weekly winners. The Islamic
Hassad Saving Account may be opened by the lowest
amount to open an account, which is KD 100.

The winner of the weekly grand prize in the amount
of KD 25,000 is: Mustafa Talat Mustafa.

The winners of the KD 1,000 prize each: Jassem
Mohd Al-Saleh, Yaqoub Kh Y Alkhedry, Mohammad
Mushtaq Abdul Ghani, Hebah Sultan Owaidhah, Neama
Mohd Awadh, Sayed Ahmad Rajab, Hamdan
Mohammad Ghanaim, Hassan Ali Al-Naimi, Taqeyah
Sheno Al-Jouhar, Mohammad Mubarak Mubarak,
Khaled Ismaeil Al-Khaldi, Anwar M A Al-Jouan, Abdullah
Abdulhadi Al-Marri, Mohalhal Rashim Al-Shemari,
Nadeem Akhtar Mohammad, Abd Alaziz Atteya Eid,
Salem Saad Al Reshidi, Yaser Mahdi Al-Muhri, Saad
Madid Zaid, Jaffar Ali Al-Jishi, Nilofer Ahmed Jahromi,
Isa Saleh Ahmed, Karim Salman A Karim, Salman Jaffar
Al-Mahfoodh.

The prize program of “Al-Hassad Islamic Saving” from
Ahli United Bank offers a weekly grand prize worth KD
25,000 in addition to 25 weekly prizes worth a total of
KD 25,000 distributed to 25 prizes, KD 1,000 for each
winner.

In addition, prizes of Al-Hassad Islamic saving pro-
gram  from Ahli United Bank offer 4 quarterly grand
prizes announced in quarterly draws. Each is a “Salary
for Life” prize which is worth KD 250,000. 

In general, Ahli United Bank continues to offer inno-
vative tools and means to meet the needs of its cus-
tomers to match the Bank’s long history of distinctive
services which extend over 74 years during which the
Bank managed to take the lead among local banks.

SEOUL:  Shares in South Korea’s founder-
ing shipping giant Hanjin were volatile
yesterday after filing for bankruptcy pro-
tection in Seoul and reportedly the US,
rocking the troubled maritime freight
industry. Last week, Hanjin, the world’s
seventh and South Korea’s largest ship-
ping firm, filed for bankruptcy in Seoul,
seeking court protection after creditors
rejected its latest plan for dealing with a
hulking $5.37 billion debt. Hanjin’s bank-
ruptcy would be by far the largest in the
history of container-shipping, which is
suffering from its worst downturn in six
decades.

Holed beneath the waterline by
slumping global trade and slowing
growth in China, more than half of its
fleet  - 79 vessels - is either stuck in port
or unable to dock, with authorities fret-
ting the company will not be able to pay
its bills.

South Korean regulators allowed trad-
ing to be resumed Monday after Hanjin’s
court receivership was granted, but the
share price plummeted by the daily limit
of 30 percent shortly after the market
opened. Shares recovered to be traded

1.6 percent lower at one point but soon
fell back and ended at 1,070 won (97
cents), down 13.7 percent. The stock is
now more than 40 percent from a month
ago and 80 percent down over the year.

Under the receivership, the court will
review the firm’s financial conditions and
a revival plan to decide whether to put it
under a court-led recovery program or to
declare it bankrupt. 

Hanjin is required to submit its revival
plan by November 25. The company also
filed for bankruptcy protection in the US
Friday to protect its vessels from being
seized by creditors, the Wall Street
Journal reported.  If the filing is recog-
nized, the court will block creditors in the
US from seizing the company’s assets or
launching other legal actions while its
other bankruptcy proceedings are under
way, the report added. A-Hanjin
spokesman was not immediately avail-
able to confirm the report. 

“Black Friday coming”
Nearly 80 Hanjin vessels have been

either seized or denied cargo handling or
docking at ports in countries including

the US, China, Japan, Spain and Canada,
South Korea’s government said yester-
day.  Hanjin is seeking stay orders in 43
countries to protect its vessels from
being seized with applications in 10
more to be made this week, an official
from Seoul’s financial regulator said yes-
terday. An estimated 540,000 containers
are expected to face delivery delays,
according to media reports, raising con-
cerns over delivery of goods ahead of
Thanksgiving and Christmas holiday
shopping in the US. 

Cho Sung-Jin, head of LG Electronics’
home appliance unit, described the situ-
ation “worrisome,” saying LG was desper-
ately searching for other firms to ship its
refrigerators, TVs and air conditioners.  

“Black Friday is coming soon...I’m not
sure if we can cover demand with our
current inventory in the US,” he said,
adding that he was worried about a
potential hike in shipping costs. 

Hanjin has struggled for years as it
failed to recover from the impact of the
2008 global financial crisis and was
accused of paying overinflated charter
fees to shipowners. —AFP

Ahli United Bank announces winners 
of Al-Hassad Islamic Saving program

Sinking Hanjin stocks remain
volatile after trading resumes
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EMC (NYSE: EMC) announced general
availability for EMC(r) Enterprise Hybrid
Cloud v4.0, as well as planned enhance-
ments for both Enterprise Hybrid Cloud
and EMC Native Hybrid Cloud, designed
to help customers advance their journey
for both traditional and cloud-native
applications. The announcement comes
soon after a research undertaken by EMC
and VMware to assess the current state of
IT infrastructure that found 80% of com-
panies aim to run IT as a customer
focused business.  Based on interviews
with 660 EMC and VMware enterprise
customers across 18 industries, the
report indicated that respondents want
IT organizations to be cost-competitive
with external service providers and seek
cost efficiencies by virtualizing, standard-
izing, and developing hybrid cloud archi-
tectures. Most organizations indicated
they want to have a hybrid cloud archi-
tecture for their production applications
within the next 18-24 months, with 90%
reporting they are in the evaluation or
proof-of-concept stage.

Enterprise Hybrid Cloud 
Enterprise Hybrid Cloud v4.0 extends

IT’s ability to update legacy application
infrastructure to meet the demands of a
digital world.  New capabilities in
Enterprise Hybrid Cloud v4.0 include:

Multi-Site Support: enables EMC cus-
tomers with physically distributed data

centers to centrally manage their multi-
site cloud using a self-service catalog.

Enhanced Data Protection options
now span multiple sites and enable
recovery to any point-in-time from out-
ages, corruption or disasters for individ-
ual or groups of Virtual Machines via the
self-service catalog. Anytime VM
Encryption: The ability to add or remove
encryption for VMs via the self-service
catalog at any time in the lifecycle of a
VM . Additional enhancements to
Enterprise Hybrid Cloud are targeted for
later this year. These enhancements are
planned to include new workflows that
automate application to infrastructure
provisioning to reduce the time and
complexity of delivering new services. 

Native Hybrid Cloud
Designed to start small and quickly

scale as demand for new applications
grow, the platform is planned to provide
organizations with a flexible, cost effec-
tive and optimized hybrid cloud platform
for cloud native application develop-
ment. Benefits include:

Customers can now quickly deploy a
turnkey modern application develop-
ment platform into their environment
while leveraging their existing and
proven investments in VMware infra-
structure. Delivers centralized infrastruc-
ture resource management, provisioning
and performance evaluation.

PHILADELPHIA: Paper? Pencils?
Laptops? Robots? Teachers are increas-
ingly relying on crowdfunding efforts to
stock their classrooms with both the
mundane and sometimes big-ticket
items. Contributions to education cam-
paigns have climbed on GoFundMe and
DonorsChoose, collectively, from just
more than $31.2 million in 2010 to near-
ly $140 million in 2015, the do-it-your-
self fundraising sites report. Both sites
are on pace to eclipse that in 2016.

GoFundMe has collected $58 million
in just the last 12 months, and
DonorsChoose saw more than 50,000
campaigns live on the site for the first
time this back-to-school season.

In her first year as an elementary
school teacher in Kingman, Arizona,
Shannon Raftery raised $340 through
crowdfunding to supplement the mon-
ey she took out of each paycheck to pay
for classroom supplies.  Now in
Philadelphia, she’s looking to raise $500
for her new kindergarten classroom at
Roosevelt Elementary School.

She has a supportive principal, she
said, but there is just not enough mon-
ey in the notoriously cash-strapped
Philadelphia district to equip her class-
room the way she’d like.

In her case, reality is a $200 budget
allocated to cover 25 students in a

school where at least 40 percent of
students live in poverty. She has spent
that even before the start of classes
after Labor Day. “I’d rather spend my
own money than have my k ids go
without something,” she said. “Every
dollar helps.”

But even as Raftery plans to continue
pulling $100 to $150 from each pay-
check to meet her classroom needs, she
said, she knows it won’t be enough. She
has bought cleaning supplies, bulletin
board paper, and peach and sky blue
paint to cover her stark white walls. She
hopes to add to seating with beach
chairs and bean bags. “I don’t want a
cold environment to ruin a kid’s first
impression of school,” Raftery said.

Donors can scroll through all educa-
tion campaigns l isted on the sites,
resulting in millions of dollars’ worth of
supplies and equipment infused into
both high-poverty schools and more
affluent districts. “ There still is that
group of teachers that has amazing
ideas even in the most well-funded dis-
tricts, like the sixth-grade teacher want-
ing and currently campaigning for an
underwater robot to restore fisheries,”
said Chris Pearsall,  DonorsChoose
spokesman. Teachers create campaigns
by writing a story about their needs,
often accompanied by classroom pic-

tures. Teachers have turned to crowd-
funding even in states with high per-
pupil spending. But while the numbers
are enough to cause pause, they aren’t
necessarily surprising, said Michael
Leachman, director of state fiscal
research at the Center on Budget and
Policy Priorities.

Post-recession local, state and federal
revenue has been unable to keep up
with states’ needs after deep cuts. Now,
other economic factors, like low proper-
ty taxes and inflation, are preventing
them from a full recovery, even as most
states have seen gradual improvement
in education funding, Leachman said.

“It’s obviously disturbing that teachers
are having to raise the money that they
need to provide good education to
kids,” he said.

With crowdfunding, teachers can
access funding and supplies within
weeks of starting a campaign. Allan
Rogers teaches third grade at Jackson
Elementary School in Jackson,
Louisiana, a rural community damaged
by recent flooding. He works with stu-
dents who are already using crowd-
funded supplies mere weeks into the
school year. 

“There have been people who have
lost everything due to the flooding, and
prior to the flooding they already didn’t
have much,” Rogers said of students and
staff at the school, where there is no
technology budget and about 96 per-
cent of students are get free or dis-
counted lunches. Teachers at the school
have campaigned for basic supplies, like
white board markers, but are also trying
to buy a functioning computer for each
classroom, said Megan Phillips, the
school’s principal. They’ve relied exclu-
sively on crowdfunding to purchase
computers, iPad and iPods for students
to use, she said. “We’re always trying to
give students what they deserve,”
Rogers said. “Not only what they need,
but what they deserve.” —AP

Crowdfunded classrooms: Teachers increasingly solicit online

PHILADELPHIA: Kindergarten school teacher, Shannon Raftery poses for a pho-
tograph in her classroom as she prepares it for the school year on Wednesday,
Aug. 31, 2016. —AP

Under the patronage and with
the presence of H.E. Sheikh
Salman Sabah Al-Salem Al-

Homoud Al-Sabah, Minister of
Information and Minister of State
for Youth Affairs, ArabNet
announces the launch of its first
major conference in Kuwait on
October 4-5, highlighting Digital
trends and opportunities in Kuwait
and the region. ArabNet Kuwait
conference will gather over 500
leading executives and decision-
makers driving digital growth in
Kuwait and MENA, while showcas-
ing the latest innovations and high-
lighting promising entrepreneurs.
“After the success of ArabNet’s con-
ferences in Dubai, Riyadh and
Beirut, we are thrilled to assist in
creating investment opportunities
and further growth in the Kuwaiti
digital space, alongside
Government and Private Sector
efforts” said Omar Christidis,
ArabNet Founder and CEO. 

According to Payfort, the Kuwaiti
eCommerce market was estimated
at $1.26B in 2015, coupled with a
high GDP and a 91% Internet pene-
tration rate. The ArabNet Kuwait
conference will tackle the trends
and opportunities in e-commerce,
as well as omnichannel retail, online
payments, digital banking and busi-
ness transformation.

Kuwait currently leads in MENA

in digital media adoption, on major
social platforms such as Snapchat
and Instagram, and is home to
GCC’s most important online influ-
encers; not to mention a social
media penetration rate of 96% (one
of the highest globally). ArabNet
Kuwait looks to highlight social
media platforms and trends, native
and programmatic advertising and
video content. ArabNet is partner-
ing with the International
Advertising Association (IAA) this
year to engage the media and
advertising communities in the
country - described by IAA Kuwait
President Walid Kanafani as a “one-
of-a-kind strategic partnership to
champion the interests of all the
disciplines across the spectrum of
marketing communications”. “IAA
Kuwait will be working with
ArabNet in close coordination for
the benefit of the industry”.  

Following the $7B Kuwait
National Fund for SME develop-
ment in 2013, and other initiatives
taken on by the Ministry of Youth,
the market has witnessed a surge in
entrepreneurship support and
institutions, from funds, to co-work-
ing spaces, angels and investors.
The region’s largest international
exit since Yahoo! Maktoob in 2009,
Talabat.com is a testament to the
growing digital ecosystem in the
country. In the words of

Talabat.com CEO, Mohammed
Jaffar: “Kuwait has all the needed
resources to be the leading tech-
nology hub in the Middle East.
Given the increasing investment
appetite towards technology start-
ups, I have to say that opportunities
today for entrepreneurs are more
than ever. Kuwait is heading in the
right direction.”  

ArabNet plays a key role in sup-
porting the most promising region-
al innovators, and matching them
with the right investors. Workshops
target startup founders to boost
their businesses, while ArabNet’s
signature competitions, Ideathon
and Startup Demo, provide the
opportunities for entrepreneurs to

showcase their ideas and/or compa-
nies.  The ArabNet Kuwait 2016 con-
ference will be held on October 4 - 5
at the Arraya Ballroom, on Al
Shuhada Street in Kuwait City. Past
ArabNet events have notably
attracted top speakers, participants,
and partners from corporations
such as Smart Dubai, OMD,
Souq.com, Du, Touch, Alfa, TBWA,
Facebook, DMS, Majid Al Futtaim,
JWT, STC, Twitter, Starcom, Criteo,
SkyNews, VISA, Leo Burnett,
Deloitte, LBC, Microsoft, Uber,
Vivaki, GE, MakerStudios (Disney),
FP7, 500Startups, International New
York Times, and many more.

To learn more, go to:  www.arab-
net.me/conference/kuwait 

Arabnet to make its
debut in Kuwait

Over 500 digital leaders and entrepreneurs will be at the conference

WASHINGTON: Brace for a stream of digital
leaks and shenanigans by Election Day.
Whether it’s newly disclosed Democratic
Party emails or someone tampering with
voting machines, this year’s presidential
election could come with hacking intrigue
like none before it.

Consider messages stolen from the
Democrats by suspected Russian-linked
hackers and posted online in the summer
by the self-described persona Guccifer 2.0.
That trove led to so much outrage from fel-
low Democrats that the party ’s chair-
woman, Debbie Wasserman Schultz, was
forced to resign.

Beyond partisan embarrassment from
those leaks, security risks to electronic vot-
ing machines have the potential to do even
more damage. Compromised machines,
producing faulty vote tallies, would raise
questions about the very integrity of the
political process. “Election administrators
are trained to run elections, not defend
computer systems,” said Joe Hall, chief tech-
nologist for the Washington-based Center
for Democracy and Technology. “The voting
systems we use in many cases don’t keep
the kind of evidence one would need to
detect an attack, let alone recover from it,
without disruption or loss of votes.”

Donald Trump has already suggested
trouble is ahead, saying in early August he’s
“afraid the election is going to be rigged.”
He didn’t provide specific evidence. He
asked volunteers on his website to sign up

to be poll monitors in November.
Foreign state-sponsored hacking of the

machines - or even voter-registration
records - would also have practical implica-
tions, like delayed results or hiccups in
allowing citizens to cast a ballot. “The
biggest potential surprise in 2016 comes
from the internet, and the potential for
state-sponsored or hacker-instigated data
dumps and turbulence that are disconnect-
ed from the campaigns,” said Princeton his-
torian Julian Zelizer.

Federal officials are becoming increas-
ingly concerned about the possibility that
hackers, particularly those working for
Russia or another country, will make mis-
chief.  Two US cybersecurity firms have said
their analysis of computer breaches at the
Democratic Congressional Campaign
Committee showed detailed evidence that
the intrusions were probably linked to
Russian hackers. The internet domains and
registrants used in the breach of computers
used by the committee tied back to a
Russian hacking group linked to that
nation’s intelligence services. That same
hacking group, known as “Fancy Bear,” was
previously connected to the cyber breach
at the Democratic National Committee.

Matthew Green, a Johns Hopkins cryp-
tography expert, offered a simple solution
to stave off ballot hacks: “There is only one
way to protect the voting system from a
nation-state-funded cyberattack,” he wrote
on Twitter. “Use paper.” —AP

By: Steve Todd, Vice President of Strategy and
Innovation at EMC

Today, we talk about ‘data as the new cur-
rency’ and we try to give it a price tag.
Typically, data is worth what someone is

willing to pay for it.  That simple transactional
view does not tell the whole story.

By 2024, we’ll  have a fully established
Information Economy where data is critical to
businesses looking to predictively spot new
opportunities to gain a competitive edge.
Standards-based information will be sold, donat-
ed and traded on open exchanges. Data market-
places will facilitate the transfer of data in and
out of siloes more fluidly and people will start to
broker their own data.  We’re already seeing
many signs of this - but it’s only the beginning.   

Within this landscape, your company’s data is
important - that’s obvious. But just how impor-
tant is it? How can you measure its value?  

As organizations race to make sense of the
opportunities and problems associated with our
increasingly data driven world, businesses are
coping with the need to more accurately meas-
ure its true value. 

Savvy businesses will take note and prepare
for the future by ‘architecting for value’ - under-
standing and creating business and IT valuation
processes within the company that reveal the
real value of data. Let’s take a look at some
examples of new data valuation activities being
undertaken by organizations today.

Data Becomes Your New Product: A recent
report on Big Data’s market disruption by
Capgemini and EMC found that 63% of respon-
dents consider that the monetization of data
could eventually become as valuable to their
organizations as their existing products and
services. This speaks volumes about Big Data’s
potential - companies that have long sold prod-
ucts for revenue may start generating more rev-
enue from data value than product value. French
tennis racket manufacturer Babolat makes a
‘smart racket,’ the Babolat Play, which generates
and collects data about a player’s performance
on the court. By creating a smart product,
Babolat took the first step to data value. This
data could become an entirely new revenue
stream. Babolat might, for instance, sell this data
to app developers looking to make new prod-
ucts and user experiences or sell the data to ath-

letic research organizations for data mining. A
tennis racket can only be sold once, but the data
it produces has endless monetization potential. 

Data Valuation for the Worst Case Scenario:
Large-scale cyber-breaches are becoming far too
frequent, resulting in great financial loss for mul-
tiple companies. As a result, data insurance poli-
cies are becoming a necessary part of doing
business. Working with the insured, data insur-
ance companies have to place value on a data
set that not only looks at the value of the data to
the insured’s business, but also takes into
account the multitude of other factors that hap-
pen in the event of a data breach. Customer
notifications, reparations and other costs such as
PR for damage control all must be factored into
the price of insurance. AIG’s CyberEdge, ACE’s
Privacy and Network Security, and Lockton’s
Cyber & Technology division offer companies
coverages in the event of a breach that factor in
the nuanced effects of a data breach.  

Data in a Digital Bankruptcy: Caesars
Entertainment Operating Co., which controls
Caesars Palace, Caesars Atlantic City, Harrah’s
Reno and more than a dozen regional proper-
ties, filed for bankruptcy earlier this year.

Interestingly, the most valuable individual asset
that creditors are vying for is Caesar’s Total
Rewards Loyalty Program, the company’s big-
data customer loyalty program that it has been
built over the last 17 years and is said to have
data on more than 45 million customers.  This
data is valued by creditors at $1 billion - that’s a
fairly large number. It exceeds the value of any
of Caesar’s physical Las Vegas properties, which
really puts the value of data in perspective. The
program is also said to be 17% of the total value
of all Caesar’s operating assets. Since the gaming
industry does not have agreed upon valuation
policies and practices for data, the value of the
Total Rewards Loyalty Program will be contested
in court and could result in interesting rulings
around data valuation. 

Data Deals; Mergers and Acquisitions: Data is
now one of the primary assets companies are
after in an M&A, in some cases more so than the
people, IP, or real estate.  In LinkedIn’s recent
acquisition of Lynda.com, data was likely the
biggest asset to come along with the acquisition
price. LinkedIn’s CEO Jeff Weiner made note of
Lynda.com’s extensive library of premium video
as a compelling reason to buy the company,
meaning that LinkedIn was after Lynda.com’s
data assets to augment its professional network.
Out of the $1.5 billion, it’s likely that a significant
portion went toward the purchase of video data
assets. 

Information Economy for a Better World: The
Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) aims to develop
pharmaceutical and diagnostic targets in cancer
by making it easy to share genetic data. This col-
laboration of NCI and National Human Genome
Research Institute in essence looks to code
genomic data so that standards-based, common
data elements can be shared through open-
source infrastructure. 

To succeed in the Information Economy, an
organization must place data at the heart of
everything that they do, every day. Businesses
have to prioritize data valuation for technical
and business-driven content throughout the
organization. They must make it part of their
business strategy by developing tools for valua-
tion and policies and services to acquire or sell
data. In order to leap ahead in this new world,
companies must remain focused on honing their
ability to achieve data-driven insights by predic-
tively spotting new opportunities.

HIALEAH, FLORIDA: In this Aug. 30, 2016 file photo, a voter casts his primary vote. —AP

What if: Hacks, email leaks
could sway election weeks away

Data - The New Currency

Steve Todd, Vice President of Strategy and
Innovation at EMC

EMC Announces New Hybrid
Cloud Platform Enhancements
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SINGAPORE: Singapore will no longer isolate
people who test positive for Zika or are sus-
pected of carrying it as the number of cases of
the mosquito-borne virus increases across the
city-state, the health ministry said yesterday.

Tropical Singapore, a global financial and
transit hub, has reported just over 240 Zika
cases since the first locally infected case was
detected on Aug. 27, and media has quoted

the deputy health minister as saying the virus
was “here to stay”.

In a statement, the health ministry said the
presence of the Aedes mosquitoes that carry
the virus, as well as the fact that most people
do not display symptoms, meant isolating
patients already infected would have limited
effect. “Over time, we expect Zika cases to
emerge in more areas given the presence of

the Aedes mosquitoes here,” the ministry said.
“As the cases of Zika in Singapore have been
mild so far, confirmed cases will no longer
need to be hospitalised unless medically indi-
cated.” The government will also pay for the
cost of Zika tests for Singaporeans with symp-
toms of the virus, the ministry added. Most
people who are infected with Zika have mild
symptoms but infections in pregnant women

have been shown to cause microcephaly - a
severe birth defect in which the head and
brain are undersized - as well as other brain
abnormalities. The connection between Zika
and microcephaly first came to light last fall in
Brazil, which has since confirmed more than
1,800 cases of microcephaly. In adults, Zika
infections have also been linked to a rare neu-
rological syndrome known as Guillain-Barre,

as well as other neurological disorders.
Neighbouring Malaysia has reported at

least one case of locally transmitted Zika.
Experts and officials say both countries will
struggle to contain the virus because of the
spread of the Aedes mosquitoes, which also
carry dengue, a potentially fatal virus that
Singapore and Malaysia have been battling
for years. — Reuters

Singapore says will no longer isolate Zika patients 

KUALA LUMPUR: A pest control worker fumigates a school classroom on the eve of the annual national Primary School Evaluation Test on Sunday. — AFP

JAKARTA: Indonesia cannot afford to thorough-
ly check for a possible Zika outbreak, a health
ministry official said, as Southeast Asia’s most
populous country must focus on fighting
dengue, a potentially fatal virus also carried by
mosquitoes.

The World Health Organization (WHO) lists
Indonesia among Asian countries with possible
endemic transmission of, or evidence of, local
Zika infections, but authorities in the sprawling
nation of 250 million people have yet to report
any recent infections.

Both dengue and Zika are spread by the
Aedes aegypti mosquito, which is common
across Southeast Asia. Neighboring Singapore
has over the past week said it detected more
than 240 Zika cases while Malaysia reported its
first locally transmitted infection on Saturday.

“At the moment we cannot go out there and
test everybody or every suspected case for Zika
because it is too costly,” Muhamad Subuh, direc-

tor general for disease prevention and control at
Indonesia’s health ministry, told Reuters. “There
are other priorities like dengue fever, which is
more prevalent and more dangerous, and we
have to allocate our resources accordingly.”

Thousands of infections a year
Like many of its neighbors, Indonesia records

thousands of dengue infections a year.
Indonesia is Southeast Asia’s biggest economy
but the World Bank estimates the government
spends 5.7 percent of its gross domestic product
on public health, which works out to $99 per
person per year, compared with $459 in
Malaysia, the region’s third largest economy.

Subuh said the ministry was actively monitor-
ing for Zika, but experts said authorities would
struggle to identify patients as few hospitals
offered Zika testing, and those that did expected
patients to pay more than $150 for a test, put-
ting it out of reach of many ordinary Indonesians

“The biggest challenge right now is that we
may miss Zika-infected patients because of lack
of facilities and testing,” said Tedjo Sasmono, a
scientist at Jakarta’s Eijkman Institute, one of
only two facilities in Indonesia capable of diag-
nosing Zika. The institute receives no govern-
ment funding specifically for Zika and relies on
funds from private hospitals, he said. Most peo-
ple who are infected with Zika have mild symp-
toms but infections in pregnant women have
been shown to cause microcephaly - a severe
birth defect in which the head and brain are
undersized - as well as other brain abnormalities.

In adults, Zika infections have also been
linked to a rare neurological syndrome known as
Guillain-Barre, as well as other neurological dis-
orders. Regional experts say the spread of Zika
across Southeast Asia is likely to remain signifi-
cantly under-reported as health authorities fail
to conduct adequate screening. ($1 =
13,145.0000 rupiah). — Reuters

Too costly for Indonesia 
to thoroughly test for Zika 
Public health spending one of the lowest in the region

CAPE CANAVERAL, FLORIDA/JERUSALEM:
Israel’s Space Communication Ltd said on
Sunday it could seek $50 million or a free flight
from Elon Musk’s SpaceX after a Spacecom com-
munications satellite was destroyed last week by
an explosion at SpaceX’s Florida launch site.

Officials of the Israeli company said in a con-
ference call  with reporters Sunday that
Spacecom also could collect $205 million from
Israel Aerospace Industries, which built the
AMOS-6 satellite.

SpaceX said in an email to Reuters that it
does not disclose contract or insurance terms.
The company is not public, and it has not said
what insurance it had for the rocket or to cover
launch pad damages beyond what was required
by the Federal Aviation Administration, which
oversees commercial U.S.  launches, for liability
and damage to government property.

SpaceX has more than 70 missions on its mani-
fest, worth more than $10 billion, for commercial
and government customers. The space launch
company is one of three major transportation and
energy enterprises Musk leads. The others are
electric car maker Tesla Motors Inc and SolarCity
Corp , and Musk faces separate challenges at each
of those money losing companies. Spacecom has
been hit hard in the aftermath of the Thursday
explosion that destroyed the SpaceX Falcon 9
rocket and its payload. The Israeli company said
the loss of the satellite would have a significant
impact, with its equity expected to decline by $30
million to $123 million.

Spacecom shares dropped 9 percent on
Thursday, with the explosion occurring late in
the last trading day of the week.  Trading in the
shares was suspended on Sunday morning, and
the stock plummeted another 34 percent when
trading resumed. In a conference call with
reporters, Spacecom’s general counsel Gil Lotan
said it was too early to say if the company’s
planned merger with Beijing Xinwei Technology
Group would proceed.

Xinwei last month agreed to buy Spacecom
for $285 million, saying the deal was contingent
on the successful launch and operation of
Spacecom’s AMOS-6 satellite. “We hope to con-
tinue fruitful communications with the prospec-
tive buyer,” Lotan said. Xinwei officials on
Monday declined to comment on whether the
incident would impact the terms of the deal.

The firm said in a statement on Friday it was
in close communication with Spacecom about

how the incident would impact the merger. It
added the accident would not impact its broad-
er strategy to establish an integrated space
information network.

Cause unknown
AMOS-6 was to be used by a number of key

clients, including Facebook and Eutelsat
Communications which leased the satellite’s
broadband services to expand internet access in
Africa. Both firms are pursuing other options, the
companies said in separate statements after
Thursday’s accident.

The cause of the accident is under investiga-
tion. Neither SpaceX, nor the FAA which is over-
seeing the investigation, have said how much
damage the explosion caused at SpaceX’s pri-
mary launch site at Cape Canaveral Air Force

Station in Florida.
SpaceX said on Friday that it would shift

flights to a second launch site in Florida, which is
nearing completion and which was last used to
launch NASA’s space shuttles. Thursday’s acci-
dent, which occurred as the company was fuel-
ing its rocket as part of a routine prelaunch test
firing, was the second failed mission for Musk’s
space company in 14 months. In June 2015, a
Falcon 9 rocket exploded about two minutes
after liftoff from Florida, destroying a load of car-
go headed to the International Space Station.

SpaceX returned to flight in December and
since then has flown nine times, all successfully.
It was scheduled to fly for the 29th time on
Saturday. SpaceX declined to comment about
what impact Thursday’s accident would have on
its schedule. — Reuters

Satellite owner says SpaceX 
owes $50 mln or free flight

CAPE CANAVERAL, FLORIDA: This NASA TV video grab obtained September 1, 2016 shows the
SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket explosion. — AFP

HONOLULU: Best known for rolling with
chimpanzees in the African wild and reveal-
ing the apes’ true nature as never before,
Jane Goodall is now embracing modern
technology in her mission to save the plan-
et. And at 82, the British primatologist said
she has more energy than ever, particularly
due to her work with young people around
the world.

“I do have hope for the future, even
though I think I have seen as much as any-
body of the harm that we are inflicting on
this planet,” Goodall told attendees at the
International Union for Conservation of
Nature’s World Conservation Congress in
Honolulu. “We are coming up with new
technology all the time that will enable us
to get in greater harmony with nature.”

Goodall rose to fame for her pioneering,
up-close study of the behavior of chim-
panzees in the 1960s. She was the first
researcher to give names-rather than num-
bers-to the apes, and was the first to
observe them using tools, a capacity that
was until then thought to belong only to
humans. 

Now, her Jane Goodall Institute is using
satellite imagery, digital mapping and
NASA technology to encourage large-scale
conservation projects in the forests of
Africa. The initiative, led by her co-worker
Lilian Pintea, has allowed people living in
Gombe National Park in Tanzania to see
high-resolution digital maps of their forests
from above for the first time.

Seeing how these landscapes have
changed since the 1970s, with trees dwin-
dling and important chimp habitat lost, has
encouraged them to protect their forests,
better manage their own resources and
replant trees, he said. “The reason why this
change happened was because we merged
and integrated this perspective from above
with the local understanding about the
nature of the ecology in the right context
at the community level,” Pintea said. 

Goodall herself said she is not involved
with technical details-that is all handled by
Pintea, an expert in mapping tools who
previously worked at the World Bank. But
she said she is in awe of the power of US
space agency technology to make connec-
tions with the most primitive cultures. “I
find this a very fascinating juxtaposition of
ideas,” she said.

Inspired by youth 
Goodall said she travels 300 days of the

year, and is inspired by meeting young
people, particularly through a program she

began in 1991 with a dozen students in
Tanzania. Called Roots and Shoots, the pro-
gram encourages kids to come up with
ideas to help people, animals and the envi-
ronment, and is now a major movement in
nearly 100 countries. “As I travel around the
world,” she said, “I meet more and more
young people who seem to have a new
determination that they are going to take
over and they are going to make change.”

She also touted the power of social
media to connect people around environ-
mental causes. “Social media used in the
right way can bring together people
around the world in unprecedented num-
bers,” she said.

Goodall spoke at several sessions during
the IUCN World Conservation Congress this
weekend, opening at least one of them by
stepping to the microphone and mimick-
ing the greeting call of a wild chimpanzee.
The packed room cheered and applauded
in response, and a few women wiped away
tears.

‘Trump doesn’t’ 
She is also featured in a new movie

about the perils of climate change, called
“Time to Choose,” written and directed by
Academy Award winner Charles Ferguson.
“You can see how far Jane has come out of
her comfort zone,” said the film’s executive
director Jeff Horowitz, remarking on
Goodall’s move from the wilderness to the
forefront of modern technology.

Goodall “is generally known to strike up
a conversation with everyone around her,”
he added. “Jane’s calling in her life is to help
people understand what is important
about our home.” Seated next to Horowitz
as he introduced a screening of the film,
Goodall, who is a vegetarian, urged people
to eat sustainably and consider how much
damage meat-eating incurs on the planet.

She also weighed in on the US presiden-
tial race. As Horowitz spoke about his belief
that most Americans understand that  cli-
mate change is a real problem, Goodall
interjected, “Trump doesn’t.” “Sorry?” he
said. “Trump doesn’t,” she repeated, draw-
ing more cheers from the crowd.

Soon, she opened the floor to questions.
Someone asked if she ever found it difficult
to face the enormous task at hand. “I’m
finding it easier to get more passionate,”
she answered. “I speak from the point of
view of being 82. Each year I live, I am clos-
er to the end,” Goodall added. “There is
such a lot to do. I’m absolutely galvanized
to use my remaining time.” — AFP

At 82, Jane Goodall
embraces modern 

technology to save planet

MANILA: The Philippines confirmed yes-
terday its first case of the Zika virus this
year and said it was “highly likely” it had
been locally transmitted, and it expected
more cases after stepping up surveillance.

A 45-year old woman who lives in
Iloilo city in the central Philippines has
the virus, Dr Eric Tayag, spokesman at the
health ministry, told a media briefing.
The woman is not pregnant, he said, and
was recovering at her home. It was con-
sidered “highly likely” she had contracted
the virus locally as she had no history of
travel to any affected country in the past
two weeks, Tayag said.

The Philippines reported its first case
of Zika in 2012, that of a teenage boy in
Cebu island in the central Philippines.
Four subsequent cases were foreigners. A
Zika outbreak is affecting large parts of
Latin America and the Caribbean, with
Brazil the hardest hit, but cases have

been cropping up in Asia.
Singapore has reported more than

240 Zika cases since the first locally
infected case was detected on Aug. 27
and neighboring Malaysia has reported
one such case. Zika infections in preg-
nant women have been shown to cause
microcephaly - a severe birth defect in
which the head and brain are undersized
- as well as other brain abnormalities.

The connection between Zika and
microcephaly first came to light last fall
in Brazil, which has since confirmed more
than 1,800 cases of microcephaly. In
adults, Zika infections have also been
linked to a rare neurological syndrome
known as Guillain-Barre, as well as other
neurological disorders.

There is no vaccine or treatment for
Zika, which is a close cousin of dengue
and chikungunya and causes mild fever,
rash and red eyes. — Reuters

Philippines confirms first 
case of Zika virus this year

HONOLULU, HAWAII: Primatologist Jane Goodall speaks at a session of the
International Union for Conservation of Nature World Conservation Congress on
September 2, 2016. — AFP
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NEW YORK: Dale Earnhardt Jr., your work is
done. Long ago, you escaped the enormous
shadow of your father. Lately, you’ve ensured an
important legacy all your own by raising a cau-
tion flag on head injuries in NASCAR.

Now, it’s time to seriously consider walking
away. For good. Earnhardt is already sitting out
the rest of 2016 to deal with the lingering effects
of yet another concussion, but he made it clear
that he hopes to be back behind the wheel next
February for the season-opening Daytona 500.
“My heart is there to continue,” he said Sunday at
Darlington Raceway.  “And if my doctor says that
I’m physically able to continue, then that’s an
easier decision for me to make. It’s not some-
thing that I think about. We’re trying to focus on
just getting well and getting normal.”

There’s no doubt that NASCAR will be rooting
for his recovery, given the sport’s dwindling tele-
vision ratings and ever-increasing number of
empty seats at the tracks. Earnhardt remains the
sport’s most popular driver, and to have him
walk away would be a huge blow given the
reluctance of the fan base to embrace a new
generation of stars.

But Junior can’t worry about any of that. He’s
got bigger issues to consider. Earnhardt should
give a hard look at all those former giants of the
NFL whose brains were addled by one brutal hit
after another, who died far too young or lived
out their years in the cruel isolation of dementia.
No one knows for sure what another hard crash
would do to Earnhardt’s brain. He might be fine.
He might not be. “There are different levels of
concussion. There are individual differences. The
age the concussion occurs plays a part,” said Dr.
Katherine Dec, a professor at the Virginia
Commonwealth University School of Medicine
who specializes in sports-related concussions.

“We’d all love to have an easy answer,” she
added. “That’s what everyone wants to know,
something that makes the decision kind of black
and white.  But the brain is a miraculous thing.
There are still a lot of things we don’t know.”

Previous concussions
We know that Earnhardt, at the very least,

had two concussions about six weeks apart in
2012, which was the wakeup call that everyone
in NASCAR needed to address an issue that had
long been swept under the rug. Junior sat out
two races that year and sought out concussion
experts to get the lowdown on potential prob-
lems down the road.

He became the most vocal advocate for brain
safety, prompting NASCAR to mandate that all

national series drivers undergo preseason neu-
rocognitive baseline testing as part of a compre-
hensive concussion program. He also joined a
growing list of athletes by saying he would
donate his brain to science after his death, so it
can be studied for signs of Chronic Traumatic
Encephalopathy. That will  go down as
Earnhardt’s most lasting impact on the sport, far
more important than his two Daytona 500 victo-
ries or those other 24 career wins, or even the
impressive feat of making a name for himself in a
sport still dominated by the towering presence
of his late father, a seven-time Cup champion.

Junior certainly sent the right message again
when he stepped out of the car after another
hard crash at Michigan this summer. He actually
managed to compete in the next three races
before the concussion symptoms cropped up
again.  He had missed six races before announc-
ing Friday he was done for the year, meaning
he’ll miss the final 18 events of 2016.

Dr. Raj K. Narayan, the head of neurosurgery
at North Shore University Hospital in Manhasset,
New York, and LIJ Medical Center in New Hyde
Park, New York, said it’s impossible for those on
the outside to know exactly what Earnhardt is

going through. But there are some common-
sense aspects that should be taken into account
when dealing with any head injury. “The science
has not gotten to the point yet where we can
accurately qualify the amount of brain damage
that already occurred, except to say that the
more times you get injured and the more
injuries you have, it makes total sense that it is
likely to affect you more,” he said. “I think it’s
quite clear that repeated, multiple injuries
increase your risk of becoming demented with
the passage of time.”

Of course, it was probably a lot easier for
Earnhardt to make peace with sitting out the
rest of the year than it would be for him to call it
a career, given his potential - if healthy - to race
at a high level for several more seasons. He had
three victories in 2015, four the previous year.
While Earnhardt has never won a season cham-
pionship, he’s been a perennial Chase contender.

Let’s just hope when Earnhardt sits down
with his doctors, when he talks this over with his
family and closest friends, he errs on the side of
caution. He’s already done so much for the sport.
He’s certainly made his daddy proud. He
deserves to live a long, healthy life. — AP

Should Earnhardt Jr retire 
after yet another concussion

DARLINGTON, SOUTH CAROLINA: Dale Earnhardt Jr., left, and team owner Rick Hendrick dur-
ing a news conference before the NASCAR Sprint Cup Series auto race at Darlington Raceway
on Sunday. — AP

AFGHANISTAN: An Afghan health worker administers polio drops to a child during a
polio vaccination campaign in the Surkh Rod district of Nangarhar province on
August 29, 2016. — AP

LAGOS, Nigeria: Rotary Club says the
World Health Organization is confirming a
third case of polio in Nigeria: A crippled
toddler found in an area newly liberated
from Boko Haram Islamic extremists.

The West African nation that once was
the epicenter of the wild polio virus had
been declared polio-free last year. 

But two cases were discovered last
month among refugees from areas recently

won back by Nigeria’s military.
It was an indicator that Nigeria’s war on

polio cannot be won until it overcomes the
insurgency by extremists who are violently
opposed to Western medicine. Rotary Club
is part of a new emergency vaccination
drive. WHO has said the virus has been cir-
culating undetected for five years in Borno
state, where Boko Haram began its Islamic
uprising in 2009. — AP

WHO confirms 3rd case
of polio in Nigeria,

Rotary Club says

ROME: Scientists on yesterday revealed
part of the secret to why a small village
in southern Italy has an unusual num-
ber of centenarians-low levels of a par-
ticular hormone that affects circulation.

Italian and US experts have spent the
last six months investigating the
extraordinary longevity of residents of
Acciaroli, where more than one in 10 —
81 at the mayor’s last count-of the vil-
lage’s population of 700 is over 100
years old. 

Acciaroli is part of the Cilento coast,
an area of outstanding natural beauty
where the late US nutritionist Ancel Keys
first established convincing evidence of
the health benefits of a Mediterranean
diet based on olive oil and rich in fresh
fruit, vegetables and fish. As well as
reaching extremely old age, people in
Acciaroli and tiny communities nearby
also seem to be largely immune to
dementia, heart disease and other
chronic conditions associated with age-
ing in most of the Western world.

Researchers from Rome’s Sapienza
University and the San Diego School of
Medicine said Monday that the expla-
nation could lie in low levels of
adrenomedullin, a hormone that acts to
widen blood vessels.

Adrenomedullin is present “in a much
reduced quantity in the subjects studied
and seems to act as a powerful protect-
ing factor, helping the optimal develop-
ment of microcirculation”, or capillary
circulation, they said in a statement.

Capillary blood vessels tend to
degenerate in older people, but the
seniors in Cilento had capillaries of the
sort found in much younger people,
even those in their 20s. The study also
found “metabolites present (in the bod-
ies of those studied) which may have a
positive influence on longevity and the
well-being of Cliento’s centenarians”,
the statement said, without giving fur-
ther details.

The researchers have decided to
extend the study and expand their
research, including by launching a
fundraising campaign. Aside from
blood tests, the researchers also carried
out cardiac and neurological tests, Alan
S. Maisel, the San Diego cardiologist
heading up the project, told AFP.

The scientists are looking into
whether genetics could combine with
lifestyle factors-diet and physical activi-
ty-to extend the villagers’ longevity. The
Cilento locals all eat rosemary-known to
improve brain function-almost every
day, and also all practise some physical
activity daily, such as fishing, walking or
gardening, another line of enquiry for
the scientists.

Before Monday’s release of results,
Maisel also pointed to what may be
another important ingredient in the recipe
for a long and happy life. “Sexual activity
among the elderly appears to be ram-
pant,” Maisel said.  “Maybe living long has
something to do with that, it’s probably
the good air and the joie de vivre.” — AFP

Italy’s 100 club village 
reveals its secret

PARIS: A toothy, dolphin-like predator which
prowled the oceans in the Jurassic era, when
dinosaurs roamed the Earth, has been uncovered
in a Scottish museum where it lay buried for 50
years, scientists said yesterday.

First discovered in 1966, the fossil has at last
been freed from its prehistoric sarcophagus to
reveal a chunky, four-meter-long (13 feet) deep-sea
killer-its pointed mouth bristling with hundreds of
cone-shaped teeth. “It is spectacular,” said paleon-
tologist Steve Brusatte of the University of
Edinburgh’s School of Geosciences, who helped
expose the 170 million-year-old remains.

Dubbed the Storr Lochs Monster, the reptile
belonged to the ichthyosaur family-scary-looking,
finned hunters sometimes called sea dragons-that
died out shortly before the dinosaurs, to be
replaced by dolphins and whales.

Encased in rock, this set of remains was found
by an amateur on a beach on the Isle of Skye 50
years ago, and presented to the National Museum
of Scotland. “For half a century the museum kept
the fossil safe and secure, but there wasn’t the
expertise to free it from the very dense rock that

surrounded it, or the expertise to study it,” Brusatte
told AFP. “But now we finally have that expertise...
and have realised that this skeleton is the most
complete fossil of a sea reptile ever found in
Scotland. The fossil monster will go on display at
the museum as the “crown jewel” of Scottish pre-
history, the scientist added. Earlier this year,

researchers said prehistoric global warming had
wiped out the ichthyosaurs after an impressive
157-million-year deep-sea reign. There had been
several sub-species. For Brusatte, these creatures
are much more impressive than their fictional
Scottish counterpart, the Loch Ness Monster, could
ever hope to be. — AFP

Move over Nessie: Real 
Scottish sea monster found

EDINBURGH, SCOTLAND: This handout picture released from the University of Edinburgh on
September 5, 2016, shows an artist rendering of a Jurassic marine reptile known as
ichthyosaur. —AFP
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Madam Chantal, Director of Kuwait
National English School, welcomed
returning staff and many new staff to

the school on Sunday 28th of August. The library
was packed for her welcome address and there

was a real sense of excitement and purpose as
she outlined the School Mission and Vision for
the next year and years to come. In addition,
there was an update on the building improve-
ments that are taking place in the school. These

include an extended and refurbished high class
canteen, continuing the commitment to good
healthy food, new classrooms for the additional
children that have registered, new ICT facilities
and a total refurbishment of the schools won-

derful theatre. This is in addition to getting all
classrooms ready for the start of the year.

Staff then joined their own departments for a
range of age specific workshops related to the con-
tinued improvement of teaching and learning. Staff

were highly engaged in sessions on policy, proce-
dure, assessment, tracking monitoring, lesson plan-
ning and after school clubs.This was a great start to
the new academic year and staff were excited
about the programmed for the rest of the week.

Kuwait National English School academic year 2016/17 staff induction

Clash of giants at 3RD
IBAK-KBF GCC 

invitational tournament 

Badminton is the second most popular sport in the
world, and with the recently concluded Olympics in
Rio, badminton has become a craze among bad-

minton playing nations. Indian Badminton Association -
Kuwait (IBAK) has been a pioneer of badminton in Kuwait,
founded in 2010. IBAK has been on an upward projectile
with a national badminton league, an invitational interna-
tional tournament, an interschool tournament, an interclub
tournament and four national tournaments featured in its
annual calendar.   

IBAK is currently preparing for its most prestigious tour-
nament the 3rd IBAK-KBF GCC international tournament
which will be held on the 9th 10th and 11th of September
2016. This year 20+ international players are expected to
participate, which includes Rupesh Kumar, a former Indian
international whose patronage has been with IBAK for a
long time, Shreyansh Jaiswal, a prodigy from India, Imam
Adi Kusuma, an Indonesian international player who now is
based out of UAE, Heri Setiwan based out of Bahrain and
several top ranked players from UAE, Qatar, Bahrain, Saudi
Arabia, Egypt, Indonesia, Brazil, Philippines and India.  

IBAK will field 3 teams this year, the IBAK All Stars, IBAK
Challengers and IBAK Commandos. The IBAK teams will be
constituted from among the following players: Aneef K
Latheef, Bader, Dr Manimara Chozhan, Alen Jose, Sarin Joseph.

Community interaction with Hon’ble MOS
(VKS) on 7 September 2016 at 18:30 hrs 

at the Indian Embassy Auditorium
Gen (Dr.) V. K. Singh (Retd.), Hon’ble Minister of State for

External Affairs will be on an official visit to Kuwait from 6-7
September 2016. 

2. During the visit, an India community interaction has
been organized with the visiting dignitary on Wednesday, 7
September 2016 at 18:30 pm at the Indian Embassy
Auditorium. 

The Embassy invites representatives of all registered
Indian Associations in Kuwait, representatives of Indian
Schools, Indian private sector companies, Public Sector
Undertakings and media representatives to attend the
above community meet. Light refreshments will be served. 
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Celebrate Eid Al Adha and enjoy
a relaxing city escape with
your loved ones at the INN &

GO Kuwait Plaza Hotel. The Hotel
offers a special distinctive package
for its citizens and residents, and
families visiting from the Gulf during
Eid al-Adha. The offers include dis-

counts on rooms, in addition a num-
ber of mouthwatering dining
options. 

The rooms offer includes a deli-
cious buffet breakfast at Al Dallah
Restaurant, the restaurant boasts
also its luxury buffet feasts during
Eid Al Adha for lunch and dinner

where the whole family can enjoy a
special buffet serving Eastern and
Western dishes. Located in the hotel
the Korean restaurant “Arirang”,
which offers not only Korean dishes
but also a great mix of Asian dishes
including Chinese, Filipino dishes
prepared in a contemporary way.

Families come together to 
celebrate the joyous festival of 

Eid Al Adha in their own special way

Rawda’s Nursery and kindergarten Child’s World held their final program of summer activities (the small commander cycle) for the first session in Kuwait to teach children self-leadership skills which included
many recreational and educational activities for children such as the playful science games and discoveries, excursions and water sports, the culinary arts and artistic creativity, health, sports, karate Stories
marketed games and self-IQ linguistic and mathematical skills and English skills so that these activities for children contribute to occupy their time with everything that is beneficial to the body and the mind
and the acquisition of practical skills, scientific and social through sharing with others their peers as part of a fun atmosphere of love and harmony among their friends, also includes valuable strengthen Child
with the concept of love, creativity, and self-discovery and gain leadership skills.

More than 300 engineers, pro-
fessionals from management
and other disciplines from 5

locations in Kuwait participated in the
KNOWLEDGE FEST for the Master
Brain Trophy on 2 September 2016 at
Mangaf. This contest was held in con-
nection with the Golden Jubilee of
UNESCO’s International Literacy Day.

This year’s event was anchored by
the prominent Indian quizzing per-
sonality Pani J. Anthony. Most of the
competitors are from India, and a few
others. Global Village Harmony is the
sponsor of the much awaited event.
The entries started in June and lasted
till Aug 30.

There was thunderous applause at
this nearly 2 hour event. This event
featured several rounds of competi-
tion covering a wide range of topics
such as Audio / Video, Memory Events,
Rapid Events, Pictures, World History,
Sports, Literature, Proverbs, Filling the
gap,  Basic Science, Politics, UNO,
Current Affairs and miscellaneous.
Professionals from several disciplines
were part of the competing teams,
said the organizers while informing
that this year’s event has attracted
considerable attention from different
sections as this is the first time Pani J
Anthony is anchoring such an event in
Kuwait. 

He has anchored such well known
contests in India for the school and
university students in the District,
University, State levels. His national
level quiz for the schools in Qatar in
connection with the United Nations

International Day against Drug Abuse
is remembered by a considerable
number of people. Pani J Anthony’s
involvement in the 72 hours largest
motivational theatrical performance
that has entered in the Guinness Book
of World Records has earned apprecia-

tion from far and wide. Anthony,
breaking the bread with the
Presidents, has been appointed as the
Goodwill Ambassador for the leading
roles he has played in serving the
community, and in recognition of his
bold endeavors in using his talents to
improve the skills of the youngsters.
Anthony inspired several drop outs to
return to schools, and has been in
forefront of creating educational
awareness, women’s empowerment
and environmental issues. His speech
Tribute to Nelson Mandela on the UN
marked Nelson Mandela Day on 18
July 2014 was recorded from the US
ad broadcast worldwide.

The preliminary rounds (written)
were held at 2 PM. The final featuring
the top 5 teams began at 5 PM. The
top 5 scorers in the prelims got the
chance of occupying the hot seats on
the dais, and finally the 3 engineers
who stole the show are Sonu Gopal
became the winner; Jinesh (Runner - I)
and Aditya Hemchandra (Runner - II)

Prominent Indian quiz 
master anchored quiz event

Quiz master Pani J Anthony

Sonu Gopal 
first place winner

Jinesh 
second place winner

Aditya Hemchandra
third place winner
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ARMORED ON OSN MOVIES ACTION HD

HOME ON OSN MOVIES HD FAMILY

10:00 The X Files
12:15 Independence Day
15:00 Robot Overlords
17:00 Apocalypse Pompeii
19:00 X-Men: The Last Stand
21:00 Independence Day
23:30 Hidalgo
02:00 Armored
04:00 No Tears For The Dead

09:45 The Good Lie
11:45 Metallica: Through The Never
13:30 Madoff Part 1
15:00 Madoff Part 2
17:00 Some Girls
19:00 Cuban Fury
21:00 The Cobbler
23:00 My Old Lady
01:00 Pitch Perfect 2
03:00 Bill
05:00 The Gambler

09:00 Camp Nowhere
11:00 Home
13:00 Frankenweenie
15:00 Diary Of A Wimpy Kid
17:00 Penguins Of Madagascar
19:00 Asterix: The Mansions Of
The Gods
21:00 Night At The Museum:
Secret Of The Tomb
23:00 The Adventurer: The Curse
Of The Midas Box
01:00 Inspector Gadget
03:00 Mars Needs Moms
05:00 Night At The Museum:
Secret Of The Tomb

09:00 Dr. Ken
09:30 Black-Ish
10:00 Hank
10:30 The Tonight Show Starring
Jimmy Fallon
11:30 Better With You
12:00 Mad Love
12:30 The Bill Engvall Show
13:00 Late Night With Seth
Meyers
14:00 Hank
14:30 Better With You
15:00 Dr. Ken
15:30 Angie Tribeca
16:00 Angie Tribeca
16:30 The Bill Engvall Show
17:00 The Tonight Show Starring
Jimmy Fallon
18:00 Mad Love
18:30 Hank
19:00 Better With You
19:30 The Bill Engvall Show
20:00 Black-Ish
20:30 Angie Tribeca
21:30 Modern Family
22:00 Modern Family
22:30 Mad Love
23:00 Late Night With Seth
Meyers
00:00 Dr. Ken
00:30 Black-Ish
01:00 Wrecked
01:30 Wrecked
02:00 The Grinder
02:30 The Grinder
03:00 Modern Family
03:30 Modern Family
04:00 Baskets
04:30 Man Seeking Woman
05:00 The Last Man On Earth

SOME GIRLS ON OSN MOVIES HD

11:00 Sunshine On Leith
12:45 The Guardian
15:00 Second Coming
17:00 Happiness
19:00 Escobar: Paradise Lost
21:00 Dr. Strangelove
23:00 Second Coming
01:00 True Colors
03:00 A Thousand Times Good
Night
05:00 Metro Manila

09:10 Orphan Black
09:55 Eastenders
10:25 Casualty
11:15 Dickensian
12:00 Eastenders
12:35 Death In Paradise
13:30 Casualty
14:20 New Tricks
15:15 Call The Midwife
16:10 Dickensian
16:55 Casualty
17:50 New Tricks
18:45 Call The Midwife
19:40 Dickensian
20:25 Casualty
21:20 New Tricks
22:15 Call The Midwife
23:10 Dickensian
00:00 Doctors
00:30 Doctors
01:05 New Tricks
02:05 Silent Witness
03:00 DCI Banks
03:50 Silent Witness
04:50 Orphan Black
05:35 Doctors

09:15 The Hive
09:20 Sabrina Secrets Of A
Teenage Witch
09:45 Sabrina Secrets Of A
Teenage Witch
10:10 Hank Zipzer
10:35 Binny And The Ghost
11:00 Violetta
11:45 The Hive
11:50 Mouk
12:00 Jessie
12:25 Jessie
12:50 Miraculous Tales Of Ladybug
And Cat Noir
13:15 Tsum Tsum Shorts
13:20 Liv And Maddie
13:45 Bunk’d
14:10 Austin & Ally
14:35 Shake It Up
15:00 A.N.T. Farm
15:25 A.N.T. Farm
15:50 That’s So Raven
16:15 That’s So Raven
16:40 Good Luck Charlie
17:05 Good Luck Charlie
17:30 Jessie
17:55 Disney Mickey Mouse
18:00 The 7D
18:15 Miraculous Tales Of Ladybug
And Cat Noir
18:40 Hank Zipzer
19:05 Star Darlings
19:10 Austin & Ally
19:35 Austin & Ally
20:00 Liv And Maddie
20:25 Liv And Maddie
20:50 Dog With A Blog
21:15 Jessie
21:40 Bunk’d
22:05 Star Darlings
22:10 Gravity Falls
22:35 Miraculous Tales Of Ladybug
And Cat Noir
23:00 Backstage
23:25 Alex & Co.
23:50 Girl Meets World
00:15 Austin & Ally
00:40 Best Friends Whenever

01:05 Liv And Maddie
01:30 Jessie
01:55 Violetta
02:45 Backstage
03:10 H2O: Just Add Water
03:35 H2O: Just Add Water
04:00 Binny And The Ghost
04:25 Sabrina Secrets Of A
Teenage Witch
04:50 Sabrina Secrets Of A
Teenage Witch
05:10 Hank Zipzer
05:35 Binny And The Ghost

10:00 Confessions Of A
Shopaholic

09:00 Lip Sync Battle
09:25 Catch A Contractor
09:50 Ridiculousness
10:15 Ridiculousness
10:40 Ridiculousness
11:05 Ridiculousness
11:30 Impractical Jokers
11:55 Impractical Jokers
12:20 Tosh.0
12:50 Tosh.0
13:15 Catch A Contractor
14:05 Ridiculousness
14:30 Ridiculousness
14:55 Impractical Jokers
15:20 Impractical Jokers
15:45 Key And Peele
16:10 Key And Peele
16:35 Ridiculousness
17:00 Ridiculousness
17:25 Catch A Contractor
18:15 Key And Peele
18:40 Key And Peele
19:05 Impractical Jokers
19:30 Impractical Jokers
19:55 Ridiculousness
20:20 Ridiculousness
20:45 Catch A Contractor
21:35 Tosh.0
22:00 Tosh.0
22:30 Key And Peele
22:55 Key And Peele
23:25 Workaholics
23:50 Impractical Jokers
00:15 Impractical Jokers
00:39 Ridiculousness
01:03 Ridiculousness
01:27 Lip Sync Battle
01:50 Lip Sync Battle
02:13 Urban Tarzan
02:37 Urban Tarzan
03:00 The Daily Show - Global
Edition
03:30 David Spade: My Fake
Problems
04:18 The Roast Of Rob Lowe
05:05 Another Period
05:30 The Daily Show - Global
Edition

09:40 Dash Dolls
10:35 Dash Dolls
11:30 Botched
12:00 WAGs
12:55 E! News
13:10 WAGs
14:10 WAGs
15:10 WAGs
16:10 E! News
16:25 WAGs
17:20 WAGs
18:15 WAGs
19:10 Keeping Up With The
Kardashians
20:05 Keeping Up With The
Kardashians21:00
E! News
21:15 Keeping Up With The
Kardashians
22:15 Keeping Up With The
Kardashians
23:10 Keeping Up With The
Kardashians
00:05 Keeping Up With The
Kardashians
01:00 Hollywood Medium With Tyler
Henry
02:00 Hollywood Medium With Tyler
Henry
03:00 Hollywood Medium With Tyler
Henry
04:00 WAGs
05:00 E! News
05:15 Hollywood Medium With Tyler
Henry

09:00 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
09:24 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
09:48 Henry Danger
10:12 Nicky, Ricky, Dicky & Dawn
10:36 The Haunted Hathaways
11:00 Max & Shred
11:24 Henry Danger
11:48 Nicky, Ricky, Dicky & Dawn
12:12 SpongeBob SquarePants
12:36 SpongeBob SquarePants
13:00 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
13:24 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
13:48 Winx Club
14:12 Harvey Beaks
14:36 Breadwinners
15:00 Get Blake
15:24 Rabbids Invasion
15:48 Henry Danger
16:12 Nicky, Ricky, Dicky & Dawn
16:36 The Haunted Hathaways
17:00 Winx Club
17:24 SpongeBob SquarePants
17:48 SpongeBob SquarePants
18:12 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
18:36 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
19:00 Breadwinners
19:24 The Loud House
19:48 Harvey Beaks
20:12 Rabbids Invasion
20:36 Henry Danger
21:00 Game Shakers
21:24 SpongeBob SquarePants
21:48 SpongeBob SquarePants
22:12 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
22:36 The Loud House
23:00 Sanjay And Craig
23:24 Harvey Beaks
23:48 Breadwinners
00:12 Henry Danger
00:36 Nicky, Ricky, Dicky & Dawn
01:00 100 Things To Do Before
High School
01:24 Game Shakers
01:48 SpongeBob SquarePants
02:12 SpongeBob SquarePants
02:36 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
03:00 Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
03:24 Breadwinners
03:48 Breadwinners
04:12 Sanjay And Craig
04:36 Sanjay And Craig
05:00 SpongeBob SquarePants
05:24 SpongeBob SquarePants
05:48 Henry Danger

10:15 Ghatothkach - Master Of
Magic
12:00 Marco Macaco
14:00 Minuscule: Valley Of The Lost
Ants
16:00 Dixie And The Zombie
Rebellion
17:30 Justice League: Attack Of The
Legion Of Doom
19:00 Goat Story 2
20:30 Bamse And The City Of
Thieves
22:00 The Adventures Of Don
Quixote
00:00 Dixie And The Zombie
Rebellion
02:00 Marvel’s Hulk vs. Thor &
Wolverine

09:10 Henry Hugglemonster
09:20 Calimero
09:35 Zou
09:45 Loopdidoo
10:00 Art Attack
10:25 Henry Hugglemonster
10:35 Calimero
10:50 Zou
11:00 Loopdidoo
11:15 Art Attack
11:35 Henry Hugglemonster
11:50 Calimero
12:00 Zou
12:20 Loopdidoo
12:35 Art Attack
13:00 The Hive
13:10 Zou
13:25 Loopdidoo
13:40 Gummi Bears
14:05 Sofia The First
14:30 Goldie & Bear
14:40 PJ Masks
14:55 Jake And The Never Land
Pirates
15:10 Doc McStuffins
15:20 Miles From Tomorrow
15:35 Jake And The Never Land
Pirates
15:45 Goldie & Bear
16:00 Sofia The First
16:25 The Lion Guard
16:55 Jake And The Never Land
Pirates
17:20 Minnie’s Bow-Toons
17:25 Sheriff Callie’s Wild West
17:50 The Hive
18:00 Doc McStuffins
18:30 Mickey Mouse Clubhouse
19:00 The Lion Guard
19:30 Jake And The Neverland
Pirates
19:45 Aladdin
20:15 Sheriff Callie’s Wild West
20:45 Doc McStuffins
21:15 Minnie’s Bow-Toons
21:20 The Adventures Of The
Disney Fairies
21:50 Miles From Tomorrow
22:15 Sofia The First
22:45 Jake And The Never Land
Pirates
23:00 The Lion Guard
23:30 Goldie & Bear
23:55 Unbungalievable
00:00 Miles From Tomorrow
00:30 Miles From Tomorrow
01:00 PJ Masks
01:30 Mickey Mouse Clubhouse
02:00 Sofia The First
02:30 Jake And The Never Land
Pirates
03:00 PJ Masks
03:25 Doc McStuffins
03:55 Aladdin
04:20 Gummi Bears

04:45 Minnie’s Bow-Toons
04:50 Zou
05:05 Henry Hugglemonster
05:20 Calimero
05:35 Zou
05:50 Loopdidoo

12:00 Boyster
12:10 Super Matrak
12:35 Super Matrak
13:00 Star vs The Forces Of Evil

09:25 Tonight At The London
Palladium
10:20 Don’t Tell The Bride
11:15 Murdoch Mysteries
12:10 Who’s Doing The Dishes?
13:05 The Chase
14:00 Tonight At The London
Palladium

09:05 David Rocco’s Dolce Vita
09:30 Street Food Around The
World
09:55 Tales From The Bush Larder
10:20 What’s For Sale?
10:45 What’s For Sale?
11:10 Valentine Warner’s Wild Table
11:35 Lucky Chow
12:00 Carnival Eats
12:25 Hook, Line And Sisters
12:50 George Clarke’s Amazing
Spaces
13:40 The Food Files
14:05 Food Lover’s Guide To The
Planet
14:30 David Rocco’s Dolce Vita
14:55 David Rocco’s Dolce Vita
15:20 Street Food Around The
World
15:45 Tales From The Bush Larder
16:10 What’s For Sale?
16:35 What’s For Sale?
17:00 Valentine Warner’s Wild Table
17:25 Lucky Chow
17:50 Carnival Eats
18:15 Hook, Line And Sisters
18:40 David Rocco’s Dolce Vita
19:05 David Rocco’s Dolce Vita
19:35 Rustic Adventure Argentina
20:00 Eat Street
20:30 Andy And Ben Eat The World
20:55 Raw Travel
21:25 Raw Travel
21:50 Delinquent Gourmet
22:20 What’s For Sale?
22:45 What’s For Sale?
23:15 Eat Street
23:40 Lucky Chow
00:10 Carnival Eats
00:35 Hook, Line And Sisters
01:05 Raw Travel
01:30 Raw Travel
02:00 Delinquent Gourmet
02:25 What’s For Sale?
02:50 What’s For Sale?
03:15 Eat Street
03:40 Lucky Chow
04:05 Carnival Eats
04:30 Hook, Line And Sisters
04:55 David Rocco’s Dolce Vita
05:20 David Rocco’s Dolce Vita

05:45 Rustic Adventure Argentina

15:00 Don’t Tell The Bride
16:00 Murdoch Mysteries
16:55 Who’s Doing The Dishes?
17:50 The Chase
18:45 Emmerdale
19:15 Coronation Street
19:45 Coronation Street
20:15 Who’s Doing The Dishes?
21:10 The Chase
22:00 Victoria
23:20 Royal Stories
23:50 Murdoch Mysteries
00:45 Emmerdale
01:15 Coronation Street
01:45 Coronation Street
02:10 The Chase
03:00 Victoria
04:20 Royal Stories
04:50 Emmerdale
05:15 Coronation Street
05:40 Coronation Street

09:50 Mygrations
10:45 Caught In The Act
11:40 Hunter Hunted
12:35 Live Free Or Die
13:30 Colombia’s Gold War
14:25 Shark Men
15:20 Caught In The Act
16:15 Monster Fish
17:10 Locked Up Abroad
18:05 Explorer
19:00 Shark Men
20:00 Live Free Or Die
21:00 The Yard
22:00 Monster Fish
23:00 Locked Up Abroad
Compilation
00:00 9/11: The Plane That Hit
Pentagon
01:00 Breakthrough
02:00 Monster Fish
02:50 Locked Up Abroad
Compilation
03:40 Living In Space
04:30 Breakthrough
05:20 Hunter Hunted

09:45 Predator Patrol

10:40 Hunter Hunted
11:35 Tigers Of The Snow
12:30 Surviving The Serengeti
13:25 Predator Patrol
14:20 Hunter Hunted
15:15 Dr. K’s Exotic Animal ER
16:10 Philly Undercover
17:05 Animal Record Breakers
18:00 Shark Men
18:55 World’s Deadliest GPU
19:50 Vacations Gone Wild
20:45 Baby Animals In The Wild
21:40 Rescue Ink
22:35 Animal ER
23:30 Animal Intervention
00:25 Cameramen Who Dare
01:20 Baby Animals In The Wild
02:10 Rescue Ink
03:00 Animal ER
03:50 Animal Intervention
04:40 Cameramen Who Dare
05:30 Shark Men

09:01 Paw Patrol
09:23 Ben & Holly’s Little Kingdom
09:35 Dora The Explorer
09:57 Max & Ruby
10:05 Bubble Guppies
10:28 Little Charmers
10:41 Shimmer And Shine
11:04 Dora And Friends
11:27 Zack & Quack
11:38 Blaze And The Monster
Machines
12:00 Paw Patrol
12:13 Paw Patrol
12:37 Dora The Explorer
13:00 Wanda And The Alien
13:10 Zack & Quack
13:23 Dora And Friends: Into The
City!
13:47 Blaze And The Monster
Machines
14:09 Paw Patrol
14:21 Paw Patrol
14:34 Shimmer And Shine
14:57 Dora The Explorer
15:19 Paw Patrol
15:42 Little Charmers
15:55 Bubble Guppies
16:19 Fresh Beat Band Of Spies
16:41 Zack & Quack

16:52 Team Umizoomi
17:15 Louie
17:21 Louie
17:28 Fresh Beat Band Of Spies
17:51 Olive The Ostrich
17:56 Olive The Ostrich
18:01 Max & Ruby
18:23 Wanda And The Alien
18:35 Ben & Holly’s Little Kingdom
18:45 Ben & Holly’s Little Kingdom
18:57 Blaze And The Monster
Machines
19:20 Blaze And The Monster
Machines
19:42 Zack & Quack
19:53 Zack & Quack
20:03 Team Umizoomi
20:26 Louie
20:33 Louie
20:39 Olive The Ostrich
20:44 Olive The Ostrich
20:48 Paw Patrol
21:00 Paw Patrol
21:23 Ben & Holly’s Little Kingdom
21:35 Dora The Explorer
21:57 Max & Ruby
22:05 Bubble Guppies
22:28 Little Charmers
22:40 Shimmer And Shine
23:04 Dora And Friends
23:26 Zack & Quack
23:38 Blaze And The Monster
Machines
00:00 Paw Patrol
00:13 Paw Patrol
00:37 Dora The Explorer
01:01 Wanda And The Alien
01:10 Zack & Quack
01:23 Dora And Friends: Into The
City!
01:48 Blaze And The Monster
Machines
02:09 Paw Patrol
02:22 Paw Patrol
02:34 Shimmer And Shine
02:57 Dora The Explorer
03:20 Paw Patrol

03:43 Little Charmers
03:55 Bubble Guppies
04:19 Fresh Beat Band Of Spies
04:41 Zack & Quack
04:53 Team Umizoomi
05:15 Louie
05:22 Louie
05:29 Fresh Beat Band Of Spies
05:51 Olive The Ostrich
05:56 Olive The Ostrich

12:00 10 Things I Hate About You
14:00 My Father The Hero
16:00 Confessions Of A
Shopaholic
18:00 Nitro Circus: The Movie
20:00 Jack
22:00 My Father The Hero
00:00 The Single Moms Club
02:00 St. Vincent
04:00 Road Trip

09:00 Smash Lab
13:00 How Do They Do It?
13:26 Mythbusters
14:14 Moon Machines
15:02 Mega Builders
15:50 How Do They Do It?
16:14 Food Factory
16:38 Race To Escape
17:26 Mythbusters
18:14 Moon Machines
19:02 How Do They Do It?
19:26 Food Factory
19:50 Mega Builders
20:38 Race To Escape
21:26 Moon Machines
22:14 Mythbusters
23:02 Mega Builders
23:50 Mythbusters
00:40 Through The Wormhole
With Morgan Freeman
01:30 Meteorite Men
02:20 How Do They Do It?
02:45 Food Factory
03:10 Extreme Engineering
04:00 Strangest Weather On
Earth
04:50 Through The Wormhole
With Morgan Freeman
05:40 Mythbusters

09:15 Cake Boss
09:35 Buddy’s Family Vacation
10:00 Buddy’s Family Vacation
10:20 Little People, Big World
10:45 Little People, Big World
11:10 Toddlers & Tiaras
12:00 Bride By Design
12:25 Bride By Design
12:50 My Fat Saved My Life
13:40 Say Yes To The Dress
14:05 Say Yes To The Dress
14:30 Little People, Big World
14:55 Little People, Big World
15:20 Kate Plus 8
15:45 Kate Plus 8
16:10 Love, Lust Or Run
16:35 Cake Boss
17:00 My Big Fat Fabulous Life
17:50 Bride By Design
18:15 Bride By Design
18:40 Buddy’s Family Vacation
19:05 Buddy’s Family Vacation
19:30 Jill & Jessa: Counting On
20:20 Kate Plus 8
21:10 Toddlers & Tiaras
22:00 Little People, Big World

09:40 Fast N’ Loud
10:30 Garage Gold
11:00 How Stuff’s Made
11:30 How Do They Do It?
12:00 Deadliest Catch
12:50 Misfit Garage
13:40 Fast N’ Loud
14:30 Gold Divers
15:20 Garage Gold
15:45 How Stuff’s Made
16:10 How Do They Do It?
16:35 Gold Divers
17:25 Yukon Men
18:15 Trailblazers
19:05 How Stuff’s Made
19:30 Storage Hunters
19:55 Garage Gold
20:20 Gold Divers
21:10 Alaska: The Last Frontier
(Season 4 Specials)
22:00 Deadliest Catch
22:50 Fast N’ Loud
23:40 Misfit Garage
00:30 How Stuff’s Made
00:55 How Do They Do It?
01:20 Gold Divers
02:10 Storage Hunters
02:35 Garage Gold
03:00 Boy To Man
03:50 The Island With Bear Grylls:
USA
04:40 So You Think You’d Survive?
05:30 Fast N’ Loud

13:25 K.C. Undercover
13:50 Supa Strikas
14:15 Danger Mouse
14:40 Phineas And Ferb
15:05 Counterfeit Cat
15:10 Gravity Falls
15:35 Lab Rats: Bionic Island
16:00 Rocket Monkeys
16:25 Ultimate Spider-Man
16:50 Boyster
17:20 Boyster
17:45 Pair Of Kings
18:10 Pair Of Kings
18:35 Lab Rats: Bionic Island
19:00 Lab Rats: Bionic Island
19:30 Phineas And Ferb
19:55 Phineas And Ferb
20:20 Kickin’ It
20:45 Kickin’ It
21:10 Disney Mickey Mouse
21:15 Supa Strikas
21:40 Supa Strikas
22:05 Lab Rats: Bionic Island
22:30 Danger Mouse
22:55 Kirby Buckets
23:25 K.C. Undercover
23:50 Annedroids
00:15 Gamer’s Guide To Pretty
Much Everything
00:40 K.C. Undercover
01:05 Counterfeit Cat
01:10 Gravity Falls
01:35 Pickle And Peanut
02:00 Lab Rats: Bionic Island
02:25 Supa Strikas
02:55 K.C. Undercover
03:20 Gamer’s Guide To Pretty
Much Everything
03:45 Guardians Of The Galaxy
04:10 Marvel Avengers Assemble
04:40 Disney Mickey Mouse
05:00 Programmes Start At 
6:00am KSA
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Directorate General of Civil Aviation Home Page (www.kuwait-airport.com.kw)

DIAL161 FOR AIRPORT INFORMATION
Arrival Flights on Tuesday 6/9/2016

Airlines Flt Route Time
ETD 9919 Bahrain 00:10
MSC 415 Sohag 00:10
THY 772 Istanbul 00:10
JZR 239 Amman 00:20
JZR 267 Beirut 00:30
FDB 069 Dubai 00:55
DLH 635 Doha 01:00
QTR 1086 Doha 01:15
JZR 539 Cairo 01:20
KAC 1802 Cairo 01:30
MSC 403 Asyut 01:30
PGT 858 Istanbul 01:40
ETH 620 Addis Ababa 01:45
RJA 642 Amman 01:45
THY 1464 Istanbul 01:50
RBG 551 Alexandria 04:05
MEA 406 Beirut 04:10
JZR 555 Alexandria 04:15
AVV 653 Alexandria 04:30
FEG 933 Asyut 05:00
THY 6376 Istanbul 05:05
THY 1414 TZX 05:05
DHX 170 Bahrain 05:10
THY 770 Istanbul 05:15
PAL 668 Manila/Dubai 06:25
KAC 412 Manila/Bangkok 06:30
BAW 157 London 06:40
JZR 529 Asyut 06:40
JZR 563 Sohag 06:55
JZR 1541 Cairo 07:10
FDB 5061 Dubai 07:15
KAC 382 Delhi 07:30
KAC 346 Ahmedabad 07:35
KAC 206 Islamabad 07:40
KAC 302 Mumbai 07:50
SVA 512 Riyadh 07:50
FDB 053 Dubai 07:50
KAC 354 BLR 08:00
KAC 332 Trivandrum 08:15
KAC 362 Colombo 08:20
KAC 352 Kochi 08:20
UAE 855 Dubai 08:25
KAC 284 Dhaka 09:00
ETD 301 Abu Dhabi 09:00
ABY 125 Sharjah 09:05
SYR 341 Damascus 09:15
QTR 1070 Doha 09:20
FDB 055 Dubai 09:40
IRA 675 Lar 09:40
UAE 873 Dubai 10:40
GFA 213 Bahrain 10:40
MEA 404 Beirut 11:00
JZR 561 Sohag 11:25
RBG 553 Alexandria 11:30
JZR 165 Dubai 11:50
AVV 651 Alexandria 12:05
FDB 075 Dubai 12:25
MSC 401 Alexandria 12:30
JZR 241 Amman 12:30
SAW 701 Damascus 12:35
UAE 871 Dubai 12:45
FEG 961 Sohag 12:55
MSR 610 Cairo 13:00
CLX 784 Luxembourg 13:05
KAC 620 Doha 13:10
THY 766 Istanbul 13:10
KAC 514 Tehran 13:45
AXB 393 Kozhikode 13:55
BON 101 Sarajevo 13:55

KKK 712 ADB 14:00
KAC 672 Dubai 14:05
QTR 1078 Doha 14:05
MSR 575 Sharm el-Sheikh 14:15
KAC 178 Vienna 14:15
GFA 221 Bahrain 14:20
FDB 057 Dubai 14:20
SVA 500 Jeddah 14:30
KNE 529 Jeddah 15:05
OMA 645 Muscat 15:10
ETD 303 Abu Dhabi 15:10
ABY 127 Sharjah 15:35
UAE 857 Dubai 15:45
NIA 251 Alexandria 15:50
RJA 640 Amman 16:00
FDB 051 Dubai 16:10
QTR 1072 Doha 16:15
JZR 535 Cairo 16:20
JZR 257 Beirut 16:25
JZR 325 Al Najaf 16:25
KAC 680 Muscat 16:55
KAC 562 Amman 16:55
SVA 510 Riyadh 17:15
GFA 215 Bahrain 17:30
JZR 177 Dubai 17:45
JZR 777 Jeddah 17:50
QTR 1080 Doha 17:55
JZR 483 Istanbul 18:20
MSR 620 Cairo 18:30
KAC 786 Jeddah 18:35
KAC 502 Beirut 18:35
KAC 774 Riyadh 18:35
KAC 742 Dammam 18:50
KAC 542 Cairo 18:55
KAC 618 Doha 18:55
KAC 104 London 19:00
KAC 166 Paris/Rome 19:05
UAE 875 Dubai 19:05
GFA 217 Bahrain 19:05
FDB 063 Dubai 19:10
KAC 614 Bahrain 19:10
ABY 123 Sharjah 19:15
JAI 572 Mumbai 19:35
KAC 674 Dubai 19:45
FDB 059 Dubai 19:50
DLH 634 Frankfurt 20:05
MEA 402 Beirut 20:15
OMA 647 Muscat 20:20
JZR 189 Dubai 20:25
MSR 618 Alexandria 20:30
QTR 1088 Doha 20:35
FDB 5053 Dubai 20:55
ETD 307 Abu Dhabi 21:05
UAE 859 Dubai 21:15
ALK 229 Colombo 21:20
KLM 415 Amsterdam 21:25
THY 764 Istanbul 21:30
KAC 172 Frankfurt 21:50
QTR 1082 Doha 21:55
GFA 219 Bahrain 22:00
NIA 151 Cairo 22:10
ETD 309 Abu Dhabi 22:10
JZR 125 Bahrain 22:15
AIC 987 Chennai/Hyderabad 22:25
PIA 239 Sialkot 22:35
JZR 185 Dubai 22:55
JAI 574 Mumbai 23:05
MSC 403 Asyut 23:10
MSR 614 Cairo 23:30
FDB 071 Dubai 23:35
JAD 301 Amman 23:45

Departure Flights on Tuesday 6/9/2016
Airlines Flt Route Time
AIC 976 Goa/Chennai 00:05
BBC 144 Chittagong/Dhaka 00:10
JAI 573 Mumbai 00:10
JZR 1540 Cairo 00:20
JZR 562 Sohag 00:30
MSR 615 Cairo 00:30
FDB 072 Dubai 00:30
KLM 411 Amsterdam 00:55
MSC 416 Sohag 01:05
THY 773 Istanbul 01:40
DLH 635 Frankfurt 02:00
ETD 920 Abu Dhabi 02:10
MSC 404 Asyut 02:30
PGT 859 Istanbul 02:40
ETH 621 Addis Ababa 02:45
JZR 560 Sohag 05:00
MEA 407 Beirut 05:10
AVV 654 Sohag 05:30
FEG 962 Sohag 06:00
THY 1465 Istanbul 06:00
RJA 643 Amman 06:25
QTR 1087 Doha 06:30
THY 6376 Dubai/Istanbul 06:35
THY 771 Istanbul 06:45
GFA 212 Bahrain 06:50
JZR 240 Amman 06:55
FDB 070 Dubai 07:05
JZR 164 Dubai 07:15
FDB 5062 Dubai 07:55
BAW 156 London 08:25
FDB 054 Dubai 08:30
KAC 171 Frankfurt 08:40
SVA 513 Riyadh 08:50
JZR 256 Beirut 09:05
KAC 513 Tehran 09:15
KAC 619 Doha 09:30
JZR 534 Cairo 09:30
KAC 671 Dubai 09:30
ABY 126 Sharjah 09:45
JZR 482 Istanbul 09:45
UAE 856 Dubai 09:50
KAC 101 London/New York 10:00
ETD 302 Abu Dhabi 10:05
SYR 342 Damascus 10:15
QTR 1071 Doha 10:35
IRA 674 Lar 10:40
FDB 056 Dubai 10:40
KAC 501 Beirut 11:00
KAC 561 Amman 11:20
KAC 165 Rome/Paris 11:25
KAC 679 Muscat 11:25
GFA 214 Bahrain 11:35
MEA 405 Beirut 12:00
KAC 541 Cairo 12:05
UAE 874 Dubai 12:10
RBG 554 Alexandria 12:10
JZR 776 Jeddah 12:15
JZR 324 Al Najaf 12:50
KAC 785 Jeddah 13:00
AVV 652 Asyut 13:05
FDB 076 Dubai 13:10
JZR 176 Dubai 13:10
MSC 402 Alexandria 13:30
SAW 702 Damascus 13:35
FEG 934 Asyut 13:55
MSR 611 Cairo 14:00
THY 767 Istanbul 14:10
UAE 872 Dubai 14:15
PAL 669 Manila 14:45

AXB 394 Kozhikode 14:45
KKK 719 ADB 14:55
KAC 773 Riyadh 15:00
MSR 576 Sharm el-Sheikh 15:00
KAC 673 Dubai 15:05
FDB 058 Dubai 15:05
GFA 222 Bahrain 15:05
QTR 1079 Doha 15:15
KAC 617 Doha 15:15
KAC 741 Dammam 15:30
SVA 501 Jeddah 15:45
JZR 188 Dubai 15:50
KNE 530 Jeddah 15:55
KAC 613 Bahrain 16:00
BON 102 Sarajevo 16:05
OMA 646 Muscat 16:10
ABY 128 Sharjah 16:15
ETD 304 Abu Dhabi 16:20
CLX 713 Bangkok 16:35
NIA 252 Alexandria 16:50
RJA 641 Amman 16:55
JZR 266 Beirut 17:10
FDB 052 Dubai 17:25
QTR 1073 Doha 17:25
UAE 858 Dubai 17:40
SVA 511 Riyadh 18:15
JZR 184 Dubai 18:20
GFA 216 Bahrain 18:20
JZR 538 Cairo 18:30
JZR 238 Amman 18:45
QTR 1081 Doha 19:05
JZR 124 Bahrain 19:20
MSR 621 Cairo 19:30
KAC 285 Dhaka 19:40
GFA 218 Bahrain 19:50
FDB 064 Dubai 19:50
KAC 361 Colombo 19:55
ABY 124 Sharjah 19:55
FDB 060 Dubai 20:30
UAE 876 Dubai 20:35
JAI 571 Mumbai 20:35
KAC 331 Trivandrum 20:45
DLH 634 Doha 20:50
KAC 343 Chennai 20:55
KAC 353 BLR 20:55
KAC 351 Kochi 21:00
KAC 543 Cairo 21:00
JZR 554 Alexandria 21:15
MEA 403 Beirut 21:15
OMA 648 Muscat 21:15
MSR 607 Luxor 21:30
QTR 1089 Doha 21:45
DHX 171 Bahrain 21:50
FDB 5054 Dubai 21:55
ETD 308 Abu Dhabi 21:55
ALK 230 Colombo 22:20
KAC 381 Delhi 22:25
UAE 860 Dubai 22:25
KLM 415 Dammam/Amsterdam 22:25
THY 1403 AYT 22:25
KAC 301 Mumbai 22:30
KAC 345 Ahmedabad 22:55
KAC 205 Islamabad 23:00
GFA 220 Bahrain 23:00
ETD 310 Abu Dhabi 23:05
NIA 152 Cairo 23:10
KAC 155 Istanbul 23:15
QTR 1083 Doha 23:20
KAC 411 Bangkok/Manila 23:25
PIA 240 Sialkot 23:35
KAC 203 Lahore 23:40

KNCC PROGRAMME FROM THURSDAY TO WEDNESDAY
(01/09/2016 TO 07/09/2016)

SHARQIA-1
MORGAN                                                                                                  11:30 AM
MORGAN                                                                                                    1:30 PM
SKIPTRACE                                                                                                 4:00 PM
MORGAN                                                                                                    6:30 PM
JAHEEM FI ILHIND                                                                                  8:30 PM
MORGAN                                                                                                  10:45 PM
JANATHA GARAGE - Telugu                                                                3:30 PM
JANATHA GARAGE - Telugu                                                                6:30 PM
JANATHA GARAGE - Telugu                                                                9:45 PM
MORGAN                                                                                                   1:00 AM

SHARQIA-2
KUBO AND THE TWO STRINGS -3D                                                11:30 AM
KUBO AND THE TWO STRINGS -3D                                                 1:45 PM
BLOOD FATHER                                                                                        4:00 PM
BLOOD FATHER                                                                                        6:00 PM
BLOOD FATHER                                                                                        8:15 PM
BLOOD FATHER                                                                                       10:15 PM
BLOOD FATHER                                                                                      12:15 AM

SHARQIA-3
HELL OR HIGH WATER                                                                           1:00 PM
MECHANIC: RESURRECTION                                                              3:15 PM
KUBO AND THE TWO STRINGS                                                          5:15 PM
KUBO AND THE TWO STRINGS                                                          7:30 PM
MECHANIC: RESURRECTION                                                              9:45 PM
HELL OR HIGH WATER                                                                         12:05 AM

MUHALAB-1
HANDS OF STONE                                                                                 11:30 AM
HANDS OF STONE                                                                                  1:45 PM
HANDS OF STONE                                                                                  4:00 PM
MECHANIC: RESURRECTION                                                              6:15 PM
MECHANIC: RESURRECTION                                                              8:15 PM
HANDS OF STONE                                                                                 10:15 PM
MECHANIC: RESURRECTION                                                             12:30 AM
JANATHA GARAGE - Telugu                                                                4:00 PM
JANATHA GARAGE - Telugu                                                                7:15 PM
THU+FRI+MON
JANATHA GARAGE - Telugu                                                              10:30 PM

MUHALAB-2
KUBO AND THE TWO STRINGS                                                          1:00 PM
MORGAN                                                                                                    1:30 PM
KUBO AND THE TWO STRINGS                                                          3:30 PM
KUBO AND THE TWO STRINGS                                                          5:45 PM
MORGAN                                                                                                    8:00 PM
MORGAN                                                                                                  10:00 PM
MORGAN                                                                                                  12:05 AM

MUHALAB-3
BLOOD FATHER                                                                                      11:30 AM
AKIRA- HINDI                                                                                            1:30 PM
JANATHA GARAGE - Telugu                                                                1:30 PM
KUBO AND THE TWO STRINGS                                                          4:45 PM
BLOOD FATHER                                                                                        7:00 PM
BLOOD FATHER                                                                                        9:00 PM
BLOOD FATHER                                                                                       11:00 PM

BLOOD FATHER                                                                                        1:00 AM

FANAR-1
AKIRA- HINDI                                                                                           12:45 PM
AKIRA- HINDI                                                                                            3:45 PM
JANATHA GARAGE - Telugu                                                                3:30 PM
JANATHA GARAGE - Telugu                                                                6:45 PM
JANATHA GARAGE - Telugu                                                              10:00 PM
AKIRA- HINDI                                                                                           10:00 PM
BLOOD FATHER                                                                                        1:15 AM

FANAR-2
MORGAN                                                                                                  11:30 AM
MORGAN                                                                                                    1:45 PM
MORGAN                                                                                                    4:00 PM
SKIPTRACE                                                                                                 6:00 PM
MORGAN                                                                                                    8:15 PM
JAHEEM FI ILHIND                                                                                 10:15 PM
MORGAN                                                                                                  12:30 AM

FANAR-3
KUBO AND THE TWO STRINGS                                                        11:45 AM
KUBO AND THE TWO STRINGS                                                          2:00 PM
KUBO AND THE TWO STRINGS                                                          4:15 PM
KUBO AND THE TWO STRINGS                                                          6:30 PM
MECHANIC: RESURRECTION                                                              8:45 PM
MECHANIC: RESURRECTION                                                             10:45 PM
MECHANIC: RESURRECTION                                                             12:45 AM

FANAR-4
BLOOD FATHER                                                                                      11:30 AM
BLOOD FATHER                                                                                        1:30 PM
BLOOD FATHER                                                                                        3:30 PM
BLOOD FATHER                                                                                        5:30 PM
BLOOD FATHER                                                                                        7:30 PM
BLOOD FATHER                                                                                        9:45 PM
BLOOD FATHER                                                                                      12:05 AM

MARINA-1
MORGAN                                                                                                  12:00 PM
SKIPTRACE                                                                                                 2:00 PM
MORGAN                                                                                                    4:15 PM
SKIPTRACE                                                                                                 6:45 PM
MORGAN                                                                                                    9:00 PM
MORGAN                                                                                                  11:00 PM
MORGAN                                                                                                   1:00 AM

MARINA-2
BLOOD FATHER                                                                                       12:15 PM
BLOOD FATHER                                                                                        2:15 PM
BLOOD FATHER                                                                                        4:15 PM
BLOOD FATHER                                                                                        6:30 PM
JAHEEM FI ILHIND                                                                                  8:30 PM
BLOOD FATHER                                                                                       10:45 PM
BLOOD FATHER                                                                                      12:45 AM

MARINA-3
THE SECRET LIFE OF PETS                                                                  11:30 AM
KUBO AND THE TWO STRINGS                                                          1:30 PM

THE SECRET LIFE OF PETS                                                                   3:45 PM
KUBO AND THE TWO STRINGS                                                          5:45 PM
MECHANIC: RESURRECTION                                                              8:00 PM
MECHANIC: RESURRECTION                                                             10:15 PM
MECHANIC: RESURRECTION                                                             12:30 AM

AVENUES-1
JAHEEM FI ILHIND                                                                                  1:00 PM
JAHEEM FI ILHIND                                                                                  3:15 PM
ABU SHANAB                                                                                            5:30 PM
JAHEEM FI ILHIND                                                                                  8:00 PM
JAHEEM FI ILHIND                                                                                 10:15 PM
JAHEEM FI ILHIND                                                                                 12:30 AM

AVENUES-2
MECHANIC: RESURRECTION-2D-4DX                                           12:15 PM
THE BFG  -3D- 4DX                                                                                 2:30 PM
MECHANIC: RESURRECTION-2D-4DX                                             5:00 PM
THE BFG  -3D- 4DX                                                                                 7:15 PM
MECHANIC: RESURRECTION-2D-4DX                                             9:45 PM
MECHANIC: RESURRECTION-2D-4DX                                           12:05 AM

AVENUES-3
HELL OR HIGH WATER                                                                         11:30 AM
SKIPTRACE                                                                                                 1:45 PM
AKIRA- HINDI                                                                                            4:00 PM
HELL OR HIGH WATER                                                                           7:15 PM
SKIPTRACE                                                                                                 9:30 PM
SKIPTRACE                                                                                                11:45 PM
JANATHA GARAGE - Telugu                                                                4:00 PM
JANATHA GARAGE - Telugu                                                                7:15 PM
JANATHA GARAGE - Telugu                                                              10:30 PM

360º 1
BLOOD FATHER                                                                                       12:00 PM
BLOOD FATHER                                                                                        2:00 PM
BLOOD FATHER                                                                                        4:00 PM
BLOOD FATHER                                                                                        6:00 PM
BLOOD FATHER                                                                                        8:15 PM
BLOOD FATHER                                                                                       10:30 PM
BLOOD FATHER                                                                                      12:45 AM

360º- 2
JAHEEM FI ILHIND                                                                                  1:15 PM
JAHEEM FI ILHIND                                                                                  3:30 PM
JAHEEM FI ILHIND                                                                                  5:45 PM
JAHEEM FI ILHIND                                                                                  8:00 PM
JAHEEM FI ILHIND                                                                                 10:15 PM
JAHEEM FI ILHIND                                                                                 12:30 AM

360º- 3
AKIRA- HINDI                                                                                           11:30 AM
AKIRA- HINDI                                                                                            2:30 PM
MOHENJO DARO - Hindi                                                                      5:30 PM
AKIRA- HINDI                                                                                            8:30 PM
AKIRA- HINDI                                                                                           11:30 PM

CHANGE OF NAME

I, Sivachandiran S/o Arjunan,
holder of Indian Passport No.
L6182781 & Civil ID No.
291012302869, has changed
my name from Sivachandiran
to Imran, hereinafter in all my
dealings and documents, I
will be known by name of
Imran. (C 5210)
3-9-2016

Old name: Shaikh Imam
Saheb, surname: Shaikh
Madar, Passport No:
P0377626, date of birth: 01-
01-1954, place of birth:
Bhagam Palli, A.P., Civil ID No.
254101101142. Change of
name, surname: Pathan, giv-
en name: Haroon Khan, S/o
Pathan Azeez Khan. Door No:
28/83, Bhavani Nagar, Bethol
Colony, Rayachoty,
Cuddapah (Dt), A.P. 
(C 5209) 
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You and a mate may become involved in a conversation on how you will
move forward together in pursuing your ideals and dreams for the family.

Include the older child in the discussion so that there are no surprises. Children learn to
solve problems and set goals, as well as plotting the path to their goals, by watching
adults set a good example. Talking and making plans are good now. You and a mate or
friend enjoy keeping fit and if you are not involved in a fitness group, today is a good day
to join. This could also mean a team is forming and you will want to become a part of it.
Your intuitive side is piqued this evening as you think of a friend from the past and that

friend calls you. You and your loved one may enjoy talk of psychic experiences.

Aries (March 21-April 19)

STAR TRACK

This is a good time for new beginnings. Guard a secret you have recently
discovered and you might be able to sell the idea for lots of money. Emotions are also easi-
er to understand now. Professionally speaking, you are in the lead when it comes to mak-
ing sales or helping customers find just what they want. New technology may take a little
explaining to some folks. This afternoon you have found a new cookie recipe that is
unusually healthy and you look forward to sharing the recipe with all your co-worker
friends. You have time to prepare some of those cookies to share with your family and set
aside some to take to work. Later this evening a book title is something that gains your
interest and you enjoy the reading opportunity.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

A new co-worker needs time to adjust and you do not mind lending a help-
ing hand . . . Perhaps a tour to show this person where things are located would be a good
thing. Time spent in explaining some of the equipment, software or merchandise may
cause you to stay over to work on your own work for a bit later this afternoon; however,
the time is well spent. No matter where you are, events usually point to your seeking a
high degree of accomplishment. You seek to use your time to the best of your ability; care-
fully measuring what and how much is needed. Your neighborhood may be getting ready
for a charity parade and you could be on the planning committee this evening. Your block
could be recognized for their charitable activity.

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

Some sort of temporary obstacle may appear to cause you to change your
mind about your activities today. Things will work out with only a little effort on your part.
You don’t mind working through some sensitive problems. You may have flashes of
insight and breakthroughs regarding your deepest sense of truth today-you could be psy-
chic. Call it psychology, philosophy, religion or what have you. Perhaps unconventional,
you are straightforward about getting to the heart and truth of things, especially when a
friend asks you for your guidance. You are most helpful when you guide people in a direc-
tion of self-discovery. Communicating is at a high this afternoon. Your timing should be
perfect.

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

You will find success involving contacts with people that are important to
your business. It may be time to advertise or make personal appeals. You are driven to cre-
ate change and inner growth. You possess, at the core, an intensity that burns through
superficialities, searching for opportunities to grow and enhance your life. You may be
able to help a detective or the police with an important matter in your city. There is some
clue that you are able to piece together with some information you heard at an earlier
time. Write a short report so that nothing is misunderstood. If you have pictures, add those
with your report. Everybody in your family had a busy day and you may have to take a
number in order to talk about your day. Be a good listener.

Leo (July 23-August 22)

Writing, teaching or speaking will bring financial rewards. Your enthusi-
asm is strong and you are open and willing when it comes to jumping in to accomplish
the work. You like to solve problems and will lend a helping hand to anyone who asks.
Plans of the past may become clear and you could find yourself scheduling appointments,
calling clients and visiting with co-workers. You put forth a lot of effort, particularly regard-
ing your career. Your drive and ambition works well with whatever management skills and
practical ability you have, producing a harmonious environment. This is the start of a new
birth year cycle. Why not reserve some time later this day to celebrate and enjoy yourself
relax among friends.

Virgo (August 23-September 22)

Think about your choices before you make them-circumstances could be
misleading today. You are coming into a new time that is filled with opportunities to
achieve and make a name for yourself. Assimilating information and experience, learning
lessons and putting them into practice are the focus as this period unfolds. It’s a time for
prudence and budgeting, a time to tend to details. You probably already have the inspir-
ing visions: now you must get your hands dirty with the work and use your mind to put it
all together. Your intuition is strong and can guide you accurately in making forecasts or
decisions. A positive attitude will help you overcome any difficulties now. You have a lot
on your mind and feel a strong need to communicate ideas.

Libra (September 23-October 22)

Work moves along without a glitch. If you are helping to celebrate a friend’s
birthday or a newborn child or an upcoming wedding, there may be lots of phone calls to
make. You are the type of individual that will follow through on whatever is needed.
During breaks, you will be able to be the one that can help pull together a celebration or a
party. At home this afternoon you may be typing invitations or purchasing stamps for this
upcoming event. No matter how much fun you are having, be careful that you do not
overspend or indulge too much. Perhaps another friend or family member will be able to
help share expenses. A secret admirer may be revealed later today. This evening you are in
a music mood; sit back and enjoy your headphones.

Scorpio (October 23-November 21)

At this time you could decide a vacation is in order and whether you leave
for a trip today or plan one sometime in the near future, you will be sure to

plan all sorts of car games. You may decide to rent a van or station wagon for this trip. Car
games, singing and fun times together make up an early morning drive. You may be
headed home after a long weekend camping trip. This whole last weekend has been a
grand time of relaxing with others in some fun times together. You are enjoying the day,
whether you report to work or not. Your mind is stimulated with new ideas and new busi-
ness. A decision to take a better job within your company is a strong possibility. Whatever
you do, think about how the choice will help you reach your goals.

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)

You may find yourself talking easily with an authority figure today. This is a
good thing as communicating clearly in a place of business is very important to the pro-
ductivity of the company. If you are not close, phrase your questions carefully and show
that you want what is best for the whole. Do not push, if you do not get clear answers.
Radical and inventive ideas may hold the key to some fun times. This could involve the
care of a child or some rule for neighborhood safety. This afternoon the young people in
the neighborhood may find you involved in a fun activity. This may be a magic demonstra-
tion or showing off the latest animal trick that you have taught your animal. Life is fun and

relaxed this afternoon.

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

You may find yourself handling a problem with young people today. It is
up to you to smooth the ruffled feathers-you may be the only adult present.

The answer may be in helping them to see that they are really capable of comprehending
a simple solution-compromise. Handling a person or a problem is perhaps the key ele-
ment in your personality make-up. How you manage difficulties, find diplomatic solutions
or come up with the right approach is what is built into your abilities. This ability to charm
others and be all things to all people solves problems. Always putting others at ease is the
key to meeting and coming to know you. At home this afternoon you may want to relax

and enjoy a good book. Someone else’s story is fun.

Pisces (February 19-March 20)

You may be asked to perform a professional favor today. There are no
favorites and you know that the request would not be made if you were not needed.
There is something about you that others cannot seem to get enough of; yet for all your
confidence, you may depend on outside guidance and counsel. This is always a good
move as most people sometimes lose sight of the bigger picture. Travel, education and
other ways to stretch your horizons open new doors of opportunity. Advice about the
next educational adventure in your life would be wise. We never get too old to learn new
things and even though it does not seem important, most of the information you receive
will help you in your personal life as well as your professional life.

Aquarius (January 20- February 18)

CROSSWORD 1365

ACROSS
1. A young woman making her debut into

society.
4. Threatening or foreshadowing evil or tragic

developments.
12. Relating to or characteristic of or occurring

on the sea or ships.
15. The 7th letter of the Greek alphabet.
16. A man who is a native or inhabitant of

Ireland.
17. Extremely pleasing.
18. The part of the nervous system of verte-

brates that controls involuntary actions of
the smooth muscles and heart and glands.

19. Large high frilly cap with a full crown.
20. Lower in esteem.
22. Solid excretory product evacuated from

the bowels.
24. Step on it.
25. Treated with wax.
26. Of or relating to a member of the Buddhist

people inhabiting the Mekong river in
Laos and Thailand.

28. Tall perennial herb of tropical Asia with
dark green leaves.

30. The blood group whose red cells carry
both the A and B antigens.

33. The basic unit of money in Nicaragua.
37. Tag the base runner to get him out.
42. According to the Old Testament he was a

pagan king of Israel and husband of
Jezebel (9th century BC).

43. A self-funded retirement plan that allows
you to contribute a limited yearly sum
toward your retirement.

44. United States chemist (1839-1903).
46. A public promotion of some product or

service.
47. A master's degree in library science.
48. An infective disease caused by sporozoan

parasites that are transmitted through the
bite of an infected Anopheles mosquito.

50. Being one hundred more than two hun-
dred.

53. Jordan's port.
55. Any culture medium that uses agar as the

gelling agent.
56. A girl or young woman who is unmarried.
60. English scholastic philosopher and

assumed author of Occam's Razor (1285-
1349).

62. A lawman concerned with narcotics viola-
tions.

64. Relating to or resembling or made of or
adorned with pearls or mother-of-pearl.

67. Two-masted sailing vessel square-rigged
on both masts.

69. Type genus of the Alcidae comprising sole-
ly the razorbill.

73. A motley assortment of things.
75. Cubes of meat marinated and cooked on a

skewer usually with vegetables.
76. A river in north central Switzerland that

runs northeast into the Rhine.
77. (informal) Of the highest quality.
78. A republic in northeastern South America

on the Atlantic.
81. A doctor's degree in theology.
82. A mechanically operated piano that uses a

roll of perforated paper to activate the
keys.

83. Baby bed with high sides.

DOWN
1. Lacking or deprive of the sense of hearing

wholly or in part.
2. An inactive volcano in Sicily.
3. A city in northwestern Switzerland.

4. A rotary duplicator that uses a stencil
through which ink is pressed (trade mark
Roneo).

5. (Greek mythology) God of love.
6. Horny projecting mouth of a bird.
7. United States writer (born in Poland) who

wrote in Yiddish (1880-1957).
8. A seat for one person, with a support for the

back.
9. Challenge the honesty or credibility of.
10. A silvery soft waxy metallic element of the

alkali metal group.
11. Relatively small gnawing animals having a

single pair of constantly growing incisor
teeth specialized for gnawing.

12. The second largest city in Tunisia.
13. Freedom from difficulty or hardship or

effort.
14. In bed.
21. English monk and scholar (672-735).
23. A rotating disk shaped to convert circular

into linear motion.
27. A white metallic element that burns with a

brilliant light.
29. A constitutional monarchy in a tiny enclave

on the French Riviera.
31. United States writer of poems and plays

about racial conflict (born in 1934).
32. Being three more than fifty.
34. The ohmic resistance of a conductor.
35. Of or denoting or relating to the Balkan

countries or their inhabitants or the
Balkan peninsula or the Balkan Mountains.

36. Inconsistent with reason or logic or com-
mon sense.

38. A pale rose-colored variety of the ruby
spinel.

39. A city in northern India.
40. A hemoprotein composed of globin and

heme that gives red blood cells their char-
acteristic color.

41. (computer science) American Standard
Code for Information Interchange.

45. A soft silvery metallic element of the alkali
earth group.

49. Become imbued.
51. A person who eats human flesh.
52. An indehiscent fruit derived from a single

ovary having one or many seeds within a
fleshy wall or pericarp.

54. A very young lamb.
57. Being ten more than one hundred ninety.
58. (astronomy) The angular distance of a

celestial point measured westward along
the celestial equator from the zenith
crossing.

59. A soft silver-white or yellowish metallic ele-
ment of the alkali metal group.

61. A fastener (as a buckle or hook) that is used
to hold two things together.

63. Small terrestrial lizard of warm regions of
the Old World.

65. (used of count nouns) Every one consid-
ered individually.

66. Advanced in years.
68. A city in western Nevada at the foot of the

Sierra Nevada Mountains.
70. The habitation of wild animals.
71. City in southwestern Colombia in a rich

agricultural area.
72. An Arabic speaking person who lives in

Arabia or North Africa.
74. A user interface based on graphics (icons

and pictures and menus) instead of text.
79. An intensely radioactive metallic element

that occurs in minute amounts in uranium
ores.

80. 1,000,000,000 periods per second.
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Ahmadi Sama Safwan                                    Fahaeel Makka St 23915883
Abu Halaifa                                        Abu Halaifa-Coastal Rd 23715414
Danat Al-Sultan                              Mahboula Block 1, Coastal Rd 23726558

Jahra Modern Jahra                                   Jahra-Block 3 Lot 1 24575518
Madina Munawara                        Jahra-Block 92 24566622

Capital Ahlam                                                   Fahad Al-Salem St 22436184
Khaldiya Coop                                 Khaldiya Coop 24833967

Farwaniya New Shifa                                           Farwaniya Block 40 24734000
Ferdous Coop                                   Ferdous Coop 24881201
Modern Safwan                               Old Kheitan Block 11 24726638

Hawally Tariq                                                      Salmiya-Hamad Mubarak St 25726265
Hana                                                      Salmiya-Amman St 25647075
Ikhlas                                                    Hawally-Beirut St 22625999
Hawally & Rawdha                         Hawally & Rawdha Coop 22564549
Ghadeer                                              Jabriya-Block 1A 25340559
Kindy                                                    Jabriya-Block 3B 25326554
Ibn Al-Nafis                                        Salmiya-Hamad Mubarak St 25721264
Mishrif Coop                                     Mishrif Coop 25380581
Salwa Coop                                        Salwa Coop 25628241

Ophthalmologists

Dr. Abidallah Al-Mansoor            25622444

Dr. Samy Al-Rabeea                         25752222

Dr. Masoma Habeeb                        25321171

Dr. Mubarak Al-Ajmy                      25739999

Dr. Mohsen Abel                                 25757700

Dr  Adnan Hasan Alwayl               25732223

Dr. Abdallah Al-Baghly                  25732223

Ear, Nose & Throat (ENT)

Dr. Ahmed Fouad Mouner          24555050 Ext 510

Dr. Abdallah Al-Ali                            25644660

Dr. Abd Al-Hameed Al-Taweel  25646478

Dr. Sanad Al-Fathalah                    25311996

Dr. Mohammad Al-Daaory         25731988

Dr. Ismail Al-Fodary                         22620166

Dr. Mahmoud Al-Booz                   25651426

General Practitioners

Dr. Mohamme Y Majidi                  24555050 Ext 123

Dr. Yousef Al-Omar                           24719312

Dr. Tarek Al-Mikhazeem               23926920

Dr. Kathem Maarafi                          25730465

Dr. Abdallah Ahmad Eyadah     25655528

Dr. Nabeel Al-Ayoobi                      24577781

Dr. Dina Abidallah Al-Refae       25333501

Urologists

Dr. Ali Naser Al-Serfy                       22641534

Dr. Fawzi Taher Abul                        22639955

Dr. Khaleel Abidallah Al-Awadi 22616660

Dr. Adel Al-Hunayan FRCS (C)   25313120

Dr. Leons Joseph                                66703427

For labor-related inquiries 
and complaints:

Call MSAL hotline 128 

Sabah Hospital                                                 24812000

Amiri Hospital                                                  22450005

Maternity Hospital                                         24843100

Mubarak Al-Kabir Hospital                        25312700

Chest Hospital                                               24849400

Farwaniya Hospital                                    24892010

Adan Hospital                                                23940620

Ibn Sina Hospital                                         24840300

Al-Razi Hospital                                            24846000

Physiotherapy Hospital                            24874330/9

Kaizen center 25716707

Rawda 22517733

Adaliya 22517144

Khaldiya 24848075

Kaifan 24849807

Shamiya 24848913

Shuwaikh 24814507

Abdullah Salem 22549134

Nuzha 22526804

Industrial Shuwaikh 24814764

Qadsiya 22515088

Dasmah 22532265

Bneid Al-Gar 22531908

Shaab 22518752

Qibla 22459381

Ayoun Al-Qibla 22451082

Mirqab 22456536

Sharq 22465401

Salmiya 25746401

Jabriya 25316254

Maidan Hawally 25623444

Bayan 25388462

Mishref 25381200

W Hawally 22630786

Sabah 24810221

Jahra 24770319

New Jahra 24575755

West Jahra 24772608

South Jahra 24775066

North Jahra 24775992

North Jleeb 24311795

Ardhiya 24884079

Firdous 24892674

Omariya 24719048

N Khaitan 24710044

Fintas 23900322

GOVERNORATE PHARMACY                            ADDRESS PHONE

Plastic Surgeons

Dr. Mohammad Al-Khalaf                        22547272

Dr. Abdal-Redha Lari                                   22617700

Dr. Abdel Quttainah                                 25625030/60

Family Doctor

Dr Divya Damodar                        23729596/23729581

Psychiatrists

Dr. Esam Al-Ansari                                         22635047

Dr Eisa M. Al-Balhan                                  22613623/0

Gynaecologists & Obstetricians

DrAdrian arbe                                   23729596/23729581

Dr. Verginia s.Marin                       2572-6666 ext 8321

Dr. Fozeya Ali Al-Qatan                              22655539

Dr. Majeda Khalefa Aliytami                  25343406

Dr. Ahmad Al-Khooly                                  25739272

Dr. Salem soso                                                  22618787

General Surgeons

Dr. Amer Zawaz Al-Amer                          22610044

Dr. Mohammad Yousef Basher             25327148

Internists, Chest & Heart

Dr. Adnan Ebil                                                   22639939

Dr. Mousa Khadada                                      22666300

Dr. Latefa Al-Duweisan                              25728004

Dr. Nadem Al-Ghabra                                  25355515

Dr. Mobarak Aldoub                                    24726446

Dr Nasser Behbehani                                25654300/3

Paediatricians

Dr. Khaled Hamadi                              25665898

Dr. Abd Al-Aziz Al-Rashed                         25340300

Dr. Zahra Qabazard                             25710444

Dr. Sohail Qamar                                   22621099

Dr. Snaa Maaroof                                  25713514

Dr. Pradip Gujare                                  23713100

Dr. Zacharias Mathew                        24334282

Dermatology

Dr. Mohammed Salam 
Bern University                                      23845955

Dentists

Dr Anil Thomas                                       3729596/3729581

Dr. Shamah Al-Matar                          22641071/2

Dr. Anesah Al-Rasheed                     22562226

Dr. Abidallah Al-Amer                       22561444

Dr. Faysal Al-Fozan                              22619557

Dr. Abdallateef Al-Katrash             22525888

Dr. Abidallah Al-Duweisan             25653755

Dr. Bader Al-Ansari                              25620111

Neurologists

Dr. Sohal Najem Al-Shemeri         25633324

Dr. Jasem Mola Hassan                     25345875

Gastrologists

Dr. Sami Aman                                        22636464

Dr. Mohammad Al-Shamaly         25322030

Dr. Foad Abidallah Al-Ali                 22633135

Endocrinologist

     Dr. Abd Al-Naser Al-Othman 25339330

     Dr. Ahmad Al-Ansari 25658888

     Dr. Kamal Al-Shomr 25329924

Physiotherapists & VD

     Dr. Deyaa Shehab 25722291

     Dr. Musaed Faraj Khamees 22666288

Rheumatologists:

     Dr. Adel Al-Awadi 25330060

     Dr. Khaled Al-Jarallah 25722290

Internist, Chest & Heart

     DR.Mohammes Akkad           24555050 Ext 210

     Dr. Mohammad Zubaid
     MB, ChB, FRCPC, PACC
     Assistant Professor Of Medicine
     Head, Division of Cardiology
     Mubarak Al-Kabeer Hospital 25339667

Consultant Cardiologist

     Dr. Farida Al-Habib          2611555-2622555
     MD, PH.D, FACC

     Inaya German Medical Center
     Te: 2575077
     Fax: 25723123

Soor Center
Tel: 2290-1677
Fax: 2290 1688

info@soorcenter.com
www.soorcenter.com

Psychologists
/Psychotherapists

PRIVATE CLINICS

William Schuilenberg, RPC 2290-1677
Zaina Al Zabin, M.Sc. 2290-1677

Kaizen center
25716707

Noor Clinic
23845955

INTERNATIONAL
CALLS

Afghanistan 0093

Albania 00355

Algeria 00213

Andorra 00376

Angola 00244

Anguilla 001264

Antiga 001268

Argentina 0054

Armenia 00374

Australia 0061

Austria 0043

Azerbaijan 00994

Bahamas 001242

Bahrain 00973

Bangladesh 00880

Barbados 001246

Belarus 00375

Belgium 0032

Belize 00501

Benin 00229

Bermuda 001441

Bhutan 00975

Bolivia 00591

Bosnia 00387

Botswana 00267

Brazil 0055

Brunei 00673

Bulgaria 00359

Burkina 00226

Burundi 00257

Cambodia 00855

Cameroon 00237

Canada 001

Cape Verde 00238

Cayman Islands 001345

Central African 00236

Chad 00235

Chile 0056

China 0086

Colombia 0057

Comoros 00269

Congo 00242

Cook Islands 00682

Costa Rica 00506

Croatia 00385

Cuba 0053

Cyprus 00357

Cyprus (Northern) 0090392

Czech Republic 00420

Denmark 0045

Diego Garcia 00246

Djibouti 00253

Dominica 001767

Dominican Republic 001809

Ecuador 00593

Egypt 0020

El Salvador 00503

England (UK) 0044

Equatorial Guinea 00240

Eritrea 00291

Estonia 00372

Ethiopia 00251

Falkland Islands 00500

Faroe Islands 00298

Fiji 00679

Finland 00358

France 0033

French Guiana 00594

French Polynesia 00689

Gabon 00241

Gambia 00220

Georgia 00995

Germany 0049

Ghana 00233

Gibraltar 00350

Greece 0030

Greenland 00299

Grenada 001473

Guadeloupe 00590

Guam 001671

Guatemala 00502

Guinea 00224

Guyana 00592

Haiti 00509

Holland (Netherlands) 0031

Honduras 00504

Hong Kong 00852

Hungary 0036

Ibiza (Spain) 0034

Iceland 00354

India 0091

Indian Ocean 00873

Indonesia 0062

Iran 0098

Iraq 00964

Ireland 00353

Italy 0039

Ivory Coast 00225

Jamaica 001876

Japan 0081

Jordan 00962

Kazakhstan 007

Kenya 00254

Kiribati 00686

Kuwait 00965

Kyrgyzstan 00996

Laos 00856

Latvia 00371

Lebanon 00961

Liberia 00231

Libya 00218

Lesotho 00266

Lithuania 00370

Luxembourg 00352

Macau 00853

Macedonia 00389

Madagascar 00261

Majorca 0034

Malawi 00265

Malaysia 0060

Maldives 00960

Mali 00223

Malta 00356

Marshall Islands 00692

Martinique 00596

Mauritania 00222

Mauritius 00230

Mayotte 00269

Mexico 0052

Micronesia 00691

Moldova 00373

Monaco 00377

Mongolia 00976

Montserrat 001664

Morocco 00212

Mozambique 00258

Myanmar (Burma) 0095

Namibia 00264

Nepal 00977

Netherlands 0031

Netherlands Antilles 00599

New Caledonia 00687

New Zealand 0064

Nicaragua 00505

Nigar 00227

Nigeria 00234

Niue 00683

Norfolk Island 00672

N. Ireland (UK) 0044

North Korea 00850

Norway 0047

Oman 00968

Pakistan 0092

Palau 00680

Panama 00507

Papua New Guinea 00675

Paraguay 00595

Peru 0051

Philippines 0063

Poland 0048

Portugal 00351

Puerto Rico 001787

Qatar 00974

Romania 0040

Russian Federation 007

Rwanda 00250

Saint Helena 00290

Saint Kitts 001869

Saint Lucia 001758

Saint Pierre 00508

Saint Vincent 001784

Samoa US 00684

Samoa West 00685

San Marino 00378

Sao Tone 00239

Saudi Arabia 00966

Scotland (UK) 0044

Senegal 00221

Seychelles 00284

Sierra Leone 00232

Singapore 0065

Slovakia 00421

Slovenia 00386

Solomon Islands 00677

Somalia 00252

South Africa 0027

South Korea 0082

Spain 0034

Sri Lanka 0094

Sudan 00249

Suriname 00597

Swaziland 00268

Sweden 0046

Switzerland 0041

Syria 00963

Serbia 00381

Taiwan 00886

Tanzania 00255

Thailand 0066

Togo 00228

Tonga 00676

Tokelau 00690

Trinidad 001868

Tunisia 00216

Turkey 0090

Tuvalu 00688

Uganda 00256

Ukraine 00380

United Arab Emirates 00976

United Kingdom 0044

Uruguay 00598

USA 001

Uzbekistan 00998

Vanuatu 00678

Venezuela 00582

Vietnam 0084

Virgin Islands UK 001284

Virgin Islands US 001340

Wales (UK) 0044

Yemen 00967

Yugoslavia 00381

Zambia 00260

Zimbabwe 00263
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Deep within the Mukogodo forest in central Kenya, a
community of traditional hunter gatherers are working
with the government to help expand forests and crack

down on illegal logging and poaching using ancient conserva-
tion techniques. The Yiaaku are hailed a model of collaboration
with authorities, using traditional knowledge to take care of
tree and plant cover while adopting new livelihoods such as
keeping bees and livestock to protect animals from hunting.

Kenya Forest Services Director, Emilio Mugo, said legisla-
tion to allow co-management of forests was introduced nearly
a decade ago but the Yiaaku is the first successful community
to do so, with hopes this approach can be replicated across
Kenya. “Where this community model is practiced we have
seen cases of illegal logging reduce up to 50 percent,” Mugo
told the Thomson Reuters Foundation. “Since we integrated
the community’s indigenous knowledge model of conserving
forests into our forest policy .. there has been little friction or

tensions with these forest dwellers.”
The Kenya Forest Management Act of 2007 aimed to inte-

grate communities into forest management but also led to
the abolition of long-standing traditions such as hunting and
logging for charcoal to maintain the forests and promote
tourism. It came ahead of Kenya setting a target to increase its
forest cover to about 10 percent by 2030 from an estimated
7.2 percent, according to the Kenya Forest Service (KFS).

Old versus the new
Yiaaku leaders say their approach to protecting the forest

from illegal loggers and trophy hunters has not only helped
defuse conflict with neighboring communities but eased past
tensions with government authorities who want to ensure
forests and animals are protected to encourage tourism. He
said the community’s knowledge of the forest meant they
knew which trees had medicinal value and need conservation,

could foresee dry spells so water points could be conserved
and used observation of wildlife - such as bird migration pat-
terns - to warn of drought or dangerous weather events.

He said the Yiaaku, living northeast of Nairobi, also acted as
fire fighters during the hot season and monitored the health
of seedlings and old trees. “We don’t have to fight with the
authorities anymore as they have acknowledged our system
as a powerful tool in protection and conservation of the forest
biodiversity,” Simon Napei, a Yiaaku forest scout, told the
Thomson Reuters Foundation. “Every activity in the forest is
decided by a council of elders. During drought seasons a
council of elders sits and decides where and when the live-
stock should be grazed in the forest.” Children are trained and
taught by their elders to understand the value of individual
trees for the overall health of the forest, he said, and every
individual will plant more than 20 trees during each rainy sea-
son “The community has strong cultural beliefs and taboos

which are viewed as sacred,” he said.
“These taboos are a set of rules and regulations used to

bring sanity within the community and anyone who breaks
the rules brings a curse to the family.”

Mugo said the Yiaaku are now custodians of more than
74,000 acres (29,950 hectares) of forest land and their success
has also earned them security and autonomy. He said the gov-
ernment had saved “millions of Kenyan shillings” previously
spent on armed personnel to guard forests and reforesting
programs, and the government now hopes to replicate this
approach in 100 other gazetted forests. “We are targeting
communities that are well organized and have a common pur-
pose of conserving forests,” he said. — Reuters

Taboos and ancient traditions help one community protect Kenya’s forests

Its scarred lion Marjan was for years a symbol of Afghan sur-
vival. Now, more than a decade after his death, Afghanistan
remains battered by war but Kabul zoo is buzzing again-a

haven for women, children and young lovers in a capital city
that has little public space for anyone but men. The carnival of
animal life may be a mundane affair compared to other
places, but it seems like an anomaly in Kabul, a war-scarred
city benighted by post-traumatic stress, which still faces a
high risk of insurgent attacks.

Men with children, women in blue burqas, crowds of
young students-girls and boys-come to this haven to relax.
“My wife and I have come here to take a break and forget our
pain and sorrows,” explains Mohammad Ali Akbari, a resident
of southern Ghazni province, one of the worst hit by the
Taliban insurgency. “My wife is a bit sick. I brought her here so
she can breathe fresh air and enjoy the normal things of life,”
he adds, as his wife gazes at a bear inside a cage.

Children peer through a wire mesh fence, amused by mon-
keys swinging their tails and frolicking from one tree to anoth-
er, as some of them imitate their whoops and barks. Loud
music emanates from the zoo canteen near an aviary with
pheasants and other birds, as families huddled in conversation
around burgers, fries and canned sodas. Other picnickers seek
respite from the scorching afternoon heat under the shade of
trees, while enjoying platters of cantaloupe, honeydew and
watermelon. Blushing young lovers sit on a bench opposite
the gazelle cage, seeking an escape from prying eyes in a city
where harassment is otherwise commonplace.

‘More than a zoo’ 
The Kabul zoo-the only one in the country-is located in the

heart of the Afghan capital, surrounded by a dense warren of
muddy flat-topped houses. Before the 1992-1995 civil war, the
zoo was home to many exotic animals. But most of them were
either killed or escaped as mortar rounds slammed into the
zoo during fighting, leaving only a bear with a nose injured by
children who jabbed it with a stick, a scattering of monkeys,
an assortment of birds of prey-and Marjan, the showpiece lion
who was blinded by a grenade blast in 1993. 

Many of the smaller and tamer animals, such as sheep and
goats, were stolen for food. More exotic creatures, such as rare
species of birds, were sold on the black market or smuggled
out of the country. The zoo has since undergone a slow and
painful reconstruction, now housing around 600 animals,
many of them gifted by countries such as India and China. “It
is now more than a zoo,” said Aziz Gul Saqib, who has served

as director for more than a decade. “Families feel safe here.
They see the zoo as a place for rejuvenation,” he told AFP,
adding that last year more than 700,000 people visited the
zoo, including 50,000 students.

The zoo, he said, earned 17 million Afghanis ($250,000) last
year from ticket sales and other revenues, making it self-sus-
tainable. It is equipped with hi-tech surveillance cameras and
loudspeakers-often used to chide those who tease the ani-
mals. “It is very important to teach people about wildlife
because exotic animals in Afghanistan are on the verge of
extinction,” Saqib said. Marjan was seen as a symbol of
Afghanistan’s national survival after living through coups,
invasions, the grenade attack which scarred his face and
blinded him, civil war and the hardline Taliban era which end-
ed in 2001.

He died in 2002 and is now buried in the zoo, but his
bronze statue greets visitors at the entrance with many visi-
tors posing beside it for selfies and photographs. A new
Marjan made headlines around the world when AFP found
him in 2014, living on the roof of a compound in the upmar-
ket Taimani district of the capital.  Government inspectors
took him from the owner as the lion’s health declined and
brought him to the zoo. He did not live-but as the conflict
grinds on, the zoo itself has become a symbol of Afghan
endurance.—  AFP

A young Afghan visitor dressed in camouflage outfit gestures as he looks into
an enclosure at Kabul Zoo in Kabul. — AFP photos

Afghan visitors watch an unseen bear inside an enclosure at Kabul Zoo. An Afghan man and children look on as pigeons fly inside an enclosure at Kabul
Zoo.

Kabul’s once battle-scarred
zoo roars back to life

Burqa-clad Afghan visitors walk past a statue of ‘Marjan’ the lion once the most famous
resident at Kabul Zoo.

A peacock stands in an
enclosure at Kabul Zoo.

An Afghan visitor (left) feeds a jackal in an enclosure at Kabul Zoo.

A deer looks on from an enclosure at Kabul Zoo.

Afghan children touch a statue of ‘Marjan’.

An Afghan zoo employee (right) feeds a deer in an enclosure at Kabul Zoo. Afghan visitors watch as a heron stands inside an enclosure at Kabul Zoo.

Afghan visitors look on as deers roam in an enclosure at Kabul Zoo.



In 2012, freelance journalist Theo Padnos slipped
into Syria to cover its unfolding civil war and was
promptly kidnapped by members of an Al-Qaeda

branch. Convinced he was a CIA agent because he
spoke Arabic, the group held the Massachusetts
native for nearly two years before releasing him in
August 2014. Now, Padnos is retracing his journey in
“Theo Who Lived,” a documentary being screened
Sept 30 in Cambridge. Its theatrical premiere is in
New York City on Oct 7, followed by a wider release.

Padnos, 47, who has been living in Paris and
Vermont, tells the Associated Press he’s grateful to
have survived.

The ordeal not only changed his outlook on life
but also gave him perspective on the Syrian conflict
that he feels is important to share. Padnos is working
on a nonfiction book, a play and a novel drawing on
his experience. He wrote about his captivity for the
New York Times Magazine shortly after his release
and is trying to continue writing about the region as
a journalist.

Spiritual voyage
“I had a real spiritual voyage, which was terrifying

for me and my family at the time,” Padnos said from
his family’s vacation home in Vermont. “But looking
back, this is what life gave me and I’d like to take
what I learned and turn it into some positive benefit.”
The film follows Padnos as he returns to places in
Turkey and Israel that figured prominently in his 22-
month capture. The film crew never set foot in Syria.
Padnos reflects on his captivity on sets emulating his
tiny prison cell and the room he was subjected to tor-
ture and beatings.

Along the Turkey-Syria border, he recalls the
moment when his travelling companions instruct
him to dash across the field and hop the razor wire
fence separating them from Syria. It’s a moment
Padnos says he’d replay in his mind for months after.
The trio of men had claimed they were providing
supplies to the Free Syrian Army and offered to take
him across the border with them. But they were actu-
ally affiliated with Al-Qaeda. They staged a fake inter-

view, beat him and took him hostage shortly after
crossing the border. “This is where I threw my life
away. It’s like a precipice that I walked up to and I
actually jumped,” Padnos says in the film. “Now I’m
back in a safe place and I’m thinking why did I ever
jump?”

Narrow prison
Padnos also details a series of failed escapes,

including one in which cellmate and American pho-
tojournalist Matthew Schrier managed to sneak out
through a narrow prison window but Padnos could
not. Padnos’ mother, Nancy Curtis, who is inter-
viewed in the documentary, says she still has mixed
emotions about her son’s release. During the ordeal,
she became close to the parents of other Americans

kidnapped by extremists overseas. Many of them
were not as fortunate as her family, she says.

Curtis and other family members, working with
the US and Qatari  governments,  successfully
arranged for Padnos’ release just days after the
Islamic State beheaded New Hampshire journalist
James Foley in a video. The family maintains that no
ransom was paid. “I always clung to the hope that
he’d come home,” Curtis said. “But I also don’t feel
great joy and happiness. Probably anyone who has
had a solider in the war who came home but knows
others that didn’t have similar emotions.”

Director David Schisgall says Padnos’ story is a rare
eyewitness account of life inside a jihadi group by an
outsider with a deep understanding of the region’s
language and culture. Having spent years prior

studying Arabic and Islam in Yemen and Syria,
Padnos was able to build trust and friendships with
some of his captors. Near the end of his captivity, he
was given greater freedoms and even travelled per-
sonally with the then-high commander of Al-Nusra
Front, an Al-Qaeda affiliate in Syria. “The real intimacy
he developed with his captors was remarkable,”
Schisgall said. “It’s a very important message for
Americans to see these people fighting as complicat-
ed individuals who are both very dangerous but also
very human.” — AP
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Journalist recounts years as Syrian prisoner in documentary

Theo Padnos poses at the family’s house in remote Reading, Vt. — AP photos Theo Padnos walks in a field at the family’s house in remote Reading, Vt.

As a rape survivor, victim’s advocate and
an actress in “The Birth of a Nation,”
Gabrielle Union has found herself in an

impossible position. Union recently, along
with the much of the world, learned that her
film’s director, writer, producer and star, Nate
Parker, was accused and acquitted of rape 17
years ago. She collected her thoughts in a
nuanced opinion piece for the Los Angeles
Times Friday, writing that while she cannot
take the allegations lightly, the film also
addresses and raises important questions
about this very matter.

It’s also the latest high-profile complica-
tion for a film that just a month ago was pre-
sumed to be one of the year’s most vital - a
powerful awards contender and a possible
antidote for the #OscarsSoWhite Hollywood
diversity crisis. Yet the film, which fetched a
record acquisition price at the Sundance Film
Festival in January, is now in the shadow of
persistent controversy just weeks away from
its Oct. 7 release. In the film, about Nat
Turner’s 1831 slave rebellion, Union’s charac-
ter is raped, though it ’s not depicted on
screen. It’s why the actress took the part, she
writes. She wanted to give voice to women of
history, especially black women, who have for
so long been silenced on the matter. “I knew I
could walk out of our movie and speak to the
audience about what it feels like to be a sur-
vivor,” Union wrote.

Sexual assault
Union, who was raped at gunpoint in the

backroom of a Payless shoe store 24 years
ago, says she’s been “in a state of stomach-
churning confusion” since learning of Parker’s
1999 rape case. The rape allegation came
while Parker was a student and wrestler at
Penn State University. Parker was acquitted,
though his college roommate Jean Celestin
(who co-wrote “The Birth of a Nation) was ini-
tially found guilty of sexual assault. That con-
viction was later overturned when the accus-
er declined to testify for a trial. The case gar-
nered a lot of attention at Penn State. Parker
and Celestin allegedly harassed the accuser
on campus. The incident spawned a civil law-
suit by the woman against the college, with a
settlement of $17,500.

The recently renewed focus on the case
also brought to light the fact the accuser
committed suicide in 2012, which Parker, now
married with five daughters, learned about
from media reports. He wrote on his

Facebook page that he was “filled with pro-
found sorrow” and regretted that he didn’t
“show enough empathy.” Parker also recently
spoke to Ebony magazine about how he’s tak-
ing steps to grow and educate himself. It
remains unclear how all this might affect the
release of the film, its public perception or
even its awards chances. Distributor Fox
Searchlight is proceeding with the October
release and will still take the film, and Parker,
to the Toronto International Film Festival this
month. But things look very different from
just a month ago when Parker was happily
accepting a Sundance Vanguard Award and
taking meetings in the White House.

Implicit endorsement
Union’s op-ed “is certainly bad news for

Searchlight, in that it keeps the focus firmly
on this issue going into Toronto,” said David
Poland, the editor in chief of
MovieCityNews.com and a longtime industry
observer. “I can’t say that the film won’t do
business. It might. But half of what it might
have. And its awards prospects are on their
death bed.” Yet Poland says one positive is
that Union hasn’t quit on the film or its pro-
motion. “That’s an implicit endorsement of
Nate and the film, though with clear reserva-
tions,” he said. “That the rest of the cast will
stick with the film at TIFF is also critical for
Searchlight, which is holding on by its finger-
tips on this.”

Union, for her part, says that she has read
the 700 pages of court transcript from the
case and doesn’t know for sure what hap-
pened that night. Instead of speculating on
guilt or innocence, Union is using the plat-
form to advocate for education and conversa-
tion on the topic of rape, consent and aggres-
sion, something she is also trying to do at
home with her young son. “I believe that the
film is an opportunity to inform and educate
so that these situations cease to occur,” Union
wrote. “Sexual violence happens more often
than anyone can imagine. And if the stories
around this film do not prove and emphasize
this, then I don’t know what does. It is my
hope that we can use this as an opportunity
to look within.” Representatives for Fox
Searchlight and Parker did not immediately
respond to requests for comment. — AP

‘Birth of a Nation’ star, rape 

survivor faces complex issues

In this file photo, Gabrielle Union, from left, Nate Parker and Aja Naomi King present the
award for Dr Bobby Jones best gospel/inspirational award at the BET Awards at the
Microsoft Theater in Los Angeles. — AP

AKim Ki-duk film playing in Venice is hardly an
unprecedented event, but by now one ques-
tion is prompted by the appearance of any new

title from the famously prolific and divisive director:
which Kim Ki-duk will show up this time? Will it be the
melancholic, pictorialist humanist of 2003’s “Spring,
Summer, Fall, Winter... and Spring”? The blackly comic,
mischief-making mutilator of 2013’s “Moebius”? The
taciturn, ambiguous symbolist of 2005’s “The Bow”?
The PETA-unfriendly purveyor of 2000’s notorious “The
Isle” with its live frog-skinning? Or, given that his great-
est Venice success to date (the Golden Lion, the festi-
val’s highest honor) came with 2012’s controversial
endurance test “Pieta,” will that be the filmmaker who
returns: the abrasive, confrontational chronicler of vio-
lence, cruelty, revenge, and redemption amid deeply
perverse familial relationships? 

The answer, you may not be surprised to learn, is
none of the above. The Kim Ki-duk of “The Net” gives
us an indifferently crafted, surprisingly talky spy thriller
that earns considerable interest from the specificity of
its setting, but gradually squanders it over a too-long
runtime in which the same quandaries are mined so
thoroughly that it eventually numbs you to their
human cost.  Initially, however, there is the setup of
the film’s instantly compelling premise. Nam (Ryoo
Seung-bum) is a North Korean fisherman, who lives in
squalor but apparent contentment in a shack by the
water right at his famously repressive nation’s famous-
ly contentious border with South Korea. 

Geopolitical lines
One morning he goes out, in the tiny boat that

represents his whole fortune (as he tells the border
guard on duty), to pull the net in. But it gets caught up
in the boat’s engine, and the day’s strong tide, which
respects no imaginary geopolitical lines, pulls him
inexorably into South Korean waters. Seeing him stray
off course, the guards are immediately suspicious that
he might be defecting, but are too far away to be sure
that it’s not the accident it appears to be, and refrain at
the last moment from shooting him. Nam drifts
onward into a bank of rushes where he’s picked up by
South Korean border guards, who immediately sus-
pect him of being a spy. 

He is taken to Seoul for questioning-a journey
through which he insists on keeping his eyes closed,
so he will have nothing to report to his own authori-

ties when he gets back and faces their questions. His
predicament is clear, but it is considerably worsened
by the interrogator assigned to him (Kim Young-min)
being a paranoid bully with an historical hatred of
North Koreans that is more personal than ideological,
and an uncanny knack for seeing spies where there
are none, or indeed creating them out of previously
innocent men. In contrast, Nam is also assigned a
much kinder, younger agent, Oh Jin-woo (Lee Wong-
gun), as a guard. 

Fairly convinced
Oh and Nam bond, with the younger man believ-

ing in Nam’s innocence and coming into conflict with
his superiors for concluding that he should be sent
back home to his wife and daughter rather than
forced to defect. His bosses, even though they seem
fairly convinced that Nam is no spy, believe it’s their
moral duty to “liberate” as many people from “the dic-
tatorship” as possible, whether those people wish to
be so liberated or not.  It’s an interesting political point
that Kim is making: dogmatic belief, even in democra-
cy and the freedom represented by capitalism, is as
much a form of brainwashing as subservience to an
all-powerful, despotic Leader. The problem is, it’s the
same point he keeps on making, and in a flat, not par-
ticularly inspired visual style to boot (Kim acts as his
own cinematographer here, too). And so the film nev-
er truly capitalizes on the idea that each side in this

ongoing and intractable conflict is as bad as the other,
and the representatives of each are as corrupt and cru-
el as their counterparts across the border. And at the
center of it all, despite some strong, charismatic work
from Ryoo, Nam remains a frustratingly thin personali-
ty. Essentially the personification of the wronged, sim-
ple man longing for his family but trapped, as he says,
like a fish in a net, Nam becomes a Job-like figure
defined more by his travails and afflictions than by any
real sense of an interior life.

Desire for balance
Even when the film takes an unexpected turn

when Nam encounters a fellow North Korean who
actually is a spy, Nam’s innocence, to the point of
credulity-defying naivete, is maintained. And this is all
before he finally does fall back into the hands of the
North Korean authorities, which you know has to hap-
pen so that Kim can prove the ambivalence of his
equivocal thesis. This straight-down-the-line trajecto-
ry, this deterministic desire for balance, is sincerely
meant, but it’s also mystifyingly undynamic, especially
for a filmmaker so well-versed in the fine art of provo-
cation. For a time, in fact, those versed in the twistiness
and twistedness of Korean genre cinema in general,
and Kim’s splashy, diverse oeuvre in particular, might
suspect a very complex double-bluff in which Nam’s
innocence is being so clearly signposted just to throw
us off the scent of a major gotcha down the line.

But the film’s largely unkinked storyline yields no
such surprises, favoring instead a simplistic read on a
complex situation that ultimately does little more
than restate the problem to the point of white noise.
And that then makes “The Net’s” late-breaking bid for
tragic irony feel even more unearned: the only irony
here is that Kim Ki-duk seems so doggedly insistent
on creating political parallels and sharing ideological
blame equally that, like the regimes he critiques, he
loses any sense of the human beings caught in the
crossfire. — Reuters

‘The Net’
Venice Film Review 

Director Kim Ki-duk poses during
a photocall of the movie ‘’Geumul’
(The Net) presented out of compe-
tition at the 73rd Venice Film
Festival at Venice Lido. — AP

Is Italian cinema in a rut? On paper, Italy’s presence
at Venice this year begs that question. Though
there is plenty of cinema Italiano screening on the

Lido, it’s mostly low-budget fare by relatively obscure
directors, most of whom not known internationally,
and none outside the festival circuit. Take, for example,
“Spira Mirabilis” (pictured) the first of the three Italian
competition entries, which screened on Sunday.
“Spira” is a documentary made on a Euros 120,000
($133,000) budget by husband-and-wife team
Massimo D’Anolfi and Martina Parenti. Venice artistic
director Alberto Barbera calls “Spira,” which was shot in
Japan, Monument Valley in the US, and Milan, a vision-
ary work “destined for the international market.” But
Barbera and his team in past months have not been
impressed by the massive pile of 126 Italian movies
submitted for inclusion in Venice’s 2016 edition.

“The average quality was even lower than last year,”
Barbera noted in July after his lineup was announced.
“This year the big name Italian auteurs had either just
made a film, or still had to make it, or didn’t finish it in
time,” the Venice chief added. And “the quality of the
other [directors] is just so disappointing!,” he lamented.
Besides “Spira,” the other two Italian pics soon to
screen in the Venice 73 competition are teen pregnan-
cy comedy “Piuma,” by 42-year-old Italo-Brit writer and
director Roan Johnson, which was  made on a 600,000
Euro ($670,000) budget, and veteran auteur Giuseppe

Piccioni’s “Questi giorni” (“These Days”) a depiction of
contemporary student life in the Italian provinces.
Piccioni, who is 63, was previously in the Venice com-
petition in 2001 with Rome-set ensemble drama
“Light of My Eyes.”

Financing for films
A talking point on the Lido this year is why Italy

doesn’t seem to have any outstanding young directors
like, say, US helmer Damien Chazelle, who is 31, and
whose “La La Land” opened the fest with a bang. “The
business environment in Italy somehow has not been

the best over the past five to seven years for the emer-
gence of new talent, because a lot of the financing for
films has gone to comedies, most of which are exclu-
sively local,” said Marco Chimenz, a partner in promi-
nent indie shingle Cattleya. Chimenz notes that Paolo
Sorrentino-whose TV series “The Young Pope,” starring
Jude Law, is the real Italian standout at Venice-”made
several films before becoming really well known inter-
nationally and winning an Oscar for “The Great
Beauty.” And those films, produced by indie Indigo
Films, had substantial backing from Italian heavy-
weight Medusa.—Reuters

Is Italian cinema in a rut? Alberto Barbera, others weigh in

(From second left) Paola Malanga, scientist Shin Kubota, actress Marina Vlady, director and produc-
er Martina Parenti, director and producer Massimo D’Anolfi, Sabina Scharer and Felix Rohner
attend the photocall of the movie ‘Spira Mirabilis’ presented in competition at the 73rd Venice Film
Festival on September 4, 2016 at Venice Lido. — AFP
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A 90-year-old street vendor Antonio Bauza waits for tourists to sell bananas, next to the village church in Remedios,
Cuba. — AP photos

A man holds a fighting rooster as he talks to a woman in the main square in Remedios,
Cuba.

A man carries two children on a bicycle in Remedios, Cuba.

The first off JetBlue 387 were the TV cameramen, the US
secretary of transportation and the airline executives. As
the tropical sun beat the tarmac, the VIPs traded congratu-

lations on the arrival of the first commercial flight from the US to
Cuba in more than 50 years. Away from the cameras, a small but
potentially more important group made its way through Santa
Clara’s single-terminal airport: a pair of backpackers from
Oregon and a book editor from Chicago and his 16-year-old
daughter - the first US tourists on the newly reestablished
flights.

By December, the four will have a lot of company, with some
300 direct flights a week scheduled from the US to 10 cities
across Cuba. America’s biggest airlines and the Obama adminis-
tration hope the planes will carry hundreds of thousands of US
travelers, both Cuban-Americans visiting family and sightseers
who will turn the largest island in the Caribbean back into a
major US vacation destination.

Leather sandals
For US airlines it’s a chance to move into an untapped market

less than an hour’s flight from Miami. For Cubans, it means
waves of demanding but high-tipping Americans could trans-
form the landscape in cities like Santa Clara that have been off
the well-trod tourist track for now. “The best tourist there is, is
the American tourist,” said 25-year-old Liban Bermudez as he
sold 16-year-old Sophia Compton a pair of handmade leather
sandals from his stand off Santa Clara’s main plaza. “They’re the
ones that buy the most.”

For President Barack Obama, the reestablishment of com-
mercial air links with Cuba is the last major chance to make a key
part of his foreign policy legacy irreversible before he leaves
office. In the year since the US and Cuba re-established diplo-
matic relations, government ties have grown quickly, generating
a string of bilateral agreements on issues from environmental
protection to public health. Commerce remains stalled by the
55-year-old US trade embargo on Cuba, and the difficulty of
doing business in the island’s largely closed and centrally
planned economy.

The restart of commercial flights on Wednesday means 10 US
airlines including American Airlines, Delta, United, Southwest
and JetBlue suddenly have hundreds of millions of dollars in
business due to US-Cuba normalization. The Obama administra-
tion finalized the last of the new routes, 20 a day to Havana, the
same day Flight 387 touched down in Santa Clara. A require-
ment that the airlines start service within 90 days means all the
new Cuba flights will have to be running a month before Obama
leaves office.

‘people-to-people’
Pure tourism remains illegal under US regulations that allow

12 categories of travel to Cuba including religious and sports
activities and educational travel promoting “people-to-people”
contact. For Americans without family ties to Cuba, the most
popular form of travel has been on tightly focused educational
trips organized in conjunction with the Cuban government. The
Obama administration lifted that group requirement in March,
leaving Americans free to travel to Cuba as long as they can
credibly describe their trips as educational.

As a result, the ban on tourism has become effectively unen-
forceable, something that many more Americans are likely to
realize now that they can instantly book travel on commercial
flights instead of expensive, inconvenient charters. The four trav-
elers on Flight 387 without relatives in Cuba paid about $200
each to fly from Fort Lauderdale to Santa Clara. They spent
Wednesday seeing Che Guevara’s tomb and sites from Cuba’
1959 revolution. Then Stephen Compton and his daughter
Sophia headed to Havana. Keane Daly and Taimairie Locke
boarded a bus to the colonial city of Trinidad and the waterfalls
and beaches of Cuba’s central southern coast.

Cuban government
“I’ve traveled to 30-35 countries and this is probably one of

the friendliest places I’ve been to,” Daly, a 25-year-old University
of Oregon geology graduate student, said Saturday evening. “I
was expecting maybe some hostility but it’s actually the oppo-
site. People are really excited about Americans coming to Cuba.”

Most of the non-official passengers on Flight 387 were Cuban-
Americans - among the nearly 400,000 who already visit family
in Cuba each year.

The number of US travelers without family ties to Cuba is
already on track to at least triple to 300,000 this year. Strapped
for cash as subsidized oil from Venezuela dwindles, the Cuban
government is welcoming the wave of new visitors and strug-
gling to update infrastructure that’s already overwhelmed. It’s
pushing to build new hotels, but demand will outstrip supply for
years to come. The government has also given Aeroports de
Paris, the French company that manages Paris’ airports, a conces-
sion to take over Havana’s Jose Marti airport, where passengers
can often wait hours to get their checked bags. But renovation
of the airport isn’t expected to start in earnest until next year,
well after commercial flights being arriving there from the US.

Much of the demand is expected to be absorbed by Cuba’s
growing non-state tourism sector, where tens of thousands of
private bed-and-breakfasts and restaurants have emerged
across the country in recent years. The start of flights to lesser-
known destinations like Santa Clara, Holguin and Camaguey is
raising hopes among private business people that they will be
able to capture a significant share of the US tourist boom that’s
been concentrated until now in Havana and a circuit of popular
destinations within a few hours’ drive. “We have to get ready and
raise our standards,” said Ger Gar manager of a bed-and-break-
fast and restaurant in central Santa Clara. “All of this is above and
beyond what everybody was planning.”—  AP

New air links raise hopes in Washington and Cuba 

Images of revolutionary icon Ernesto ‘Che’ Guevara sit next to a wooden statue of Jesus
Christ in a carpenters workshop at an old church building in Remedios, Cuba.

A woman walks holding a set of medical x-rays next to the village church in Remedios,
Cuba.

A barber shaves a customer’s head at a picnic area next to the beach in Caibarien, Cuba. A horse eats grass in the garden of a residential building in Caibarien,
Cuba.

Tourist Stephen Compton from Chicago connects to the internet at the
main square in Santa Clara, Cuba.

People play dominoes on the edge of the road illuminated under a lamppost while a man
on horseback passes by in Santa Clara, Cuba.

The statue of Ernesto
‘Che’ Guevara is silhou-

etted at dusk in Santa
Clara, Cuba.
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The South African schoolgirl leaned close to the Matisse
painting. “I like the blue and yellow of the dress the
woman is wearing. And then there is the bright red

background,” she said. “And the drawing of her face is simple
but strong.” For the first time, Africa is hosting an exhibit
devoted to Henri Matisse. The show in Johannesburg features
more than 80 works, including a painting that points to how
the continent inspired Matisse and his contemporary, Pablo
Picasso.

The exhibit of bold line drawings and vibrantly colored
stencils also includes one of Matisse’s first drawings as a stu-
dent and one of his final paintings, the portrait described by
the student, completed shortly before his death in 1954.

“He collected many African art objects, particularly masks
and figurines from Central and West Africa,” said Federico
Freschi, dean of art at the University of Johannesburg and co-
curator of the show that runs through Sept 17, “Henri Matisse:
Rhythm and Meaning.” “Matisse also collected a number of
African textiles. He had a particular interest in textiles. So he
collected many Kuba cloths, for example, and also various
North African fabrics, particularly the sort of cotton appliquÈ
work that is well-known in Africa. And those things find their
way into his work in various ways,” Freschi said.

Because this is the first Matisse exhibit in Africa, the show is
broad in scope to allow space for learning and engagement,
Freschi said. Most of the works were loaned by the Matisse
Museum in Le Cateau-Cambresis , the town where the artists
grew up. Others came from the Johannesburg Art Gallery, the
Matisse Museum in Nice , the Matisse family and private col-
lections. One painting features a small African sculpture, a
carved wooden figurine that Matisse bought at a curio shop in
Paris in 1906. He brought the sculpture to a lunch at Gertrude
Stein’s and showed it to Picasso, who was fascinated by it,
Stein later recounted. Picasso soon collected African sculp-
tures and masks, and many critics say his interest in African art
led to his development of Cubism.

Young artists at the Johannesburg exhibit gathered excit-
edly around the plates from Matisse’s famed Jazz series. “I like
many of his paintings ... they are so perfect,” said Shaunti
Hlongwane, 15, who came with other students from his art

class at New Model School. “The colors, I love all of the colors
that he used, so he gave me many ideas when I want to paint.”
Students are meant to interact with Matisse’s works, said
Sibusiso Ngwenya, art facilitator at New Model School. 

“We want to encourage the students to think about what
they feel in response to the art and then in response to create
their own artworks and their own performances.” Ngwenya
said he was especially pleased to expose his students to
Matisse. “His use of color, the line work. The students look at it
and they see simplicity and purity and it inspires them. They
think, ‘This is something I can do!’”— AP

Africa hosts Henri Matisse
exhibit for 1st time: ‘Perfect’ 

Visitors look at works of art by Henri Matisse in Johannesburg.

Students from the New Model School pose for a photo in front of a work by artist Henri
Matisse in Johannesburg.

Visitors look at works of art by Henri Matisse in Johannesburg.

British archaeologists yesterday published
detailed 3D models of skulls and artefacts
found on board English king Henry VIII’s war-

ship as part of a digital experiment designed to
share knowledge of major historical finds. One skull,
reproduced in a fully interactive model, belonged to
a carpenter on board the Mary Rose, the flagship of
England’s navy when it sank in 1545 as heartbroken
Henry VIII watched from the shore.

“An abscess in his upper jaw meant he could only
chew on the right side,” said details on the website.
“He also had arthritis in his spine, ribs and left clavi-
cle and a lesion across his right eyebrow which may
be the result of an old wound.” Relics from the ship,
including the carpenter’s tools, are also available for
fellow archeologists and scientists to study on the
website following lengthy work by scientists at
Swansea University in Wales. The technique is
known as photogrammetry, using high-resolution
2D photographs to produce detailed 3D models.

“This digital resource enables researchers around
the world to join the project and study virtual 3D
reconstructions,” said professor Catherine Fletcher.
“Once fully developed, this technology can be
applied to many more historic objects, bringing
them to an even wider community of researchers
while preventing damage to the original remains
and artefacts.” The researchers captured 1,000
images of 10 skulls found on the ship to create navi-
gable online models, which they hope other
researchers will analyse to eventually recreate full
skeletons of some of the 500 men who perished.

The Mary Rose fought three wars with the French
but mysteriously keeled over and sank off
Portsmouth on July 19, 1545, while fighting off a
French invasion fleet. After a six-year search, the leg-
endary ship was definitively identified in 1971 and
around a third of it was raised in 1982, watched live
by millions on television.

The public can view a sample of the objects such

as a mirror, rigging or a leather shoe on the Virtual
Tudors website-a collaboration between Swansea
University, the Mary Rose Trust and Oxford
University.  Thousands of other artefacts are on dis-
play at the Mary Rose Museum in Portsmouth on
England’s south coast.

Alex Hildred, head of research and curator of
human remains of the Mary Rose Trust said excavat-
ing the carpenter’s cabin was “like stepping into a
deserted workshop”.  “Finding one of the carpenter’s
second set of tools on the deck below allows us to
look into the face of one of the most important
members of the crew; and the ship comes alive,” he
said, according to the Press Association. — AFP

This file photo shows pewter plates found on the wreck of the Tudor warship Mary Rose on display during a press pre-
view of the new Mary Rose Museum in Portsmouth, Hampshire, southern England. — AFP photos

The skull of a crew member recovered from the wreck of the Tudor warship Mary Rose.

Photo taken on May 07, 2013 shows
restoration staff working on part of the

hull of the Tudor warship Mary Rose dur-
ing a press preview.

Detail on a cannon found on the wreck of the Tudor warship Mary Rose on display during a press preview.

Photo shows knife handles recovered from the wreck of
the Tudor warship Mary Rose.

3D skulls from Henry VIII’s 
doomed warship placed online

A cannon found on the wreck of the Tudor warship Mary Rose on display.
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A replica of 17th-century London on a barge floating on the river Thames burns in an event to mark the 350th anniversary of the Great Fire of London, in London on September 4, 2016. A giant replica of 17th-century London was set ablaze on
the Thames in the city to mark the 350th anniversary of the devastating Great Fire of London. The 1666 inferno destroyed most of the walled inner city dating back to Roman times-a bustling, congested maze of tightly-packed wooden houses. It
forced London to rebuild anew from the ashes. — AFP

The recent discovery of the tomb of Suleiman the
Magnificent, considered the greatest Ottoman ruler,
has raised hopes of a tourism boom in one of

Hungary’s most impoverished areas. From hammam
baths and crumbling minarets to battle site memorials
and ruins of mosques, traces of the country’s 150-year-
long stretch (1541-1699) in the Ottoman Empire are not
hard to find in Hungary. But many Hungarians see them
as relics of a dark period during which the country’s flour-
ishing renaissance era was extinguished. As a result, few
of the Ottoman monuments have so far been promoted
by the Hungarian authorities.

Suleiman’s case could change that, however. Experts
confirmed in July that excavations begun two years ago in
the struggling town of Szigetvar, close to the Croatian
border, had revealed the tomb of the 16th-century ruler.
Suleiman died aged 71 on September 7, 1566, during an
epic battle with the mainly Croatian defenders of
Szigetvar castle that depleted his forces hoping to quickly
advance on Vienna, the capital of the Habsburg Empire.
On Wednesday, senior government officials from
Hungary, Croatia and Turkey will join thousands of visitors
to Szigetvar to commemorate the 450th anniversary of
the siege.

“This town is dying, young people are leaving or have
already left for Germany or London, but Suleiman can
bring in jobs, income, and tourists,” said Norbert Pap, head
of the team of researchers whose excavations uncovered
the tomb. “Szigetvar may be on the periphery now, but
450 years ago it was on the main street of European histo-
ry,” Pap, a geographer and historian at nearby Pecs univer-
sity, told AFP.

Wiped from the map 
Born in 1494, Suleiman, whose reign from 1520 to

1566 was the longest of any sultan, greatly expanded the
Ottoman Empire, annexing large swathes of the Balkans,
the Middle East and northern Africa. Taken ill before his
final battle, Suleiman was found dead in his imperial
camp, located an hour’s walk east of the castle according
to contemporary accounts. His body, later removed to
Istanbul, was drained of its internal organs and heart,
which were buried and later built over by a tomb.  While
his body was laid to rest in Istanbul, his heart and other
internal organs were buried at the site of his death and
later covered by a tomb.

Around the tomb the town of Turbek grew, the only
settlement that the Ottomans built from scratch during
their reign in Hungary. At the end of the 17th century,
however, both the town and the tomb were wiped off the
map by the Habsburgs. Until 2012 that is, when Pap
secured funding from the Turkish government to use
technology to try find them. A few days before Christmas
2014 a geophysics survey of a site nestled beneath vine-

yards and orchards four kilometers to the east of Szigetvar
castle returned results that set Pap’s pulse racing.

“It showed the presence of buildings, just under the
grass, matching positions on the medieval maps of
Turbek, and all of them pointing very precisely toward
Mecca,” he said. Excavations gradually uncovered the
remains of Turbek: the walls of a mosque, a tomb, dervish
monastery cloisters, as well as a wealth of silver coins and
fragments of clothing, pottery, glass and metal.  The evi-
dence became overwhelming, and by July this year
experts in Turkey were also convinced. “Finally we could
say for certain that we had found Suleiman’s tomb,” said
Pap.

‘National icon’ 
Sleepy Szigetvar with a population of 10,000 has few

hotels, but Pap is convinced of the town’s long-term
potential for tourism given appropriate investment.  The
only other Ottoman sultan to die outside the Empire’s
centers of Istanbul and Bursa-Sultan Murad, killed in the
1389 battle of Kosovo Polje draws several thousands of
tourists annually to his tomb in modern-day Kosovo.
“Suleiman is a national cultural icon in Turkey, and as
Szigetvar is easier to get to from both western Europe and
Turkey than Kosovo, there is a very good chance that
Turkish tourists will come visit the tomb,” said Pap.

The town’s mayor Peter Vass told AFP that he hopes
the number of visitors to Szigetvar will double from the
current 25,000 per year. The municipality has already ear-
marked a site for the construction of higher-end hotels
close to the castle. As Pap’s team continues to dig for the
rest of Turbek including a military barracks and the town’s
walls as well as Suleiman’s heart-buried in a golden urn
according to legend-five Turkish descendants of Ottoman
princesses will give DNA samples next week in Szigetvar
for comparison with samples from the tomb area.
“Hungary and Turkey have much in common, a shared
cultural heritage,” Turkey’s ambassador in Budapest Sakir
Fakili told AFP. “Many Turks are wealthy, and can afford to
travel, so why not to Szigetvar?” — AFP

Poor Hungary town eyes riches

of Suleiman the Magnificent

Workers remove soil on the tomb of Ottoman Sultan Suleiman, near Szigetvar,
Hungary.

Local workers remove soil on the tomb of Ottoman Sultan Suleiman the
Magnificent, near Szigetvar.

Joint Research with the University of Pecs for the Preservation and
Development of Cultural Diversity, Norbert Papp, speaks close to the tomb of
Ottoman Sultan Suleiman the Magnificent, near Szigetvar.

Statues of rival military leaders of 16th century, Ottoman Sultan Suleiman (right) and his opponent Miklos Zrinyi (left), are seen at
the Hungarian-Turkish friendship park near Szigetvar. — AFP photos

Director of excavations of Pecs University Erika Hancz presents a stone of
the tomb of Ottoman Sultan Suleiman near Szigetvar, Hungary.
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